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Abstract

We are living in a connected world.

In line with this trend, more and more devices have to be connected and com-
municate automatically. Through these new requirements the Internet of Things
(IoT) emerged. The usage in industry, smart cities and agriculture are only a
few of the widely spread application fields. Next to these, the healthcare area is
able to take advantage of this technology trend in form of the Internet of Things
of Wellbeing Devices (IoT-WD). The potential of IoT-WD is recognized by more
and more stakeholders. Ambient assisted living (AAL), telecare including remote
vital data monitoring and personalized wellbeing approaches, e.g. recommenda-
tions of fitness trackers, are only a couple of the possibilities for health-conscious
people to take advantage of the IoT-WD. All these functions are made possible
by the conjunction and cooperation of so-called things. However, next to above
named advantages, IoT is endangered to include new safety and security risks
since connected things bring hidden dependencies, and thus, possible danger-
ous impacts. Especially, IoT-WD has to deal with health-endangering vulnerabil-
ities. Those range from manipulation of intimate data to life-imperiling endan-
germents of exactly those with a higher need of care, like infants or seniors. Thus,
an identification and elimination of safety and security vulnerabilities as early as
possible is essential. Since 50% of security flaws arise during the design phase,
architecture approaches are needed to offer timely identification and prevention
of negative impacts on human beings [VM01].

IoT systems consist of many components, some of which are very small but nev-
ertheless provide important functions, resulting in complex system models. A
manual check for dangerous or harmful design decisions in these models is te-
dious and would include outdated data, because the monitoring process would
be highly time-consuming. Since each IoT system is different, a unified and auto-
mated way to make review approaches universally applicable is needed. For this
purpose, a unified IoT(-WD) meta model and an IoT layered architecture is de-
veloped with which IoT architectures can be modeled and analyzed on a reusable
level. The meta model contains wellbeing specific components to optimally de-
pict the critical areas, but focuses on modeling of safety and security relevant
system aspects and is accordingly based on known IoT safety and security chal-
lenges.

As mentioned above, weaknesses often arise in the design phase, in form of so-
called design flaws, which could already be noticed at this point but often only
become apparent in the fully implemented live system. Since expert knowledge
is often not or only temporarily available during the system development lifecy-
cle issues are not caught early on. For this challenge this dissertation develops
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a Pattern Recognition Framework (PRF) to present a by design approach for a
structured and semi-automated flaw identification process which focuses on pat-
tern respectively anti-pattern based expert knowledge preservation.

Linked to this is the assessment of identified flaws, as without further analyses
prevention or mitigation is not possible. Since impacts can be complex and ram-
ified, the process has to be automated as well. An analysis cycle is presented to
show the technical and quantitative impact of potential design flaws including
wellbeing information for assessment. In addition, the cycle offers a design deci-
sion method to weigh up possible countermeasures and to plan an optimized
architecture including the required new services. In order to benefit from al-
ready successful architecture analysis approaches, IoT usable analysis steps are
abstracted and adapted for this purpose.

Finally, the approach of this dissertation is undergoing a three-part evaluation:
Related work-based, case study-based and scenario-based. It is evaluated whether
the individual approach steps not only cover the current State-of-the-Art but also
extend it. Accordingly, it is ensured that no aspects are omitted. An AAL use
case, which includes a smart home for the elderly, applies the different steps of
the approach by identifying and assessing design flaws to evaluate applicability.
A generated performance use case is considered to demonstrate the scalability in
large complex models. The scenario-based evaluation includes examination of
quality characteristics adaptability, expandability, scalability and reusability.
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Zusammenfassung

Wir leben in einer vernetzten Welt.

Einhergehend mit dieser Entwicklung werden immer mehr Geräte verbunden
und kommunizieren automatisch miteinander. Durch diese neuen Anforderun-
gen ist das Internet der Dinge (IoT) entstanden. Der Einsatz in der Industrie,
Smart Citys und der Landwirtschaft sind nur einige der weit verbreiteten Anwen-
dungsfelder. Zusätzlich kann sich auch der Gesundheitsbereich diesen Technolo-
gietrend in Form des Internet of Things of Wellbeing Devices (IoT-WD) zunutze
machen. Das Potential von IoT-WD wird von immer mehr Akteuren erkannt.
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), Telepflege inklusive Überwachung von Vital-
daten und personalisierte Wellbeing-Ansätze, wie Empfehlungen von Fitness-
Trackern, sind nur einige der Möglichkeiten für gesundheitsbewusste Menschen,
das IoT-WD zu nutzen. All diese Funktionen werden durch den Zusammen-
schluss und die Zusammenarbeit vieler sogenannter Dinge ermöglicht. Neben
den oben genannten Vorteilen birgt das IoT aber auch neue Gefahren und Sicher-
heitsrisiken, da vernetzte Dinge versteckte Abhängigkeiten und damit mögliche
gefährliche Auswirkungen mit sich bringen können. Insbesondere IoT-WD muss
sich mit gesundheitsgefährdenden Schwachstellen auseinandersetzen. Diese rei-
chen von Manipulation intimer Daten bis hin zu lebensbedrohlichen Gefährdun-
gen, gerade von Menschen mit erhöhtem Pflegebedarf wie Kleinkinder oder Se-
nioren. Eine möglichst frühzeitige Identifizierung und Beseitigung von Sicher-
heitslücken ist daher unerlässlich. Da 50% der Sicherheitsmängel während der
Entwurfsphase entstehen, werden Ansätze benötigt, die eine frühe Identifikation
und Vermeidung von negativen Auswirkungen auf den Menschen beinhalten
[VM01].

Da IoT-Systeme aus vielen Komponenten bestehen, von denen einige sehr klein
sind, aber dennoch wichtige Funktionen bereitstellen, sind Modelle für diese
Systeme komplex. Eine manuelle Überprüfung auf gefährliche oder schädliche
Designentscheidungen ist mühsam und würde veraltete Daten einbeziehen, da
der Überwachungsprozess sehr zeitaufwändig ist. Da jedes IoT-System anders
gestaltet ist, wird ein einheitlicher und automatisierter Weg benötigt, um Prüfan-
sätze universell einsetzbar zu machen. Zu diesem Zweck wird ein einheitliches
IoT(-WD) Metamodell und eine IoT-Schichtenarchitektur entwickelt. Mit diesen
können IoT-Architekturen auf einer wiederverwendbaren Ebene modelliert und
analysiert werden. Das Metamodell enthält spezifische Wellbeing-Komponenten,
um die kritischen Bereiche optimal darstellen zu können. Der Fokus liegt dabei
auf der Modellierung von sicherheitsrelevanten Systemaspekten und basiert da-
her auf bekannten IoT Safety- und Security-Herausforderungen.
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Wie bereits erwähnt, entstehen Schwachstellen oft schon in der Entwurfsphase in
Form von sogenannten Design Flaws, die bereits zu diesem Zeitpunkt bemerkt
werden könnten, sich aber oft erst im vollständig implementierten Live-System
zeigen. Da Expertenwissen während des Entwicklungskreislaufs oft nicht oder
nur temporär vorhanden ist, werden Fehler nicht frühzeitig erkannt. Für diese
Herausforderung wird im Rahmen dieser Dissertation ein Pattern Recognition
Framework (PRF) entwickelt, um einen Ansatz für einen strukturierten und semi-
automatischen Fehleridentifikations-Prozess zu bieten, der sich auf eine Pattern-
bzw. Anti-Pattern-basierte Konservierung von Expertenwissen konzentriert.

Damit verbunden ist die Bewertung identifizierter Schwachstellen, da ohne eine
fachliche Analyse derer keine Vorbeugung oder Abschwächung möglich ist. Da
die Auswirkungen komplex und verzweigt sein können, muss der Prozess eben-
falls automatisiert werden. Es wird ein Analysezyklus vorgestellt, der die tech-
nischen und quantitativen Auswirkungen von Designfehlern aufzeigt und dabei
Wellbeing-Informationen für die Bewertung mit einbezieht. Zusätzlich dazu bie-
tet der Zyklus eine Design-Entscheidungsmethode, um mögliche Gegenmaßnah-
men abzuwägen und eine optimierte Architektur, inklusive der benötigten neuen
Services, zu planen. Um bereits erfolgreiche Ansätze von Architekturanalysen zu
nutzen, werden IoT-taugliche Analyseschritte abstrahiert und an diesen Zweck
angepasst.

Der Ansatz dieser Dissertation wird einer dreiteiligen Evaluation unterzogen:
Related Work-basiert, Use Case-basiert und Szenario-basiert. Es wird evaluiert,
ob die einzelnen Schritte des Ansatzes nicht nur den aktuellen State-of-the-Art
abdecken, sondern diesen auch erweitern. Entsprechend wird sichergestellt, dass
keine Aspekte ausgelassen werden. Anhand eines AAL-Anwendungsfalls, der
ein Smart Home für Ältere beinhaltet, werden die einzelnen Schritte des Ansatzes
angewendet, indem Designfehler identifiziert und bewertet werden, um die An-
wendbarkeit zu evaluieren. Ein generierter Performance Use Case wird ver-
wendet, um die Skalierbarkeit in großen komplexen Modellen zu demonstrie-
ren. Die Szenario-basierte Bewertung umfasst die Untersuchung von den Qua-
litätsmerkmalen Anpassbarkeit, Erweiterbarkeit, Skalierbarkeit und Wiederver-
wendbarkeit.
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1
Introduction

"Internet of Things: A useful innovation or security nightmare?" [SK16]

This dichotomy only can be resolved by the way Internet of Things (IoT) is han-
dled. As both scenarios could become reality, security and with it safety man-
agement is one of the most important tasks for a successful deployment of IoT.
While the architecture is comprised of many simple elements, the vast majority of
the main components, even the smallest, are interconnected, and therefore, carry
risks respectively hidden impacts and need to be included in the surveillance. Es-
pecially, since the use of embedded devices and sensors is increasingly deployed
in IoT-based applications in high-risk sectors, e.g. healthcare to take advantage
of remote monitoring functions of vital data, and thus are not allowed to contain
vulnerabilities which could harm humans [Thi+18]. Therefore, the goal of this
dissertation is to contribute towards making the scenario of useful IoT innova-
tions without safety and security concerns the reality.

This chapter presents the current developments and the associated challenges of
IoT, especially in safety- and security-critical areas such as healthcare and well-
being. In order to classify these, the developed lifecycle of IoT management is
presented and used to place Objectives and Contributions of this work into con-
text. The methodology is explained in order to highlight the steps of the approach
components and to frame the outline and the related publications.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

In the age of digitalization there is an increasing number of devices which com-
municate and interact with each other. This has led to networks including more
independent and intelligent devices that can act and react in a uniquely identifi-
able and automated manner which are known as IoT systems.

These new open embedded and connected networks have emerged through years
of development. Until the current state was reached, the industry went through 4
generations. It has started with the mechanization of production facilities which
in turn went over to electrification with mass production and assembly line activ-
ities. In the early 70s, the industry was fundamentally changed by the automa-
tion and use of electronics and IT. This was the foundation for Industry 4.0 and
networking based on cyber physical systems. [Var; ER19]

Figure 1.1.: Historic development of industry ([ER19])

Since then, smart things and applications have been interacting with each other,
gathering and processing data, and using big data to perform analytics. The data
should be used to make intelligent and automatic decisions, and thus, require
less human interaction. While IoT originated in simple Radio Frequency Identifi-
cation (RFID) technologies and industrial applications, it is spreading into more
and more areas. [Isc17] Home automation, smart agriculture, fitness and energy
conservations are only a few to name. [SS17] All domains want to benefit from the
evolution and try to exploit the benefits, such as saving money and time, better
monitoring and making intelligent decisions.

IoT systems offer plenty of benefits, thus, also bear challenges. Among other
issues, there are two major concerns. First, they are increasing fast which creates
complexity including hidden vulnerabilities. Second, they aren’t self-contained
and hence, are connected to the Internet that leads to additional new possible
cyber attacks, new hazards and threats in comparison to conventional computer
networks.
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1.1. MOTIVATION

1.1.1. Increasing IoT Networks

IoT is one of the fastest and most unstoppable developments of our time. Last
year’s expected installed 31 billion IoT devices will be more than doubled in 5
years. According to [Dep20] by 2025 there will be 75.44 billion connected devices.
The revenue of this estimated IoT device market development will generate $1.1
trillion. [Sec20]

The IoT trend has been implemented widely from the beginning, but since not
only the industry but also other application areas recognize the potential, the
number of devices continues to grow immensely. However, not only the so-called
connected things increase, but also it is now estimated that 4 billion people are
connected through IoT, which offers great potential for data mining. [Com]

Figure 1.2.: Number of installed IoT devices around the world [Ant21]

The parallel development of cloud services and 6G technologies enables even
more data to be collected and stored easily. The gained big data can be used, e.g.
for data analytics and machine learning approaches. These results can in turn be
used in the IoT for automated actions. This automation or intelligent decisions
can, for example, be used in smart factories to facilitate maintenance with sensors.
80% of retailers in the U.S. use these IoT benefits to design store visits and 66% of
U.S. cities want to use it for smart city approaches. Always aiming in reducing
the workload for people or increasing the quality of life. [Ant21]

1.1.2. Growing Healthcare IoT Networks

One of the main beneficiary of IoT technologies is the healthcare sector. By 2025,
the market volume of IoT in the healthcare sector is forecast to grow up to $188.2
billion, and thus, is one of the strongest IoT consumers after industry. [MM20]
Even though this development has already been in the offing in recent years, the
Covid-19 pandemic is contributing to it. On the one hand, telecare approaches
can avoid face-to-face visits, and thus, enable practicing social distancing guide-
lines and Covid-19 patients can be supported during quarantine. [Ant21] On the
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other hand, wellbeing devices can help maintain the mental and physical health
of self-isolated people with recommendations.

The application areas of IoT in the wellbeing or medical field are as diverse as the
discipline itself. The vital parameters of patients can be automatically measured
and transmitted, in-vitro approaches can perform blood analysis with connected
devices, and physiological values such as weight, heart rate and glucose level can
be determined. In addition, apps can help with medication, observe sleep and
fitness, or monitor internal devices such as implants. Even organizational tasks
such as bed management can be implemented with IoT. Regardless of the task,
focus is always on improving the user experience, saving money, and creating a
continuous disease management. To achieve this, it must always be ensured that
the devices work together correctly, data is properly integrated and protected,
and expert knowledge is included in spite of everything. [Mos17; Ko+10]

The classical beginnings of the IoT have been in hospitals with RFID technologies
to monitor patient locations or movements, and additionally to track equipment
[AAA13]. However, the more vital data or surgical IoT technologies are incorpo-
rated, the greater the growth in responsibility. IoT systems with medical devices
contain health and lifesaving responsibilities and are accordingly subject to even
greater trust and acceptance issues. A classic mission-critical IoT system, thus,
becomes a safety- and security-critical system.

Accordingly, rapid developments are to be found more in the wellbeing and care
sector as they have less dictated requirements. These include smart homes for
care of elderly, organizational care processes or voluntary data transfer for stud-
ies. However, as rapid growth also often pushes immature and insecure products
onto the market, this area is no less safety- and security-critical. [Ant21] Even
though these systems and products are designed mainly for prevention, they can
also have severe consequences. Due to the fast growing danger, this dissertation
focuses mainly on the wellbeing and not the medical areas.

1.1.3. Safety- and Security-Critical IoT Systems

IoT technologies are popular in safety- and security-critical applications as they
can monitor critical areas respectively prevent human failures, e.g. monitoring
quality in food production by special sensors, early detection of hardware attri-
tion or self-driving cars to prevent accidents caused by inattention. However, the
potential benefits are lost if the systems and communication they contain are not
designed securely. All communication channels have to be secure and trustwor-
thy. The data generated, sent or received by a device shall not be compromised
in terms of integrity, correctness, tampering, manipulation or delays. [Mic18a]
Otherwise this data can not be a trusted source.
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As mentioned above, IoT systems are still security nightmares. [Isc17] This ap-
plies to safety aspects as well. The security market has continued to grow in
recent years ([Sec20]), but despite this, the problems continue to increase. Espe-
cially in critical application areas, this is a worrying development. In particular as
IoT has to handle IoT specific safety and security challenges like data transmis-
sion in sensor networks as well as conventional issues like DOS attacks, eaves-
dropping or virus damages [GLJ11]. According to [OWA18], one of the biggest
problems in IoT networks are hardcoded passwords, insecure network services,
lack of secure update mechanism, outdated components and insecure data trans-
fer. Often, data can even be intercepted in cleartext. [WAF17] This set of chal-
lenges can arise and occur at plenty times and points.

"Many literally run red lights and are surprised when they get run over." [IT-18] This
quote comes from Arne Schönbohm, President of Bundesamt für Sicherheit in
der Informationstechnik (BSI) and represents the current status of many compa-
nies related to their preventive measures. Critical data in IoT networks are sent
unencrypted in 98% of traffic which enables attackers to listen and exploit the
information ([Pal20]) and according to [Ant21], 70% of IoT devices on the market
are easy to attack. From 2018 to 2019, the number of cyber attacks per company
doubled, and even if security experts are now able to detect the intruders more
quickly, they have caused 43 billion euros in damage in these two years. [Wil19]
However, according to [Liu17], only 37% of companies have a response plan. In
some cases, these companies work with critical data or their devices are used in
critical IoT networks.

The usage of IoT in critical application fields including human beings produces
danger of health-endangering vulnerabilities, wrong intimate data or other life-
imperiling endangerments. As [Pal20] has shown, most of the connected image
devices are operating on OSs without update support leading to threats and haz-
ards that impact the quality of care or privacy. In addition, malware is spreading
easily caused by the combination of IoT and IT assets which can lead to exposed
or interpreted falsely data.

Private IoT-WD systems face safety and security issues as shown by examples
like [SB15] or [FDA17]. Manipulated baby monitors or captured implantable car-
diac devices for monitoring purpose represent highly critical elements which are
difficult to alter afterwards. A loss of data or control can be severe for residents.
However, they are often affected, because many inexpensive and insecure com-
ponents are used in smart homes. This thesis focuses on the realities of IoT in the
wellbeing sector, and thus, IoT-WD systems.
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1.1.4. IoT Management Lifecycle

IoT systems require management functions in several areas, for instance the main-
tenance of components. Since this work focuses on the establishment, validation
and optimization of IoT systems, the management cycle of development to de-
ployment is considered here.

The lifecycle (figure 1.3) can be divided into 3 phases. At the beginning, the appli-
cation area and respective use case have to be considered and their components
and conditions discovered. Afterwards, a first architecture can be designed. Fol-
lowing this point, the second phase begins: Evaluation of design. The cycle can
go directly back to design phase to revise the architecture or the designed system
can be deployed in the next step. Thus, the planned system is allowed to run
or simulated. All information collected after deployment can be evaluated in a
further evaluation phase. If necessary, the design phase can be repeated. Subse-
quently, planned design changes have to be evaluated and deployed again.

To apply the management process to an existing system, the cycle starts with
deployment and subsequent evaluation of the identified aspects while running
the system.

DEPLOY 
& RUN

EVALUATEDESIGN & 
DISCOVER

Figure 1.3.: IoT management lifecycle
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1.2. Challenges

In the following, four major Challenges are presented that can be integrated into
the phases of IoT management lifecycle (figure 1.4). Since most challenges do not
only affect one phase but also have causes and effects in other phases, they extend
several challenges over several phases.

DEPLOY 
& RUN

EVALUATEDESIGN & 
DISCOVER

Manual Flaw Assessment

Management of Complex Systems  

Neglection of Safety and Security by Design

Delayed Flaw Identification after Deployment

Figure 1.4.: Challenges in IoT management lifecycle

1.2.1. Management of Complex Systems

A problem that extends across all phases is monitoring and coordination of IoT
systems. IoT systems can vary greatly in size and complexity depending on the
use case and its requirements. However, since a basic characteristic is the con-
nection to the Internet, they are always large, complex networks that include not
only the local components, but remote distributed elements or stakeholders. This
need for local and at the same time global management is more difficult than
pure wireless sensor networks or IP networks, since devices with different prop-
erties that are integrated in different networks are context aware [Sil+17]. As the
number and connectivity of these challenges steadily increase, so does the scale
of challenges [Fu+17].

High amounts of components, relations, stakeholders and other external require-
ments are leading to the Challenge that currently IoT systems cannot be displayed
in their entirety. No reliable management decision or analyses can be made on an
incomplete representation or data basis. All required information of diverse as-
pects need to be considered and depicted. For example, if connections are missed
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out a meaningful estimation of impacts can not be given or forgotten require-
ments of stakeholder can entail technical and financial risks.

Missing unification of IoT modeling impedes proper management or further anal-
yses, as the approaches cannot be reused or extended, and thus, countless new
individual solution approaches are developed. These are time-consuming and
costly, and are therefore, often not taken into consideration.

1.2.2. Neglected Safety and Security by Design

Systems should be checked at all development cycle points, especially for vulner-
abilities that could put people or the system at risk. Thus, the larger the networks
are, the more vulnerable and inscrutable they become. This is a significant Chal-
lenge especially when IoT is used in safety- and security-critical areas. Therefore,
as discussed, complex safety and security activities are highly needed. However,
these aspects are often excluded in several development phases and monitoring
is often only considered necessary in the deployed system in order to detect cur-
rent attacks. Though, the most important point is prevention, preferably directly
when they occur. The lack of update mechanisms is one of the big challenges
since many IoT devices do not have the possibility to be updated. Reasons range
from software design decisions to hardware issues. [Tas02] has stated that it is 30
times less expensive to fix problems in the design phase rather than in the post-
product release phase. In addition, he has noticed that problems start to arise
during requirements gathering and architectural design. It is estimated that up
to 50% of security flaws happen in the design phase [VM01]. However, since
most approaches focus on software level there is a lack of model-based IoT ap-
proaches. Additionally, the existing model-based approaches are either use case
specific or cannot be automated. This can be noticed by the fact that only 26% of
surveyed companies implemented their IoT initiatives successfully [Res]. How-
ever, if these companies consider all development phases they would be signifi-
cantly more successful.

Especially, neglection of safety and security by design is critical in the wellbeing
sector. Deploying healthcare sensors and utilizing vital data causes a high need
for IoT architectures free of flaws. In wellbeing embedded systems, by design
approaches are often still rarely used which has created an urgent need. [Fre12]
The reasons for this are often a lack of expert knowledge during the design phase
and the time consuming aspects.
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1.2.3. Delayed Flaw Identification after Deployment

Closely related to the neglected by design approaches is the Challenge of flaw de-
tection and assessment during the final management phase when systems have
already gone through the evaluation phase and have been deployed. In this
phase, weaknesses in the design are often no longer considered or checked. Thus,
the real reasons for vulnerabilities sometimes remain undiscovered. An impor-
tant reason for this is the fact that IoT research is focusing more on evaluating
big data and data science approaches, and thus, data analytics. [Ana+18] The
strong focus on data puts the deployed systems in the spotlight. The fact that
threats and hazards only appear in active systems often leads to that only action
is taken place when necessary and the design is not examined for possible flaws
at an early stage. A frequent time pressure in the development of IoT devices is
a reason for the fast completion of the design phase and the quick deployment of
systems [Ant21].

Although it could be seen as a financial consideration when a flaw fix is best
timed, it has to be considered, as mentioned, that many IoT devices do not have
the ability to update afterwards. Even if [Mic18a] states that there shall be a way
to update software and firmware and ensure that bugs can be fixed and rolled
back if the update is unsuccessful, often this possibility is not given due to cheap
hardware, faulty design or is considered too late after deployment.

1.2.4. Manual Flaw Assessment

When architectural approaches are used, they are addressed either in the design
phase or in the evaluation phase. In order to fully evaluate, mitigate or prevent
the impact of flaws, a detailed evaluation is required. Flaws that are only iden-
tified but not considered further may appear to have been removed, but do not
consider far-reaching consequences of new design alternatives. Also, the deci-
sion whether to change the design at all can only be answered competently if all
affected components have been identified and if several evaluation criteria are
included that must be coordinated with each other. In the complex IoT systems
described above, this is an almost unmanageable task.

Even if this is not a new insight, still "automated technologies to detect design-
level flaws do not yet exist [. . . ]“ [McG06]. Complete risk management is to iden-
tify problems, to determine probability of occurrence and to estimate severity of
damage. [US 07b] Accordingly, there is not only a lack of automated methods
for flaw detection in design, but also for automatic assessment of effects. Manual
approaches are not only time-consuming but also not up-to-date because other
design decisions may already have been made or new problems are known.
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1.3. Objectives and Contributions

In the last section, Challenges that are addressed in this dissertation were pre-
sented. In order to develop solutions for these Challenges, Objectives and corre-
sponding Contributions are presented and assigned to Challenges and phases in
the following. The selected colors are intended for the assignment of Objectives
and will be used in the further course of this chapter.
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DISCOVER

Manual Flaw Assessment

Management of Complex Systems  
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Figure 1.5.: Objectives in IoT management lifecycle

Figure 1.5 shows the mapping of Objectives and Challenges. Objective 1 covers
aspects from the first phase of the IoT management lifecycle and affected Chal-
lenges. Objective 2, on the other hand, focuses mainly on delayed flaw detection.
Objectives 3 and 4 are interconnected and cover the architectural evaluation phase.
Since all Challenges are anchored in this phase, more Contributions are needed.

Since the Objectives are designed to cross multiple Challenges, the Contributions
are applied consecutively. They can be used individually, but an optimal archi-
tectural design is only achieved with the complete application of the continuous
Contribution steps, as they partially perform the required preparatory work.
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1.3.1. Depictability and Unification of IoT Architectures

As described, complex systems come with complex models respectively architec-
tures which are highly component-heavy, ramified, and thus, difficult to secure in
early stages. Therefore, a possibility is needed to depict all available architectural
information to cover all aspects which are required for further evaluation and
analyses. Since architecture requirements and use cases can differ and change
significantly, a generic and reusable solution is needed.

Objective 1

Provide a unified and reusable IoT system modeling method to enable use case
independent usage including the possibility to analyze safety and security required
aspects.

Contributions
To create such a modelable and analyzable IoT architecture multiple steps are proposed:

• Extraction of IoT safety and security challenges, especially in the wellbeing
domain, and abstraction of required architectural information of these risks
to identify the architectural decisions that enabled these vulnerabilities.

• Development of an IoT(-WD) meta model including abstracted architec-
tural analysis aspects to enable evaluation, flaw detection, distribution and
reuse. The meta model can be used generically, but contains wellbeing spe-
cific elements to optimally map wellbeing IoT systems. A model editor is
providing different filters, views and extensible functions to automate the
analysis later on.

• Specification of an IoT layered approach to allow a detailed classification of
elements and issues that can address the different use cases of IoT domains,
regardless of home or industry applications.

1.3.2. Early Design Decision Evaluation and Flaw Detection

Even when the planned models pass the evaluation phase, many unwise design
decisions are overseen or the design is not aware of dangers it poses. This is
largely due to the fact that, as described, a manual check misses vulnerabilities
as they have hidden effects. That leads to the described delayed flaw detection
Challenges in deployed systems. Therefore, this Objective offers an approach to
push the detection in an earlier phase.
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Objective 2

Develop an IoT specific flaw identification process to mitigate impacts of possible
threats or hazards on an early architectural level through safety and security review
by design.

Contributions
To improve the architecture of IoT(-WD) at an early stage this thesis offers:

• Structured conservation of architectural expert experience to create an al-
ways available knowledge base accessible regardless of programming skills.

• Development of a Pattern Recognition Framework (PRF) to implement a
semi-automated vulnerability or flaw identification process. PRF records
generic information that is needed for the subsequent assessment, but also
offers the possibility to store wellbeing specific criteria.

• Implementation of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to define design pat-
terns and anti-patterns based on the preserved expert knowledge to recog-
nize harmful design decisions during design phase in an automated man-
ner.

1.3.3. Flaw Assessment and Architecture Optimization by
Design

Objectives 3 and 4 cover parts of all four presented Challenges, as they overlap
in the evaluation phase, by developing further approach steps to automatically
assess flaws. The identified weaknesses of Objective 2 entail a need for action.
However, the mere recognition of a problem does not directly clarify the nec-
essary mitigation or prevention activities. The flaws have to be reviewed in a
structured manner with all their effects on the system in order to not fear any
new negative influences from design changes. Since IoT systems have special
characteristics and differ significantly from conventional systems, the previous
approaches cannot easily be reused.

Objective 3

Identify requirements to transfer existing architecture analysis approaches into IoT
safety and security management including evaluation and comparison of adapta-
tion and usage limitations.
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Contributions
To analyze architecture aspects providing conditions for a suitable selection for an IoT
analysis cycle, structured research steps are used:

• A literature review to provide an overview of available architectural anal-
ysis approaches. In addition, development of an assessment of maturity of
these approaches.

• Definition of requirements and limitations to enable or prevent a transfer,
which are based on architectural IoT aspects.

• Development of an approach categorization that considers functional and
technical aspects, to select appropriate and adaptable methods.

Objective 4

Develop a structured and consecutive architecture analyses workflow to use flaw
assessment methods to conduct a holistic IoT design optimization of To-Be scenar-
ios by estimating impacts in As-Is models.

Contributions
To evaluate identified vulnerabilities consecutively and coordinated on each other, multi-
ple steps are provided:

• Development of a structured cycle that does not terminate after concluded
assessment. Partial assessment steps are preliminary steps of the next phase
of the analysis cycle. A co-developed tool provides the possibilities of au-
tomating flaw assessment.

• Specification of cycle methods that assess current weaknesses of the As-Is
architectures and additionally can compare alternatives of To-Be designs.
All methods have features to apply stored wellbeing information for as-
sessment.

• Design optimization and prevention of threats and hazards, in order to
cover the presented safety and security challenges in critical IoT wellbeing
areas, dependent on different views and aspects.
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1.4. Approach Roundup and Methodology

To provide a visual overview of content an approach roundup follows. The work
of this thesis can be depicted as stacked approach (figure 1.6), divided into three
categories: Concept, Tooling and Evaluation. The colors are oriented on the
associated Objectives.

Evaluation

Scenario-based Review

Tooling

Visualization

IoT Model Editor

IoT Architecture Analyses Framework

Flaw Filter & 

Analyses
PRF DSL

Concept

IoT Modeling

Layered 

Architecture

IoT Architecture Analyses

Meta Model

IoT(-WD) Safety & Security Challenges

Flaw 

Assessment

Flaw 

Identification

IoT-WD Case Studies

Related Work

Figure 1.6.: Approach stack
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The main part and basis for further implementation and evaluation activities rep-
resents the Concept. This part is divided into IoT Modeling and IoT Architec-
ture Analyses. Both sections rely on IoT-WD Safety and Security Challenges
which are obtained through an in-depth literature review. These challenges are
required to identify issues or vulnerabilities of safety- and security-critical use
cases especially in wellbeing areas. The characteristics of these issues respec-
tively vulnerabilities can be used to determine architectural requirements for the
modeling part and influences the selection of suitable and needed analysis func-
tions. IoT Modeling includes a Meta Model developed to enable a method to
depict IoT systems including safety and security details. Every element of these
models requires a layered categorization to assign matching features and to pro-
vide information for pattern definitions and analysis activities afterwards, e.g., to
chose a suitable countermeasure to mitigate a flaw in a specific layer. Therefore,
a Layered Architecture with nine layers, including parts for infrastructure, trans-
fer/storage and information, is created. Next to the safety and security design
approach of this thesis stands the architecture optimization through IoT Archi-
tecture Analyses. This part consists of two sections. Flaw Identification enables
through pattern and anti-pattern definitions and services the automated detec-
tion of design flaws or vulnerabilities during the design phase. Therefore, harm-
ful or dangerous architecture decisions can be prevented while past mistakes are
not repeated. The Flaw Assessment covers the subsequent handling of identified
design issues by providing an architecture analyses cycle including four analyses
to assess qualitative and quantitative impacts of flaws and to compare required
countermeasures to mitigate attacks or accidents.

Each concept part includes an associated Tooling. Again, colors are oriented on
associated Objectives. The described Meta Model and Layered Architecture are sup-
ported through an IoT Model Editor that enables to depict an IoT system in layers
or containers. Thereupon, an IoT Architecture Analyses Framework covers im-
plementation for IoT Architecture Analyses to apply the pattern or anti-pattern
identification through the PRF DSL and the subsequent assessment steps by Flaw
Filter & Analyses. All Tooling parts are united in a tool called ArchiAna which
provides the visualization of models and all analyses features.

The Evaluation completes this approach roundup and follows the Concept and
its included Tooling. To check several aspects of above mentioned parts there are
three sections. Related Work reviews the State-of-the-Art of related work and
checks whether the approach of this thesis covers respectively replace and mainly
extends these other approaches. This is to ensure that the promised generic mod-
eling and analysis approach does not omit any aspects. The IoT-WD Case Stud-
ies demonstrate the successful application of the approach workflow including
all features and the seamless transitions between these. The last method is a
Scenario-based Review to check several quality characteristics like adaptability
or scalability to evaluate how rigid the approach is and how prepared it is for
future needs for change.
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1.5. Thesis Outline

This section presents a bottom-up stacked outline of all chapters of this thesis.
The overview is depicted in figure 1.7 and gives an overview of the chapter dis-
tribution of the concept parts. After the introductory chapter 1, the chapter 2
presents foundations for this thesis and can be skipped by readers who are fa-
miliar with the concepts of connected systems, safety & security, architectural
terminology and Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM). The main con-
cept of this thesis is presented in chapters 3 - 7 and should be read consecutively
as they build on each other. Thereby, the thesis is structured in the safety and
security design approach, with chapter 3 and chapter 4, and in the architecture
optimization including the optimization process (chapter 5) and its architecture
analyses approaches of chapter 6 and chapter 7. Chapters 4, 6 and 7 start with
the relevant approach, followed by the implemented tooling and conclude with
suitable related work. Chapter 8 includes evaluation results of the main chapters.
This thesis closes with a summary respectively the revision of Objectives (chapter
9) and future work (chapter 10).
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Figure 1.7.: Outline of this thesis

Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis starts by presenting the main IoT progresses and their associated chal-
lenges. Based on this motivation, the Objectives and resulting approaches are in-
troduced. In addition, the publications, which already have been published parts
of this thesis, are summarized.
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Chapter 2: Foundations
This chapter covers the necessary basics for the approaches of this thesis. There-
fore, connected systems, including IoT and the application in wellbeing areas,
and safety respectively security requirements are considered. As the focus is
on "by Design" approaches this chapter includes architectural terminology and
EAM.

Chapter 3: Safety and Security Architectural Requirements
As the approaches of chapters 4 - 7 are aiming in safety and security aspects, the
architectural requirements must be determined. Therefore, hazards and threats
of IoT and particular IoT-WD are explored to categorize the challenges and to
derive the requirements to enable modeling of safety and security aspects and
identification respectively assessment of the same.

Chapter 4: IoT-WD Modeling
As discussed, the non-existence of standardized IoT architectures blocks unified
manners to mitigate flaws as early as possible (Objective 1). Chapter 4 presents the
approach of a unified IoT(-WD) meta model that is conform to the determined
architectural requirements and enable the modeling of generic or specific IoT use
cases of the wellbeing area. This chapter offers a detailed specification, limitations
and the implemented modeling editor of the ArchiAna tool. The chapter is closed
by a related work section about comparable reference architectures and tools.

Chapter 5: Optimization Process
This chapter acts as a link between the design approach (Objective 1) and the ar-
chitectural optimization process (Objectives 2-4). A detailed process outline de-
scribes required steps to connect the Objectives and which steps can be repeated
to receive iteratively an improved model. Needed improvement requirements
are discussed as well as connecting factors to design analysis interface options.

Chapter 6: Flaw Identification
The first step of the optimization process deals with Objective 2 and its connected
Challenge of early flaw identification during the design phase. Therefore, a PRF is
developed to enable a structured way to check the model design for vulnerabil-
ities through the definition and usage of patterns and anti-patterns. In addition,
the framework offers knowledge conservation capabilities for users regardless of
their programming skills. The pattern definition approach is divided into four
specifications: generic, safety and security challenges, safety and security assessment
and implementation. Afterwards, a pattern and anti-pattern DSL is created and
a service generation is conducted. To use the services for flaw identification ac-
tivities, new patterns or pre-defined patterns, stored in a pattern database, can
be loaded into the ArchiAna tool to analyze models that are conform to the meta
model of chapter 4. A related work section differentiates the approach from other
pattern concepts.
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Chapter 7: Flaw Assessment
The last chapter of the main part covers Objectives 3 and 4 by developing an anal-
ysis cycle. As architecture analyses are already used successfully in other applica-
tion fields, existing approaches are categorized and investigated on transferable
analyses. Selected approaches must be adapted and brought into a cycle to create
a structured manner for assessment of IoT design flaws. Four analyses which are
usable for this specific purpose are presented including their ArchiAna tool inte-
gration. The goals of these analyses can be divided into flaw impact assessment
and design decision support to mitigate assessed flaws. In addition, the analy-
ses can be differentiated by required pre-steps, result types and the associated
mission. The chapter is closed by a related work section.

Chapter 8: Evaluation
In order to prove that the approach of this dissertation brings the claimed added
value and performs successfully, the main sections are followed by an evaluation.
This chapter is segmented as described in the methodology section.

Chapter 9: Conclusion
A concluding chapter summarizes the approach with its IoT modeling, flaw iden-
tification and assessment parts. To finalize this thesis, the objectives defined at the
beginning are taken up and verified.

Chapter 10: Limitations and Future Work
This thesis closes with approach limitations and possible or planned future work
approaches to adapt, change or extend this thesis and its developed tool.
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1.6. Publications

During the development of this dissertation, parts of the approach have already
been published at conferences or project deliverables. Following subsections
present summaries of the publications produced and mark the chapters in which
parts of them are used. The afterwards mentioned concepts of the author are not
cited again in the associated chapters.

1.6.1. Scientific Publications

Following publications were published in a scientific manner and where pro-
duced with several authors. Selective text passages are used during this disserta-
tion.

Titel: "Characteristics of Enterprise Architecture Analyses"
Authors: Julia Rauscher, Melanie Langermeier and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 6th International Symposium on Business Modeling and Software
Design (BMSD), 2016
Summary: The author of this thesis and two co-authors conducted a literature
review to evaluate Enterprise Architecture (EA) analysis approaches. To enable
a classification of these, requirements were defined. A two-dimensional classi-
fication approach is developed that allowed division of different technical and
functional categories. Therefore, analyses could be sorted by their procedures
respectively techniques or by their goals respectively outcomes. A DSL is devel-
oped to formalize and evaluate defined characteristics. The designed approach is
used in this thesis to identify existing EA analyses and to enable a justified selec-
tion for adaptable approaches for the development of IoT architecture analyses.
The developed DSL is embedded in the flaw identification of this thesis. The
author was also the author of the corresponding bachelor thesis ([Rau13]) and
master thesis ([Rau15]) for this paper. Therefore, the main contribution of this
paper belongs to the first author.
Reference: [RBL16]
Text passages to be found in: Chapters 2 and 7

Titel: "Classification and Definition of an Enterprise Architecture Analyses Language"
Authors: Julia Rauscher, Melanie Langermeier and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 6th International Symposium on Business Modeling and Software
Design (BMSD), 2016, Extended Version
Summary: This publication was written by the first author, as the main contrib-
utor, and her co-authors as an extended version of [RBL16]. The approach was
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mainly developed by the first author. The DSL was advanced to create a generic
analysis language to enable a structured way to describe architecture analyses
and their steps. This approach aims in getting easy access to goals and execution
environments of classified architecture analyses. Thus, the choice and execution
of the most appropriate analysis can be performed. This extended version in-
cludes an update of the literature review.
Reference: [RLB16]
Text passages to be found in: Chapters 2 and 7

Titel: "Smart Data Integration within a Wellbeing Application Platform"
Authors: Julia Rauscher and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 4th IEEE International Conference on Biomedical and Health Infor-
matics (BHI), 2017
Summary: The author of this thesis and her supervisor published this position
paper to discuss development of big data in medical or wellbeing fields and par-
allel growth of IoT. A symbiotic pairing of both concepts was proposed by intro-
ducing a Wellbeing Application Platform (WAP) to create a possibility to merge
multi-sensor data aiming smart data and user-optimized wellbeing recommen-
dations. This concept is not the main focus of this thesis, however, the concepts
of this thesis represent the basis that has to be created to enable save development
of future WAPs. Thus, this publication is part of the motivation and basics. The
first named author has been responsible for the main part of the content.
Reference: [RB17]
Text passages to be found in: Chapter 2

Titel: "Generic Sensor Framework enabling Personalized Healthcare"
Authors: Sven Beckmann, Stefanie Lahmer, Moritz Markgraf, Oliver Meindl, Ju-
lia Rauscher, Christian Regal, Henner Gimpel and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: IEEE Life Sciences Conference, 2017
Summary: The author of this thesis was the supervisor of the corresponding
group seminar paper. Therefore, the first four authors have made the main con-
tribution, while the author of this thesis has acted as an advisory member. This
publication focused on the challenge of handling the enormous amount of differ-
ent IoT devices and sensors. As every provider uses various techniques to collect,
save and process data a generic sensor framework was developed which enables
personalized healthcare recommendations based on the individual chosen sen-
sors. This publication did not include concepts of this thesis. However, was used
to describe sensor frameworks in the basic sections.
Reference: [Bec+17]
Text passages to be found in: Chapter 2
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Titel: "Safety and Security Architecture Analyses Framework for Internet of Things of
medical Devices"
Authors: Julia Rauscher and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 20th International Conference on e-Health Networking, Applica-
tions and Services (Healthcom), 2018
Summary: This publication presented the first concept version of the first au-
thor’s approach of this thesis including all parts described in chapters 4 - 7. The
risks of combining IoT and medical data were discussed and the application fields
of this thesis, including new IoT systems, existing IoT systems or IoT systems
with a need of change, were presented. However, approach details were not de-
scribed at this point respectively have changed to the finale approach version
presented in this thesis. This publication was cited in multiple papers.
Reference: [RB18]
Text passages to be found in: Abstract, Chapters 4 and 7

Titel: "Failure and Change Impact Analysis for Safety-Critical Systems - Applied on a
Medical Use Case"
Authors: Philipp Lohmüller, Julia Rauscher and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 9th International Symposium on Business Modeling and Software
Design (BMSD), 2019
Summary: The author of this thesis and two co-authors collaborated to develop
a workflow to combine change impact and failure impact analyses to create save
systems in safety-critical areas. The approach includes a hierarchical structured
model to determine critical goals which are endangered through failures. These
failures’ effects and required countermeasures are analyzed. The workflow ends
by analyzing changes caused by new countermeasures. The author of this thesis
was the main contributor for paper sections concerning failure impacts which are
part of this thesis.
Reference: [LRB19]
Text passages to be found in: Chapters 2 and 7

Titel: "Design Optimization of IoT Models: Structured Safety and Security Flaw Iden-
tification"
Authors: Julia Rauscher and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 10th International Symposium on Business Modeling and Software
Design (BMSD), 2020
Summary: This publication is dedicated to the first step of the optimization pro-
cess of this thesis. The authors discuss the need of flaw identification during the
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design phase especially in safety- and security-critical areas. As most of the time
systems are not manual controllable, a structured possibility to scan the models
is required. Therefore, the publication describes details about the PRF and the
application of patterns and anti-patterns to enable the first part of a holistic and
automated design optimization. The first named author has been responsible for
the main part of the content.
Reference: [RB20]
Text passages to be found in: Chapter 1 and 6

Titel: "Adaptation of Architecture Analyses: An IoT Safety and Security Flaw Assess-
ment Approach"
Authors: Julia Rauscher and Bernhard Bauer
Conference: 14th International Joint Conference on Biomedical Engineering Sys-
tems and Technologies (HealthINF), 2021
Summary: The authors published this paper to describe the second part of the
optimization process of this thesis. Therefore, this paper can be considered as a
succession paper of [RB20] and consists mainly of research results from the first
author. This publication focuses on the fact that most analysis approaches of IoT
assessment analyses are conducted during run time. As the focus is on assess-
ment in the early stages architectural assessment analyses were developed and
presented. The assessment cycle of this thesis is described including the holistic
flaw assessment steps and the identification of possible countermeasures and its
services.
Reference: [RB21]
Text passages to be found in: Chapter 1 and 7

1.6.2. Project Deliverables

Parts of the author’s concepts were published in deliverables with multiple project
partners. No text passages of these deliverables are used during this disserta-
tion.

Project: CPS4EU - (Grant Agreement Number 826276) [CPS]
Work Package: WP1
Deliverable: D1.1, D1.9
Summary: Among others, the author of this thesis and a co-author published
and described a meta model in these deliverables. The elements, relations and
attributes were presented in detail. The content is based on the meta model of
chapter 4 of this thesis, but is not identical. However, the same concepts are used
and aiming in the same flaw identification and assessment process as in chapters
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6 and 7 described in this thesis. The results of the meta model are divided equally
among the authors.

Project: CPS4EU - (Grant Agreement Number 826276) [CPS]
Work Package: WP5
Deliverable: D5.1, D5.2, D5.3, D5.4
Summary: For this project, the author of this thesis developed a similar opti-
mization process, as described in chapter 5 of this thesis. Some sections of these
deliverables were dedicated to this approach. The approach cycle with its steps,
diverse calculation rules and goal types are congruent to the approach presented
in this thesis. However, adaptations had to be performed to be conform with the
changed meta model approach of WP1. In addition, the approach is adjusted to
enable the generic application with non-wellbeing use cases.

Project: CPS4EU - (Grant Agreement Number 826276) [CPS]
Work Package: WP8
Deliverable: D8.1, D8.3, D8.5
Summary: The results of this work package aimed at finding use cases and col-
laborations for approaches of other work packages. Therefore, the author of this
thesis and a co-author described the application of selected WP1 and WP5 con-
tents, which mainly can be find in chapters 4, 6 and 7 of this thesis, in a mobile
lifting use case. The application in other use cases enabled the Scenario-based
evaluation. The results of this deliverable are divided equally among the authors.
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2
Foundations

This chapter provides an overview of the most important fundamentals that are
relevant for the approaches in the following chapters. It focuses on the compo-
nents that have a profound impact and contribute to an understanding of the
issues. This chapter can be used for referencing.

The basics are divided into four areas. In order to create a uniform understand-
ing, the area of architecture and its activities respectively processes within the
associated phase is presented. Further foundations include a definition of IoT
and general principles of connected systems and their intended use. In addition,
the considered requirements of the Objectives are discussed, focusing on safety,
security and usage in critical systems. Finally, various concepts of EAM are con-
sidered to show the commonalities of IoT and EAM, as this is needed in the course
of this work.
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2.1. Architecture Terminology

The key development phase for Objectives of this work is design phase and its
associated architectural expressions and concepts. For a common understanding,
the most important terms are defined below.

2.1.1. Architectures and Reference Architectures

The term architecture is used in multiple fields and requires a generic definition.
A frequently used description originates from ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011. They
define architectures as

"fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment
embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its
design and evolution." [ISO11b]

Software and System Architecture
Different types of architectures exist within a company. The most important of
these are EA, software and system architectures. A system architecture is respon-
sible for representing structures, components and relationships of a system, as it
is configured with hardware, software, data, humans, processes and plenty more
[ISO15]. In the field of software engineering, if the system is a software compo-
nent or a software system, it is called a software architecture. Another term, IT
architecture, is used when all software and hardware components are considered.
[DN02]

Elements
Architectures comprise of components, called elements, which construct a subject
of a system. They have specific attributes, behavior and relationships between
each other. [Eng18]

Layer
Elements of an architecture are located in layers which are used as horizontally
grouping modules. They split code and components in logical units to separate
concerns, distribute responsibility and master complexity. In most architectures,
layers only have knowledge about their direct lower layers. [Eng18]

Relations
Relations present the dependencies and influences of elements with each other.
They can be distinguished between static and dynamic relations, depending on
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the behavior of connected elements. [Eng18] In addition, relations present tech-
nical dependencies but also logical impacts.

Architecture Description
To express an architecture a description of all containing work products of a sys-
tem is created to document its mission which should be fulfilled in its environ-
ment. These missions are hold by stakeholders that have interests in different
concerns and associated objectives of systems. Depending on the stakeholders to
whom the description is directed to, a selection of viewpoints are used. [Com00]
Stakeholders can be, e.g. users of the system, operators, suppliers or maintainers.
[ISO11b] These different descriptions have diverse application fields. They are
often used for analyses, business or budget planning, feature specification and
communication at contract negotiations. [Com00]

Figure 2.1.: Context of architecture description [ISO11b]

Stakeholder and Concerns
A Stakeholder is a group of people or an entity who has interest or concerns about
the system, enterprise or generically architecture. [Eng18] Concerns represent
any kind of influence on a system including technological, business, operational,
organizational or social influences. [ISO11b]

Views, Viewpoints and Perspectives
Viewpoints and perspectives are both architecture insights. On the one hand, per-
spectives are collections of activities and guidelines that enable the exhibition of
non-functional requirements which are considered by views and their concerns
respectively stakeholders. [Eng18] On the other hand, viewpoints establish the
purpose and audience for a view [ISO11b]. They contain specifications of tem-
plates, conventions and guidelines to create and use diverse views, whereas a
view is defined as presentation of a whole system or a structural aspect of an
architecture and its associated concerns [Eng18; Com00].
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Filter
Incoming data of a source or element in a specific view can be filtered to create
a narrowed view or data output. [MT10] These filters are required if selected
components have to be considered in detail, and therefore, extract the complexity
with views of whole systems. This is solely a matter of presentation and does not
change the actual architecture or data set.

Goals and Requirements
A goal can be seen as a future target of a system or stakeholder, which should be
achieved. In addition, a distinction is made in the abstraction level of "high-level"
strategic goals or technical "low-level" goals. Individual small goals can be seen
as requirements and define a goal as a combination of these requirements. Goals
aim to achieve the totality of all requirements. [Van01] These requirements can be
distinguished in functional and non-functional which represent imposed obliga-
tions on systems. Functional requirements define specific conditions of technical
solutions that enables the required behavior, services and information. Whereas
non-functional requirements define the needed quality of solutions.[Eng18] The
considered requirements of this thesis are defined in section 2.3.

Reference Architecture
Reference architectures are often used in application areas that can involve a wide
variety of architectures and for which it is difficult to find a uniform specification.
[Fre15] A reference architecture can be defined as collection of

"recommended structures and integrations of IT products and ser-
vices to form a solution. The reference architecture embodies ac-
cepted industry best practices, typically suggesting the optimal de-
livery method for specific technologies." [Ent]

They are designed to help unite the various stakeholders from the outset and
facilitate consistent communication. [Ent] Therefore, they can be applied as con-
straints and a highly abstract template for future architectures.

Model and Meta Model
In order to depict and abstract the described architectures and their components,
models and corresponding meta models are used. Depending on the intended
use, a suitable model is selected that can display required information. [JNL07]
Each of these models is based on a meta model. This represents a superordinate
model that defines properties and determines the relationships and structure of
individual model parts. [TW14] They can be used to define new languages or
new properties. Therefore, meta models are an abstraction of models which in
turn can be defined as instances of abstract models. Any number of meta levels
can be defined above it to increase abstraction. [BCW17]
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Modeling Language and Domain Specific Language
In general, modeling languages are a way to implement specific representation
of a system and to obtain an abstract representation of the properties of a meta
model. The modeling languages can be distinguished between graphical and
textual. Textual languages include advantages that no notation has to be devel-
oped, it is easy to read, and thus, requires no training. With the modeling in the
representation is to be distinguished additionally between abstract and concrete
syntax. Both can also be represented textually. If a language is needed for a cer-
tain domain or context a DSL can be designed specifically. [BCW17] Depending
on the context, a DSL may include various requirements or constraints and may
contain its own appropriate syntax. [FHK09]

2.1.2. Design Phase

Regardless of whether an entire system is produced or only a software compo-
nent is renewed, the individual steps from idea to finished solution are divided
into stages or phases. However, there are different approaches how these can be
structured depending on desired objectives. Two classic models are the waterfall
model and V-model. [BM12]

Figure 2.2.: Waterfall model of project activities [Par]

The waterfall model (figure 2.2) can be seen as a sequential development model
that is inflexible and non-iterative. [Ins18] It starts with the identification of the re-
quirements before it reaches the design and implementation and the subsequent
testing. It is concluded with deployment and possible maintenance. The stages
depend on deliverables of the previous phase and always have specialized tasks.
[Par] For instance, requirements must be clearly defined and approved before the
design phase is started. They cannot be changed later. Only if blueprints of de-
sign solutions are fully completed an implementation task can be started. Tests,
for example, are specified after the development stage. [BM12]
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In contrast, the V-model is divided into two cycles that are connected to each
other, because developer and tester work in parallel. Validation and Verification
model bends down like a V and is an extension of the waterfall model. [BM12]
Accordingly, this model is not linear in its two cycles. The axes represent timeline
and degree of project completeness. In the beginning, different types of require-
ments are defined. These are checked directly with tests. Afterwards, a low and
high level is defined, which involves corresponding tests. Transition is coding
stage tasks. [Par] Therefore, the main difference to the waterfall model is that
all requirements and design proposals are directly reviewed before development
starts. [Ins18]

Figure 2.3.: V-model of development process [Par]

New agile methods are in complete contrast to these two models. These feature
an adaptive team that is designed to constantly respond to new and changing
requirements. Thus, initial requirements or designs do not need to be fully com-
pleted. Changes are allowed and desired. Therefore, the typical stages are mixed
and repeated if necessary. [BM12]

Even if the stages of different development models are arranged or connected
in a different order, the phases involved are always roughly the same. Often,
however, not enough attention is paid to the design phase. Although 50% of
weaknesses occur in this phase ([VM01]) which makes it one of the most relevant
stages. [Inf] This dissertation focuses on design phase.

This phase represents the process of creating underlying basis for code. This
process can only be run once stakeholder requirements have been defined and
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detailed analyses have been run, as these are needed to select appropriate design
for a new system or system parts, depending on project timelines, required use
case tasks, resources and available technologies. Therefore, these analyses help
to create logical and physical system designs, and thus, determine a manner in
which the required can be achieved. Hence, main tasks of design phase are trans-
formation from the desired into detailed specifications that include all aspects
of the system. In addition, safety and security risks can be included. [Inf] The
requirements identified and associated architectures are described in a system
design document which can have diverse formats. This should specify system
designs precisely and is used as input and guidelines for next phases. In most
cases, several architectures are designed first and afterwards the one that fits the
goals best is selected. [Opeb] Thus, it is used as an approval to proceed with next
stages. Furthermore, the document facilitates the knowledge transfer, functions
as a reminder of the specified tasks and helps with a common understanding for
all stakeholders. [Inf]

Flaw vs. Bug
In contrast to the implementation phase, the design phase does not search for
bugs, but for so-called flaws. These are faults, weaknesses, vulnerabilities or gen-
eral system defects which occur during design phase. These have impact on all
subsequent stages and tasks. Since flaws cannot currently be searched for au-
tomatically, code bugs are being monitored more frequently. As a result, some
simple but fatal errors are overlooked, e.g. planning inclusion of authentication.
[DM13] Further descriptions of design faults are described in section 2.3.

2.1.3. Architecture Analyses

Architectural analyses can have a wide variety of goals and come in different
types. In general, architectural analyses are procedures for collecting and evalu-
ating data and system properties, using As-Is or To-Be architectures, in order to
subsequently interpret these. Depending on the type of analysis certain aspects
are emphasized or additionally considered. [Lan05; MT10]

The main common feature of all architectural analyses is that they are performed
in the design phase or are based on it. However, they differ in many aspects,
such as their goal or concerns, stakeholders, required model types, their scope,
such as data or processes, and the automation level. [MT10] In addition, they
can be subdivided in terms of their techniques and leading questions. Accord-
ingly, there are inductive bottom-up and deductive top-down approaches, de-
pending on whether an architecture is to be analyzed from above or from below,
and thus, whether effects or causes are to be determined. [PV08] For this pur-
pose, various analysis activities are used during execution. These include system
thinking to analyze issues, modeling, measuring, satisfying tradeoffs, and com-
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paring requirements or alternatives. [WC12] However, most common is evalua-
tion of quality of the architecture. The needs and concerns of the stakeholders are
checked to see if they are being met. This includes consistency, completeness and
correctness. In addition, the quality of the system can be analyzed for feasibility,
efficiency or reliability. Reverse engineering can be used to check the mentioned
architectural description. [Com00]

Measurements and Metrics
To check the quality of the architecture, measurements are taken or other compa-
rable sets of values are collected. Metrics are needed to evaluate this information.
Metrics should objectively compare the values to enable an interpretation of the
quality. [Shi+08] Measurable and comparable metrics for architectural quality
can be, for example, understandability, flexibility, reusability, service granularity
or structural attributes such as coupling and cohesion. [Ula17] Coupling is a met-
ric to estimate dependencies of individual services or of a whole system. Aim is to
achieve a value that is as low as possible. Reusability and understandability are
strongly connected with this. In comparison, cohesion can be used to determine
how tightly parts belong together. This again influences flexibility. By means of
such metrics, the quality of the future system can be estimated at an early stage,
in the design phase, on the basis of planned architectures. [Shi+08]

2.1.4. Architectural Pattern

A pattern is intended to identify specific (design) structures and properties of
an architecture to aid in creation and optimization of a (system) design. Design
patterns identify classes, attributes, roles and dependencies. A pattern can be
understood as an implementation-independent template, and can therefore, be
reused or adapted. Accordingly, they can be specialized in different use cases or
applied generically. Patterns are formed to identify already known or existing
problems and to avoid repetition. [Gam95] Accordingly, the focus of patterns
is on the connection between a certain context, a problem and a solution. Even
though a pattern template can be reused as often as desired, it must be adapted to
these connections. [Ale77] This results in the definition for patterns as follows:

"A pattern for software architecture describes a particular recurring
design problem that arises in specific design contexts, and presents
a well-proven generic scheme for its solution. The solution scheme
is specified by describing its constituent components, their respon-
sibilities and relationships, and the ways in which they collaborate."
[BHS07]

However, this definition is related to software architecture patterns. Even if the
basic principle is the same, design patterns are specifically designed for the de-
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sign phase and catch faults that arise during the architecture specification. In
addition, they cover not only software problems, but also misuse of hardware or
other aspects defined in this phase. This leads to its own special definition for
design patterns:

„A design pattern provides a scheme for refining the subsystems
or components [...], or the relationships between them. It describes
a commonly-recurring structure of communicating components that
solves a general design problem within a particular context.“ [Bus+96]

Design patterns are, thus, designed to look for general, known and possibly re-
curring structures in systems or their components and to refine or improve them
as a result. [Bus+96]

Architecture principles provide rough rules for architectures, which in turn is de-
scribed in detail by design patterns to ensure that these principles are present or
have not been violated. These principles are based on a firmly defined maxim.
A balance shall be reached between specified requirements and prescribed prin-
ciples. Typical principles that can be applied to the design are a holistic consis-
tency, avoidance of redundancy, constructional reusability, fulfillment of stan-
dards, loose coupling respectively strong cohesion, open extensibility options
and including a way of unique identification. [Eng18]

For this dissertation, design patterns are defined as

a combination of logical and graphical patterns that can be used not
only as a template for graphical inconsistencies, but also to verify log-
ical dependencies in the design.

In addition to patterns, anti-patterns are determined to cover the Objectives. Anti-
patterns help to ensure that known flaws are not repeated [Win+09]. Patterns
represent positive and desirable design choices that prevent vulnerabilities, e.g.
a highly required authentication mechanism. By contrast, anti-patterns repre-
sent negative and avoidable design choices that cause vulnerabilities. Therefore,
the absence of a pattern indicates a vulnerability, while the presence of an anti-
pattern indicates a problem. Since the focus of this dissertation is on safety and
security, these patterns and anti-patterns can be considered as safety and security
design rules.
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2.2. Connected Devices and Systems

The following section presents the basis for systems consisting of interconnected
components, features and their applications, especially in wellbeing areas and
their devices.

2.2.1. Internet of Things

The definitions of IoT in the literature are as varied as the application areas. De-
pending on whether one considers the horizontal possibilities - such as platforms
and interfaces - or applications in the various vertical domains - e.g. industrial
IoT, enterprises or home use - the building blocks such as software, hardware
or their connectivity are defined differently. [CMR14] In order to determine a
suitable definition, characteristics and challenges have to be considered in more
detail.

One of the most important and obvious characteristics of IoT networks is the
high degree of distribution of components and contributing systems or subsys-
tems that are physically separated and remotely located. They are connected
through different connectivity methods and communication channels or proto-
cols. The ability to connect to the Internet, directly or indirectly via gateways, is
the center of the IoT. This ability to exchange information units, enables objects to
communicate with each other and to send and receive data. Different protocols
or gateways make it possible to connect different types of networks. The hetero-
geneity of components and systems must always be taken into account to enable
their interoperability. [ISO16b; Dig17]
Another characteristic of IoT is its dynamic nature. On the one hand, the many
subsystems and stakeholders mean that new components can be added or others
removed at any time. This creates a high degree of uncertainty, which can lead
to hidden costs and security gaps. [Fu+17] On the other hand, the flexibility of
IoT systems also includes the states of its components. IoT systems are known for
their context awareness, and thus, for their sensors that monitor the environment.
These sensors can change their location, speed or connection state - wake/sleep
or connected/disconnected - and many more attributes. The measured data are
either used for immediate action by actuators or are forwarded, processed and
used with the help of data management. All these actions and events are exe-
cuted with support of distribute services. [ISO16b; Dig17]
These characteristics lead to major challenges for scalability and relate to a cost
and energy efficient network management [Mar21]. This is accompanied by the
challenges of safety, security and reliability, which are attempted to be covered
by developed standards and regulations [ISO16b; Dig17]. All mentioned charac-
teristics are considered in the following sections and subsections.
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Following these characteristics, based on [Int] and [Dou12] IoT is:

a dynamic global network infrastructure, linking physical and virtual
objects using cloud computing, data capture and network commu-
nications, with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and
interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual
“things” have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities
and use intelligent interfaces to communicate with each other.

The mentioned virtual personalities, also called digital twins, are a digital repre-
sentation of IoT devices. They can be used for simulations, apps or services, or
to synchronize physical activities with the virtual world. A distinction has to be
made between a real IoT device - thing - and a normal hardware IoT component.
Only true IoT devices have a digital twin. [Tao+19]

To be an IoT thing, various properties have to be fulfilled. If these are not present,
it is for example a non-smart hardware component, low power device or IoT hub.
The following characteristics can be abstracted from [ISO16b] and [SS17]:

• Network connectivity for communication and transfer through the Internet

• Unique identification to recognize things

• Discoverability as only detected things can communicate

• Auto-configuration respectively autonomous actions of things or events of
connected actuators without need of humans

• Context awareness to measure or collect autonomously its environment

• Shareability to share data across Internet, where it can be processed or uti-
lize, and exchange data autonomously

In summary, IoT devices can be defined as follows:

IoT "things" are defined as objects which have unique identifiers, are
able to connect to the Internet and other devices which enables them
to communicate and share data across the Internet, where it can be
processed or utilized. They have to be autonomic to be able to mea-
sure, collect and exchange data and transfer data over a network,
without need of humans. Objects with this characteristics, but with-
out the ability to connect are defined as low power devices.
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2.2.1.1. Reference Architectures of IoT Systems

As defined above, a reference architecture is intended to recommend a rough
structure for building layers, components and services. Best practices are often
used in this process. For IoT, there is currently no uniform structure or archi-
tectural guidelines. Accordingly, diverse reference architectures were designed.
Famous ones are the Azure project [Mic16], IoT-A [Pro15], RAMI 4.0 [Pla16] and
IIoT [Con+16].

A frequently applied, but also highly generic reference architecture offers [Fre15].
It is divided into 5 horizontal layers and 2 cross-cutting layers. The device layer,
which contains devices that correspond to the typical characteristics of IoT de-
vices, serves as the basis. Accordingly, they must be uniquely identifiable and
connected directly to the Internet, or indirectly via special protocols or gateways,
such as ZigBee gateways or Arduino Ethernet connections. Above this, the com-
munication layer is located, which is responsible for management of the various
communication protocols, and thus, for the connectivity of devices. To aggre-
gate and broker the communication, the aggregation layer is needed. Here, the
communication of servers and brokers to interact with the devices is regulated
and the different communication channels of the different devices are unified and
distributed. This is possible through the bridge and transformation methods for
different communication protocols that this layer provides. The event processing
and analytics layer is located above and can store and process the data. The last
horizontal layer is the external communication layer for interacting with systems
outside the IoT network. The two cross-layers are responsible for device, identity
and access management, and thus, regulate, for example, the software, security
measures and access rights of devices. [Fre15]
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Figure 2.4.: IoT reference architecture [Fre15]
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The other reference architectures may differ significantly from this approach.
However, the broad contents and functionalities are the same. Devices, or the
so-called things, are always the foundation of IoT networks. Same is valid for
communication channels and types of data storage and processing. Accordingly,
they all use similar layered approaches. They differ in their fine granularity, but
could mostly be transformed into other approaches. Figure 2.5 shows three rough
layers with an example how to divide these into more specific layers. A classifi-
cation into more layers can bring advantages, e.g. in analyses as a vulnerability
can be located exactly or costs can be split up more accurately. In addition, spe-
cial application fields sometimes require further intermediary layers if they differ
from classical IoT networks. This is considered in more detail in chapter 4.
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Figure 2.5.: IoT reference architecture [SS17]

Besides the similarities, the various reference architectures have differences. Azure
is widely deployed and brings with it many services suitable for IoT. The refer-
ence architecture is divided into things, insights and actions. The focus here is
not on a layered architecture, but on device management, communication paths
such as gateways, and their storage and processing paths. [Mic16] Two refer-
ence architectures for IoT in industry provide [Pla16] and [Con+16]. While RAMI
4.0 ([Pla16]) focuses on lifecycle value streams and hierarchy levels, the IIoT
([Con+16]) approach focuses on different stakeholders, viewpoints and model
concerns. Aligned with the architectural view of IoT systems are the reference
models of [Bau+13] or [ISO16b] and the standard of [Thi19]. This standard is
based on [ISO11b] and presents a blueprint for architectural building blocks with
connections to multi-tiered systems. The architectural framework defines com-
monalities of diverse IoT domains and their connection possibilities through a
reference model. IoT-A ([Bau+13]) and ISO/IEC 30141 ([ISO16b]) present ref-
erence models, that similarly highlight interoperability of IoT domain connec-
tions and their requirements. In addition, connected security, communication
and functional reference models are included. Further details can be found in
section 4.3.
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2.2.1.2. Wireless and Embedded Systems

IoT systems are based on several existing structures, methods and functional-
ities. These mainly include embedded systems, but also Wireless Sensor Net-
work (WSN).

The components of IoT networks are built on embedded devices and systems.
These systems consist of small components with hardware and software that are
designed for specific, individual tasks, e.g. sensing or acting small jobs, and have
hardly any update options. Therefore, subsequent changes are hardly possible.
[Spa17] Embedded devices are not directly writable and require a built-in circuit
board, micro controller, sensors and connection to a computer to write Assembly
code on them, for example. They are connected to input/output devices, storages
and an A/D converter. Since they are low cost, low memory and low power
devices, they are ideal components of IoT networks. However, to make them an
IoT device, they need additional network capabilities to communicate and allow
update options. [Mar21] Through Internet connectivity and collaboration with
cloud functions, IoT devices can add new functions and perform more complex
tasks. However, this property makes them more vulnerable and insecure than
classic embedded devices. [Spa17]

However, not all devices or components can be clearly classified. For example,
there are different points of view whether a smartphone is an IoT device or more
likely an IoT hub, and is therefore, not used for classic data gathering but for
data transmission. Smartphones are IP-enabled devices but they need human
interaction to perform. Classic IoT devices are supposed to act completely au-
tonomously. However, wearables are counted as IoT devices. It was discussed
that they are a superset of machine-to-machine interactions, and can therefore, be
influenced by humans, but measure and send data autonomously even if there is
no human interaction. [Duf14]

Since these embedded IoT devices are mainly dependent on embedded sensors,
WSN and Body Sensor Networks (BSN) are important foundations for IoT sys-
tems as well. WSN are self-organized multihop networks composed of large
number of sensors whose communication stack includes medium access control
(MAC), routing and transport layers. [Sta08] They are connected to the Internet to
transmit measured data for processing in back-end services at various locations.
There are differences in the processing time, detail depth or analysis reasons. Dif-
ferent data centers can receive the data depending on their application and pass it
on to the appropriate data processing resources. In addition, the back-end can be
used to control which users have access and control. To make this possible, sen-
sors and components which exist in WSNs must support wireless communication
and have to be IP-enabled or can use gateways to transfer their data. [Tok+17]
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Figure 2.6.: IoT system architecture with WSN [Tok+17]

However, the wireless communication and small sensors are very error-prone.
Gateways can help to intercept attacks [Sta08]. A gateway is a hardware or soft-
ware component that receives and forwards data, and thus, connects different
systems with each other. Gateways are possible on a wide variety of layers and
protocols. [BJ17] Smart gateways can process or filter data themselves or check
for security breaches. [SS17] A distinction can be made between field gateway
and cloud gateway, for example. A field gateway enables communication and
does local preprocessing, while cloud gateways takes care of the entire transmis-
sion routing, protection of the communication path, device authentication and
receives data from different edges. [Mic18a]

Typical components include sensors, RFID nodes and mobile devices. These
components can communicate and interact with each other [Tok+17]. Sensors
consist of a microcontroller for computation, a power source, a small RAM for
dynamic data, a wireless transceiver, an antenna, converter and a sensor unit.
The sensor unit measures physical values, the controller processes them, and the
transceiver transmits them. These components are subject to constraints such as
limited energy, memory capacity and processing power. Accordingly, these ad-
hoc networks are designed to save power by having the sensors wake up, join
the network, and then leave when not needed. [VCS06; Sta08] This character-
istic causes, among other things, uncertainties. Besides sensors, RFID or Near
Field Communication (NFC) are one of the most common technologies in WSN
or IoT networks. RFID is used for identification of hardware components using
radio waves. They consist of an identifier or tag including an antenna, a reader
and a data handling system. The tag chip can be read and written with help
of the reader. No line of sight is required for this. NFC is based on RFID tech-
nology and enables short-range wireless information exchange, within 0-20 cm.
This short distance makes eavesdropping and reading unsecured tags difficult.
Accordingly, NFC is more secure than RFID. [LHJ08]
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As seen in figure 2.6 WSN are divided into subnetworks depending on their range
and purpose [Tok+17]. BSN were invented mainly for medical purposes and are
sensor networks whose nodes are located directly on or are implanted in the body.
They measure vital parameters. The main difference between them and a WSN is
the different locations where they are used. WSNs can include widely distributed
sensors without access, using many and sometimes redundant sensors to mitigate
node failures. With BSN it is only possible to use a few selected sensors. Further-
more, the sensor types differ. BSN use for example EEG sensors, blood pressure
sensors, gyroscopes or pressure sensors. [Lai+13] Personal Area Network (PAN)
are a super category of BSN. They include intelligent, physiological BSN sensors,
but extend this with sensors that are in the environment around the human and
do not need to be worn directly on the body. An example of this can be a fall de-
tector in a telemedical environment. The perimeter is about 10m away from the
human. Furthermore, they enable the communication and data transfer of the
processed data to gateways or servers. The security aspects, such as encryption,
are particularly important in these networks, as personal and medical data are
considered and wireless communication is often insecure. [Jov+00]

The high proportion of embedded devices, sensors and wireless communication
cause that IoT systems have a significant delta to classic traditional IT systems.
Initially, the high degree of autonomy through deploying IoT devices can be men-
tioned accordingly [Var+17]. In addition, new layer for autonomic, sensing and
acting are required. However, this brings with it a new level of risk, since a high
degree of sensor accuracy is required, even though small, inexpensive sensors are
used that are associated with failures. [Par+16]
The biggest difference to classic enterprise systems are the characteristics of open-
ness and dynamic change of the participating devices. New components can be
added at any time, which brings a high degree of uncertainty and unpredictabil-
ity. [Fu+17] The large number of autonomous participants can cause scalability
problems, and therefore, requires automated information retrieval. Unlike tra-
ditional business systems, whose business logic is concentrated in a few com-
ponents, the logic in IoT systems is widely distributed and uses data and infor-
mation from different sources what leads to diverse analytic subsystems for data
processing [Mic18a].
Another delta is the communication of things. A wide variety of network types
are linked together and use or combine communication protocols from traditional
systems with IoT specific protocols. [SS17] More about this in the next subsection.
Interoperability is a major challenge as not all devices have direct interfaces and
still need gateways or hubs. For example, classic embedded devices do not have
Internet connectivity, which is now essential [Spa17].
IoT systems are exposed to particularly high risks and require protective mea-
sures that other systems do not need to the same extent. One reason for this is
the involvement of end users who allow inexpensive products into the system
without sufficient security guidelines. Smart homes are particularly vulnerable
to this. Accordingly, privacy problems can arise, in some cases revealing impor-
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tant information such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII). [SB15] The
general access to the Internet brings possible cyber attacks, which are less likely
to affect closed networks [Pal20]. The frequent request for lightweight code for
IoT devices brings lightweight encryption with it, as it would otherwise be overly
energy consuming. [Var+17] However, this makes the devices vulnerable. Espe-
cially due to their distributed nature and the risk of being intercepted or manip-
ulated from different places.

2.2.1.3. Data Management and Communication Protocols

The systems and devices mentioned generate or transmit large amounts of data
and communicate with it. For big data, the Data 5Vs emerge: Volume, Velocity,
Veracity, Variability and Variety. The huge volume of data sources in IoT systems,
which are transmitted with high velocity, bring along variety of data formats or
quality. Therefore, the veracity of data has to be validated to check whether data
are manipulated or vary in any other way. [ISO16b] This leads to an urgent need
of data management methods in order to be able to transmit and store, but also
to enable a proper usage.

Many relational databases cannot be used in IoT systems because they cannot
cope with the volume of real-time data with different formats and the hetero-
geneity of transmission details or source locations. [AHA13] Whether a local or
global storage system is required, depends on the use case. [ISO16b] To meet
these challenges of data, a data management system is needed. However, data
management in IoT systems enables storing, processing and logging online, and
provides concurrently information for offline analysis. [AHA13]

As can be seen in figure 2.7, the IoT data lifecycle can be divided into three paths.
Data are produced on IoT system edges and can conduct an autonomous han-
dling of data at the edge. Therefore, they can be processed locally and can be
used for real-time queries and actions. In addition, data can be transferred and
collected online respectively remote. Filter and aggregation methods can be ap-
plied to perform more complex near real-time queries. But also historical queries,
based on long term collected data, are available. Therefore, data has to be deliv-
ered to preprocessing and afterwards stored long term in an archive. These data
collections can be analyzed with complex processes before conducting queries.
[AHA13]

To create logical and physical structure for data management solutions that are
suitable for IoT systems, diverse architecture principles must be considered. First,
data strategies have to be designed to adjust to mobility of devices and to dis-
cover respectively collect data. Second, a flexible database model is required,
as well as data- and sources-centric middleware, layered storage platforms and
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Figure 2.7.: IoT data lifecycle and management [AHA13]

scalable archiving support. Last, to process data, management systems need an
aggregation support, query optimization and an access model. [AHA13]

To transport this data, data protocols are needed. However, in IoT systems, many
more protocols are necessarily involved to enable communication and coupling
of services. They are mainly responsible for sequence control, flow control and
retransmission of lost packets, next to defining data exchange formats, data en-
coding, and addressing or routing schemes. [AV13]

Usually, IoT devices would use the four-layer Internet Protocol (IP) stack to con-
nect to the Internet. However, this stack is not fully compatible with the IoT chal-
lenges of communication. One of the challenges is having IoT devices that are
battery-powered and have hardly any memory capacity. This means that only
routing protocols with low memory requirements can be used, and data trans-
mission shall consume low levels of energy. In addition, devices are mobile and
data must not be lost regardless of their location. In addition, IoT devices must
be uniquely identifiable everywhere. This means a need for a large addressing
space. [SS17]

Accordingly, a non-IP stack is more appropriate as they consume less energy and
use smart and local gateways. However, these non-IP communication channels
are only usable locally, e.g. BSN, as they send and receive only in short distance.
Therefore, combinations of IP respectively non-IP stack, OSI model and IoT stacks
are developed. These approaches differ in their classification into layers, but con-
tain same protocols. [SS17; AV13; Pro15] Depending on the connected device,
purpose and layer, different protocols exist, such as: Bluetooth, 6 LoWPAN, Zig-
bee or CoAP and plenty more.
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Bluetooth satisfies multi requirements as it is a low power and low cost proto-
col for data transmission, based on the IEEE 802.15.1 standard. However, this
standard only can be used in a range of few meters. Its follow-up is BLE (Blue-
tooth Low Energy) which was developed especially for embedded systems and
requires even less power and costs. BLE performs with a master and slave struc-
ture that enables quick transport of small data packages. [AV13; SS17]

Similar to these protocols is 6LoWPAN, which is a low power personal area net-
work protocol combined with IPv6. This enables communication with other
IP-based devices. These networks have gateways as intermediate stations be-
fore entering the Internet. As low power standard for Wide Area Networks,
LowRaWan come into operation that enables communication between connected
devices with a 20 miles distance. LowRaWan uses a special gateway and server
architecture which enables double encryption. [AV13; SS17]

Even though the energy consumption is 2.5 times higher than with BLE, Zigbee
can be counted among the low energy protocols. It is based on the IEEE 802.15.4
and is used for short distance communications which are in return cheap and re-
liable. It has a star, tree, mesh topology that supports diverse routing schemes,
especially multihop routing. This includes discovering of nodes that are joining
or leaving the network and maintenance of routes. [AAA13; SS17] SigFox instead,
is used for very long distance communication, up to 1000 kms, by performing on
narrow bands and long waves. [Isc17; SS17]
Other typical IoT protocols are MQTT and CoAP. While MQTT is used for remote
distance communication with a lightweight publish/subscribe messaging model,
CoAP applies as an application layer protocol for small resource-constrained In-
ternet devices with multicast operation features. [AV13; SS17]

2.2.2. Connected Systems in Wellbeing

Big Data by monitoring is an omnipresent main challenge of 21st century. Re-
sponsible for this is, among other factors, the fact that sensors or other IoT things
are spread anywhere which collect a tremendous amount of data. Some of the
major profiteers of this Big Data is the medical area with its ever growing number
of devices and accompanied number of data. This trend can involve and improve
all health-concerning sectors and offers the possibility to be more informed and
aware of its own health condition. [Dim16]

But it’s not just health-conscious individuals who take advantage of these bene-
fits. Connected healthcare networks are in operation at various locations. This
has started with the general digitalization in medicine. This has given rise to
the discipline of Medical Information Science. It involves usage of theories and
methods, processes and techniques of informatics in various areas of healthcare.
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[Soo+07] Closely related to this is e-health. There is still no standard definition
for e-health, but it is generally understood to mean the use of electronic, infor-
mation and communication technologies in healthcare. These include m-health
approaches as well as telemedicine, telecare or remote patient monitoring. While
Medical Information Science looks at general digitalization, e-health approaches
are specific use cases with patients or health-conscious people. [Dee00] M-health
refers to the use of mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets or smartwatches
in a medical context. Telemedicine or telehealth include consultation and treat-
ment via the Internet and are based on the physical separation of doctor and
patient and the use of additional technical aids. [Soo+07]

This development is based on wireless sensor networks. Sensors are used that
can record electrical, thermal, optical, chemical, genetic, and other signals. These
are subsequently processed to make an assessment of a person’s condition. Ad-
vances in micro-electromechanical systems and lab-on-chip are having a positive
effect as well. At the point of care, evaluations can be made and new forms of
chemical, biological, and genomic sensing can be included. In addition, sensors
are becoming smaller and cheaper and can be more easily integrated and inter-
connected in assistive devices and implanted devices. [Ko+10]

From these advances, the IoT with medical devices, healthcare IoT or IoT-WD
have emerged, and are thus, based on a healthcare IT system structure of con-
nected components and applications that communicate with each other. [Mar17]
Smart materials, fiber-optic sensors, MEMs sensors, such as accelerometer, RFID
tags and plenty more are used. These cover mechanical, optical, chemical and
general physical measurements. [Tok+17] Various connected devices are used for
this purpose: IVD devices for blood analysis, physiological monitors for weight
measurements, glucose meters, heart rate sensors, mobile medical apps for med-
ication, wearables for activity tracking or pedometer and intensive devices like
implants. [Mos17] This amount of devices and sensors generates various types of
big data that need to be collected and stored. [Dim16]

In addition to healthcare facilities, two groups of people may be considered as
users: people with a strong interest in their own health or independence, and
patients with preexisting conditions or diseases who need to monitor their con-
dition regularly. [Piw+16]

In hospitals, IoT is often used for vital sign monitoring to relieve the nursing staff
and to monitor patients during surgery [Ko+10]. If possible, these follow-up ser-
vices can also be outsourced to the patient’s home. Especially during a pandemic
and busy hospitals, this creates more capacity. [Sen21] But the main use is bed
management or the whole bedsite environment communication. Bed locations
can be tracked and managed with RFID. The bedside sensors, on the other hand,
can communicate with host computers of clinical staff, and thus, interoperate
with patient care systems and medical device systems. [EMB96]
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In the nursing and pharmaceutical industries, apps and sensors are used to sup-
port patients shortly before or after discharge. Medication management can be
improved by measuring or recording conditions and tracking medication effects.
[Dim16] Smart pillboxes also allow direct reordering. In addition, mobility as-
sessment can be supported by transmitting symptoms and adjusting therapy. If
an emergency should occur, all data can be viewed directly in advance in order
to be able to exercise essential care upon arrival. [Fla18]

The most promising but also risky application field is home use and the use
for wellbeing. As low-cost and insecure IoT devices are connected to sensors
that track vital data, there is an increased need for security and safety measures.
[Doh+10; Ko+10] These include typical IoT devices and, for example, wearable
biosensors, smart thermometers, connected inhalers, and insulin delivery sys-
tems [Sen21]. On the one hand, smart medical homes are used by health-conscious
people who want continual personalized feedback and guidance on their well-
being. [Doh+10; Ko+10] On the other hand, Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
approaches are being applied increasingly. [Kri+09] Elderly or chronical ill pa-
tients live independently in their homes and are supported by telehealth meth-
ods. This includes connection to relatives, telecarer or physicians via various
services. [Dim16] For example, movement can be monitored through sensors on
crutches and guidance can be given [Ko+10].

Typical benefits of these use cases are lowered cost of care, improved patient out-
come, disease management and improved quality of life [Mos17]. In addition, ob-
jective reporting, remote monitoring, activity recording, automation of processes
and precision medicine approaches are advantages that make IoT in healthcare a
mighty tool. [Mar17]

IoT-related technical challenges are mainly the generic problems such as energy
efficiency, latency, scalability and throughput. [Dim16] Other challenges are am-
plified by deployment in healthcare. These include safety, privacy protection, and
device diversity with medical devices on the one hand and cheap private devices
on the other hand. [Ko+10; Mos17].

In order to clearly separate these application cases, medical and wellbeing de-
vices or sensors have to be defined.

[EMB96] defines medical devices as components or systems to diagnose and treat
diseases with support for electronic communication, and thus, is roughly defined
in the same way as the German Medical Devices Act. According to [Dev12], a
medical device is a component that is related somehow with diagnosis, preven-
tion and treatment of diseases and injuries. In addition, they define that any
support for physical processes and life sustaining measures are included. Since
then, several norms and standards have appeared for products that are a medical
product or a part of it. The standard for medical device software and software
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lifecycle processes ([IEC06]) is applicable to embedded and standalone software.
This refers to software that has been classified as a medical product or is part of
a medical product, and therefore, is an under subgroup of medical devices. An
example of this is software in surgical robots. More general software is health
software, which, however, is not covered by the German Medical Products Act.
[Ins] In addition, this standard defines guidelines for each development phase
and has IT security requirements to be certified. [IEC06] This is a big difference
of wellbeing devices, as these do not have to be certified. Similar to that the med-
ical device regulation ([Par20]) demands State-of-the-Art security methods dur-
ing development, the IEC 60601-1 standard ([DIN13]) requires countermeasures
against attacks and data manipulation. Accordingly, the ISO 13485:2016 standard
([ISO16a]) also includes data protection measures. In addition, a standard defines
risk management for medical IT networks [IEC11]. More details of these security
standards can be found in subsection 2.3.5.

Many of the IoT devices, especially in the home, do not meet these standards,
notably security guidelines. [Pal20] Accordingly, they are not certified and are
not allowed to be used as medical devices. This leads to wellbeing things and
IoT-WD. They include next to real medical devices, also things, sensors or any
hardware respectively software components which are used for self-determined
prevention that has no direct influence on the body or are similar to medical prod-
ucts but just for analytic data gathering reasons. [Mit+18] However, safety and
security aspects are no less important in this context respectively are even more
important. Wellbeing devices are often cheap and insecure, and therefore, often
contain security gaps [All20; Pal20; Var+17]. This can affect other components of
the network, but can also lead to manipulated data or breached privacy.

This leads to a definition for sensors or other devices for IoT-WD:

Wellbeing or pseudo-medical devices are physical components which
enable the measurement of vital data or other physical conditions that
can be used for preventive health management, symptom tracking or
fitness improvement. This can include medical devices excluding in-
terfering features with a limited set of functions, made for prevention
and health-conscious monitoring .

Accordingly, the focus of this work is on wellbeing devices, sensors and systems.
The use cases are in home use with connections to other stakeholders. The users
are health-conscious people who want personalized feedback on their fitness or
wellbeing level, or elderly residents who want to maintain their independence
or are no longer mobile for medical visits. Often these wellbeing devices are
fitness wristbands or other wearables that are becoming more and more popular
and track various information. They can be used for different areas, e.g. health
education, symptom tracking, and collaborative disease management and care
coordination. [Dim16] But also classic medical products can be included such
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as a glucose measurement system that automatically measures and transmits the
values. Whether insulin is administered directly or manually depends on the use
case. [LRJ11] Pacemakers can also be used for remote monitoring if only heart
signals are measured and transmitted for evaluation. This can be used for long
term analysis, but also for technical control of the device. [Lop+16]

Medical Application Platform (MAP) and personalized health is presented in
more detail in sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2.

2.2.2.1. Medical and Wellbeing Application Platforms

Increasing amount of sensors, connected medical devices and the accompanying
amount of data pose a significant problem in hospitals and other medical areas.
In order to utilize this quantity of data, [Hat+12] proposes a MAP which serves as
“safety- and security-critical real-time computing platform” for integrating and
managing medical devices and data. Another area with similar development of
increasing data and its usage is private health monitoring, where people rely on
health-apps, -sensors and increasingly IoT devices, to monitor and support their
health-conscious living.

However, two main problems occur. Firstly, a large part of those sensors and
devices is not accurate enough regarding methods of measurement and results of
sensors. Secondly, most health applications are not personalized enough. General-
purpose advices, like targeted amount of steps, are not advanced enough recom-
mendations, and thus, only of limited value for improving individual wellbeing
- a combination of medical and general physical health and fitness. This lack
of results-producing recommendations is a possible reason for the behavior of
wearers of health-sensors observed by [LM14]: At the end of their study half the
attendees were not using their health-sensors any more. One third even stopped
using them after 6 months. In order to receive the needed information for results-
producing recommendations, all available data has to be processed further, to
create smart data like MAPs already do.

The above named issues are addressed from [RB17] by introducing a WAP, as a
symbiotic pairing of IoT and medical devices, as well as an associated process of
multi-sensor data fusion to create smart data and user-optimized recommenda-
tions. A WAP provides a new possibility of combining the mentioned areas and is
able to deliver customized advices whereby focusing on wellbeing and domestic
health monitoring. MAP’s concepts are used by transferring it into the wellbeing
area, including new requirements of a non-clinical domain. WAPs meld together
non-professional devices, like wearables, already used by consumers, and single
sophisticated medical devices which provide highly accurate results, in any sort
of combination. On the one side, these combinations compensate disadvantages
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of non-professional devices regarding vague or false results, for instance by pre-
venting an erroneous pedometer during ironing. On the other side, they reduce
the cost of professional equipment by only deploying selected ones.

To involve a WAP on a daily basis, existing IoT-Platforms are used to integrate
ordinary devices as new sources of wellbeing data. While smartphone apps
and wearables can be used as non-professional devices, BSN or Wireless Sensor
Networks are already applicable as an option of including professional medical
devices [Ull+08]. A WAP represents a centralized data integration platform for
context-aware multi-sensor data fusion of ordinary IoT devices, consumer-grade
wearables and medical-grade equipment. This big and various data collection
capacitate WAP’s ability to create Smart Data. By applying medical knowledge
and machine learning algorithms customized recommendations are received in
the next step. The main added value of a WAP represents the skill of improving
the quality and usage of non-professional medical devices and their results by
reducing measure errors through knowledge of professional ones. [RB17]

Because of the wide range of used devices, use cases of WAPs can be located in
diverse wellbeing application fields. Nutrition counseling and monitoring with
smart-fridges using RFID combined with BSN and clinical accurate devices rep-
resent a powerful wellbeing scenario which can help with weight problems or
medical conditions like diabetes [Dim16; Tok+17]. Sportsmen using WAPs for
optimizing their performance by getting recommendations about their needed
behavior changes are also possible [Gla+03]. Further WAPs can be used in al-
ready existing technical environments like cars. The combination of wearables
and implemented medical accurate sensors can be used to monitor and advise a
driver [Kat+11].

2.2.2.2. Personalized Healthcare

By the usage of wearables or e-textiles further personalized monitoring can be
conducted. This data acquisition is a mighty tool to create a customized rehab
plan, individual care needs or wellbeing recommendations for health-conscious
users. As people carry more and more devices and sensor technologies allow
more accurate and precise measurements, this data can be used for these recom-
mendations. In addition, tracking of health status is easier to handle and ad-
vanced by machine learning and the higher amount of data and a more efficient
use of it. [RAC17; Gla+08] These recommendations may have medical advices,
however, they are mostly designed for private fitness or wellbeing. Combined
with apps, mental health, physical condition changes, appointment scheduling
or personal health information can be entered or managed. For example, breast
cancer patients who need support in addition to their treatment regarding health
information or mental health care may have the opportunity to receive personal-
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ized recommendations based on their family and disease history. These recom-
mendations are based on a variety of data sources. [JJM18]

All this collected data can accomplish an important knowledge for health im-
provement, but the potential is foregoing frequently. Through sensor and data
fusion this deficit can be compensated, as combined data exhibit added value
[VS00]. However, the heterogeneity of data prevents a simple fusion of them.
Especially privately collected data are often unused, whereas this data are suit-
able for smart living or to improve personalized health of an individual by the
usage of Internet of Things and its connected data. Here sensor fusion represents
the possibility of personalized healthcare, based on the variable choice of used
devices.

In the medical sector sensor fusion can be deployed in three different applica-
tion fields. Most common area is clinical sensor fusion in hospitals within MAPs
([Hat+12]) for concurrently smart monitoring patients’ various health values. In
addition, sensor fusion can be used in domestic telemedicine or telerehab in com-
bination of IoT. Closely associated is the wellbeing and prevention area, which
appears in combination with IoT and Smart Homes. This area represents the most
potential and also the most risks of personalized healthcare, since prevention
is highest affected by individual’s health needs. A personalized medical Smart
Home, which is using sensor fusion, requires different devices, for instance wear-
ables, nearables and sensors for each patient’s medical precondition. However,
this fact represents one of the most complex issues of sensor fusions as devices
are heterogenic and difficultly combinable.

A possibility to merge these data and prepare them for further processing is of-
fered in [Bec+17]. The named issue was addressed by developing a generic med-
ical sensor framework which is able to combine sensors and collect data indepen-
dent of devices. Through this solution sensor fusion was made generic, thus en-
ables personalized health needs and the usage of desired sensors. Furthermore,
continuous measuring is offered including collecting data and enables further
processing. The solution includes physiological data of patients and combines
these with ordinary sensors and medical sensors, and minimizes limitations of
personalization through unbounded sensor choice. Therefore, the JDCF is capa-
ble to assess and process data and information from different types of sensors
and provides this value resources for further systems by storing this informa-
tion in various data spaces, called persistence forms. The three middle phases
of figure 2.8 represent JDCF. The main task of the sensor controller is binding
of sensor components and JDCF. The sensor module manages the connection of
them by activating and deactivating the connection. Every time the controller is
executed, a new sensor record is created, which is a central object of JDCF, that
includes the whole received data of one sensor at one receiving moment with a
unique identifier and time of creation. The received data are coming unsorted
and unstructured. Therefore, the record preparation processes the data, performs
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a sensor data check and creates structure data. This structure includes the regula-
tion for data sequence and data types for every sensor. The checked and correctly
filled record is send to the logger. Since there are different forms of persistence,
it is important to allow a generic saving of the data. Due to the information con-
tained in the structure, each logger has all the necessary information to store the
data. The JDCF finalize with data fusion. [Bec+17]

Figure 2.8.: JDCF components [Bec+17]

Once a kind of data store is created which contains, e.g. wearable, smart device
or generic patient data, that are merged together and have a unified data struc-
ture, can be used to generate knowledge and recommendations. This can be per-
formed, for instance, with AI technologies. These are long term evaluations and
not short term events which are performed by actuators. That kind of personal-
ized recommendations are based on the knowledge and experience of clinicians
who are deciding based on past experiences and the collected data of the user.
[Dim16]
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2.3. Approach Requirements

Design optimization is built based on different requirements. Following, consid-
ered requirements and related foundations for this approach are pointed out.

2.3.1. Safety and Security

The considered system requirements have direct impact on the system design,
and thus, on the architecture. [Som11] Therefore, the main requirements of this
approach are safety and security, and related risk assessment features. These are
interconnected and even overlap partially. However, in contrast they are facing
multi-concerns issues, and can therefore, obstruct each other. [Loh20] For in-
stance, secure authentication methods and the need of fast emergency calls can
be a dilemma.

Safety is defined, referred to IEC 61508 as

"the detection of a potentially dangerous condition resulting in the ac-
tivation of a protective or corrective device or mechanism to prevent
hazardous events arising or providing mitigation to reduce the con-
sequence of the hazardous event." [IEC10] Furthermore, safety "is the
condition of the system operating without causing unacceptable risk
of physical injury or damage to the health of people, either directly or
indirectly, as a result of damage to property or to the environment."
[Con+16]

In this regard, the rate of tolerable risk that represents the acceptable risk for a
use case must always be considered. Whereas risk is a product of probability
of occurrence and severity of a harmful event. [ISO99] Harms and accidents are
caused by hazards and result in death, human injuries, damage to property or to
the environment. Hazardous conditions can have multiple types, but are mainly
based on failures that represent inability of a system unit to provide a function-
ality in its required result. Faults are incorrect conditions which can be inherent
weaknesses of the design or implementation that cause errors respectively a de-
viation between desired values and measured values. Systems require a specific
fault tolerance to enable correct functionalities in a defined range, even if faults
are present. If this range is passed, errors cause failures. [ISO99; IEC10; Som11]

Whereas safety focuses danger caused by systems, security faces danger for a
system itself and is a pre-requisite for further requirements like availability or
reliability. Furthermore, security has an impact on safety aspects, as attacks can
have an in-built side-effect on humans. [Som11]
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Security is "a system property that reflects the system’s ability to pro-
tect itself from accidental or deliberate external attack" ([Som11]) and
"is the condition of the system being protected from unintended or
unauthorized access, change or destruction". [Con+16]

This danger is based on weaknesses in the system, and the resulting vulnerabil-
ities, which can arise in every development phase and may be exploited. If an
exploitation happens, denoted as attack, the system is facing a threat which is a
circumstance to cause loss of an asset. Assets can be anything that must be pro-
tected and is valuable for a system. The asset endangered by threats and vulner-
abilities is a kind of risk. [Som11] To ensure security for a system, the CIA triad
is applied. Confidentiality prevents sensitive, private data against unauthorized
access of people or entities and controls device and message access, including
encryption technologies. If data are accurate, complete and consistent, and there-
fore, free of data loss or tampering of messages and all its related information,
Integrity is preserved. Whereas Availability is a property to enable to provide
information, services and functions at any time which relates to robust systems.
[Con+16; BSI12] In healthcare, this triad is not evenly distributed as confidential-
ity is highly important, however, not necessary to treat patients. Therefore, in this
case availability has the highest priority. [Mur15] In addition, the triad is related
to accountability to assign people to actions ([Li17]), authenticity for checking
entities identity ([BSI12]) and non-repudiation to prevent denial of changes or
access [ZG97].

Even if the focus is on safety and security requirements, there are always other
related requirements to consider, e.g. privacy and reliability, as none of these
requirements is independent and can be achieved isolated. Reliability, which is
related to availability, means the ability to perform its assigned function for a spe-
cific time between failures reliability [Con+16]. Whereas privacy is a side-effect
of security and represent the right of human or other entities to decide which of
their data are collected and who can interact with them [Con+16; SC16].

2.3.2. Requirements in Critical Areas

The described requirements have to be considered modified depending on the
application field. In particular, benchmarks, metrics or Key Performance Indica-
tors (KPI) are more critical. A distinction can be made between business-critical,
mission-critical and safety/security-critical systems. While business- or mission-
critical systems consider risks of financial loss or failures to achieve goals, safety/
security-critical systems are the most critical and vulnerable ones. IoT systems
can also be used in critical systems. As a result, non-critical IoT networks can be-
come critical networks. [Lan17] Considering the requirements of these systems
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can also be done in the design phase. [CIS]

Safety-critical systems involve the wellbeing of people and include high reliabil-
ity, availability and security ([Lan17]) and can be specified as

"a system is referred to as safety-critical when the consequences of its
failure can lead to loss of life, or to significant property or environ-
mental damage." [PR13]

Reinforced by safety-critical systems are the new connected medical devices and
the fact that electronic protected health information is collected. Weaknesses
in the network can, thus, put patient confidentiality and safety at risk. [Voc12]
Safety-critical systems must have a high reliability, and therefore, a low accept-
able probability of failures to be approved. Depending on the use case, there are
allowed between 10−4 and 10−10 failures per hour. Important points are a redun-
dancy management, a fast fault detection respectively isolation and that a system
still works when a certain number of components fail. The redundancy manage-
ment should create the right balance between redundant components and their
maintenance requirements. [LH94] As already defined, safety-critical systems al-
ways include security-critical requirements, since attacks can have consequences
for safety aspects. Cyber-critical systems - systems that are critical for attacks
from the Internet - are a subset of security-critical systems and occur frequently in
IoT networks as they use services via the Internet. For instance, data from health-
care that is collected or processed over the Internet requires special protection, as
theft or unauthorized access to sensitive data could have serious consequences
for the people concerned. [Szy17; SC16] Thus, a definition follows from this:

"Security-critical systems deal with the loss of sensitive data through
theft or accidental loss." [HC10]

2.3.3. Risk Management

To consider generic steps of risk management, its tasks are

"coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with re-
gard to risk." Related to risk as an "effect of uncertainty on objectives".
[ISO09]

Specifically, risk management can be defined as the establishment of the meth-
ods required for risk processes in order to identify, analyze and counteract risks.
This includes risks to the organization, business units, subsidiaries, related in-
frastructure and stakeholders. Accordingly, risk management requires various
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safety and security evidences to cover different types of risks, ranging from met-
rics to KPI monitoring tasks to verify compliance with requirements. Based on
this, appropriate decisions should be made, including priorities, policy and bud-
get decisions to the further implementation process. However, since risks are
not static, the risk management processes have to be dynamic and continuous.
Changes in risks can be caused by concept changes, new critical system areas,
new hardware components or features, new potential attackers, but also changed
risk assessment activities can occur. [Con+16]

For risk management, based on [AR10] and [MLY05], three main steps can be
specified: risk acceptance, risk assessment and risk reduction. Ever step contains
multiple sub-steps:

• Risk identification and acceptance: Different risk carriers perceive differ-
ent risks or view them as having different degrees of severity. Accordingly,
all risks must first be identified and communicated. Risk management can-
not make a system completely risk-free, but it can contribute to risk accep-
tance and recognition. On the one hand, the existence of risks have to be
accepted by all stakeholders. On the other hand, if the cost of prevention
exceeds the risk, it must be accepted as tolerable.

• Risk assessment: Risk assessment procedures differ widely depending on
risk type, use case and assessment perspective, e.g. technical vs. business.
Probabilistic approaches are often used. However, the focus is always on
characterizing risks and assessing their impact and severity. [Con+16]

• Risk mitigation: Risks that have been assessed as critical have to be re-
moved or mitigated. A distinction can be made between removing entire
features if their risk is not worth it, and adapting features. The countermea-
sures must be communicated and accepted again. If no acceptable counter-
measures can be found, there can be no acceptable system.

In chapter 5 the applied risk assessment approach of this thesis is discussed.

2.3.4. Safety and Security By Design

As already described, the development of products or the deployment of entire
systems consist of several phases. As a result, the necessary requirements must
be taken into account in all phases. This applies to safety and security measures.
[DM13; BM12; GB20] Thus, safety and security requirements can be checked in
early development phases and refinements can be applied on models if neces-
sary. This prepares implementation steps that adhere to the requirements from
the beginning. [GB20]
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Accordingly, a safety lifecycle includes

"necessary activities involved in the implementation of safety-related
systems, occurring during a period of time that starts at the concept
phase of a project and finishes when all of [...] safety-related systems
and other risk reduction measures are no longer available for use"
[IEC10]

Same applies to security measures. Although the basic principles are the same,
there are many names for this approach. Architecture analysis, by design ap-
proaches or model-driven safety and security are some of them. [GB20; CD13;
DM13] Even though individual steps are different, they are same in the idea that
vulnerabilities must be identified when systems or products are only models and
have not yet been implemented. By design approaches, architectural mistakes
can be uncovered or general risks can be identified that are already known at the
time of analysis. These approaches have been successfully used in the past to
detect and fix weaknesses. Often these methods are based on expert knowledge
and have to be performed manually. Frequently, threat models are used for this
purpose. [DM13] These models define possible threats to the system and should
represent as many different threats as possible and be able to include new threats.
[GB20]

In addition, to the various analysis approaches that check the design phase, by de-
sign is often understood as principles that should be observed in the architecture
phase. These can be highly abstract but also quite specific. Among other things,
this includes minimizing the attack surface area, and thus, avoiding unnecessary
functions, the principle of least privilege to prevent unauthorized persons from
gaining access, and the separation of duties, and thus, the distribution of roles.
Another important principle is avoiding security by obscurity as this is in direct
contrast to security by design and means that a system is only secure as long as an
attacker cannot gain knowledge about it. [Fou16] A more detailed consideration
of these principles is given in chapter 3.

2.3.5. Regulations and Standards

As already mentioned above, there are various standards relating to safety, se-
curity or risk management. They range from general rules to domain specific
regulations. A distinction has to be made between guidelines and laws. Here, the
fields of application differ. This leads to uncertainties, particularly in the case of
cross-border deployments.

The IEC 61508 standard already used above is an international series of standards
for functional safety requirements in safety-related systems and serves as a basic
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standard for further standards in special domains. The objectives are mainly to
provide guidelines for the manufacturing process in order to develop products
that are safe for the user and its environment. A lifecycle is used to cover all
phases of production. Thus, the guidelines start from product architecture and
include organizational structures for documentation purposes. This is to ensure
that all steps are traceable. Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is used to define the cor-
rect level of safety requirements. Devices, sensors or controls must, therefore, be
given a SIL rating or other trust metrics. These four levels determine the necessity
and efficiency of safety functions. In addition, this standard focuses on software
requirements and uniform definition of terms and abbreviations. [IEC10] This
standard is widely recognized and used. Even the BSI refers to its guidelines. The
BSI uses SIL in particular for risk assessment. Although the BSI mainly considers
hazards for government systems and system-critical applications, it deals with
consumer protection and security, and thus, is relevant for IoT systems. [BSI12]
In addition, a new law to increase the security of information technology sys-
tems was recently passed, which entails an expansion of the BSI’s powers. This
law is to be the root for cyber security strategy for Germany. This contains ba-
sic principles for the orientation of IT security measures for operators of critical
infrastructures. [Bun21] A classic norm to keep further risks under control is
[ISO09]. It provides guidelines for principles and implementation of risk man-
agement which are valid worldwide. This general standard is based on the un-
derstanding that risk management is at the focus of attention, and is therefore,
a management task. A top-down approach is to be taken in order to discuss
the interrelationships. The focus is on risk prevention rather than mitigation.
Therefore, a special risk management system is to be integrated into the existing
measures in order to supplement risk management gaps. [ISO09]

In addition to the general standards, there are also specific standards and regula-
tions for almost every domain.

DIN EN 60601 is based roughly on IEC 61508. However, this standard extends it
to include medical-related countermeasure requirements against attacks and data
manipulation. The focus is on essential performance and safety characteristics
of medical electrical equipment and medical electrical systems. These systems
are intended for diagnosis, treatment or monitoring of a patient. In addition to
alarm systems and security measures of medical technology emergency opera-
tions, measures in the physical environment are also considered. Extensions to
these standards consider precise measures tailored to individual specific prod-
ucts. [DIN13]
A related standard is ISO 13485:2016 that represents requirements for quality
management systems for the design and manufacture of medical devices and
includes data protection measures. The clear focus of this standard is to be able
to implement the constantly changing requirements of legislators or customers
without losing any quality. Here again, a lifecycle is applied that is intended to
include all phases, and thus, stakeholders. [ISO16a] Along with this, the stan-
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dard [IEC06] can be used, as it defines guidelines for each development phase
including security requirements. In addition, three safety classes for severity cat-
egorization were determined for this standard. Further details are discussed in
chapter 3.
The medical sector has its own standards and regulations for risk management.
Two of the best known are ISO 14971 and IEC 80001. Risk management that in-
cludes risk analysis, risk acceptance criteria and risk reporting is provided by
[ISO20]. Risk analysis involves identifying hazards posed by medical devices,
evaluating probabilities and severity, and deciding on acceptability of risks. Risk
acceptance criteria should help to estimate which countermeasures are needed
and are suitable. An important point of these standards is the continuous moni-
toring of new risks, implemented measures and their acceptance. [ISO20] In con-
trast, [IEC11] focuses on medical IT networks and their risk management. The
steps to be performed are very similar, but three additional protection goals are
specified. Safety, effectiveness, and data and system security. These are all inter-
related and should be taken into account in all processes. [IEC11]

Most of these standards are not required by law, even though they must ulti-
mately be applied in order to comply with the law. However, what exactly is
required by law often differs immensely. As an example, HIPAA is one of the
most important legal regulations in the USA. The content of this law is the secu-
rity and privacy of patient data and access to medical records. All stakeholders
involved in the handling of personal medical information are required by law to
comply with various requirements. These include ensuring the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of the data, integrating safeguards against threats to or
disclosure of that data, and taking steps to verify compliance with these require-
ments. A special HIPAA security series provides guidelines for this. [US 07a]
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2.4. Enterprise Architecture Management

The most important type of architecture in companies is EA that consider many
aspects at once. The focus is on individual components and their connections.
In the case of EA, this can include hardware, software, business processes, ap-
plications and the technical infrastructure of an organization, but also personnel
parts. The connections can also include further characteristics. Thus, this archi-
tectures are used to describe all elements of a holistic enterprise system and the
relationships between them. The term also comprises the process of creation and
maintenance of the architecture work. [Lan05]

Therefore, compared to general definition of architecture, EA is defined more
precisely:

"An EA is a conceptual framework that describes how an enterprise is
constructed by defining its primary components and the relationships
among these components. " [Roo94]

In addition, [Roo94] defines multiple aspects which have to be fulfilled by an EA
to reflect an enterprise:

• Consists of people, information, and technologies

• Performs business functions

• Has a defined organizational structure that responds to internal and exter-
nal events

• Has a purpose for its activities

• Provides specific services and products to its customers

Business processes or functions can be viewed as a sequence of activities within a
company. This includes, for example, sequences of activities in service or produc-
tion. In particular, sequences that have to be repeated regularly must be mapped
and coordinated. Modeling approaches are often used for this purpose. [Yen09;
VSP08] These are not limited to business processes within a single company. For
example, the approach of [BMR04] offers a possibility to model business pro-
cesses that are distributed across several companies.

Enterprise architectures and its processes can be depicted in many different ways
with different modeling techniques, but most approaches include a subdivision
into several small architectures. [WF06] These sub-architectures are first modeled
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independently and afterwards connected to include dependencies. These depen-
dencies are critical to the business goals. [BIT11; WF06] The Open Group ([Grob])
justifies this by stating that it reflects underlying business and IT structures. A
successful IT strategy, exploitation of IT advantages and defined technical pro-
cesses enable achievement of business goals. Hence, it is useful to analyze the
goals of each architecture to enable their interfaces to be adjusted to each other in
a more effective way [WF06].

Therefore, EAM was introduced to deal with assessment and development of
business processes and IT components. In general, the term can be defined such
that EAM

"maintains and uses a coherent set of guidelines, architecture princi-
ples and governance regimes that provide direction for and practical
help with the design and development of an enterprise’s architecture
in order to achieve its vision and strategy." [Ahl+12]

This definition has become widely accepted in EAM and is used by large frame-
works such as TOGAF. [Grob] In general, EAM is a strategic, conceptual and
organizational framework for EA and implements and maintains an architecture
with the help of the integrated principles and tools. The focus is always on try-
ing to align the design with the requirements and goals and to be able to re-
act to the constantly changing IT landscape and market conditions. [BIT11] The
well-founded description of the current situation and correlations within an in-
formation system helps to achieve a common understanding of all stakeholders
involved who have an influence on the company’s success. [Grob] Thus, this
holistic overview of IT design and business landscape enables knowledge about
individual small architecture models with the different layers within the EA do-
mains. [BIT11] Thus, typical EAM tasks are develop, describe, communicate,
analyze, and configure. [BMS10]

The current company status, and thus, an abstraction of reality, is referred to as
As-Is status. This status can be retained in very few cases. Conditions or goals
change and the architecture shall be adapted accordingly. A future architecture
that represents intended plans is called a To-Be architecture. Both models or states
contain uncertainties and influence achieving To-Be architectures. [Buc+11]

To transform enterprise architectures, a plan must be developed that reconfigures
all components and relationships. This is part of EAM tasks. For this purpose,
a goal-oriented adaptation of IT landscape based on changed framework condi-
tions is performed. [BIT11] However, success of this undertaking always depends
heavily on the completeness of knowledge about As-Is architectures. The more
documentation, the more reliably plans can be implemented. [Saa10a]
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Figure 2.9.: Different types of uncertainty [Buc+11]

2.4.1. Layered EA Structure

A typical EA is divided into layers in order to be able to assign its components.
Since enterprise architectures are model-based, they can be described with dia-
grams. Because of this feature, their different layers are often represented graph-
ically. [Joh+07a] The division into different levels is intended to reduce complex-
ity. The components of the individual levels can be considered within and across
levels. This feature is important for the function of analyses in EAM, as it allows
the effects of architectural changes to be analyzed vertically as well as horizon-
tally in an enterprise. [BIT11]

Figure 2.10.: Four enterprise architecture layer

There are several approaches to layering EA. Often used layers are strategic layer
to represent the organization’s strategy with its goals, business layer describing
business processes and products, information layer with information objects, and
application layer as well as infrastructure layer describing soft- and hardware
components [Lan05; WF06]. Despite the examination of different layers the focus
of an EA are the dependencies between layers, i.e. how business and IT relate to
each other. Layers are dependent according to the Align-Enable-Principle. The
lower layers are the foundation for the upper ones, and the upper ones adjust the
lower ones [WF06; Krc15; IJ06].
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2.4.2. EA Analysis Techniques and Goals

According to [Wir] a goal is a

"target value which a current state is compared with that is to be
worked on until it corresponds to the target state."

This general definition can be applied to EAM and its analyses. The target value
corresponds to the To-Be state, and is thus, the EAM goal to be reached. This goal
is to be achieved through adjustments and scenario comparison after an EAM
analysis has been performed. [Saa10b] Through analysis the information flow in
organizations is optimized. Therefore, analyses are one of the most important
artifacts integrated in EAM and are indispensable in the EAM cycle. This cycle
contains five phases [Nie06]: Document, Analyze, Plan, Act and Check. This
cycle is based on uncertainties as all As-Is states. [Nie06]

Thus, analysis is an essential part in order to create and implement future plans.
As described, it supports decision making through an evaluation of the current
architecture [SK11]. The result of analysis and planning actions is finally the cre-
ation of a target architecture. Those actions enable planning, acting, controlling
and documenting through all layers. The execution of an analysis decomposes
the analyzed object in its components. Those single elements are examined and
evaluated as well as the relationships and interactions between them. Further-
more weak points can be revealed, new advantages be discovered and various
design alternatives be evaluated [ZAA11]. However, creation of an EA target
model is time and cost consuming. Thus, analysis support is essential in order
to generate value from an EA model. Support for decision making and planning
generates value and increases the acceptance of the EA analyses initiative in an
organization [Lan05].

The focus of every analysis depends on the analysis type and the required goal
type. [SK11; Lan13] If the analysis is not developed with the right requirements
or goals and then is used, misjudgments occur and failed projects may result.
[BIT11] Here, the decision maker has several alternatives available and must
weigh them against each other to determine which analysis to use. [Ull+10]
Additional the questions of what is feasible and what is desirable are crucial
[Joh+07b].

The process of analysis can be segmented in different phases and activities. The
parts system thinking, modeling, measuring, satisfying, comparing with requirements
and comparing alternatives are used in [WC12] to identify the characteristics of
analysis categories. Another approach proposes, for example, the division into
quantitative, functional, analytical and simulation. [BMS09]
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In current literature a great variety of analysis possibilities is described. These
approaches are mainly isolated and integrated ones are rare. The well-known EA
frameworks deal only secondary with EA analysis and a common understanding
of the term is not established yet [BMS09; NBE12]. Nevertheless due to the impor-
tance of EA analyses, methods are required to specify them consistently [BMS09;
JNL07]. The analyses rely on different technologies, like ontologies ([SKR13]),
probability networks ([När+08]) or expert interviews ([KMP11]), have different
preconditions and provide different kinds of results. For example, preconditions
can be required properties for model elements or specific data structures. Typical
results are quantitative ones like an overall metric for the architecture, measures
for specific architecture elements, but also a determined set of elements. Several
analysis approaches focus on the dependencies between the elements of an ar-
chitecture. For example, they are used to determine the impact of changes (e.g.
[Boe+05a]). Other analyses focus on specific attributes of elements. For instance,
an availability analysis predicts the availability value for an element, dependent
on several other factors modeled in the EA [NBE12]. Accordingly metrics based
on attribute values can be calculated. They can be used as KPI for the evalua-
tion of the architecture and for decision making [Mat+12]. In those calculations
the relationships between the elements as well as the attributes of dependent el-
ements can be considered. The analysis of timing aspects is very important for
EAM. Therewith the evolution of the architecture can be monitored [Mat+12].
Every analysis supports a different goal, and thus, for a sound evaluation of the
architecture different kinds of analyses are required.

2.4.2.1. Bayesian Belief Networks

Many architecture analysis techniques use logic and formulas of a Bayesian Belief
Network (BBN) which is an often used and proved concept as it is not restricted
to a specific field. Therefore, approaches of plenty research fields use or describe
BBN, like [KN11], [SSH+15] or [CHX17]. But also EA uses this technique for its
analyses, as e.g. [Hol+09]. BBN are applied for analyzing highly complex net-
works, because they are probabilistic, graphical models which are used to repre-
sent and calculate the conditional probabilities and dependencies of model ele-
ments and its variables. [Nea+04]. Therefore, they focus on making impacts of
branched networks visible and traceable.

Important characteristics are directed and acyclic edges, representing dependen-
cies between ancestors and descendants nodes which depict random variables
(X) with discrete states. The direction of edges present their causality of con-
nected nodes, and therefore, their relations. [KN11] Depending on the state of
ancestors, conditional distributions are defined for each node respectively vari-
able: P(Xi | ancestors(Xi)). Its probability that a value occurs is called belief. A
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) can be defined as Graph G = (V,E) where V is a set
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of variables and E is a set of edges. [Nea+04]

(G,P) is defined as Bayesian Network if it complies with the Markov condition.
This assumption describes relations between graphs and probability distributions
and aims in handling efficiency of large instances. It states that each variable is
conditionally independent of its non-descendants given the set of all its parents.
[Nea+04]
Conditional independence is defined with A, B and C as example variables of V:

(A∩B|C)=P(A|C)*P(B|C), A and B are independent given C with P(C)>0 (2.1)

With Conditional Probability (CP) defined as:

P(A|B)=P(A∩B)/P(B), probability of A given B and P(B)≠0 (2.2)

Whereas dependent nodes are defined with:

P(A∩B)=P(A|B)*P(B) or P(A∩B)≠P(A)*P(B) (2.3)

And independent nodes in conditional situations:

P(A ∩ B)=P(A)*P(B) (2.4)

This results in the Bayesian Theorem which states that if there are two events
of nodes, the probability of A under the condition that B has occurred can be
calculated by the probability of B under the condition that A has occurred:

P(B|A)=P(A|B)*P(B)/P(A), if P(B)>0 and P(A)≠0 (2.5)

These variables of nodes have possible sets of values. To determine the corre-
sponding conditional probability distribution of every node and its values in the
graph, a Conditional Probability Table (CPT) has to be defined. This table con-
tains all possible combinations of diverse states of ancestor nodes to determine
the probability of these combinations. Thus, to determine the likelihood of being
in a specific state whereas the ancestors are in another specific state. [Joh+07b]

As described, these concepts are often used for large and complex networks. This
is mainly based on the fact that not all connections have to be considered at once.
Only states and values of ancestors have to be considered or estimated. Therefore,
only small models are concerned in order to reduce the complexity. To consider
the entire network, one needs global Joint Probability (JP) distribution. [Nea+04]
This is obtained by factorization of CPTs:

JP(X) =∏n
i=1P(Xi∣ancestors(Xi)) (2.6)

Figure 2.11 shows an example of such a model based on this concepts. The model
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shows the health status of a patient and its influence on a test result.

Figure 2.11.: Example of Bayesian Belief Network [Nea+04]

For example, the history of smoking influences the presence of lung cancer. This
direct influence is represented by a directed edge. The same applies to result of
the X-ray which is determined by lung cancer. However, there is no edge from
history of smoking to X-ray results as it is only an indirect influence. The figure
also shows multiple states of each node and conditional probabilities of each state
given every combination of values of ancestors. These options are often presented
in a CPT. The probabilistic inference can be calculated by the Bayesian Theorem.
For example, the conditional probability that the patient has bronchitis can be
determined if it is known that the patient smokes, is fatigued, and has a positive
X-ray. [Nea+04]

The majority of use cases for BBN are networks with questions about conditional
probabilities of nodes with different possible states, e.g., the determination of cor-
rectness of a disease test [Nea+04]. Depending on the leading question a model
can be analyzed with different approaches and formulas, as long as the depen-
dent probabilities or independences of graphs are to be considered. Therefore,
the BBN concepts can be applied to different architectural analyses with varying
objectives.
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2.4.2.2. Extended Influence Diagrams

Extended Influence Diagram (EID) is another methodology used in many analy-
ses in EA at the architectural level. These diagrams require logic which is based
on BBN fundamentals and is a graphical and mathematical representation of
probabilities that contribute to visualization and interpretation. [Joh+07b] In the
meantime, there are several applications for EID, but first approaches to use EID
for architectures in EA areas are work of [Joh+06; LJN07]. The approaches can
check different variables, but are always used as a decision support to weight
different alternatives.

These diagrams are directed graphs with connected directed edges and nodes.
Each node corresponds to an attribute with a probability value that depends on
the values of its predecessor nodes. [Joh+07b]

As EID is an extension of simple influence diagrams, their notation is reused.
Figure 2.12 presents this notation. There are three different node types. Goals of
decision makers are depicted by a utility node (V). All elements in the diagram
that have a causal influence on each other are chance nodes (C). For this purpose,
the causal relations are additionally used. [Joh+07b] To compare different alter-
natives decision nodes (D) are added. Arrows that indicate time precedence are
called informational relation. [LJN07]

Figure 2.12.: Generic influence diagram notation [Joh+07b]

As described, each node (i) corresponds to a variable. The probability distribu-
tion (Pr) of these variables are stored in an attached CPT. [Joh+06] This lists all
the possibilities of what the probability distribution can be, depending on prede-
cessor: Pr{xi∣xCP(i)} [Joh+07b]

Figure 2.13.: CPT of two nodes of an EID [Joh+07b]

Ordinary influence diagrams are merged, and thus, allow node collapse or node
expansion to obtain an EID. Thus, certain facts can be considered more precisely
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or a higher abstraction can be determined. [Joh+06] Accordingly, EID is defined
as

"a set of graphs, E = {G1, ..., Gn}, related by expansions and collapses
of the definitional structures, where the expansions and collapses are
dictated by specific transforms, Gj = coll(Gi) and Gi = exp(Gj)" [Joh+06]

In figure 2.14, G1 presents a fully expanded diagram which is collapsed in G2

on vertical level a1...am. This is a minimalist and generic example. However,
EID also include other specific notations. A distinction is made between defined
and undefined chance nodes. The list of defining nodes is specified by DF(i) =
{j ∈ N : (j,i) ∈ ∆} where i ∈ {V, C} and ∆ is the semantics for definitional rela-
tions. [Joh+07b] These relations are simple aggregation of their elements and use
the same conditional probability distributions as causal relations: Pr{xi∣xDF(i)}
[Joh+06; Joh+07b]

Figure 2.14.: Node collapse [Joh+06]

In addition, chance nodes can be divided between controllable, semi-controllable
and uncontrollable. This distinction is used to show whether the decision node
is independent or dependent. [Joh+06] A further distinction can be made for
chance nodes as to whether the predecessors are causal or informational ones.
Causal predecessors are defined by CP(i) = {j ∈ N : (j,i) ∈ K}, where i ∈ {V, C}.
Informational predecessors are covered by IP(i) = {j ∈ N : (j,i) ∈ I}, where i ∈ D.
[Joh+07b]

2.4.3. EAM and IoT Overlap

The digital transformation of enterprises is forcing many units and departments
to rethink their strategies. [Zim+18] IoT is increasingly being used not only in
industry parts, but in all areas of an enterprise and its management tasks. Due to
the numerous overlapping points, the combination of both concepts is feasible.
[Age16]
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Often, IT systems now have to cope with small distributed structures which have
to be adapted often, as frequently found in IoT applications. As the world and
associated systems have become open-model minded, enterprises will have to be-
come more flexible in the future in order to keep pace with digitalization. In par-
ticular, depending on the use case, customers will interact with IoT devices to in-
teract with specific business processes. Corresponding digital services and busi-
ness models must be created that create financial value for companies. [Zim+18]
IoT approaches are expected to help keep pace with fast-changing markets by en-
abling service-oriented systems to migrate to IoT services and collect more data.
This data is generated through cloud computing to knowledge. In detail, these
approaches are to be integrated into EAM by creating and monitoring small EA
descriptions, each of which is assigned to an IoT object. [Zim+18; Zim+15] The
further development of ArchiMate, an open and independent modeling language
for EA, is helpful in this context. ArchiMate enables the mapping of technology
behavior concepts, and thus, the representation of sensors and other connected
devices. [Groa]

To enable usage of IoT devices in EAM, device management functions must be
adapted. [Zim+15] Mainly, compute nodes need to be involved to process data
from the IoT devices in corresponding analytic systems to match the distribution
of business logic of IoT systems which is not located in one layer as in tradi-
tional business systems. [Mic18a] Guidelines were developed on how technical
IoT benefits can be translated into business goals and which platform is best for
the individual EA-IoT initiative. [Age16]

To make EA IoT-enabled, there are IoT architecture approaches that directly pro-
vide a pillar for business components, enterprise domain specific applications
and decision support systems. These include cross-platform interfaces for end
users such as UIs for big data, BPM, SOA platforms, government applications
and operations. Such connected enterprises enable IoT operations like monitor-
ing and deployment via an IoT layer that is directly connected to the customer
experience and application layer. With additional enhancements in infrastruc-
ture, network and sensing layers, costs can be saved, employee productivity be
improved and customer requests handled. [Dig17]

TOGAF offers possibilities to connect enterprises and IoT. Through this frame-
work, all phases of EAM are covered, such as design, planning up to mainte-
nance. Among other things, structured methods are used to determine require-
ments needed for architecture development. [Grob] IoT standards Open Data
Format (O-DF) and Open Messaging Interface (O-MI) have been introduced to
connect IoT data and components with existing enterprise components to collect
data easily. Among other things, focus is on reducing costs of equipment moni-
toring. These data standards are intended to ensure that information is presented
in a way that is meant to be understood in IoT-affected systems and to transport
payloads in any format, such as data about lifecycle events. [Sim21]
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In addition to all the commonalities and approaches in research, there is also a
delta between IoT and EAM that needs to be dealt with. The most important
points to consider are the open IoT systems, which do not always fit in with cor-
porate security policies, and the associated new threats from the Internet. Fur-
thermore, traditional layers in rigid enterprises are not always compatible with
new IoT layers and do not provide an interface to new IoT components. In ad-
dition, there are usually more stakeholders involved in an IoT system than in
traditional systems due to the remotely distributed, connected systems.
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3
Safety and Security Architectural

Requirements

This chapter represents the initiation of the optimization process by observing ar-
chitectural conditions to create IoT models suitable to depict and analyze safety
and security aspects. Findings and results of this chapter form the basis for chap-
ters 4, 6 and 7.

An IoT model can be represented in different ways, depending on viewpoints
and possibilities offered by its associated meta model and modeling tool. In an-
ticipation of the optimization process and its included flaw identification and
assessment steps, a meta model has to be designed that incorporates appropri-
ate aspects. To identify these aspects, typical safety hazards and security threats
are considered in the following to determine their architectural roots. From this,
it can be concluded which information a model must be able to contain and de-
pict in order to recognize and prevent flaws. The main focus is on hazards and
threats in IoT-WD systems and their specific challenges. In order to evaluate chal-
lenges in groups rather than individually, and thus to identify common measures
and aspects, various categorization options are considered, which are taken up
again in the flaw identification process. Finally, architectural requirements are
derived from this chapter, which are used in the subsequent IoT-WD modeling
approach.
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3.1. Challenge Review

The challenge review is divided into three parts around safety hazards, security
threats and their specific concepts in wellbeing systems. To enable the detection
of architectural aspects, vulnerabilities’ roots are the focus of this review to create
the basis for section 3.3.

3.1.1. Safety Hazards in IoT Systems

Classic safety hazards are unintentional and occur, for example, due to miscon-
figurations or overheating. However, a safety hazard can also be a byproduct of a
security attack that has consequences for living beings. Especially in IoT systems,
hazards can be versatile, as they are not bounded by physical distance limitations
and can be affected by the outside. [Zal19] In the following, unintentional failures
are considered.

One way to distinguish safety hazards is by type. Physical, electrical, biological
but also service failure hazards are possible among others. [Som11] However, the
most important aspect is the origin of failures. In many cases, various fault types
that exceed their limit value are responsible for a failure and its associated acci-
dent. A study by [WK01] identified multiple fault classes and their probabilistic
distribution of fault sources:

Fault Classes: Calculation, Logic and Algorithms
The most common fault types are calculation factors and related algorithmic
problems. These include overflow problems, improper handling of boundary
conditions, data structures and abnormal conditions such as electrical noise. But
also truncation or rounding errors. Closely related and also a common reason are
logic problems. Incorrect data control logic, data validation, exception handling
like power failures or wrong behavior of component interactions are all reasons
for this fault type.

Fault Classes: Software Changes and Countermeasures
Further hazards can be caused by change impacts if, for example, no verification
is performed against the original design specifications. But also functional losses
due to updates and incorrect conditions due to incompatibility of different ver-
sions or relationships can be causes. Similarly related are countermeasures as a
fault type, as this can cause incorrect configurations especially in remote areas, in-
compatibility of new components or a reduced upgrade scope. In addition, soft-
ware can impact devices or other software components if interfaces are not able
to communicate anymore. One hazard that causes this is device interoperability.
While simple construction errors can lead to mismatched hardware components,
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software incompatibilities are often caused by updates. For instance, new ser-
vices or standalone functions may change and subsequently be unable to process
data. [WK01] The update errors can stop entire devices or system areas ([Zal19])
or lead to software malfunctions, e.g. hazardous communication interruption
which leads to missed message transmission in emergency situations.

Fault Classes: Data and Documentation
Other issues can be caused by invalid or inconsistent data and database corrup-
tion, excessive use or human misuse. But also omission faults due to missing
documentation or missing important functions due to no requirements traceabil-
ity or non-compliance with standards are critical.
These different types result in specific hardware and software failures that can
lead to serious accidents. In the hardware area, there are battery failures of im-
portant components, electromagnetic interferences, device incompatibility and
sensor malfunctions, among many examples.

Fault Classes: Hardware Issues
IoT devices are mostly equipped with rechargeable batteries, using batteries with
a reduced size, weight and power consumption compared to conventional energy
sources. [Har19] However, there is risk of capacity drop, less energy supplied
than planned or increased consumption. Therefore, a battery management unit is
required which is part of a rechargeable battery system together with the cell and
charging circuit. [Exp18] Electromagnetic interference, on the other hand, is an
even more complex safety problem. If many devices are used in one place with in-
consistencies in their frequencies, their communication capabilities or other func-
tions may be affected, even to the point of failure. Responsible factors can be
electromagnetic fields, their compatibility and distance. [Alb19] However, equip-
ment failures are not always due to energy or interference problems. Components
manufactured at too low a price, neglected maintenance or overuse can lead to
wear and tear. Even if not whole components fail, even small parts such as sen-
sors or controllers can become a major hazard if, for example, measurements fail
or are distorted. [KR09] Sensor malfunction is one of the common safety issues
in IoT systems, as they occur in large quantities and offer many distributed error
sources. [Zal19] In addition to attrition, overheating is a frequent trigger.

Not all of these fault types and examples can be prevented in the design phase,
but can potentially be detected and mitigated on this point by planing suitable
countermeasures. Derived architectural requirements are listed in section 3.3.

3.1.2. Security Threats in IoT Systems

The opposite are intentionally exploited vulnerabilities to create security threats
to harm the system. The range of options is broad and varied, as offline threats
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are just as possible as cyber attacks. While attackers had a hard time in the past,
the connection to the Internet offers numerous opportunities to launch an attack.
A selection of these threats is considered for this review.

The numerous attack opportunities are often based on major violations of secu-
rity policy or recommendations. OWASP identifies the most prominent problems
each year to create awareness. Weak, hardcoded or easy-to-guess passwords that
are publicly known, rarely updated or determined by light bruteforce attacks are
always involved. Especially if the system is connected to the Internet, the circle
of offenders becomes larger and the risk of unauthorized access rises. [BSI12;
OWA18] Further unauthorized remote access can be caused by insecure network
services. Insecure services or redundant functions that provide unnecessary vul-
nerabilities are to blame. [BSI12] But not only insecure services, also interfaces
are an entry point for attacks. Web, backend API, cloud or mobile interfaces can
allow unauthorized access to devices. This is often due to authentication or en-
cryption problems. Affected are mostly insecure or outdated components with
customized areas or already compromised third-party software. [BSI12] How-
ever, when these vulnerabilities are identified, they cannot always be fixed imme-
diately. Reasons are a lack of secure update mechanisms which lead to updates
that are not delivered securely. In addition, anti-rollback options and firmware
validation is missing. Often, updates are simply applied too late or are unknown.
Privacy violations, insecure data transfer and storage can happen, if devices are
compromised that do not include a device management with security support.
This is mainly caused by lack of encryption or access control of sensitive data.
These vulnerabilities are often introduced by bad default settings that do not pro-
vide any possibility to raise system’s security level. [BSI12; OWA18]

These security problems lead to the numerous attacks mentioned above. A dis-
tinction can be made as whether they are directed against physical objects, pro-
tocols, data or software components. Physical objects including hardware com-
ponents, are attacks on the lowest architectural layers and refer to objects with
restricted and unrestricted access. Protocol attacks are directed against commu-
nication between different components and entire networks. Thus, multiple lay-
ers can be compromised and include active data. Data at rest, which is perma-
nently stored on a computer or cloud storage, is threatened in data attacks. All
other attacks are based on exploiting software vulnerabilities and attempting to
breach them. IoT software includes any application, services, firmware, operat-
ing systems, gateways and other software parts used in IoT networks. [AKM18]
However, this is only a rough division. Threats can never occur in isolation and
always require multiple aspects and often have multiple targets.

Physical Object Attacks
IoT physical objects are as diverse as possible attacks and threats are numerous
and varied. A common attack procedure is tampering. Thus, data streams or en-
tire devices are manipulated. Real physical modifications can be made or a com-
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munication link can be exploited that lead to accessed hardware elements or vio-
lating CIA security requirements by stealing identities. This enables injection at-
tacks that allow distribution of malicious software and disclosure of pre-installed
encryption keys or other security relevant information. [Var+17; BTM15] Node
capture or manipulation is mainly performed on low power devices with miss-
ing security standards or encryption lacks, vulnerable to attacks and easy to steal
their identities [Has+19]. Node injection, on the other hand, introduces a com-
pletely new node and places itself between two nodes in order to interfere with,
intercept or change their communication. The new node should appear as part
of the system. Since several manipulated or newly injected nodes are used for
this purpose, identification is often complex. The subsequent code injection aims
in obtaining control or information. [DV17] Furthermore, duplicates of devices
can be used to gain trust and subsequently enter confidential networks as well.
In this process, nodes are cloned and presented to other nodes as known com-
munication partners. [Var+17; BTM15] The required data can be obtained via
further eavesdropping methods by intercepting data in different phases [Has+19;
MJ16]. The linked tampering of communication is often done in connection with
Denial of Service (DOS) attacks. Communication is distorted and traffic is in-
creased until availability of the system or services can no longer be guaranteed.
[Var+17; BTM15] In WSN node jamming is a common method for DOS attacks
as well as sleep deprivation [DV17]. It is tried to drain battery life by running
infinite requests which seem to be legitimate. In comparison, there are attacks
that do not directly target nodes or their communication. So-called side-channel
attacks are directed against information that the device discloses besides. This
can be electromagnetic signatures, energy consumption or other private informa-
tion that can be used to draw conclusions about the user or state of the device.
[Has+19; MJ16] Lack of encryption of data to be transmitted allows these attacks
to occur. This can have far-reaching consequences. For example, if IoT networks
with high energy consumption are identified, attacks could be launched to take
over the system and abuse it for MadIoT attacks. These are attacks to shut down
entire power grids with increased energy demand. [SMP18]

Protocol & Active Data Attacks
Further attacks are increasingly directed against protocols to attack network com-
munication, middleware aspects and gateways. Active data is intercepted in data
transit attacks when it is being transferred from one device to another or from
one IoT application to others. Data can be stolen or manipulated in the process.
These thefts are often preceded by access attacks in which intruders gain access
to the network and can remain undetected for a long time. The focus here is on
identity theft and authentication misuse. However, wide-ranging SQL injection
attacks can be used to access or manipulate data in applications. [Has+19] In
addition, DOS attacks are also a suitable method for intruders to threat network
aspects. Collision attacks are similar to jamming and aim to reduce the good-
put of a system or prevent communication in wireless communication. Another
way to manipulate communication can be spoofing of routing information. In
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this case, unencrypted routing and header information is intercepted and used
to produce routing loops, incorrect routes or fake messages. Similarly, selective
forwarding involves dropping individual messages in order to prevent the en-
tire message or all the information from arriving. Sinkhole attacks can be used
for this. Some nodes appear to be preferable for routing, and therefore, arrive
at a sinkhole node that drops the message. Other DOS attacks can be worm-
hole or sybil attacks. Wormholes intercept messages, take them to other entry
points in the network and replay them. Sybil attacks, on the other hand, fake
multiple identities for a node in order to have more rights in voting or to get
more resources allocated. These are often starting points for further flooding at-
tacks. [Var+17] If the attack is not primarily aimed at overloading the system,
but instead focuses on access to data, this is also referred to as man-in-the-middle
attacks. Data communication between two nodes is intercepted in various ways.
Eavesdropping intercepts data, modifies it and replays it back into the network.
In this way, routing attacks can be carried out. In some cases, data that could not
be decrypted is also intercepted and replayed, since the replay can later be mis-
taken by the receiving nodes as trust evidence and authorize the sender. [Var+17;
Has+19] Attacks on networks, communications and their protocols also have an
impact on gateways. Man-in-the-middle and eavesdropping attacks are particu-
larly dangerous, as encryption keys can be captured. Only complete end-to-end
encryption can guarantee data confidentiality. [Has+19]

Attacks on Data in Rest
Data at rest that is stored in clouds for later analysis is target for attacks if cloud
service providers do not implement sufficient protection measures. Back-door at-
tacks or password guessing can lead to access to the entire cloud infrastructure.
But also unencrypted data, compromised virtual machines, accessing devices
from an insecure terminal and portability of data can lead to threats. [Var+17]

Software Attacks
Threats for IoT applications or software can occur on all spots of applied soft-
ware or services, and therefore, are scattered and never isolated. In particular,
data theft is closely related, as applications collect, share or further process soft-
ware. Thus, encryption measures, privacy management and access controls are
needed. [Has+19; Var+17] Authentication attacks are part of almost every IoT
software threat and enable not only access but also false repudiation, unautho-
rized interception and falsification of trust levels. [ISO11a] If access is compro-
mised, further attacks can follow. For example, DOS attacks can trigger service
interruption attacks and prevent legitimate users from running needed services.
[Has+19; Var+17] Furthermore, applications can be modified by injected code or
services by launching phishing attacks, viruses or spyware [DV17] .
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3.1.3. IoT-WD Specific Challenges

The presented safety hazards and security threats can occur in any IoT system.
However, even if the attack types are roughly the same, IoT-WD systems include
other devices. Thus, further extended or additional threats or hazards can ap-
pear in IoT-WD networks. In this area, safety hazards are often associated with
vital sensor malfunctions. Important data for subsequent analysis processes may
not be fully collected, e.g. missing heart rate sensor measurements for long-term
atrial fibrillation monitoring. In addition, actuators may cause serious conse-
quences due to failures. For example, an insulin pump could take false readings
due to wear and tear and suggest its actuator the daily maximum dose. This
means that the user can no longer rely on the pump and must set up the dose
via remote control. [Som11] A safety hazard can arise as a by-product when a
deliberate attack is launched on an IoT-WD component. Spoofing attacks can tap
or alter, e.g. node measurements based on the saturation level of sensor input
and output, which lead to control over infusion rate and possible under- or over-
infusion. [Par+16] Neglected maintenance could also affect the wellbeing de-
vices’ monitoring unit [Som11]. Hazards are particularly critical when alarm sig-
nals are affected because too many false alarms cause them to be ignored [BT10].
However, wellbeing systems, as described, are designed for preventive and self-
monitoring devices rather than for treatment of diseases. Thus, security threats in
IoT-WD systems are more pronounced and considered, since they focus on sensi-
tive, identifiable (PII) and secret data which are highly valuable for intruders.

Degree of Separation
The severity of threats in IoT-WD systems depends on the degree of separation.
Several levels can be distinguished. The least dangerous levels for human health
are attacks directed against components that are outside the user, do not touch
and are only concerned with the required environment of the system. More dan-
gerous are attacks against components that do not touch the user, but still have
vital functions. Most critical are devices that touch the outside of a human body
or are even attached to it. For example, an implanted hearing aid is critical for
DOS attacks if the user cannot hear anything in traffic. Important or valuable
data can be tapped at all degree of separation levels. [All20]

Attack Targets in Wellbeing Systems
A study by TÜV Rheinland dealt with this topic and examined the danger posed
by connected infusion systems. Unprotected networks enabled authentication
and subsequent manipulation of the dosage. The reasons for this were public
and private keys stored as plain text. [SC16] Transmitters of cardiac devices can
also be a target of attack. Data could be remotely queried without authoriza-
tion, rapid battery depletion could occur or device functions could be changed.
[FDA17] However, more traditional components of a wellbeing system, such as
wearables and smart pillboxes, are also affected. Wearables mainly track data
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for private use. However, they are no less critical, as the data could be used for
further consultation with physicians or the data could be transferred to health in-
surance companies for bonus systems. Moreover, an IoT system is only as strong
as its weakest link that, thus, has to be protected [RV16]. Wearables can be the
gateway to far-reaching threats due to their weak encryption or inadequate au-
thentication methods. Data can be intercepted or modified during transmission
to the cloud, and illegal device pairing is possible. This enables further gate-
way attacks, sending false queries to servers or obtaining sensitive data from
devices. [Lee+16] Video monitor systems are often used in smart homes, explic-
itly to monitor babies. However, these video systems are often cheap and lack
security measures. The local and remote communication is not encrypted and in
addition light passwords are often used. This allows attacks to follow the video
streams and not only violate privacy. Information about the house could also be
leaked. [SB15] If these monitoring systems are connected to other smart objects,
such as a smart mattress, the attacks can spread even further. Another exam-
ple can be smart pillboxes. They are designed to remind residents to take their
medication and prevent overdoses. In addition, tablets can be reordered auto-
matically. If these devices are attacked, damage to health and finances can result.
[MA18] Many of these threats are enabled by the use of unprotected gateways or
not updated mobile phones in smart homes. Often, users of these smart systems
are not aware and allow malicious access to their devices, which then spreads to
their sensitive wellbeing devices. In most cases, the presented software attacks
are used. [Gen+17]
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3.2. Challenge Categorizations

Since meta model adjustments (Chapter 4) cannot be made for each individual
vulnerability, commonalities have to be determined in order to group hazards or
threats. Since it depends on the point of view which characteristics should be
used for the groupings, different categorizations exist. This overview is taken up
in chapter 6 to identify challenges depending on their categories.

Point of Origin and Attack Goal
The first step in detecting attacks or hazards is to determine the point of origin. It
can be distinguished whether it starts from the outside, and therefore, is mostly
an issue through an Internet connection, or whether it happens locally or inter-
nally. Here again, a distinction has to be made whether internal employees or
the company’s own components are responsible, or whether external units are
infiltrated. For externals, it can be considered whether clouds are the place of
occurrence or it happens on edges. To further distinguish the attack goal, a di-
vision can be made between information disruption by disturbing the flow of
information, host attacks by exploiting the properties of host hardware and soft-
ware, and network attacks by targeting the transmission media. [Isl+15] On the
other hand, the attack goal can be a manipulation attack to change the decision
cycles of the system, a capture attack to gain control over hardware, software or
data, and disrupt-degrade-deny-destroy attacks to compromise or damage the
attacked system. [CC13]

Tolerance Level
Regardless of whether safety or security challenges are considered, a distinction
can be made according to the tolerance level, and thus, how challenges are han-
dled. Based on [Sar16], three levels can be defined. Devices with a high tolerance
level are the least critical for hazardous situations. Longer disturbances are tol-
erable for the system and they can be restarted occasionally. Devices with a tem-
porary tolerance level can withstand short-term faults, but must be repaired or
restarted as soon as possible. Devices with a no-tolerance level are critical for the
system or health of users. Therefore, they must never fail. The potential danger
posed by an attack or hazard on an IoT-MD system is directly dependent on the
type of device involved.

Element to protect
In addition, the IoT-A project proposes a consideration and subdivision of the
elements to protect. The physical person is named as the most important ele-
ment. This is followed by a consideration of the user’s privacy in connection
with it. Communication channels and leaf of devices are named for the more
technical considerations, as these are often the weakest and most dangerous el-
ements. Further classification can be made into intermediate devices, backend
functions, general infrastructure elements, services and facilities. [Bau+13]
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Severity
Another important subdivision is severity. The safety classification of the IEC
62304 standard defines three classes. Class A: No injury or damage to health is
possible. Class B: No serious injury is possible. The most critical class C includes
hazards that make serious injury possible. [IEC06] Pure IoT-WD systems can
use this severity classification to exclude devices whose safety cannot be guar-
anteed as a result of a hazard. Other approaches are used to categorize secu-
rity threats. In comparison to safety, a separate severity classification is used for
threats. Based on [Hou16], five levels are classified. Catastrophic threats include
wide-scale threats that are critical for the entire infrastructure. Critical threats, on
the other hand, have a significant impact but don’t paralyze the entire system.
Marginal threats are noticeable but may be tolerable in the short term, while neg-
ligible threats have little impact and require less urgent countermeasures. Finally,
threats can occur that are unlikely to have an impact.

Safety Classification
Moreover, categorizations explicitly for safety challenges can be defined. These
include the fault classes of [WK01] already described above. The subdivision
helps to distinguish how faults could arise. For this purpose, 342 faults were
considered and divided into classes. Medical devices were explicitly used, since
these are a highly critical consideration for the danger to humans. In addition, a
classification of the resulting hazards can be derived from the fault classes. Five
broad and overlapping categories were considered useful for this dissertation.
System corruption includes all hazards that results in the inability to deliver the
basic functions of a system. Loss of service considers hazards for individual ser-
vices and areas of a system. In this context, outages are another hazard category,
in addition to external problems that cannot be directly influenced. Here, haz-
ards are considered which contain different reasons for failures. No matter if
hardware or software related. Last, data corruption includes hazards that can
cause accidents based on faulty data. [WK01]

Security Classification
All the threats presented can be active or have an effect at different points in the
system. However, the basic ideas and methods of attacks are similar, and can
therefore, be divided into groups in order to make countermeasures generally
definable. One of the best known approaches is the STRIDE classification, which
is used in large projects such as IoT-A [Bau+13]. Spoofing is disguising or faking
an identity to deceive in local attacks. Tampering is responsible for manipulation
of data in transit, and can therefore, change databases by storing modified data.
Repudiation is the denial of an act in order to make it more difficult to determine
where instructions came from. Unauthorized persons who can view data streams
or databases represent a threat type Information disclosure. DOS threats occur
when an attacker can degrade or deny services. The last subdivision is Elevation
of privilege threats. These include attacks that can unjustly increase privileges,
enabling e.g. anonymous user same rights as a local user. [Mic07]
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3.3. Derived Architectural Requirements

After threats and hazards have been examined, suitable specifications in the de-
sign phase in order to avert challenges can be inferred. These aspects are, thus,
basis for the meta model in chapter 4. Furthermore, derived requirements are also
necessary for the subsequent architecture optimization through architecture anal-
yses of chapter 6 and 7. Only architecture-based safety and security requirements
are included. Other requirements and meta model specifications are discussed in
the next chapter. The requirements are divided into six areas.

Concept Description

Layer Each component must be able to be assigned a layer

Location Components require an indication of their location

Redundancy Multiplicities should not have constraints

Redundancy Internal and external units should have redundancies

Table 3.1.: Generic architectural requirements

The requirements from table 3.1 are generally valid for all elements of a suitable
meta model. By assigning layers, layered protection can be enabled and each
component can be assigned to specific security measures. Devices with a special
protection need may only occur in suitable locations or require location track-
ing to prevent unauthorized physical access [BSI12; Cor21]. Furthermore, certain
components must not be found in the same location as they negatively influence
each other. A certain degree of redundancy can compensate for failures of critical
elements, e.g. storage systems, services and physical components.

Concept Description

Entities Different physical entities must be compartmentalized

Entities Hardware and software information must be model-
able equally to deposit all known information

Wellbeing entities IoT-related wellbeing entities must include at least the
same protection as IoT things

Sensors Sensors require separate protection in IoT systems

Foreign components Entities need a registration facility and trust level

Component attributes Documentation has to be attached at the component

Component attributes Components need uniquely assignable identifiers

Component attributes Default password information must already be avail-
able in the model

Table 3.2.: Component architectural requirements
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Components in IoT systems are subject to special architectural requirements (ta-
ble 3.2). Physical entities have a key role in IoT systems. Therefore, a modeling
segmentation must be possible, depending on whether they rank as an IoT device
or as a small element. Each component must be modelable, as each can have a role
in a hazard or threat. In addition, its hardware and software related information -
as type, configuration, firmware - must be filled in as this can be weakness related
[Cor21]. Wellbeing devices must contain all these information as well to guaran-
tee same protection level or in special cases even more protection. Sensors, with
their high significance, must also have special modeling capabilities. Foreign, un-
registered devices must be able to be modeled. For this purpose, a meta model
must consider registration activities and a trust level against man-in-the-middle
attacks. To provide as much protection as possible, it should be possible to attach
documentation and standards to elements to have their requirements available
[BSI12]. But also clear identifiers against node cloning and secure password de-
fault requirements must be specified already in the design phase [Fou16].

Concept Description

Service type Individual operations for each component must be
modelable

Service quality Services must provide interfaces and interoperability
capabilities

Service communication Services are connected by physical connections

Service attributes Services must be assigned trust attributes

Software condition Rules for different states should be defined as early as
possible

Active data Anonymization or pseudonymization methods of the
services must be included

Data in rest Permanently stored data must be protected at the stor-
age location

Data records Recorded data must guarantee integrity from mea-
surement to storage and usage

Table 3.3.: Software, service and data architectural requirements

Many threats and hazards are software-based, and therefore, cannot be fully ad-
dressed in the design phase. Table 3.3 shows architectural requirements to pro-
vide services and their software with mitigation options. Each component in IoT
systems must be assigned a service and made modelable. Different service types
must be supported in order to cover different operations. Service quality may also
be verified in the design phase by modeling different quality attributes, interfaces
and interoperability properties. Connections must be modeled, including encryp-
tion and authentication of the physical connections. Various trust attributes such
as trust level and Service Level Agreement (SLA) shall be included as well as
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timelimit information to prevent DOS attacks. [Fou16; Bau+13; Cor21]. By speci-
fying rules and metrics for different software states or boundary conditions in the
model, later false activities are prevented. An example can be the use of times-
tamps or time synchronization [Bau+13]. Anonymization and pseudonymization
methods for data used by the services must already be specified. Regardless of
whether data are active or in rest. [Cor21] In addition, data measurements and
data records require attributes, like timestamps and data units, to prove data in-
tegrity.

Concept Description

User management For separation of duties, users must assigned a role

Access control Every resource must be part of access control

Access control Authorization and rules must be connected

Right management Authentication methods and authorization rights must be
specified in models already

Table 3.4.: User and authentication architectural requirements

In models with different users, user management must be included to control the
rights, tasks and roles of the users [Cor21]. The least privilege principle applies.
Thus, everyone can do only at most what he should. [Fou16] No resource should
be freely accessible, and therefore, only accessible with a suitable authentication
method and matching users or roles [AKM18; DD18; Bau+13]. The assignment
should already be done in the model (table 3.4).

Concept Description

Connections Connections between components and services are
part of the model

Secure communication Secure communication details must be modeled

Networks Trust level of included networks must be integrated

Networks Network related attributes must be modeled

Clouds Cloud accesses from different networks must be
made via a secure access point

Encryption Encryption methods must be part of the model

External communication External communication options or connections have
to be architecturally secured

External communication External connections must be represented by special
components

Table 3.5.: Communication and encryption architectural requirements

Table 3.5 contains conditions for depicting secure communication. Most impor-
tant aspect is to include all connections in order to capture dependencies and
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possibilities of impact. Communication protocols, authentication and encryp-
tion methods and other security relevant communication attributes have to be
defined [Bau+13]. Used networks must also be modeled including a trust level
and all related information, like IP addresses or DNS server [Cor21]. The meta
model must provide means of recording the encryption methods used, including
relevant components [Bau+13; AKM18]. To the outside world, systems should be
limited as far as possible. However, a connection to external resources and com-
ponents is often important and indispensable [Bau+13]. These connections must
also be modelable. If there is no direct connection, gateways, trusted platforms
or other portals used should be part of the model. [BSI12; AKM18]

Concept Description

Requirements Requirements of the respective components must be assignable

Requirements Estimates for CIA should be attached to components in order to
be able to perform subsequent evaluations

Assessment Flexible assessment attributes enable later controls

Assessment Evaluation of requirements can be used for later error detection,
and must therefore, be stored in the model

Table 3.6.: Assessment architectural requirements

Models can already be the cornerstone for later assessments, fault detection or re-
quirements controls [LH94]. For this, special properties are required in the model
(table 3.6). This includes the possibility to store different requirements for the
individual components and to compare them later with assessment values. Spe-
cial attributes for the security CIA requirements are also feasible to be specified
in the model [Bau+13]. Flexible assessment properties in models facilitate later
analyses.
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4
IoT-WD Modeling

Once the architectural requirements have been determined in the previous chap-
ter, a suitable meta model can be designed, thus, laying the foundation for further
analyses. In the process, not only the safety and security aspects should be taken
into account, but also IoT and wellbeing specific requirements. This chapter fo-
cuses on Objective 1.

To introduce the modeling approach of this work, this chapter first presents an
IoT layered architecture, which is necessary for the classification of elements of
IoT systems and creates the basis for layered protection. Further architectural re-
quirements are presented before the meta model is formalized and described. The
associated ArchiAna tool components are demonstrated by means of a running
example. A related work part concludes the modeling approach.
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4.1. IoT Layered Architecture

The separation of models and their elements into layers is by no means novel.
However, the previous approaches are either highly specialized in use cases or are
designed in such a generic way that they can be applied to any network. There-
fore, a layered architecture is developed that is suitable for various IoT use cases,
and thus, covers all aspects and layers of an IoT system and its required elements
and concepts. This is intended to allow IoT elements and their special proper-
ties to be considered in particular. For example, the important autonomous and
analytical areas can be pointed out or sensing activities can be presented and ana-
lyzed separately. Furthermore, the assignment of a layer to each element enables
layered protection approaches and monitoring of the appropriate measures for
each element depending on its layer. This also allows conclusions to be drawn
about entire layers at risk and their effects. Accordingly, the provided layered
architecture forms the fundamental point of view for further analysis results.

The IoT layered architecture is subject to the conventional align enable logic and
is the first step towards the generic IoT(-WD) meta model. There are nine lay-
ers defined, which can be divided into three areas. The color scheme for each
layer will be maintained throughout this work and will be used in the later run-
ning example. The architecture is roughly based on [Con+16], [Bau+13], [Wu+10],
[Mic18a], [AHA13], [Dig17] and [Kha12].
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Figure 4.1.: Layered architecture for IoT Systems
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Infrastructure

Things Layer
The things layer is the most important layer in an IoT system. Physical objects can
simply be classified here, but smart and autonomous entities are also included.
Classic IP-based IoT things or smart wellbeing devices also belong in this layer,
as do their smaller components like batteries. It is supplemented by the sens-
ing/acting and communication layers.

Sensing/Acting Layer
The heart of the IoT is measuring and responding to measurement results. There-
fore, physical entities that measure, like sensors, or respond, like actuators, are
placed in a special layer. This means that separate arrangements can be made
for this vulnerable layer. But also components for identification, action control or
triggers as well as further collecting entities belong to this layer.

Physical Communication Layer
The physical communication layer, or abbreviated communication layer, is as-
signed to the infrastructure, since the services for the communication sequences
are outsourced in the architecture. However, communication is based on phys-
ical connections and is, therefore, still part of the infrastructure. In some cases,
physical components can also be used for secure transmission, such as a Physical
Unclonable Function (PUF).

Transfer / Storage

Middleware Layer
Middleware can be split into service management and data management but is
defined as one layer since they are closely related. Services must be coordinated
to aggregate, store and forward data sent through appropriate procedures. There-
fore, data storage elements are assigned to this layer as well. Typically for mid-
dleware, these components are the interface between physical aspects and further
logical applications. Through aspects such as authentication methods, this layer
can also be crucial for safety and security measures.

Information
Layers that are assigned to the information area are defined in the most detailed
way in order to make clear separations. Components of the autonomous layer
and analytic layer are optional and can only be defined in connection with en-
tities in the application layer. This implies that components from this layer do
not necessarily have to be present. For example, if a use case is modeled that only
involves local and temporary decisions and does not include long-term analyses.
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Application Layer
Components of this layer are smart applications distributed throughout the IoT
network. Applications can be on the end devices, but also in remote compo-
nents.

Autonomous Layer
Autonomous decisions can take place on the end device if the local measurements
are sufficient. This is included in the sensing/acting layer, since no complex cal-
culations are required. However, components with decision units aimed at future
actions and long-term analyses are represented in this layer. Appropriate services
are crucial thereby.

Analytics Layer
Directly related to autonomous actions or components, is the analytics layer. Also
recognizable by the same coloring, since these layers can only act meaningfully
in combination. Cloud computing, complicated query execution, and thus, the
generation of further insights happen in the analytics layer.

Information Layer
IoT system providers have different business models and goals that influence
different aspects of a network. To include these impacts in a model, a suitable
layer is created to include these decision components. This idea is based on EAM
models.

User Layer
Stakeholders and users are important components of an IoT model, as each stake-
holder has different goals and users have different needs and require different
security measures. All components in a system that are needed to manage these
areas belong to this layer.

Services
Services cannot be assigned to a specific layer, since they usually work across
layers or require information from multiple layers. However, there are different
service types that can be allocated to specific layers as start or result point. The
subdivision can be found in the meta model specification. Based on the color
assignment in the ArchiAna tool, the assigned layer is highlighted.
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4.2. IoT-WD Meta Model

The depictability of systems is based on a suitable meta model that can represent
the appropriate aspects. In this approach, these are architectural IoT-WD aspects
and their safety and security information. As described in chapter 1, there is
a lack in such a meta model, which is needed for use case modeling and later
optimization.

The meta model can be used in three different scenarios:
1) A new IoT system which is not deployed yet and shall be analyzed in
advance to prevent safety and security vulnerabilities.
2) An IoT system extension which is modeled an analyzed beforehand to
prohibit new issues caused by potential changes.
3) An already existing IoT system is analyzed regarding its vulnerabilities
in an As-Is scenario.

Scenario one and two represent the concept of safety/security by design and meet
the aforementioned issues by eliminating vulnerabilities during design phase.

The approach presented below lean partial on inputs from the following sources:
[Mic18a], [Bau+13], [ISO16b], [Groa] and [Cic+17].

4.2.1. Meta Model Requirements

The basics of meta model development have already been presented in chapter
2 and are applied below. Several requirements shall be met to design an IoT-
WD and safety/security specific meta model. The specific safety and security re-
quirements are already introduced in chapter 3 and apply to the following meta
model development. Further functional and non-functional requirements, prin-
ciples and conditions still need to be defined. They are based on the discussed
properties of IoT systems and devices from subsection 2.2.1. Some aspects of
these requirements are adapted from [Dig17] and [ISO16b].

Whether the requirements have been met and are sufficient is discussed in chap-
ters 8 and 9.

Table 4.1 contains generic concepts the meta model must fulfill. When modeling
an IoT system, its various networks should be considered as a whole, no matter
how large and complex the system is. It should always be noted that IoT systems
are rarely closed. The required management units must be mapped, in order to
cover all the needs of various stakeholders. Different levels of abstraction are
required, depending on which goals are targeted by the model.
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Concept Description

Context-awareness Meta model must be able to accommodate IoT context

Modularity Networks should be able to be viewed in modules

Scalability The meta model must be suitable, no matter how large the
IoT system is

Open architecture Interfaces must be contained

Manageability Management modules shall be included

Stakeholder Different stakeholders must be able to use the meta model

Abstraction level Different abstraction levels shall be expressible

Table 4.1.: Architectural requirements for IoT(-WD) meta model part 1

In addition, the meta model must be able to represent hardware and software ele-
ments so that all important and relevant parts of an IoT system can be included in
further analyses. Due to their significance, sensors must be modeled separately.
Wellbeing components must be modeled separately as well to capture their spe-
cific attributes and requirements [Dev12]. For example, it must be feasible to
specify a UID and the manufacturer [WAF17]. IoT devices must be able to repre-
sent their described properties in the physical and digital world, and special IoT
services must be included.

These requirements are listed in table 4.2.

Concept Description

Sensors Sensors must be depicted as separate physical entities

Identification Devices must contain their unique identifier

Identity Identity registration components shall be in IoT models

Wellbeing Wellbeing devices must be depicted as separate physical en-
tities

Virtual Twin Every IoT device must have a digital equivalent

Autonomy Autonomous components must be included

Shareability Models need a possibility to depict Internet connection

Interoperability Standard IoT communication methods must be modelable

Services Services must be mapped to IoT activities

Table 4.2.: Architectural requirements for IoT(-WD) meta model part 2
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4.2.2. Formalization of Meta Model

Before describing elements of the developed meta model in detail, a formaliza-
tion, which is based on [KA09], is provided. The formalization covers meta model
level and model level of the modeling approach. This distinction is crucial for fu-
ture definitions of design patterns or anti-patterns.

The meta model (MM) and its element types (ET) are formalized as tuples:

MM = (ET, RT, LT)

and

ET = (CT, AT, R)

such that
CT is a set of class types
AT is a set of attribute types
LT ⊆ AT is a set of layer types
RT = {Association, Bi−directional, Aggregation, Composition, Generalization}
is a set of relation types
R ⊆ ET × RT × ET is a set of relations of element types, relation types and
element types

In addition, there are two functions:

EL: ET → LT is a function that returns the layer type of an element type, such
that |LT|=1
EA: ET→ AT is a function that returns the attribute types of an element type

These functions are used for the assignment and return of the respective layer
type and attribute types. Only one layer type can be returned, but multiple at-
tribute types.

For an improved understanding, a minimal example of a formalization conform
meta model is illustrated in figure 4.2 to show instances of the different types and
tuples.

• CT = {DigitalTwin, PhysicalEntity, Gateway, System, Cloud, LowPowerDe-
vice, ConnectedDevice, Sensor}

• AT = {boolean, Enum:trustlevel, Enum:type}

• LT = {Application, Infrastructure}
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• RT = {Composition, Generalization, Bi-directional}

• An example of EL might be: PhysicalEntity → Infrastructure

• An example of EA might be: PhysicalEntity → trustLevel

Figure 4.2.: Example of a formalization conform meta model (MM)

An IoT-WD model (WM) and elements (E) are described as tuples:

WM = (E, RT, L, SE, WE) being an instance of MM (4.1)

and

E = (C, A, R’) being an instance of ET (4.2)

such that
C is a set of classes having a value, each being an instance of CT
A is a set of attributes having a value, each being an instance of AT
L = {L0,...,Ln} is a set of layers, each being an instance of LT and L ⊆ A
R’ ⊆ E × RT × E is a set of relations between elements, relation types and
elements
SE ⊂ E is a set of smart elements, each being an instance of ET and |SE|>=0
WE ⊂ E is a set of wellbeing elements, each being an instance of ET and
|WE|>=0

In addition, there are two functions:

EL’: E → L is a function that returns the layer of an element
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EA’: E → A is a function that returns the attribute values of an element

Derived from the functions of MM, these functions are responsible for assigning
and returning actual layer and attribute values of an element.

Constraints (C) are necessary to ensure compliance with essential conditions. An
IoT-WD model is a valid instance of MM if the following criteria are fulfilled:

(C1): Every IoT-WD model has exactly one root element:
∃!re ∈ E. PE(re) = ∅ where re is root element and PE a set of predecessor
elements of re

(C2): Every element is assigned exact one layer:
∀e ∈ E⇒ ∃!l ∈ LT ∧ EL’(e) = l

Parallel to the formalization of the meta model, an example (figure 4.3) for an
IoT-WD model is shown. It should be noted that the example is at model level
and not at instance level.

Figure 4.3.: Example of a formalization conform IoT-WD model (WM)

• C = {Pill App, Pillbox, Fitness Tracker, Smart Lightbulb, AAL System, IoT
AAL Hub, Azure Cloud, Heart Rate Sensor}

• A = {trustlevel:low/middle/high, encryption:false/true, type:private}
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• L = {Analytic Layer, Things Layer, Sensing Layer}

• An example of EL’ might be: Pillbox → Things Layer

• An example of EA’ might be: Pillbox → trustLevel=low

4.2.3. Specification of Meta Model

The provided meta model of this thesis is specified in the following section. An
overview of the entire meta model and a complete list of enumerations can be
found in appendix A.

For the description of specification of elements, attributes and connections, the
meta model is divided into logical groups to simplify understanding. Some in-
heritances have been hidden in the meta model for clarity, although they are men-
tioned textually. Entries of specified Enums are to be understood exemplary, since
they can be extended at any time.

The first section shows the starting point of the models and general attributes.

Figure 4.4.: Meta model part general elements

An IoT System consists of several Networks that have further specifications un-
derneath. Some attributes must be inherited to all elements in the meta model,
and are therefore, outsourced. Thus, presence of a flaw can be indicated by an
attribute and requirements per element can be set for analyses in chapters 6 and
7. The attribute layer is used for mentioned layered protection. Thus, the system
can contain everything from physical signatures to high level access controls for
safety and security measures.
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Element Description

System Root element and starting point for further components

GeneralAttributes Contains attributes which are inherited to all classes in-
cluding attributes for their layer and further analyses and
flaw identification

RequirementType Enum for further assessment of its element

Layer Enum which contains all layers of layered architecture

Network Enables multiple networks depicted in a system, including
details of its trustworthiness, contained network and com-
munication types

NetworkType Enum for further network details

IoTApplication Depicts end user applications and complex process appli-
cations

Table 4.3.: Meta model part general elements

Figure 4.5 and tables 4.4/4.5 show the services and connections required for typ-
ical processes in an IoT system.

Figure 4.5.: Meta model part services and physical connections
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All actions in IoT Systems take place via Services. These can run on one com-
ponent or act between two or multiple components. For this purpose, it should
always be possible to assign a PhysicalConnection to a service. Connections can
be aligned with this by choosing a suitable protocol. In order to be able to check
the quality of services for various properties, evaluation criteria can already be
specified at this point. The attributes of services also support the layered protec-
tion measures.

Element Description

Service Distinguished between generic or typical IoT ser-
vices with operation defined software tasks.
Critical services require authentication and
pseudonymization/anonymization. Further evalua-
tion is enabled by multiple assessment attributes

ServiceType Enum for service specification

AuthenticationType Enum for defined authentication methods

PhysicalConnection Component to depict connections between ele-
ments including optional and essential attributes.
EncryptionAvailable and authentication are essential
for critical connections

Comm.ProtocolType Enum for possible protocols in IoT systems

Table 4.4.: Meta model part services and physical connections part 1

A SuperElement combines both concepts and depicts their linkage. Additional
components can be added to the model to define further safety and security mea-
sures.

Element Description

Encryption Distinguished between symmetric and asymmetric encryp-
tion for PhysicalConnections including required keys

EncryptionType Enum for encryption methods

RightManagement Management component for right assignment and login
checks

Authorization Enum for authorization rights

SuperElement Inheritance of relations to Service and PhysicalConnection
to enable connectivity and operations of all elements

Table 4.5.: Meta model part services and physical connections part 2

Physical entities and related components are specified in figure 4.6 and tables 4.6
- 4.8.
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Figure 4.6.: Meta model part physical entities

Each system has PhysicalEntities in different variants that can interact with
each other. These can be large, complex units, but also the smallest physical com-
ponents can be mapped. In addition, stakeholders or users can be assigned to
depict belongings and responsibilities. Further properties must be inherited if
they have connectivity as a property.

Element Description

PhysicalEntity Superclass for all physical components despite
isAConnectedPhysicalDevice is true or false. TrustLevel
classifies into trustworthiness of entities

TrustLevelType Enum for confidentiality

VirtualEntity Digital Twin for every physical component

LowPowerDevice Non-smart devices as defined

UnknownNode Uncertainty component to depict new and unidentified enti-
ties with high level of risk

Table 4.6.: Meta model part physical entities part 1
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Connectable PhysicalEntities are not necessarily IoTDevices. LowPowerDevices
can also connect, even if they do not contain smart functions. Connections are
possible to a Network, IoTApplication or as a peereddevice to Gateways. If
Measurements are required, a connection to DataRecords is necessary. Accord-
ingly, the specified level of assurance is also dependent [ISO]. IoT devices inherit
the same attributes and connections and can extend them with their attributes
and containments. This corresponds to the properties described. On the other
hand, WellbeingIoTDevices must be defined as an extra class as they are subject
to legal attributes, such as references to manufacturers [Leg17].

Element Description

ConnectedPhysicalDevice Superclass for all connected devices despite smart
or not. Contains multiple safety and security at-
tributes, like loa (level of assurance) or SIL (Safety
Integrity Level), which are mandatory depending
their location, deviceType, trustLevel and device
services

DeviceType Enum for device selection

AssuranceLevel Enum for authentication criteria

IPConfig Contains network relevant information for connec-
tions

IoTDevice Component which defines as IoT device and re-
quires mandatory information about its mobile
state and identification

WellbeingDevice Component which defines as wellbeing device and
contains official required attributes for identifica-
tion and riskClass classification

Table 4.7.: Meta model part physical entities part 2

In order for IoTDevices to fulfill their defined tasks, additional subcomponents
are required. These are directly subordinated to a device.

Element Description

Sensor Main component of an IoT device to enable measurements

SensorType Enum for assurance of diverse sensor selection

Alarm Represents occurrence signal of a specific action or event

Tag Component for identification of IoT devices

Actuator Component for autonomous actions of an IoT device

Event Result of an conducted action

Table 4.8.: Meta model part physical entities part 3
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Measurements and storage elements are described in the following figure and ta-
ble.

Figure 4.7.: Meta model part measurements and storages

IoTDevices provide the physical components for Measurements. However, these
still have to be specified themselves, as they are subject to conditions. Not only
Metrics and Rules are crucial, but also the right time and measurement unit.
Thus, values can first be stored locally and then be processed in a Cloud. There-
fore, a StorageSystem also needs a connection to the outside. Each DataRecord
entry is connected to its ConnectedPhysicalEntity for later inference and deci-
sion making.

Element Description

Measurement Allocated component to sensors for measurement activities and
their specification and results

Metric Associated metric for a measurement

Rule Measurement depending dynamic or non-dynamic rule for an ac-
tuator

DataRecord Detailed result of measurements including its timestamp and
possible critical information

DataLayout Enum for data types

StorageSystem Allocated storage for measurement persistence

StorageType Enum for storage definition

Table 4.9.: Meta model part measurement and storage
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Tables 4.10/4.11 and figure 4.8 present components and relations of system gate-
ways and external cloud options.

Figure 4.8.: Meta model part gateways and clouds

Gateways are not only connectors to Networks or Clouds, but can also be used as
intermediaries requiring communication from several Gateways.

Element Description

Gateway Interface for ConnectedPhysicalDevices that want to connect to
another network or components outside their local network

GatewayType Enum for gateway selection

FilterType Enum for assigned filter to its gateway

Table 4.10.: Meta model part gateways and clouds part 1

In IoT Systems, different types of Clouds can be found with different purposes.
Either locally operated or external clouds for complex calculations for future au-
tonomous decisions. The respective BusinessSystem is connected to this to adjust
rules on stakeholder goals. The structure is oriented on Azure [Mic18a].

Element Description

Cloud Local or external processing and decision unit

CloudType Enum for selection of publicity of used cloud

Store Distinguished between identification and state depending
cloud components

StreamProcessor Further processing component of measured DataRecords
from a StorageSystem

AppBackend Equivalent to IoT applications which are performed on cloud
side

Table 4.11.: Meta model part gateways and clouds part 2
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The last part contains elements for stakeholders and their allocated users.

Figure 4.9.: Meta model part stakeholders and users

Each IoT System has different Stakeholders with goals and conditions and a
number of users who are assigned their rights and roles via their accounts so
that they can work with their assigned IoTApplications and PhysicalEntities.
In order to be able to model interaction between Stakeholders, a connection is
planned.

Element Description

Stakeholder Definition of system stakeholders with their individual
goals and concerns

StakeholderType Enum for stakeholder selection

User Distinguished between DigitalUser and HumanUser to
allocate rights and tasks

UserManagementSystem Management component for user coordination

BusinessSystem Allocated business aspects of stakeholders

Table 4.12.: Meta model part stakeholders and users
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4.2.4. Limitations and Constraints

When using the meta model for depicting an IoT-WD system, some restrictions
and conditions occur, which are based, among other factors, on the constraints of
the formalization in subsection 4.2.2:

• An IoT-WD system is only modeled if proper wellbeing devices are in-
cluded. If these are only IoT devices, a pure IoT system is present.

• In critical systems wellbeing devices must have its specified attributes filled
in.

• A newly modeled element should never have the value flaw=true.

• The layer and assessment attribute of GenericAttributes presented must
be specified in the model in order to be able to use the approaches in the
next chapters.

• Interoperability of services can be checked only if their assessment attributes
are filled in.

• The abstraction level of the displayed model shall match the views and fil-
ters of the modeling editor.

• Depicted models have to be service-oriented as software can only be de-
fined in the form of services.

4.2.5. Modeling Editor

To build a visual representation of a specific IoT-WD system, as formalized in
subsection 4.2.2, a modeling editor is needed which is based on the provided
meta model. A running example is introduced to present the modeling editor
and its features. This example is also used for the further approach steps in the
next chapters.

The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and Eclipse Sirius are used to develop
the model editor. EMF describes a domain model that represents a problem area
to be mapped in the form of a class diagram and can, thus define meta models
in a so-called Ecore model [EMF]. For the graphical representation of the model,
customized model viewpoints are defined with Sirius in a graphical modeling
workbench [Sir]. The model editor is part of the developed ArchiAna tool.
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In the graphical workbench representation of elements and their connections can
be defined. For one of the viewpoints, the shapes of ArchiMate are used as a
rough guide, since they have included IoT elements [Groa].
The color scheme of the elements is based on the IoT layered architecture as de-
scribed above to highlight the affiliation of elements and their layers. Since ser-
vices can be assigned to different layers, they can take on different colors. They
have an oval shape as their only distinguishing feature. IoT devices or wellbeing
IoT devices are specially highlighted with a 3D effect. Their subcomponents have
the same symbol in their shape included. All other components are designed in a
two-dimensional way. In the case of a bi-directional connection, this is combined
into one connection in the representation. In addition, a palette of tools can be
found in the modeling editor to apply filters, change viewpoints or create new
elements.

Figure 4.10.: Exemplary usage of the ArchiAna model editor to model an AAL
example

A small AAL system is defined for a running example (figure 4.10). The cor-
responding legend can be found in figure A.4. A resident of the smart home
has a battery-powered, smart Fitness_Tracker that collects information via a
heart_rate_sensor that is used for a long-term examination of heart activities,
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and thus, serves purely for prevention and wellbeing. It has a digital_twin
for simulation purpose and is connected to an AAL_Hub of the smart home and
sends data from there to an Azure_Server cloud. This can store and aggregate
data and then process it in modul_data_processing_stream_analytics, while a
decision_unit_logical_app cloud component plans logical future actions. This
information can be accessed by various apps. Multiple users are involved to ana-
lyze data and incorporate medical knowledge. In addition, PII can be handled.

The running example is a representation of an IoT-WD model at a high abstrac-
tion level. If the modeling is more detailed and less abstract, the associated ser-
vice and its physical connection can be modeled for each action. Figure 4.11
shows a short example of how the running example can be extended. Here, the
AAL_Hub tries to connect to another device from the smart home. The hub requests
via Tracker_Gateway_Bluetooth_Connection data of a Fitness_Tracker with an
Data_Access_Service for synchronization.

Figure 4.11.: Exemplary service-physical connection depiction with ArchiAna

Filters and Viewpoints
Filters are available to limit the display of included elements. This can be neces-
sary or helpful if only individual aspects are to be considered or large complex
architectures are to be examined. Figure 4.12 shows a selection of filters, such
as FilterNoServicesAndPhConnections, which takes the system to a higher level
of abstraction and hides Services and their PhysicalConnections. For the same
reason there are layer specific filters. Filters only cause hiding and do not perma-
nently remove elements.

Figure 4.12.: Extract of list of available filter in IoT-WD systems
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In addition to filters, different viewpoints can be displayed graphically. Figure
4.13 shows the same running example, but from a different viewpoint. Here, the
focus is on the assignment of elements to their corresponding areas or compo-
nents, represented in containers. Depending on the goal of the modeling, one or
the other viewpoint may be more meaningful and provide easier insight into the
aspect to be investigated.

Figure 4.13.: Exemplary usage of the ArchiAna model editor to model an AAL
example with container view
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4.3. Related Work

This work is distinguished from related approaches as follows:

IoT Modeling Concepts

There are already some approaches that try to consider IoT at the model level.
Subsequent projects have developed the most promising reference architectures
and based on them further modeling concepts.

One of these is Microsoft’s Azure. They offer a reference architecture for IoT
structures that is divided into three parts. A classic IoT system process is divided
into things, insights and actions. This should make it easier to set up an IoT
system that can work with Azure servers. In addition, the structure of physical
devices, services and intelligent edge devices is prepared in nodes and edges.
With the help of Microsoft’s threat modeling, the IoT model can be checked for
dangers [Mic18b]. Even if their reference architecture already contains classes
and edges, they do not provide a complete meta model for system modeling. In
addition, they do not foresee the inclusion of other stakeholders. Furthermore,
their modeling proposal is not suitable for wellbeing claims, since all devices are
treated equally. They do offer a retrospective analysis of their models, but do not
offer the option to model safety and security aspects immediately. [Mic16]

The EU project IoT-A ([IoT13]) is focused on the provision of an IoT architecture
reference model. This consists of several models such as a domain model, in-
formation model and a communication model. The models differ greatly from
one another as some are designed as simple reference layered architectures and
others as meta models. There are two meta models for the domain model and
information model. The domain model is divided into users, augmented enti-
ties, services, resources and devices. Hence, the meta model is more abstract and
covers fewer areas, since these have been outsourced to other models for which
there are no meta models. Accordingly, not all aspects can be modeled in one
model as in the approach of this dissertation. Like Azure, the use of wellbeing
devices has not been considered separately. However, they have covered security
aspects directly with their security model. Yet this does not allow a direct link to
the domain model, and thus, no direct modeling of safety or security aspects of
individual components. [ISO16b] proposes a similar reference architecture. How-
ever, this architecture has been extended with various architecture views and a
concept model. The architecture views, such as communication view or informa-
tion view, are described by guidelines. However, no possibility is offered that a
model can switch flexibly between views. The concept model provides specific
and detailed meta model excerpts. However, again safety and security are only
provided as best practice and guidelines. This prevents further use for model
analyses of vulnerabilities, since not all defined measures can be modeled.
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One promising approach comes from [Con+16]. However, it is aimed at indus-
trial IoT, and is therefore, only related to the approach of this dissertation to a lim-
ited extent. They are also working on a reference architecture and want to enable
systems to be created uniformly with their architectural template and methodol-
ogy. They use the architectural description of [ISO11b], which is very high level
and abstract. The promised architectural template is designed accordingly. Com-
ponents and their presentation are only described by guidelines and recommen-
dations. However, no meta model is offered as a template and direct modeling. It
would be possible to adapt the project to the field of wellbeing, as this project, in
comparison to other approaches, also explicitly addresses safety aspects. How-
ever, the direct link to safety and security aspects as in the other approaches is
also missing, and therefore, makes the following analysis approaches in the next
chapters not possible.

No projects could be found that cover all areas of an IoT system in one model
in the design phase or that also model safety and security information. The con-
nection of wellbeing devices and their special treatment during modeling could
also not be identified. Thus, the existing approaches would not be suitable for the
further course of this dissertation.

Layered Approaches

The layered structure of IoT systems has already been mentioned in the basics.
Mostly, approaches such as [Kha12] and [SS17] are used for this in the IoT area.
These are two classic layer models which are either three or five layers, as de-
scribed in subsubsection 2.2.1.1. However, these layers or subdivisions are often
not sufficient when a detailed review of the system is required. It is also not
possible to assign specific measures if the layers are chosen too broadly.

Subsequent approaches provide a more use case specific or fine granulated lay-
ered selection.

As mentioned above, the IoT-A project is divided into several models. For the
functional model, a layered architecture is presented. It is based on a device layer
and ends with applications. In between are horizontal and vertical layers for
management, services and their orchestration, as well as for virtual entities and
communication components. A security layer can also be included, as it has a
connection to the IoT-A security model. This is the biggest restriction. Since not
all IoT-A models are interconnected, a matching of layers and domain model is
not possible, and thus, no complete meta model can be derived from the layered
architecture. [Pro15]
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Even though it is designed for industrial IoT, RAMI 4.0 ([Pla16]) can be consid-
ered as a related concept. This project provides a 3D model for all elements and
components, including security aspects, so that layers can be combined with a
lifecycle value stream and hierarchy levels. The layered approach starts with
physical assets and their integration and builds upwards to business via com-
munication, information and functional components. The other two dimensions
relate to the product development phase and the deployment of devices. As de-
signed for IoT, the important integration of IoT services and sensing or acting
layers are missing. In addition, the 3D architecture model is focused on the prod-
uct lifecycle and is not generic enough for an independent layered architecture.

Likewise, a 3D layered model for industrial IoT systems is presented by [Con+16].
In addition to the classic layers, this application includes important sensing, act-
ing and control aspects. Furthermore, an extended align-enable principle offers
the possibility that horizontal effects can also take place in IoT systems. One di-
mension is completely designed for system characteristics such as reliability or
scalability, while the third dimension includes crosscutting functions such as dis-
tributed data management. It is a very promising approach, but not suitable for
this dissertation, as no layer for stakeholders or users is included. These may be
negligible in the industrial domain, but not in the wellbeing area.

A very detailed layered approach from [Dig17] describes the use of a dedicated
IoT layer in a connected enterprise. The focus is on an enterprise architecture with
eight layers including enterprise system and integration components, as well as
business and information services, but also including various user and consumer
component layers. Other management and security layers run in parallel. Next
to this architecture is the IoT layer, which is divided into a classic IoT layered
architecture that also includes IoT operations. However, it is not clear how the
IoT layer integrates with the other layers and can interact with them. Besides,
the IoT layer is not the center of attention. Additionally, the IoT layer does not
contain a layer for processing operations or autonomous actions.

All identified layered approaches in the IoT area have either used the classic three
to five layer models, which are not sufficient for the approach of this dissertation,
or are designed for specific areas, and thus, partly do not include all necessary
layers.
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5
Safety and Security Optimization

Process

This chapter introduces the second part of the main part of this thesis. After
defining in the previous chapters how IoT systems can be modeled in a uniform
way and how their safety and security aspects can be included, the concurrent
optimization process of these systems is now introduced. It should be mentioned
that the optimization focuses on safety and security aspects. Other optimization
goals are possible, but are out of scope of this dissertation.

Since this chapter is the introduction of the optimization process, the following
sections should be read before chapters 6 and 7. The optimization targets to
identify problematic design decisions and consider them in retrospect, suggest-
ing another possible architectural design if necessary. In order to define certain
acceptance criteria for the achievement of the target, this chapter first specifies im-
provement requirements. This is intended to define points or properties that must
be considered during the optimization. Then, the process steps are described in
detail. Finally, integration factors of the process are named in order to make the
process open and to enable extensions.
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5.1. Improvement Process Requirements

In order to design a system or model optimally, it should be determined in ad-
vance which conditions are required for it to be an optimal model. However, no
matter how carefully a system is planned and modeled, poor or critical design
decisions can occur. Therefore, a process is needed to improve created models.
Attention has to be paid to the fact that these conditions are generic and fit the
use case or the underlying meta model. The following conditions are accordingly
aligned with the meta model from chapter 4. If this is adapted, the improve-
ment requirements should be reconsidered. The criteria include not only design
decisions, but also general non-functional ones to determine which aspects are
needed to be checked on the one hand and which steps the process must contain
on the other hand. For this purpose, the following conditions should be used to
create a process which checks whether a system is optimally designed according
to predefined aspects.

Requirements for IoT models can be considered by multiple views. On the one
hand, a distinction can be made between functional and non-functional. On the
other hand, more detailed differentiations can be made, such as criteria for safety
and security, but also for reliability, availability or interoperability. Furthermore,
conditions in different domain areas can be considered too, such as user interac-
tions, virtual entities or devices. In this work, improvement requirements focus
on safety and security in the modeling domain for IoT systems, whereby some
criteria overlap. The already mentioned reference architecture for IoT systems of
IoT-A [Bau+13] provides an overview of various criteria. The following require-
ments are based on the results of this project [Pro15; Bau+13]:

• Virtual elements including digital twins must be checked and optimized
since they can be tampered and endanger integrity.

• Especially in safety-critical areas availability of devices is essential and must
be optimized.

• Event-based elements, rule-based functions and actuators must be free of
design flaws as they guarantee event-based and autonomous communica-
tion which is essential for IoT systems.

• The system shall provide quality of service including reliability.

• Interfaces must be checked to guarantee that systems run in operable man-
ners to enable flawless vital functionalities.

• If external information sources are part of the system, they must be consid-
ered as possible threat or hazard.
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• Data must remain encrypted and anonymous respectively data spreading
is not to be extended by error to prevent data exposure or manipulation.

• Business scenario aspects shall be taken into account through optimizing
systems as they are an essential part of design decision processes.

• Resolution functionality of systems must be checked to guarantee correct-
ness.

As IoT-A is not specialized for safety and security aspects in wellbeing areas
and their associated analyses during design phase, more requirements must be
added:

• After the optimization process has been completed, there shall be less vul-
nerabilities that could lead to an accident or attack.

• Risk management shall be included, accordingly vulnerabilities must not
only be identified.

• If the use case is in the wellbeing area, the optimization must take place
before the implementation.

• Every element and every architecture layer must be considered in improve-
ment steps.

• Optimization must be designed generically, as each element is different and
constantly evolving.

• Wellbeing elements must comply with their prescribed guidelines and data
protection before and after the improvement proposals.

• An optimized model must include elements and stakeholders regardless of
whether they are accessible on-site or remotely.

• An alternative design proposal must not bring any new flaws into the ar-
chitecture.

• Fault elimination must be in proportion to time, danger, cost and probabil-
ity.

These defined improvement requirements are used to validate the approach of
chapter 6 and 7 to evaluate (chapter 8) whether the optimization process is suit-
able to improve IoT models and help to create optimal models.
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5.2. Process Steps Outline

The optimization process is part of the holistic IoT safety and security manage-
ment approach of this thesis which is divided into steps contained in a sequential
workflow. This workflow is based on two related approaches: [IB06] and [NIS12].
NIST SP800-30 [NIS12] defines a risk assessment process which is used as a rough
template for risk handling in plenty approaches, e.g. [US 07b] for risk analyses in
medical applications. Following steps are part of the approach:

• Prepare for assessment

– Identify purpose, scope, assumptions and constrains of the assessment.

– Identify sources of information to be used as inputs, the risk model
and analytic approaches which are be used during assessment.

• Conduct assessment

– Identify threat and vulnerability sources.

– Determine likelihood of occurrence, scale of impacts and risk.

• Maintain and communicate results

These three main steps are highly generic and can be adopted in almost every
use case for risk assessment. Only the individual sub-steps need to be adapted, as
each use case requires different information as input and wants to query different
results with the assessment. The manner in which the results are communicated
and maintained depends on whether the assessment is the final step or whether
defined follow-up steps are planned. The second approach ([IB06]) was devel-
oped for a security management process in EAM and is illustrated in figure 5.1.
This approach is designed more like a workflow and is specifically defined for
security in EAM. However, the individual sub-steps are congruent with [NIS12].
The first 4 steps can be matched with Prepare for assessment, whereas the fifth and
last steps are equivalent to Conduct assessment respectively Maintain and commu-
nicate results.

Figure 5.1.: Security management process of [IB06]
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Since both approaches are very similar and work in a generic as well as in a spe-
cific way, these steps are used to create a workflow for the optimization process of
this work. The steps presented here are combined and adjusted to make a work-
flow suitable for safety and security approaches and to meet the IoT challenges
presented.

The workflow is divided into two phases: System Architecture and Safety and Se-
curity Management. The workflow begins in the first phase, and thus, contains
the first preliminary steps for optimization. First, the scope of the respective use
case and the underlying IoT system is identified and data are gathered. Since
this includes all subsystems, components and connections, an architecture min-
ing approach has to be carried out. This can be done manually or automatically.
Particularly in the case of large and complex systems, an automated identifica-
tion of the components may be necessary in order to subsequently enable a com-
plete identification of weaknesses and their elimination. In addition, safety and
security (S²) requirements are identified to cover constraints of the assessment.
After all information are collected, the modeling of the IoT-WD architecture can
be performed. In order to cover the S² aspects, the meta model and the layered
architecture from chapter 4 are used.

As proposed, the second phase of the workflow includes first the identification
of threat and hazard sources and afterwards the implementation of different ana-
lytical approaches based on these sources. Flaw Identification is based on a frame-
work (PRF) that is used to define architecture patterns and anti-patterns which
represent harmful design decisions that are not allowed to be in IoT architec-
tures. Templates are provided for safety hazards and security threats. These
templates are based on a S² categorization that is used to define the respective
objectives. The actual definition is carried out with the help of a developed DSL.
Subsequently, flaws can be identified by running a pattern recognition method.
This uses pattern services that are stored in a database. Afterwards further eval-
uation of identified flaws is possible through Flaw Assessment. These steps are
based on a performed analyses categorization with different filters and analysis
types. The analyses included built a closed cycle: Failure Impact Analysis (FIA),
Quantitative Impact Analysis (QIA), Countermeasure Decision Support Analy-
sis (CDSA) and Service Interoperability Analysis (SIA). The cycle initiates with
FIA to estimate the effects of the identified flaws in the model, based on probabil-
ities. These results are used in QIA to calculate potential costs in the event of an
attack or accident in order to estimate how expensive countermeasures can be on
a financial and business level. Subsequently, CDSA and SIA provide a small in-
ternal loop to plan countermeasures and their services to prevent or mitigate the
identified flaws, and to assess their impact on the As-Is system. After conclud-
ing Flaw Assessment and communicating results, the optimization process can be
closed. Though, to conduct control engineering the process offers an iterative
methodology, and can thus, go back to modeling and retest the new solutions.
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ANALYSES

5.3. Integration Factors and Requirements for Related
Approaches and Analyses

The optimization process presented is a holistic self-contained cycle. However,
as noted in the IoT-A project, it is important that IoT systems provide ways to
secure corporate security guidelines and regulations or recommended standards.
[Bau+13] Therefore, the optimization approach of this thesis is designed in a man-
ner that allows extensions and openings to enable connections to related analyses
or other external information by including integration factors.

The first possible extension, anchored in flaw identification, is connecting the
pattern database to other databases, e.g. [NVD], that have already noted safety
or security vulnerabilities. Due to the fact that the PRF database is based on
textually defined patterns, patterns defined in a different format can be exported
and transferred and stored by a connector. By using the DSL and its connected
code generation, an automatic query of external patterns and anti-patterns in the
model is possible. However, the externally defined vulnerabilities must be at
architectural level to be transferable and be able to provide the information which
are required for the PRF (chapter 6).

Another option is to combine flaw assessment with related analyses. This may
be necessary if additional points in risk management are required, such as the
use of FMEA ([Sch96]) or fault trees ([FFJ09a; När+11a]) (compare related work
section of chapter 7). In addition, further architectural analyses may arise in the
future which are then to be subsequently added to the circuit. The connection
to new or external analyses is made possible by the design of the assessment cy-
cle. Each analysis is subject to its own meta model which contains connection
components to the other analyses’ meta models. This ensures that analyses can
pass on their results and continue to be used in the subsequent analysis. If new
analyses are added, these meta models can be extended by further connection
components. Even if analyses build on each other, the cycle does not necessarily
have to be run through completely. A partial assessment is also possible. Accord-
ingly, analyses can be integrated that do not require any pre-steps or only match
one of the developed analyses. For example, a SIA does not have to be the last
step in the cycle as it can be finished with another analysis. For external analyses
to be connected, however, they must comply with the structure and functions of
categorized analyses of chapter 7.

A detailed overview of these options is provided in chapter 10.
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6
Flaw Identi�cation

After modeling IoT systems, the second part of the presented optimization pro-
cess workflow can be started. It begins with flaw identification in order to check
the modeled systems, uncover weaknesses that could develop into vulnerabilities
or be starting points for accidents or attacks. For this purpose, the developed PRF
is presented to define design patterns and anti-patterns and to use them for flaw
identification at an early stage. The focus is on vulnerabilities based on design
decisions and their subsequent impact on services, connections and processes.
In the following chapter and in the further course of this work, anti-patterns are
always included when referring to patterns.

For the presentation of the PRF, the definition process, components and func-
tionalities are examined in more detail. A formalization is also carried out and
the individual components are explained using a running example. Finally, pre-
defined patterns and the corresponding database are presented. The chapter ends
with a related work section. Thereby, this chapter is based on the already de-
scribed basics of patterns from chapter 2.
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6.1. Pattern Recognition Framework

To detect flaws with the help of patterns in the design phase, a simple definition
of these patterns is not sufficient. In addition, grouping, mapping and final exe-
cution must be ensured. These steps are made possible by the PRF. Even though
the main goal is to define and query patterns in a structured way independently
of use case and vulnerability areas, the PRF focuses on several areas. The main
goal is on the architecture level, and therefore, focuses on design patterns and
not code patterns to detect code smells. However, design patterns may contain
clues to later code problems. In addition, the framework focuses not only on
flaw identification, but also on subsequent further assessment and mitigation of
these. For this purpose, categories are built in that allow this assessment, but also
a categorization for the pattern selection. This involves the integration of IoT and
IoT-WD specific respectively safety and security specific categories and elements.
On the one hand, this allows safety and security problems to be targeted, and on
the other hand, identification can be seen as a pre-step before the flaw assess-
ment (chapter 7). This can be used, for example, to quickly decide which design
flaws need to be eliminated and at what priority. By focusing on IoT-WD models,
specific aspects of the requirements of these special models can be defined and
checked.

Goals of PRF
When planning the design or considering design changes, two main issues occur
which are described in chapter 1. First, designing details highly depend on ex-
pert experience. However, experts are not always available during design phase
or afterwards if changes are required in the model. Therefore, a possibility to
preserve the knowledge is highly significant. The second issue addresses the
complex dependencies, interoperability and requirements of the IoT system com-
ponents. Hence, a manually verification of all included elements, connections
and features is not possible in a reasonable time. The PRF approach covers both
challenges, leading to multiple goals. To address the first challenge, a selection of
required information about flaws, risks, avoidable design decisions and possible
impacts is offered to create a structured chance to enable knowledge conserva-
tion. The experience of the experts can be saved for later observations. Therefore,
misplaned design mistakes, which already happened before, can be prevented
in the design phase during the design check. As the knowledge is conserved in
the first PRF step in textual readable form, every team member is able to follow
it independent of programming language knowledge. The second goal captures
the second challenge by executing the automated flaw identification based on the
defined patterns or anti-patterns. The automation is ensured by the development
of a tool that can take as input the depicted models from the model editor of the
ArchiAna tool. Entire models or sub-ranges, selected by views and filters, can be
analyzed.
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Patterns and Anti-Patterns
As described the knowledge conservation and flaw identification respectively
recognition is conducted through design patterns. They are based on the char-
acteristics described in the basics. They are divided into positive patterns and
negative anti-patterns. Patterns describe desirable design decisions that promise
abstinence of vulnerabilities. To recognize possible flawed modeling decisions,
model components that do not match these patterns are searched for. During this
search, the model components are examined for conditions of the unambiguous
pattern definitions. Only if all pattern conditions are violated a match is dis-
played. With anti-patterns, dangerous design decisions are defined that must not
exist or have led to problems in the past. At anti-patterns the automated flaw
identification looks for model components that match them.
The framework enables to define generally applicable patterns which are suit-
able to all IoT models. Though specifically designed patterns for individual IoT
models are possible and required. To cover different abstraction levels, patterns
can be defined on meta model or on model level. Depending on whether generic
patterns or instance specific patterns are to be defined.

Workflow
The links of concept parts within the PRF workflow can be seen in figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1.: Concept and workflow of flaw identification with PRF

The four concept parts are pattern and anti-pattern templates, DSL, flaw identi-
fication services including the pattern database and the flaw identification. As
described the creation of a model requires a meta model independently of the
domain. Therefore, PRF uses the presented IoT(-WD) meta model which can be
used to depict IoT networks. This meta model is in turn the basis for the PRF, and
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thus, enables flaw examination in IoT models. The first step of PRF are the tem-
plates to define patterns and anti-patterns for each safety or security flaw. Details
of this are described in section 6.1.2. The DSL, which is based on the meta model,
uses the fulfilled templates including their categories and values to configure the
pattern specification language (section 6.1.3). This language helps to translate
the textually defined patterns and anti-patterns into computer readable services
in the next step to enable an automated analysis of the flaws. With the help of
Xtend, flaw identification service generation is, thus, performed in section 6.1.4.
The translated services respectively patterns are stored in a pattern database. In
the last step (section 6.1.5), the flaw or pattern identification is performed to ex-
amine the IoT model. The database is accessed for this purpose. To find suitable
patterns in the database that can be queried, the defined values of the templates
from step one can be used.

6.1.1. Formalization of PRF and Patterns

Before describing the individual parts of the developed PRF in detail, a formal-
ization, which is based on the formalization of the IoT(-WD) meta model and
IoT-WD model in section 4.2.2, is presented. This section covers a generic formal-
ization of PRF, its patterns respectively anti-patterns and the description of their
generic or instance specific structure.

A generic pattern recognition framework (PRF), element types (ET) and part
types (PT) are formalized as tuples:

PRF = (MM, ET, RT, PFT)
ET = (CT, AT)
PT = (CGT, VT)

where
MM as defined in chapter 4 to enable usage of its ETs
RT = {Association, Bi−directional, Aggregation, Composition, Generalization}
is a set of relation types
PFT = {Pattern, Anti − Pattern} is a set of pattern function types
CT is a set of class types
AT is a set of attribute types
CGT is a set of category types
VT is a set of value types
R ⊆ ET × ET is a set of relations of element types with reltype: R → RT,

i.e. reltype (et1,et2) ∈ RT with et1,et2 ∈ ET
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Patterns (P), elements (E) and parts (PT’) are described as tuples:

P = (MM, E, RT, PF) being an instance of PRF
E = (C∪I, A, R’)
PT’ = (CG, V)

where
MM as defined in chapter 4
PF = {SecurityPattern, Sa f etyPattern, SecurityAntiPattern,
Sa f etyAntiPattern} is a pattern function, being an instance of PFT
C is a set of classes having a value, being an instance of CT
I is a set of instances of C
A is a set of attributes having a value, being an instance of AT
R’ ⊆ E × E is a set of relations between elements
CG is a set of categories being an instance of CGT
V is a set of values being an instance of VT

Anti-patterns (AP) are formalized and defined analog to patterns.

For a pattern respectively an anti-pattern to be a correct instance of PRF to iden-
tify flaws the following has to be fulfilled:

∀(e1, rt, e2) ∈ RP ⇒ ∃(e’1, rt, e’2) ∈ RWM

e1 compatible e’1
e2 compatible e’2
WM as defined in chapter 4
with compatible defined as (c1,A1,R1’) compatible (c2,A2,R2’)

iff
- c1 ≡ c2, if c1, c2 ∈ I

OR c1 instance-of c2 in terms of object-oriented implementation
- A1 ⊆ A2 with ∀a ∈ A1. σ1(a)=σ2(a)

with σ1: A1 → VT and σ2: A2 → VT
- R1 ⊆ R2

Two examples of formalization conform patterns are shown in figure 6.2. The
pattern on the left is a generic pattern, conform to the IoT(-WD) meta model.
Therefore, only meta model elements without specific characteristics are set. It
is based on the AAL running example (further specified in the next section) and
on the meta model example of MM formalization. The pattern queries whether
ConnectedDevices in the model are connected to a Cloud through a Gateway. The
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pattern on the right is an instance specific pattern and shows the same example,
but on model level, conform to the defined exemplary IoT-WD model. Thus, spe-
cific elements with defined attributes are set. It is checked by the query whether
a specific ConnectedDevice type Fitness Tracker, reaches Azure clouds via a
Field gateway. If not fulfilled, a flaw is reported.

<< Cloud >>

IoT Meta Model (MM)

<< Gateway >>

<< ConnectedDevice >>

<< Cloud >>

Azure

IoT-WD Model (WM)

<< Gateway >>

Field

<< ConnectedDevice >>

Fitness Tracker

on meta model level on model level

Generic = Combina�on of MM  
elements

Instance specific  = Combina�on of 
elements with specific a�ributes of a 

WM, conform to MM

Figure 6.2.: Example of formalization conform generic and instance specific
pattern/anti-pattern structure

6.1.2. Pattern Definition Approach

As described, the basis of pattern and anti-pattern definitions are the PRF tem-
plates. The presented formalization provides a highly generic definition of pat-
tern templates. The following templates are geared towards IoT-WD and safe-
ty/security as described above. As the PRF covers different issues, different
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safety and security PRF templates are needed which can be distinguished further
depending on whether a pattern or an anti-pattern is to be defined. The rough
structure of every template consists of four part types. Depending on which tem-
plate is required, the composition of these parts and their categories varies. The
structure of the different PRF templates consists of

1. a Generic Part,

2. a Safety OR Security Challenge Part,

3. a Safety OR Security Assessment Information Part,

4. a Pattern OR Anti-Pattern Implementation Part.

The first three parts are used for knowledge conservation and for later flaw and
risk categorization or assessment. The fourth part is used for the implementa-
tion. Categories of the different parts are either of enumeration style or unre-
stricted textual value style. Enumerations are predefined sets of possible values.
The categories of the included parts are based on architectural requirements from
chapter 3 and meta model elements from chapter 4. In addition, they are sup-
plemented by more categories necessary for the further course. The filling of the
categories of the first three parts is optional, since not all information is always
be available. However, the last part must always be entered completely, since it
is used for the later implementation, as the algorithm functionality can only be
guaranteed in this way.

The various possible parts and the composition of the templates are presented in
the following tables. Table 6.1 provides an overview. The four different templates
Security Pattern (SEP), Safety Pattern (SAP), Security Anti-Pattern (SEAP) and
Safety Anti-Pattern (SAAP) are equipped with the ticked parts:

SEP SAP SEAP SAAP

Generic: Table 6.2 X X X X

Security Challenge: Table 6.4 X X

Safety Challenge: Table 6.5 X X

Security Assessment: Table 6.7 X X

Safety Assessment: Table 6.8 X X

Pattern Implementation: Table 6.10 X X

Anti-Pattern Implementation: Table 6.11 X X

Table 6.1.: Composition of PRF templates structure

For the AAL running example, an instance specific security pattern is defined be-
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low, and thus, the SEP template is used. Afterwards, the running example can be
recognized by green filled tables.
Challenge: Tampering, eavesdropping or data manipulation of lightweight de-
vices without encrypted communication.
Architectural Inquiry: Device with weak encryption algorithm must use a field
gateway to connect with a cloud gateway.

6.1.2.1. Generic Specifications

Every PRF template starts by using a Generic Part, which is presented in table
6.2 to specify the conditions that are independent of safety or security specific
characteristics.

Generic Part

ID *unrestricted value*

Name *unrestricted value*

Component Supercategory: Element to Protect

Element Type *restricted meta model or model element*

User Group *unrestricted value*

Element Category Enum: Physical Person, Privacy, Communication
Channel, Leaf of Devices, Intermediate Devices, Back-
end, Infrastructure, Service, Facilities

Hardware Enum: CommunicationProtocolType

Software Enum: ServiceType

Layer Enum: Layers of IoT Layered Architecture

Location Enum: Local or Cloud

Disruption Tolerance Enum: Tolerant, Temporary tolerant, Zero tolerant

Table 6.2.: PRF Generic Part

To be able to identify the defined patterns in the pattern database an ID and name
is required. Apart from this, a supercategory for the protected element is in-
cluded. This supercategory is used for pattern categorization within the pattern
database and defines the element type and category, as well as the user group
type. The element to protect categories are extracted of the IoT-A project ([Pro15]),
whereas the elements and user groups are IoT(-WD) meta model conform. The
element categories attempt to cover all aspects of an interactive IoT system and
are elaborated of a special IoT security architecture approach. Therefore, users,
different kind of devices, software and hardware aspects are covered. Since the
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kind of hard- and software is decisive of the needed actions, types of physical
connections and services are specified as well. To conduct analyses on diverse
model levels, e.g. layered protection analysis, the affected layers must be set. For
this purpose the introduced layered architecture approach is used. To determine
the point of origin and responsible stakeholders the location of vulnerability is
specified. This category helps to divide the architecture decisions. The last cat-
egory views the disruption tolerance to categorize the sensitivity of the affected
element, as described in section 3.2

Completed - Generic Part

ID 876543

Name Lightweight device without encryption

Component Supercategory: Element to Protect

Element Type WellbeingIoTDevice

User Group Patient

Element Category Enum: Leaf of Devices

Hardware Bluetooth Connection

Software Collect Service

Layer Enum: Thing Layer, Physical Communication Layer,
Middleware Layer

Location Enum: Local, Cloud

Disruption Tolerance Enum: Temporary tolerant

Table 6.3.: AAL example Generic Part

For the running example SEP, table 6.3 is filled in. For the pattern an ID and name
is assigned for identification. The name should indicate the problem. Since this is
an instance specific pattern, a specific lightweight connected device is specified.
This pattern is used to check wellbeing devices, since they contain critical data
and data manipulation would be serious. These are leaf elements of the meta
model and mainly affect patients. The hardware setup provides for a Bluetooth
connection for data collection and transmission services. Accordingly, the point
of origin is distributed locally or remotely and distributed over several layers.
This pattern corresponds to a temporary tolerant issue as it does not lead to an
immediate, complete failure of functions.

6.1.2.2. Safety and Security Challenge Specifications

The Challenge Part is divided into the safety and security template version as de-
scribed. In these parts specific categories are summarized which are dependent
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on the challenge. Table 6.4 defines the specific characteristics security challenges
bring along to vulnerabilities.

The intent and risk represent the aim and risk of loss of possible attacks. It is
needed enable estimation of later consideration of countermeasure costs. To clas-
sify the type of attack the STRIDE categorization ([Mic07]) is used. As described
before, it can be used to decide which prevention method is suitable for a weak
point. The attack goal category corresponds to the categorization from section 3.2
to assess which attack methods are used, and thus, which elements are particu-
larly at risk and must be included in countermeasures. All these categories are
used for assessment and database sorting, too.

Security Challenge Part

Intent *unrestricted value*

Risk *unrestricted value*

Classification Enum STRIDE: Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Informa-
tion Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of Privilege

Attack Goal Enum: Capture, Disrupt-Degrade-Deny-Destroy, Manipula-
tion, Information Disruption, Host Attack, Network Attack

Table 6.4.: PRF Security Challenge Part

As described above, every security PRF template part has a corresponding safety
part which includes safety specific categories (table 6.5).

Safety Challenge Part

Fault *unrestricted value*

Hazard *unrestricted value*

Classification Enum: Outage, External Problem, Loss of Service, System
Corruption, Data Corruption

Fault Class Enum: Attrition, Energy, Calculation, Change Impact, Con-
figuration Management, Data, Interface, Logic, Omission,
Timing, Initialization

Table 6.5.: PRF Safety Challenge Part

Within this part the fault and fault class are determined. The fault category de-
scribes the possible origin of failure. Whereas the fault classes define the possible
type of failure. These classes range from hardware causes like attrition to soft-
ware or logical causes like interface issues or miscalculation. In addition, the
hazard describes the consequences of possible faults which can also be classified.
For instance, the safety classification distinguishes between simple failures, com-
plete outages, single service losses or a system corruption. External problems
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can be mentioned as well, however, these issues are difficult to prevent. Though,
countermeasures or safety measures can be taken into consideration. Both enu-
meration categories are extracted of section 3.2.

Completed - Security Challenge Part

Intent Capture private information on communication way

Risk Theft of PII, Manipulate data and change analysis results

Classification Enum Information disclosure, Tampering

Attack Goal Enum: Capture, Manipulation

Table 6.6.: AAL example Security Challenge Part

Table 6.6 continues the example SEP. As second part the Security Challenge Part is
needed to define the intent and risk of the example. The risk in this case is seen in
the interception and manipulation of PII. Accordingly, far-reaching analysis re-
sults can also be falsified. It is classified as information disclosure and tampering
through possible capture and manipulation attacks.

6.1.2.3. Safety and Security Assessment Specifications

The assessment information of security flaws is shown in table 6.7. Assessment
can have a wide variety of objectives and considers a wide variety of aspects.
Accordingly, a suitable assessment feature must be defined for each pattern or
anti-pattern, to which all further values of this template part relate. Privacy is of-
ten related to security and is taken into consideration during assessment as well.
Therefore, PII can be mentioned to ensure attention to this aspect. The Assessment
Information Part has a supercategory as well, to describe the possible direct im-
pacts and their estimated consequences. These values are based on probability
values and are subject to estimations or previous experiences. Two subcategories
must be defined. First, a direct impact of a node that affects other nodes can
be defined as causal type. Linear chains, branching forks and merging colliders
represent the junction patterns of impacts on related nodes [PM18]. Second, the
causal relation defines the severity of impacts. Next to direct impacts, indirect
impacts exist. These kinds of impacts are more difficult to estimate and often
not obvious. Therefore, the type of indirect impacts can be chosen freely and of-
fers hints for system architects for further design decisions. Related to impacts
is severity of attacks to assess the necessity of eliminating flaws. This category
uses described categorization of section 3.2. The likelihood of occurrence can be
divided into frequent, probable, occasional and improbable, and is intended to
estimate how likely an attack is. This estimation is needed for later cost calcula-
tions of best and worst case scenarios and is based on [NIS12] and [Dep12]. As
last category of the Security Assessment Information Part, the security requirements
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are chosen. These requirements include the typical security aspects presented in
chapter 2.

Security Assessment Information Part

Assessment Feature Enum: RequirementType

PII *unrestricted value*

Probable Direct Impact Supercategory: Estimated Consequences

Causal Types Enum: Fork, Chain, Collider

Causal Relation *unrestricted probability definition*

Indirect Impact *unrestricted value*

Severity Enum: Catastrophic, Critical, Marginal, Negligi-
ble, None

Likelihood of Occurrence Enum: Frequent, Probable, Occasional, Improba-
ble

Security Requirements Enum: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability,
Manipulation Resistance, Privacy, Authentica-
tion, Non-Repudiation

Table 6.7.: PRF Security Assessment Information Part

The counterpart of the security assessment displays the Safety Assessment Infor-
mation Part (table 6.8). Some aspects are equal to the security assessment. How-
ever, these aspects are not included in the Generic Part as the values of equal
category still depend on safety or security specific issues. First category of the
safety assessment also defines information details depending the assessment rea-
son. Since there are several possible features, also multiple information can be
set. Compared to the security counterpart of this template part, no PII aspects are
defined. Equal, on the other hand, is the supercategory for elements to protect
for estimating the consequences of direct impacts, as well as indirect impact defi-
nitions. However, this has a higher priority in this context as indirect impacts are
more critical as these can cause new safety-critical aspects that can harm human
beings. Equally, this challenge is often dependent on experience as well. Safety
patterns require other categories for assessment like security since they cover the
wellbeing of users. While the same categorization applies to the likelihood of oc-
currence as in the security counterpart, other distributions must be used for the
definition of severity as the severity concerns patient health and not system func-
tionalities. This is also presented in section 3.2. Since safety brings along its own
needs, safety requirements are specified. For instance, typical requirements are
the ability of recovery of devices or functions, redundancy of sensitive elements
and data/device integrity to ensure right service results.
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Safety Assessment Information Part

Assessment Feature Enum: RequirementType

Probable Direct Impact Supercategory: Estimated Consequences

Causal Types Enum: Fork, Chain, Collider

Causal Relation *unrestricted probability definition*

Indirect Impact *unrestricted value*

Severity Enum: Death, Serious Injury, Nonserious Injury,
No Injury

Likelihood of Occurrence Enum: Frequent, Probable, Occasional, Improba-
ble

Safety Requirements Enum: Recovery, Redundancy, Failure Resis-
tance, Availability, Data/Device Integrity

Table 6.8.: PRF Safety Assessment Information Part

The next step in the AAL example is the definition of the Security Assessment In-
formation Part of its SEP. The assessment feature availability is chosen in order to
check whether data and devices are still available in the event of manipulation
through missing encryption. This mainly concerns cardiac data. For the calcula-
tion of direct impacts, a chain causality is defined that would result in a decrease
of availability in the event of an attack. This SEP is critical and has a high prob-
ability of attack. Accordingly, several security requirements must be included in
subsequent analyses and countermeasure planning. For example, a new design
must be tamper resistant and also a high level of data integrity must be ensured
or not degraded.

Completed - Security Assessment Information Part

Assessment Feature Availability

PII Cardiac measurement values

Probable Direct Impact Supercategory: Estimated Consequences

Causal Types Enum: Chain

Causal Relation Availability of A decreased 30%: P(B)-(1/10)

Indirect Impact Impact on other health recommendations

Severity Enum: Critical

Likelihood of Occurrence Enum: Probable

Security Requirements Enum: Confidentiality, Integrity, Manipulation
Resistance

Table 6.9.: AAL example Security Assessment Information Part
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6.1.2.4. Pattern and Anti-Pattern Implementation Specifications

Until this point, the template parts create the basis for knowledge conservation
and later assessment. Therefore, following parts are responsible for the imple-
mentation and automated flaw detection. Additionally, the Implementation Parts
are not safety or security specific. However, they are pattern or anti-pattern in-
trinsic.

The next table presents the Pattern Implementation Part that is used to check the
presence of a protective design decision.

Pattern Implementation Part

Protective Design *unrestricted value*

Implementation Supercategory: Artifact Combination

Filter Conditions Subcategory: Concerned Elements

Node2Node Enum: Available Node (Types)

Node2Relation Enum: Available Relation (Types)

NodeAttribute Enum: Available Attribute (Types)

Pattern Requirements Subcategory: Recognition Details

Node2Node Enum: Available Node (Types)

Node2Relation Enum: Available Relation (Types)

NodeAttribute Enum: Available Attribute (Types)

Flaw *unrestricted value*

Table 6.10.: PRF Pattern Implementation Part

For documentation reasons a textual solution for a protective design initiates the
implementation details. On this occasion a short description of the element, re-
lation and attribute types should be given. This description is displayed after
the conducted flaw identification to explain discovered details and to prevent
misconceptions. A supercategory includes the specification of required combina-
tions of artifacts like nodes, attributes and their relations. This is divided into two
further subcategories. Filter conditions must be defined to filter out concerned
elements during the identification process. Therefore, specific node, relation and
attribute types are set. The enumerations of this supercategory depend on the
used IoT(-WD) meta model and whether it is a generic or instance specific pat-
tern. For example, generic patterns chose node types whereas an instance specific
pattern set specific nodes. All depictable elements and characteristics must be se-
lectable to check the whole IoT model and to define patterns for all aspects. In
the second step of this supercategory, pattern requirements are defined. These
are recognition details for the protective design that the concerned and filtered
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elements must fulfill. A detailed algorithm explanation is given in the next sec-
tions. To highlight the flaw, the last point of the PRF is a textual documentation
of the exact flawed feature.

Table 6.11 shows the counterpart of the pattern implementation, the Anti-Pattern
Implementation Part that is similar to the pattern definition. A security specific
anti-pattern explains a vulnerable design, while a safety specific anti-pattern doc-
uments a hazardous design. Accordingly, the category of protective design de-
scription is changed. Both variants are used for documentation and explanation
after the flaw recognition in the IoT model.

Anti-Pattern Implementation Part

Vulnerable/Hazardous Design *unrestricted value*

Implementation Supercategory: Artifact Combination

Element Filter Conditions Subcategory: Concerned Elements

Node2Node Enum: Available Node (Types)

Node2Relation Enum: Available Relation (Types)

NodeAttribute Enum: Available Attribute (Types)

Anti-Pattern Requirements Subcategory: Recognition Details

Node2Node Enum: Available Node (Types)

Node2Relation Enum: Available Relation (Types)

NodeAttribute Enum: Available Attribute (Types)

Flaw *unrestricted value*

Table 6.11.: PRF Anti-Pattern Implementation Part

Furthermore, there is a supercategory for the required combination of node, at-
tribute and relation (types) for element filter conditions and anti-pattern require-
ments as stated above. The process starts in the same way as mentioned before
with an anti-pattern algorithm definition. However, in the anti-pattern require-
ments, details are defined that are not recognized in the optimal case. Once again,
the flaw characteristic description of the element to protect finishes the PRF anti-
pattern part.

To complete the SEP definition of the AAL example the implementation details
are defined (table 6.12). To control that lightweight devices with a weak encryp-
tion uses a gateway of a specific type, the concerned elements are filtered first.
For this purpose, the conditions are defined in the SEP. Only nodes that are of
type WellbeingIoTDevice and have a PhysicalConnection are concerned. Ad-
ditionally, the Encryption nodes of PhysicalConnections are needed to control
the strength of its encryption. To define this example more concrete and spe-
cific, additional conditions are included. The node attributes are additionally
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filtered to include only Trackers with Bluetooth connections and weak encryp-
tion methods. Nodes that do not meet these conditions should not be controlled
within this pattern. The last step is to define the pattern requirements. Accord-
ingly, the filtered element list is examined for recognition details. The elements of
the list represent the presence of peereddevice connections to a Gateway of type
FieldGateway. The absence of these is defined as a flaw.

Completed - Pattern Implementation Part

Protective Design Device with weak encryption algorithm has to use a
field gateway to connect with a cloud gateway

Implementation Supercategory: Artifact Combination

Filter Conditions Subcategory: Concerned Elements

Node2Node Enum: WellbeingIoTDevice/ PhysicalConnection/
Encryption

Node2Relation Enum: physicalconnection/ encryption

NodeAttribute Enum: deviceType:Tracker/ protocol:Bluetooth /
type:weak

Pattern Requirements Subcategory: Recognition Details

Node2Node Enum: Gateway

Node2Relation Enum: peereddevice:WellbeingIoTDevice8765432

NodeAttribute Enum: gatewayType:FieldGateway

Flaw gatewayType != FieldGateway

Table 6.12.: AAL example Pattern Implementation Part

6.1.3. Pattern Specification Language

However, at this stage the defined patterns and anti-patterns cannot yet be used
for automatic flaw detection. Therefore, the templates are used to create a pattern
specification language as a DSL which transforms the defined patterns and anti-
patterns to computer readable patterns. The patterns are stored in the database
in this form.
To realize the approach different technologies are needed. Therefore, the DSL and
service code generation are conducted with related concepts of Xtext and Xtend.
Xtext is a framework that comprises a powerful language for the description of
textual languages and generates the model, parser, linker, type checker and com-
piler. [Xteb; Xtea]
The pattern specification language contains all described template parts and is
structurally oriented towards them. The presented categories’ enumerations are
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realized with Xtext respectively Ecore enumerations. These can be extended at
this point as well, if the analyzed IoT model requires changes. To enable the full
configuration of patterns and a complete review of IoT systems, the DSL contains
all IoT(-WD) meta model elements including all node types, attribute types, rela-
tion types and type enumerations. Following, the structure and rules of this DSL
are presented with rule excerpts.

After a template type has been selected in the DSL, the GenericPart (listing 6.1)
rule is navigated to. This corresponds to table 6.2 and all presented categories.
Accordingly, all generic values from the templates are accepted in this rule. The
arguments of rules are always defined by a keyword and a type assignment.
These can be simple types, but also other rules. An example is component for
definition of elements to protect. The Components helper rule is used for this and
contains redirections to the rules for Element, StakeholderType and ElementCategory.
In turn, these have access to all elements of the IoT(-WD) meta model. Thus, the
use of the DSL provides an automatically specified selection of available meta
model artifacts. The Xtext syntax can also be used to restrict the multiplicity of
pattern components. For example, multiple elements can be declared as element
to protect.

// Generic Part definition
2 GenericPart :

’Generic Part ’ ’{’
4 ’id ’ id=ID

’name ’ name=ID
6 component += Components

’hardware ’ physicalConnection = STRING
8 ’software ’ software = STRING

’layer ’ ’:’ layer += Layer
10 ’location ’ ’{’ ( location += Location (’,’)?)* ’}’

’disruptionTolerance ’ ’:’ tolerance += Tolerance
12 ’}’

;
14

Components :
16 ’Component ’ name=ID ’{’

’elementType ’ ’{’ ( element += Element )* (’,’)* ’}’
18 ’userGroup ’ ’{’ user += StakeholderType (’,’ user +=

StakeholderType )* ’}’
’elementCategory ’ ’{’ category += ElementCategory (’,’ category

+= ElementCategory )* ’}’
20 ’}’

;

Listing 6.1: PRF DSL generic and components rule

Rules are also defined for the template parts for challenges and assessment infor-
mation. These are not considered in more detail here, but correspond to the same
structural rules presented above. The following listing corresponds to table 6.10,
and thus, to the pattern template for implementation details. The rule Implementa-
tionPatternPart contains the template categories as keywords. For the specific im-
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plementation details the helper rule Implementation is needed to define expressed
filter conditions and requirements. They can be designed in more detail by con-
necting them with helper words like if, then, or and equals. In addition, the Node
rule is used which has access to the IoT(-WD) meta model elements.

// Implementation Pattern Part
2 ImplementationPatternPart :

’ImplementationPattern Part ’ ’{’
4 ’solution ’ solution = STRING

implementation = Implementation
6 ’flaw ’ ((’and ’)? flaw +=[ Node| STRING ] (’=’ flawValue += STRING )?)

*
’}’

8 ;

10 ...

12 Implementation :
’PatternRule ’ rule=ID ’{’

14 // possible flawed element
’algorithmElement ’ element =[ Components | STRING ]

16 // element filter condition
(’ filterCondition ’ filterNum +=ID ’{’

18 ((’if ’)? (’and ’)? (’then ’)? (’then not ’)? (’equals ’)? (’or ’)?
filterNode += Node)* ’}’)*

// anti -/ pattern requirement
20 (’ Requirement ’ reqNum +=ID ’{’

((’if ’)? (’and ’)? (’then ’)? (’then not ’)? (’equals ’)? (’or ’)?
ReqNode += Node)* ’}’)*

22 ’}’
;

Listing 6.2: PRF DSL implementation pattern rules

Node rule (listing 6.3) is a junction to other rules for IoT(-WD) meta model ele-
ments. Each element has its own rule with keywords and features depending on
the attributes defined in the IoT(-WD) meta model. Cardinalities are according to
the meta model as well. If connections are to be defined, the respective identifier
of a rule to the connected element is used, as for example in lines 12-14 of Sensor
rule to define a relation to an element defined with rule PhysicalConnection.

Node:
2 PhysicalConnection | Service | PhysicalEntity | Sensor |

Actuator | Measurement | Network | IoTApplication | ...
;

4
Sensor :

6 ’Sensor ’
name= STRING

8 ’{’
(’layer ’ layer=Layer)?

10 (’sensorType ’ sensorType = SensorType )?
(’service ’ ’(’ service +=[ Service | STRING ] ( "," service +=[

Service | STRING ])* ’)’ )?
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12 (’ physicalconnection ’ ’(’ physicalconnection +=[
PhysicalConnection | STRING ] ( "," physicalconnection +=[
PhysicalConnection | STRING ])* ’)’ )?

...
14 ’}’;

Listing 6.3: PRF DSL element rules

The defined SEP of the AAL running examples is transferred into the pattern
specification language to make the pattern computer readable and analyzable.
The defined DSL is used to express the contents of all template parts with Xtext.
Listing 6.4 shows the description of the implementation, according to table 6.12.
After noting the protective design solution approach, the rules and keywords are
used as presented to express the filter conditions and requirements. In addition,
in line 12 an element is selected that corresponds to the element to protect deter-
mined in lines 4-6. The excerpt demonstrates that each filter condition must be
implemented separately, but must be queried together using the condition key-
words (if, and and then) in combination. For example, in lines 22 and 23 the
filter for Bluetooth connections is created. In the same schema requirements are
created. In this example only one requirement has to be set.

GenericPart {
2 id SEP8765432

name LightweightDeviceEncryptionPattern
4 Component SEP8765432_ElementsToProtect {

elementType {
6 WellbeingIoTDevice

...}}}
8

ImplementationPatternPart {
10 solution " Device with weak encryption algorithm has to use a

field gateway to connect with a cloud gateway "
PatternRule SEP8765432_1 {

12 algorithmElement " LightweightDeviceEncryptionPattern .
SEP8765432_ElementsToProtect "

filterCondition FC1{
14 if

WellbeingIoTDevice WellbeingIoTDeviceNameSEP8765432 {
16 deviceType Tracker

physicalconnection (" PhysicalConnectionNameSEP8765432 ")
18 gateway (" GatewayNameSEP8765432 ")

}}
20 filterCondition FC2{

and
22 PhysicalConnection PhysicalConnectionNameSEP8765432 {

protocol Bluetooth
24 }}

filterCondition FC3{
26 and

PhysicalConnection PhysicalConnectionNameSEP8765432 {
28 encryption {

AsymmetricEncryption
AsymmetricEncryptionNameSEP8765432 {

30 type undefined
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}}}}
32 Requirement PR1{

then
34 Gateway GatewayNameSEP8765432 {

gatewayType FieldGateway
36 peereddevice (

" WellbeingIoTDeviceNameSEP8765432 ")
38 }}}

flaw
40 " GatewayNameSEP8765432 " = "not FieldGateway "

and
42 " PhysicalConnectionNameSEP8765432 .

AsymmetricEncryptionNameSEP8765432 " = " undefined "
}

44 }

Listing 6.4: Running example excerpt of Xtext

6.1.4. Pattern Service Generation

After concluding the first two manually conducted steps, the theoretical pattern
definition is completed. To enable the automated flaw identification, applicable
pattern services are required. To transform the structured, defined patterns and
anti-patterns into executable code a code generation is required. Thus, after a
pattern or anti-pattern is defined and saved in the pattern database, the auto-
mated code generation is conducted. Therefore, every specified pattern can be
used for design optimization immediately. The transferred details of the PRF
DSL are translated automatically into pattern services through the functions of
Xtend. Xtend is a template based, flexible and expressive Java dialect to generate
compilable source code. It is mainly used to write easy readable code. Thus, it is
a tool for code generation. [Xtea] This code generation process is provided for all
kind of patterns.

There are two kinds of code generation types. Structural and logical code genera-
tion. Whereas a logic code generation is based on the logical, semantical meaning
of a DSL and depends on the sense of defined language parts, the structured code
generation is focused on the syntactical construction of the DSL parts. The pat-
tern and anti-pattern services are always structured the same way. Therefore, an
explicit and structural code generation method is used. However, a split gener-
ation algorithm is needed to cover pattern and anti-pattern services as they use
different flaw identification structures. To clarify the structure of the algorithm,
pseudo code, presented in listing 6.5, explains the composition of pattern and
anti-pattern services.
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start:
2 M - A predefined IoT model

P - The concerning anti -/ pattern defined with the PRF which
contains the details of the algorithm being applied

4 CL - An initially empty output set of filtered elements
RL - An initially empty output set of flawed elements

6
input:

8 E - A set of element types to be protected such that E is part
of P and M

F - A set of filter conditions such that F is part of P
10 R - A set of pattern requirements such that R is part of P

12 begin:
// fill CL with all elements

14 add elements of E to CL

16 // perform filter process
while F set is not empty do

18 take one condition from F
for each element of CL do

20 if element properties match filter condition then
keep element in CL

22 else
delete element from CL

24
// choose of pattern type

26 if P is a pattern do
// perform pattern requirement check on filtered list

28 add elements of CL to RL
while R set is not empty do

30 take one requirement from R
for each element of RL do

32 if element properties NOT MATCH pattern requirement then
set element attribute " flawed " from undefined to true

34 keep element in RL
else

36 set element attribute " flawed " from undefined to false
delete element from RL

38 else
// perform anti - pattern requirement check on filtered list

40 add elements of CL to RL
while R set is not empty do

42 take one requirement from R
for each element of RL do

44 if element properties MATCH anti - pattern requirement
then

set element attribute " flawed " from undefined to true
46 keep element in RL

else
48 set element attribute " flawed " from undefined to false

delete element from RL
50

end:
52 RL - A filled output set with flawed elements

Listing 6.5: Algorithm flaw identification process
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Before flaw identification can be started, a predefined IoT model conforming to
the meta model is required. In addition, the previous steps for pattern definition
must be completed and lists for filtered and flawed elements must be created.
Afterwards, the process requires an element to protect type, defined filter con-
ditions and pattern requirements as input. Line 14 describes the preparation of
filtered lists with elements which are traversed in lines 16-23. Elements that do
not match the filter condition are removed from the list. After this first sorting, the
algorithm splits depending on whether a pattern or anti-pattern is to be checked.
Lines 25-37 include the algorithm for a pattern check. For this purpose the filtered
elements are transferred into the flawed list. A second sorting is performed in a
loop that examines each of the pattern requirements. The counterpart for anti-
pattern is done in line 38-49. The result of this algorithm is a list that contains
only elements that are labeled as flaws.

As the condition and requirement check acts dependent on the meta model and
the concerning relation combinations, the pseudo code presents the outer concep-
tual structure. However, additionally the check depends on whether an attribute
or a connected element is checked. This is done in a hidden inner structure that is
located in lines 31 and 44. To reach an element or attribute in the model multiple
paths are possible as the meta model is not a simple tree structure. Classes are
connected with multiple classes through diverse kind of relations. For example,
in the presented IoT(-WD) meta model, the class User can be reached through
Stakeholders and an associated containment relation user. However, the element
User also can be reached through IoTDevice with a simple bi-directional relation as
this class inherits from PhysicalEntity. Therefore, diverse combinations of classes
and relations are possible to reach a specific class dependent on the starting point
of the pattern. However, as not every pattern is structured the same, multiple
code generation rules for the inner structure have to be defined to cover all pat-
tern cases. A few case examples of inner rules are:

• Attribute check of element to protect: No connection check or loop required

• Attribute check of connected element: Additional loop check and existence
check required

• Attribute check of multiple branched connection: Additional multiple loop
checks plus prior rules required

• Element list vs. single element: Connected elements to check must be dis-
tinguished in their multiplicity to add additional required loops

• Attribute list vs. single enumeration: Difference must be made between
single or multiple verification

• Attribute check of multiple attributes or attribute check of attributes in de-
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pendence: If requirements are designed conditionally, further branches must
be included

Rules for the outer structure and multiple rules for the inner structure are re-
quired to be combined. This challenge has to be taken into consideration in the
code generation, described afterwards. For this purpose, pseudo code is used as
a template for the structure.

The code generation is realized by def methods and permanent text modules. For
code parts that are always constant and not dynamic, text modules can be used.
Dynamic parts which must be formed depending on the just mentioned inner
and outer structure rules, according to the defined pattern, use def methods.

Listing 6.6. shows a Xtend snippet for code generation of a filter method for
checking filter conditions. This method is used dynamically often, depending
on the number of conditions. After the filter method is created in line 5, the
elementToProtect is dynamically taken from the DSL and inserted. This creates
the list of correct elements that is processed by the filtered method. In lines 8-
10 further def methods are called to create dynamically and dependently the
remaining components of the filter method.

...
2 def compileFilterCheck ( Implementation impl){

’’’
4 <<FOR filter : impl.filterNum >>

public void filter <<filter >>(){
6 List <<< elementToProtect >>> removeList = new ArrayList <>();

if( filteredList != null && (! filteredList . isEmpty ())){
8 for (<< elementToProtect >> element : filteredList ) {

<< compileFilterMiddlePart (impl , impl. filterNode .get(impl.
filterNum . indexOf ( filter )).class. simpleName . replace ("
Impl", "") , impl. filterNode .get(impl. filterNum . indexOf (
filter )))>>

10 }
filteredList . removeAll ( removeList );

12 }
else {

14 return ;
}

16 }
<<ENDFOR >>

18 ’’’;
}

Listing 6.6: Xtend excerpt of code generation - filter check

The def method compileFilterMiddlePart is explained in listing 6.7. This is invoked
depending on the respective filter condition. In this def method the different
inner rules can be seen, e.g. between lines 3-14 and 16-28. Further inner rules are
not included in the excerpt. For each inner rule different actions are taken. For
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example, direct attribute check leads to direct inspection of elements in lines 8-10
including cases for each element from the IoT(-WD) meta model. As shown in
the second inner rule, the first query is whether the relationship is a simple or a
containment relationship. Afterwards, code is generated that creates a loop for
each of the connected elements. Finally, code is generated to mark the flawed
elements.

To generate code for checking the elements, additional def methods are needed
for each meta model element, depending on the checking type of the inner rules.
Thus, more def methods must be implemented, as indicated in lines 9 and 21.

def compileFilterMiddlePart ( Implementation impl , String nodeName
, Node node){

2 ’’’
<<<<<< if direct attribute

4 <<IF nodeName == elementToProtect >>
//no additional if condition and loop needed if element

attributes are checked
6 // concerning element -> keep in list

<<switch node {
8 case node instanceof WellbeingIoTDevice :

attributesCheckWellbeingIoTDevice (node as
WellbeingIoTDevice )

... <<<<<< etc.
10 default : ""

}>>
12 <<ENDIF >>

<<IF nodeName != elementToProtect >>
14 boolean check = false;

16 <<<<<< if attribute of connected element
<<IF impl. filterNode .get (0). eCrossReferences . contains (node)

>>
18 for (<<nodeName >> node : element .get <<nodeName >>()) {

<<switch node {
20 case node instanceof WellbeingIoTDevice :

attributesCheckWellbeingIoTDevice2 (node as
WellbeingIoTDevice )

... <<<<<< etc.
22 default : ""

}>>
24 node. setFlaw (true);// required to colorize connected impacted

elements in last step
check = true;

26 }
}

28 <<ENDIF >>
...

30 ’’’
}

Listing 6.7: Xtend excerpt of code generation - filter check middle part
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Listing 6.8 shows an example of excerpts from the def method attributesCheck-
WellbeingIoTDevice. This method helps to generate code to compare the proper-
ties of the current node with the filter condition. Using the node supplied by the
method parameter, the defined values from the DSL are later transferred to the
finished pattern service, as in lines 4, 7 and 10.

def attributesCheckWellbeingIoTDevice ( WellbeingIoTDevice node)
{

2 ’’’
<<IF node. deviceType !=null >>

4 if( element . getDeviceType ()==<< node. deviceType .literal >>) {
<<ENDIF >>

6 <<IF node.layer != null || node.layer. toString !=" undefined ">>
if( element . getLayer ()==<< node. getLayer () >>) {

8 <<ENDIF >>
<<IF node. riskClass !=null >>

10 if( element . getRiskClass ==<< node.riskClass >>) {
<<ENDIF >>

12 ...
’’’

14 }

Listing 6.8: Xtend excerpt of code generation - filter check attributes

The defined example pattern is continued in listing 6.9 and 6.10. A section of a
finished pattern service code is shown. Based on the presented Xtend def meth-
ods, several filter methods are created. Listing 6.9 shows the first filter. A list of
WellbeingIoTDevices that is created in advance is iterated through and checked
for elements that are of type Tracker as specified in the SEP definition in ad-
vance. Negative checks result in exclusion from the list, as seen in lines 13-18.
The defined pattern components can be recognized by the green coloring. The
remaining code components are not dynamic, and thus, structurally always de-
fined the same way. These elements are defined as text modules in Xtend.

public class JActionPatternSEP8765432 implements
IExternalJavaAction {

2
...

4
public void filter1 () {

6 List < WellbeingIoTDevice > removeList = new ArrayList <>();
// uses current filtered list

8 // updates list
if( filteredList != null && (! filteredList . isEmpty ())){

10 for ( WellbeingIoTDevice element : filteredList ) {
//no additional if condition and loop needed if element

attributes are checked
12 // concerning element -> keep in list

if( element . getDeviceType ()== DeviceType . TRACKER ) {
14 element . setFlaw (true);// required to colorize connected

impacted elements in last step
}

16 else {
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// not concerning element -> remove from list
18 removeList .add( element );

}
20 }

filteredList . removeAll ( removeList );
22 }

else {
24 return ;

}
26 }

Listing 6.9: Sirius service Java code excerpt - filter

The running example is continued in listing 6.10. After remaining filter methods,
the requirements methods are applied. The defined pattern example contains
only one requirement to be fulfilled. As defined in the templates, a connection to
the cloud through a FieldGateway is required. Thus, starting at line 6, the filtered
list of WellbeingIoTDevices of type Tracker is checked to see if such a connec-
tion exists for each Tracker. From line 9, trackers without such a connection are
marked as flawed, while in line 17, elements with such a connection are excluded
from the filtered list. This step is necessary in case of further requirement meth-
ods.

public void requirementCheck1 () {
2 List < WellbeingIoTDevice > removeList = new ArrayList <>();

// uses current flawed list
4 // updates list if there are elements to protect

if( flawedList != null && (! flawedList . isEmpty ())){
6 for ( WellbeingIoTDevice element : flawedList ) {

boolean check = false;
8 for ( Gateway gateway : element . getGateway ()) {

if( gateway . getGatewayType ()!= GatewayType . FIELDGATEWAY )
{ // does NOT MATCH

10 gateway . setFlaw (true);// required to colorize
connected impacted elements in last step

check = true;
12 }

}
14 if(check) {

element . setFlaw (true);
16 }

else {// match pattern -> not flawed -> remove from list
18 removeList .add( element );

}
20 }

flawedList . removeAll ( removeList );
22 }

else {
24 return ;

}

Listing 6.10: Sirius service Java code excerpt - requirement
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6.1.5. Pattern Identification

The last step represents the final identification of vulnerable or hazardous design
flaws in IoT models. The created pattern services are used to analyze the design
automatically. The results of the pattern recognition process depend on the kind
of defined pattern. In case of identification of an anti-pattern all elements and
relations, which match the definition, are highlighted as they aim to reveal a neg-
ative design decision. However, if a pattern identification is conducted to recog-
nize flaws, only the elements that are not matching the definition are highlighted,
as the definition represents desirable design. Every IoT model that complies with
the developed IoT(-WD) meta model can use the content of the pattern database
to detect flaws.

For this purpose, the ArchiAna tool is extended with Sirius-based functions. It
has access to the pattern database, and can thus, call the services and analyze the
depicted models. Figure 6.3 shows the modeled AAL example. The exemplary
pattern is tested on this model. A Fitness_Tracker is identified that met the fil-
ter condition and is tested for the pattern requirements. Since the AAL_Hub is an
IoT smart hub without encryption capabilities and is only used for data collection
and aggregation, the security pattern is violated since no field gateway between
the Fitness_Tracker and an Azure_Server is modeled. Thus, the affected ele-
ments and relationships are colored red and marked as flawed. In addition, the
pattern details are output for explanation. This example shows that pattern or
anti-pattern violations can be hidden and would not be noticed by visual inspec-
tion. Especially such problems would not be detected by a manual examination.
In the next chapter, the discovered flaw can be further investigated, assessed and
mitigated.

Figure 6.3.: Identified flaw in AAL running example
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6.2. Pre-Defined Pattern and Pattern Database

As described, the goal of the PRF is to preserve knowledge even when experts
are not currently available. Therefore, the designed patterns and anti-patterns
are persisted in a pattern database. They are stored in their Xtext form. As soon
as they are called, Xtend is triggered to create generated Java code and starts the
pattern services.

In the following some pre-defined pattern and anti-pattern examples are shown.
For this, the safety hazard or security threat is mentioned and its according archi-
tectural mitigation is shown which is basis for a pattern or anti-pattern definition.
Complete pattern examples can be found in chapter 8.

Safety Challenges

Hazard: Medical devices with a direct influence on the wellbeing of humans have
a zero tolerance to failures.
Architectural Mitigation: There must be a design diversity in the system, which is
guaranteed by a different backup device. In addition, zero tolerance devices can
only be connected to the Internet via gateways to reduce the amount of possible
dangerous impacts.

Hazard: Devices with responsibilities for drug doses work incorrectly after changed
configuration.
Architectural Mitigation: Infusion systems that can be changed subsequently must
also contain a control service, including alarm actions, in parallel with the change
service.

Hazard: Products to which people may be allergic can cause permanent damage.
Architectural Mitigation: Implanted devices must contain information on side-
effects in their description, risk class and hardware information. In addition, the
associated user must be connected to check compatibility.

Hazard: Measured values are subject to fluctuations caused by different environ-
mental conditions.
Architectural Mitigation: The system must not perform measurements without de-
vice location identification.

Hazard: Improper handling of data units and metrics.
Architectural Mitigation: For each data record a compatible data unit and metric
must be modeled.
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Security Challenges

Threat: Bluetooth-enabled device is manipulated and prevents the correct execu-
tion of services.
Architectural Mitigation: Devices with a high SIL must only allow Bluetooth 4.0
or newer, as this does not allow an unlimited number of authentication challenge
requests or short PINs.

Threat: Eavesdropping by communication from external to internal devices.
Architectural Mitigation: High distance communication must be implemented with
LowRaWan as communication protocol to ensure secure coupling.

Threat: Physical attacks conducted through malicious node injection.
Architectural Mitigation: Each critical node must be registered in the identity store
and connected as a peered device to its respective gateway. Additional installa-
tion of Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC) to prevent data breach.

Threat: Unauthorized access to a resource.
Architectural Mitigation: Access services must have a connection assigned to a
user who has appropriate roles and rights.

Threat: Critical services can be triggered by remote control.
Architectural Mitigation: Services on resources with high risk and low trust level
must not be remotely controllable. Services may only be exercised from a specific
location or network segment of the resource.
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6.3. Related Work

The presented flaw identification process differs from related approaches as fol-
lows:

Especially in safety- and security-critical areas, there are many approaches for
detecting weak points. The SESAMO project, (Security and Safety Modelling),
focuses on safety and security requirements, aiming "to develop a component-
oriented design methodology based upon model-driven technology, jointly ad-
dressing safety and security aspects and their interrelation for networked em-
bedded systems in multiple domains" [Ses15]. This project aims in identifying
safety and security hazards in order to calculate a trade-off between contradict-
ing safety and security issues. Even though embedded systems and IoT systems
are related, this approach is very different from the approach of this dissertation,
since no design patterns are used. Accordingly, only related approaches that fo-
cus on patterns are considered. These can be divided in software patterns and
design patterns.

Software and Code Patterns

One example of software patterns is the SonarQube platform. This offers various
modules for analyzing source code. Static analyses as well as technical quality
aspects of source code can be checked. For this purpose a kind of code pattern
is used. Redundant code, complexity, potential errors and guideline violations
can be determined or checked. In addition to highlighting problems, metrics
can be used to evaluate and identify the source of the problems. However, this
approach is not safety or security specialized and only includes code-level root
causes. [Son]

Very specific software patterns, so-called code bad smells, were first identified
by [Fow18]. These are to be used to refactor code. Since then, more and more
software patterns have been detected. [ZHN11] have analyzed 319 papers that
have presented such patterns. These range from simple coding problems to com-
plicated structural problems whose origins can be difficult to identify. These in-
clude too large classes, use of lazy classes, incorrect switch statements, middle
man concepts, or inappropriate intimacies. Safety and security relevant aspects
were also explored in this context. However, these patterns are all defined in an
unstructured way and no approach to a pattern development scheme is estab-
lished. Thus, the quality of new patterns is strongly dependent on the use case
and the creator. [ZHN11]

Since software patterns refer only to code artifacts, they do not include areas such
as hardware components. In addition, they are often only used in fully deployed
systems, and therefore, do not cover the design phase and early flaw detection.
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Design Patterns

Design patterns can be implemented in different ways, but mostly they are still
focusing on software details, even if they are defined or used in the design phase.
[SA14] present an IoT specific approach that introduces a dedicated pattern recog-
nition layer into its reference model. With this, they enable that the pattern recog-
nition is used in the lower levels of the reference architecture in order to lower
the demand in higher levels. The pattern layer is connected with a semantic layer
and a security layer. A separate pattern manager in the middleware provides a
schema for the creation of patterns that can access information from the other lay-
ers. However, in this approach, only the pattern definition is performed at design
time. The pattern query is done at run time and asks, e.g. for live data or big data
to classify it. [SA14]
A similar approach by [Zan+14] focuses on data-intensive systems and provides
a scheme for pattern detection. Among other things, the schema is linked to the
domain model in order to incorporate design aspects. However, again the focus
is on software and data design. Therefore, patterns are created with the help of
domain models, however, are used at a later stage and not during design phase.
In addition, information security is covered, but safety aspects are not included,
which makes it inappropriate for critical systems.

In addition to the approaches that have developed a pattern schema for the cre-
ation, there are some approaches that offer specific design patterns, among oth-
ers in the IoT or safety/security area, but do not present a structured schema for
further pattern definition. These include the IoT design patterns from [Com14].
They want to offer use-case appropriate end-to-end solutions with their design
patterns. They suggest how applications should be connected to things via net-
works, virtualization should be designed or middleware platforms in general
should perform. They also try to describe the design patterns on system level,
and thus, to design high level design patterns. Patterns for security, but also for
information model aspects are presented. These are used to design an IoT system
in the absence of a reference architecture. [Com14]
Another approach develops security patterns specifically for cloud vulnerabili-
ties to preserve system and data security. These specific patterns are first divided
into high level patterns that can be introduced at different abstraction levels and
development stages. In addition, software best practices and design advices are
also defined. The patterns are divided into areas such as secure architecture, se-
cure development and identification/authentication. Each pattern is divided into
its problem, context and solution. Again, no generic schema for further patterns
is presented and no automated query of the patterns is proposed. [Rat+19]
Schumacher et. al ([Sch+13]) have published an entire summary on the evolution
and use of security patterns. Therefore, the domain specific pattern type of se-
curity patterns and their characteristics are presented. They introduce a pattern
landscape and the use of certain patterns in areas such as identification, access
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control and firewall control. Patterns for different development phases are shown
and their application is demonstrated. Although a pattern structure is presented
for comparison, no structured development approach for new patterns is shown.
In addition, no safety relevant patterns are included.
A case study on the application of security design patterns in IoT systems is pre-
sented by [LL17]. For this purpose, an IoT system is defined and patterns such as
secure adapter, secure directory and secure logger are used to prove the security
improvement through patterns. However, no further patterns are defined. Even
though they are patterns on the design level, not all areas of an IoT system archi-
tecture are covered.
These approaches usually do not include, or combine, hardware problems or only
indirectly, and therefore, do not cover the entire system architecture. In addition,
they also do not provide automated query options of their defined patterns.

Design patterns for safety-critical embedded systems are presented by [Arm10].
Again, the focus is on fixed patterns and a catalog for tools is provided, including
a pattern decision support. Depending on the available resources and the pat-
tern requirements, this decision is made. The aim is to cover known problems
in critical areas, such as handling of random and systematic faults. As an ex-
ceptional approach, non-functional requirements are covered by implications of
non-functional properties in the pattern concept. After the decision support, this
approach offers an additional evaluation of impacts of the pattern. The patterns
are created using a template that roughly covers the same areas as the template
of this work. However, this template is only used as a textual template and is not
used for further creation of pattern services and automated flaw detection.

Another related approach originates from [Mem+14]. The SECTISSIMO frame-
work is developed for security modeling and configuration of target platforms. A
security vocabulary and patterns are used for this purpose. This approach is also
used in the healthcare sector and incorporates corresponding requirements. A
functional model, security model and a run time platform are defined. The used
meta model differs significantly from the meta model of this dissertation. Their
meta model is focused on activities, processes and their roles, and not on the con-
tents of IoT models. For the pattern refinement process, a workflow is developed
to refine defined patterns and adapt them more closely to the target platform. A
defined pattern catalog is proposed but no schema for pattern development is in-
cluded. In addition, this approach also includes code generation, but in contrast
to this dissertation, model code is generated for the defined target model and not
performable pattern code to identify flaws.

After the literature review of related approaches, no approach could be identified
that focuses purely on the design phase, including all architectural aspects next
to software details. In addition, the related approaches do not focus on safety
and security in combination and neither provide a general framework to define
further patterns or anti-patterns.
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7
Flaw Assessment

This chapter covers the final steps of the presented optimization process intro-
duced in chapter 5. Accordingly, the following subsections focus on the assess-
ment of flaws. Hereby, the previously identified flaws that could be determined
through the application of the PRF (chapter 6) are considered.

The main goal of this process step is covering Objectives 3 and 4. Accordingly, a
structured methodology is pursued to transfer existing architecture approaches
into IoT safety and security management in order to subsequently form an assess-
ment workflow. This allows impacts or severity to be determined and counter-
measures to be evaluated and proposed to prevent or mitigate serious problems
in the design.

This chapter is structured as follows: It is initiated by the methodology of trans-
ferable architecture analyses and the subsequent identification and categoriza-
tion of potentially suitable approaches. Afterwards, a DSL enables the generic
description of these. Based on this, the IoT architecture assessment specifications
describe requirements of IoT analyses adaptation, present a formalization of IoT
architecture analyses and conclude with chosen approaches which are used as a
basis for the IoT analyses approaches afterwards. The adapted analyses are ar-
ranged in a sequential cycle. The approaches’ detailed steps are presented with
examples including the provided ArchiAna parts. The chapter finishes with re-
lated work.
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7.1. Transferable Architecture Analyses

The use of architecture analyses, or more generally analyses applied in the design
phase, is not a new development. Almost every area applies approaches for the
early phases of development sooner or later. In most cases, these approaches are
very similar, follow the same aspects or use very similar techniques. Accordingly,
this dissertation uses the experience of already existing approaches. It can be ben-
efited from the fact that these analyses have already been successfully tested and
evaluated. Since IoT is not a completely new development, but is the union of
many different developments and fields, the related experiences can be trans-
ferred. However, it has to be noted that the transfer of analyses, their steps, char-
acteristics and goals can only be applied in a limited way. Only parts of the basic
frameworks and the target intentions can be transferred. The degree of transfer-
ability depends strongly on the particular analysis. In order to make an analysis
adaptable and applicable in IoT, certain conditions must be met (compare section
7.2.1). For example, the new respectively adapted analyses must contain compo-
nents that are able to capture the sensor-based architecture of IoT systems and to
consider the data from these sensors and include them in the assessments. In ad-
dition, IoT architectures are likely to be open and more dynamic as architectures
in other application fields. An important point for the changes and to enable the
application in IoT is the connection of the analysis approaches with the presented
IoT(-WD) meta model (compare chapters 3 and 4).

To achieve the main goal of this chapter - identifying suitable architecture analy-
ses which can be adapted to the specific requirements of IoT - all available analy-
ses have to be identified first. In order to limit the selection in a meaningful way,
only analyses performed at the architectural level are considered, since the IoT
flaw assessment should be performed in the design phase.

The potential of architecture analyses was recognized by many researchers be-
fore. However, the major part of architectural approaches is located in other ap-
plication fields than IoT which leads to the described issues of chapter 1. One of
the most strongly represented areas in this field of research is the already men-
tioned EAM. Since architecture analyses are successfully used in EAM, the anal-
yses are applied in other research fields as well, e.g. generic cyber security ap-
proaches [ES09]. [Zim+15] represents one of the approaches which combine EAM
principles with IoT. They describe the similarities of both concepts and methods.
However, they are not including analysis approaches. Since the similarities have
already been examined in this thesis as well (chapter 2) and EAM is one of the
most successful application field of architectural analyses, this thesis goes one
step further and restricts the identification of architecture analyses to approaches
from the EAM area. Details about analyses in the EAM are given in chapter 2 and
are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
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To provide a structured overview and subsequent selection, all EAM analyses
performed at the architecture level are identified and afterwards categorized.
Many of these published analysis approaches have the same type, name or goal.
However, the techniques and individual steps and sometimes even the specific
goal can differ significantly. Thus, a methodology is needed that allows the
respective analyses with broadly the same goal and steps to be described in a
generic way to summarize and cover the most important aspects per analysis.
Therefore, on the basis of the created categorization a DSL is designed to create a
generic analysis language which can be used for analyses description. This way,
analyses approaches which are located in the same categories can be summarized
and described generically. The categorization and DSL are crucial for the selec-
tion of analyses to be transferred into an IoT assessment cycle as they are used
to select the characteristics and available techniques. This allows a subsequent
matching between analyses already available in EAM and analyses required in
IoT.

As mentioned in chapter 1 the content of subsections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 were already
published. Therefore, text passages are based on [RLB16] and [RBL16]. The con-
tent belongs mainly to the author of this thesis, as it is based on her previous
work.

7.1.1. Identification of EA Analyses

As basis for the following identification a detailed literature research was con-
ducted [Rau13; Rau15].

Analyses are chosen exclusively, which purely analyze EA and are not transferred
from other topics. Hereof a pure EA analysis has the focus on collecting data
and discovering the current state of an enterprise architecture in a quantitative
or functional way to create a summary, alter the state or control different aspects.
The goal of this selection is to create an overview of current EAM analyses and
to receive approaches utilizable for a categorization. 105 EAM analyses are iden-
tified which are roughly grouped into 40 EA analysis types in previous work
[Rau13]. An overview of these types and associated approaches and references
can be found in appendix A or figure 7.1. Blue colored types have a high level
of detail, whereas orange types missing some information and red colored ones
are only a rough analysis idea. An analysis type describes analyses, which have
the same rough scope and are built independently from the realization method.
The goals of the contained analyses can differ significantly. Examples of types are
Quality Analysis (e.g. [När+08]), Requirements Analysis (e.g. [Aie+09]) and Analysis
of Costs (e.g.[Nie06]). The different types of analyses, which have been discovered
in the literature research, can be treated as a first categorization. However, this
categorization only makes raw statements about the rough purpose of the con-
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Figure 7.1.: Overview EA analysis types

tained analyses. Although analyses of the same analysis type have the same field
of interest, their individual goals and implementations can differ. Thus, the clas-
sification in those types is not detailed enough to derive characteristics. Quality
analyses, for example, can be conducted in various ways and can target different
goals. For instance, this can be the quality of a whole system or maturity quality
of a single artifact.

The huge amount of different approaches clarifies importance of EA analyses and
coherence of a successful architecture. However, applying existing analyses on
established models is expensive, since the corresponding meta models typically
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require some adaptations [LSB14]. This makes reuse of existing solutions and
research findings hard. Thus, an enterprise architect is appointed as expert. To
cover the needs of an architect, the analyses pursue different goals and utilize
different techniques. Therefore, in the following the different EA analysis ap-
proaches are examined and categorized according to their characteristics and re-
quirements to get an understanding about each analysis. Characteristics of an EA
analysis are defined as all necessary steps and components of an analysis to ac-
complish its goal. The characteristics are a main part of the categorization because
they are guaranteeing the accuracy of the conducted analysis and the achieve-
ment of the goal. Figure 7.2 gives an overview of the categorization methodology
which is used in section 7.1.2. The resulting categories are presented in the fol-
lowing section.

Figure 7.2.: Categorization methodology

7.1.2. Categorization of Analysis Approaches

The identified analyses could all be suitable for investigating safety and secu-
rity aspects in IoT systems. Accordingly, all identified analyses will be included
in the following further investigation. The goal is to identify truly suitable and
adaptable analyses through investigation and better understanding.

However, only papers with a high elaboration level are used. Because of miss-
ing details it is not possible to analyze rough approaches and to identify their
construct and characteristics. For elaborated analyses with less detailed parts,
assumptions are necessary. In the case that an EA analysis approach is realized
using another non-EA related analysis approach, this non-EA analysis is included
too. This proceeding ensures the construction of a data basis with categorizable
analyses according to the general construct of intake, processing and outcome.

A target of the categorization is to create a possibility to conduct analyses orga-
nized and controlled. Additionally, the categorization enables the creation of new
analyses and the selection of the best suited analysis depending on the goal and
requested technique to reach the final main goal: Enable the selection of suitable
analyses for adaptation to create IoT architecture analyses. Therefore, the single
analysis approaches are studied regarding their requirements for execution and
their provided results.
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Preliminary work for the categorization includes the definition of a general un-
derstanding of an analysis to determine a general purpose construct. Three main
constructs of an EA analysis could be identified, which can be used as founda-
tion for the categorization and determination of characteristics. These are data
intake, processing and outcome. Other parts vary per analysis. Based on these
parts the meaning and boundaries of a category are determined: Analyses can be
merged to a category if they coincide at least in one of the three parts. As optimal
condition all parts are equal, but this is usually not given. Therefore, different
analyses are classified to the same category if they have at least the same target or
same processing technique. Based on the experiences made while identifying the
construct of the EA analysis it is possible to refine the categorization approach.

Considering existing kinds of categorization (e.g. [Lan05; BMS09]) this approach
is conducted with two main fields of categories: functional and technical. This
decision brought the most advantages in comparison with other approaches be-
cause of the division in “How” (technical aspects) and “Why” (functional pur-
pose). The additional distinction in architecture levels is not included because a
plain allocation wouldn’t be possible. Most analysis can be conducted in many
levels or can only be performed by involving several levels. Through the new
and detailed knowledge from the first evaluation of EA analysis constructs, char-
acteristics are introduced to ensure accuracy. Analysis’ properties and steps are
used as characteristics in order to retrieve detailed information about the category
of each analysis approach. A two-dimensional classification is chosen and not a
more detailed fragmentation, because of the high amount of differences within
the approaches. Every analysis has special characteristics when sharing the same
technique. Therefore, it is not possible to identify categories or classifications on
a lower level of abstraction. However, a high abstraction level involves the dan-
ger of missing necessary details. To involve all aspects of every analysis in its
functional and technical view is observed.

After this step the final categorization of the analyses is received based on the
main idea of distinction between functional and technical. The business func-
tions of every analysis are determined based on the concepts purpose dependent di-
vision - Fundamental, Main and Decision-oriented - and activity dependent division
- System thinking, Modeling, Measuring, Satisfying, Comparing with require-
ments and Comparing alternatives [WC12]. These concepts are used to analyze
the identified analysis approaches according to their goals and activities. Thereby
the functional categories have been determined by using a prepared template of
aspects. This template consists of the analysis activities, the intermediate objec-
tives and the main goal. After analyzing all approaches 10 categories are identi-
fied from classifying the various analyses goals. Attention should be paid to the
fact of multiple classifications. For example, a security analysis is able to analyze
dependencies and requirements, and therefore, can be assigned to both functional
categories.
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After the functional classification is completed, technical categories are conducted.
This procedure is more detailed and complex because of the large variety of exist-
ing methods in EA analysis. Only analyses with the same method and same steps
of goal attainment can form a technical category. This constraint is necessary to
enable discovery of shared characteristics. The already mentioned template is
altered for creating technical categories. The new focus lies on the constructs,
methods, techniques (including single steps) and artifacts. First, rough technical
categories have been determined based on the dimensions quantitative, analytic,
simulation and functional [Lan05]. After this preliminary stage detailed categories
are created. Each identified analysis approach passed through this procedure. In
contrast to functional categories every analysis is assigned to one specific techni-
cal category. As final result 17 technical categories are set.

As only properties and steps can show the components responsible for classifi-
cation, characteristics to ensure accuracy are introduced. A characteristic as re-
quirement is defined, since an analysis can only be conducted target-aimed with
all indispensable artifacts. Requirements support the achievement of goals and
are used to identify hidden characteristics [Van01]. Whereas properties can dif-
fer significantly, on some spots the most elaborated have to be chosen or create a
higher abstraction level. There are two types of characteristics: category specific
ones and general characteristics. The second type includes a meta model and
scenarios, determined at the beginning of an analysis. Another universal charac-
teristic is the main goal. These three characteristics have to be conducted for all
analyses. Together they provide a high level of abstraction. For the specific char-
acteristics five different kinds are distinguished. The conducted kinds of charac-
teristics are important for the identification of properties from technical analyses.
Whereas functional categories have rough properties, technical categories have
similar structure. Identified characteristics are: Input, Conditions, Construct, Mea-
surement, and Output. The basis of an analysis is always represented in terms of
Input data. In every case an architecture or scenario, in form of a model, is needed
to conduct the following steps and final measurements. Before the main part of
an analysis can be performed, sometimes Conditions are needed. For example, the
possibility of succeeding must be given. Most of the Conditions are analysis inde-
pendent, and therefore, can be seen as generally valid. The main part and pro-
cedure of an analysis is the Construct, containing all details of the procedure. It’s
required to conduct all details successfully to be able to finish the analysis. Exam-
ples are detailed steps, mathematical algorithms, relationship types or weighting
of artifacts. To prove and measure the results and its calculation, every analysis
needs some kind of Measurement. This characteristic is responsible to witness the
achievement of goals. Mainly a Measurement is conducted using scales, KPIs and
metrics to control functional and non-functional goals [Dav89]. This characteris-
tic can vary dependent on the analysis and its goals. As last characteristic kind
the Output is identified. It includes the way of presentation and type of outcome
such as percentage, graphics or matrices. This category is crucial because analy-
ses within the same category should have the same Output. These characteristic
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kinds are used to analyze the approaches again to receive detailed information.
Through the new and detailed knowledge the analysis categories had to be rear-
ranged on necessary points. New identified characteristics have been verified on
correctness and necessity. After this step the final categorization of the analyses
is received. Every analysis has multiple and complex requirements. Therefore,
a table including all characteristics of a category is not feasible, because of the
amount of details. To provide an insight of this amount of different characteris-
tics short segments of categories and their requirements are presented.

Altogether 96 analysis approaches fulfilled the criteria and have been incorpo-
rated. Only nine of them couldn’t be classified. These ones are too specific and
individual for the mapping to a category. For each analysis exactly one tech-
nical category and at least one functional category is identified. To create an
overview of all possible combinations of categories three matrices are created.
Two matrices represent the combination of the analysis approaches and the cat-
egories. These can be found in appendix A (figure A.5 and A.6). The functional
matrix has more possible combinations, because analyses can achieve more tar-
gets simultaneously. However, the technical matrix has only one combination
per analysis. For example, [När+08] is assigned to the functional categories Sys-
tem Analyses, Attribute Analyses and Quality Analyses and to the technical one
Bayesian Networks. To provide an overview of the functional and technical com-
binations both matrices have been joint, which resulted in a shared matrix (figure
7.3). Therefore, an overview of the realization techniques of a functional category
and also the other way round for which analysis goals a technique is used, can
be seen. The numerical values in the table represent the amount of analyses in
current literature, which match both categories, the functional and the technical
one. However, the sum of the values is more then 96 because of the fact that some
analyses have multiple functional categories.

Figure 7.3.: Dependency matrix of the functional and technical categories
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Functional Classification

The following are the categories of the functional classification. They are listed
combined with an example of an assigned analysis approach. Additional a short
description of the characteristics is given. The complete assignment of all identi-
fied analyses to the categories can be found in [Rau15]. Here only a few charac-
teristics and exemplary identified requirements are given in detail.

System Analyses (e.g. [När+08]) check partial or holistic systems and encompass
the analysis types Quality Analysis and EID. Mostly time quality aspects and their
optimization are in the main focus. Analyses that are contained in this category
are often also part of other functional categories because of possible sub-goals.
Examples are an analysis of single quality attributes without considering other
parts of a system or an analysis determining a possible impact. Analyses in this
functional category have very different realization approaches, thus, various dif-
ferent techniques are utilized. Possible techniques are Probabilistic Relational
Model (PRM) or EID.

For instance, specific attributes and their values are analyzed by Attribute Anal-
yses (e.g. [RAB11]). Ten analysis types are joint in this category. The observation
and management of attributes is the focus of such approaches. For instance, the
different states of attributes with changing input can be analyzed or the avail-
ability of attributes can be observed. This category contains many approaches,
because of the high demand of attributes in EAM. Following, there exist numer-
ous different fields of applications as well as different realization techniques. But
the focus lies always on attributes. Through the various fields of application,
most of contained analyses are a part of another functional category.

Analyses which prove the relations between the elements are classified as De-
pendencies Analyses (e.g. [Saa10b]). The main goal of these approaches is the
identification of dependencies in EAs and relations of single components to re-
ceive an understanding of the whole architecture. Therewith critical relations are
identified and observed. Additionally, a risk analysis addresses financial aspects
beside the relations. The methods range from comparison of scenarios to a weak
point analysis of the relations.

Quality Analyses have the main focus on various quality questions regarding
attributes, systems, architectures and other components, and target various sub-
jective and measurable goals (e.g. [När+08]). Altogether 13 different analysis
approaches target quality issues. This category is based on ISO 9126 standard of
software quality metrics and analyzes maintainability, maturity, usability, accu-
racy, security, efficiency and interoperability. Based on the high variety of con-
tained analyses types, also the possible techniques differ. For instance, PRM and
EID can be used to analyze service quality. In most cases this category tries to
observe subjective quality through comparisons of alternatives or metrics.
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Another category represents the analysis of architecture design (Design Anal-
yses), examples are [AGW11; KMP11]. Through receiving an overview of the
architecture construct all design variants can be identified. Beside the analysis of
holistic or partial design, business entities, procedures and components can be
analyzed and used to optimize the architecture. An example for the concentra-
tion on a single part is the analysis of interfaces. Without this analysis a holistic
overview of the architecture would not be possible. Therefore, it is indispensable
for EAM. Analysis in this category utilize specific techniques with rare reuse like
social network analysis.

All approaches which control impacts in architectures and actions are joint in Ef-
fect Analyses (e.g. [Boe+05a]). This includes Gap Analysis and Sensitivity Analysis.
In contrast to dependencies analyses these approaches observe the direct impact
and effects of changes in architecture elements. To conduct the effect the change
of an artifact is simulated in the model. These artifacts can be data, attributes and
quality features. The simulation is done identifying different perspectives and
comparisons or using the method of extended influence diagrams.

Requirements Analyses identify the requirements to achieve states or goals (e.g.
[Aie+09]). Therefore, the specific conditions have to be determined. Results are
either specified values or features and specific business entities, like operations.
The main goal of this category is to identify all requirements of an enterprise ar-
chitecture. Examples are Security Analysis and Survival Analysis. If requirements
are not analyzed, processes can not be aligned optimal and goals are not achiev-
able. It’s possible to additionally analyze a lifecycle and its changing require-
ments.

To identify costs and benefits Financial Analyses are used (e.g. [Nie06]). On top
financial weak points and possible impacts can be discovered. These analyses
present a measurement with mathematical calculations. Therefore, key figures
and metrics determine the outcome. However, receiving affected entities is a
side-effect of the result. Consequently financial analyses observe too high costs
or uncertainty and hence, are an indicator of necessary architecture and proce-
dure changes. While costs and benefits are only calculated in this analyses, weak
points and risks can be identified for example with dependencies analyses. Fi-
nancial analyses evaluate the economical success through assessing the costs and
benefits architecture and trigger actions to improve them.

However, Data Analyses cover all kinds of data (e.g. [När+09]). The focus lies on
quality and accuracy, because data is a critical factor in enterprises. This category
has only one technical category, EID. Thereby the data values are analyzed for
evaluation purposes. Data Analyses target mainly the data quality because the
accuracy of data is fundamental for all EA operations.
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Finally the category Business Object Analyses is identified and approaches like
[Del+11] are included. Business objects of every kind, e.g. operations, artifacts
and entities, which are part of the architecture are addressed here. This category
analyzes single business artifacts and whole operations. Example for measure-
ment procedures are the evaluation of time and therewith an optimal operation
or the creation of views. Next to Business Process Support Analysis and Business
Entity Analysis also Social Network Analysis belong to this category.

Technical Classification

In the following the 17 technical categories are described. Introduced character-
istic kinds with their properties and goals are used. For the description the most
important and marked characteristics must be chosen. Again only special cho-
sen characteristics are presented and not all necessary steps for the execution are
conducted. Since nearly all technical categories require an architecture model,
scenarios and goals as Input, it is not always mentioned below. An overview
of classified approaches with according categories can be found in appendix A
including references.

The first technical category represents analyses conducted with Bayesian Net-
works (e.g. [När+08]). Analyses of this category utilize this technique to analyze
the quality of systems and architectures. It is reused in other analyses as part
of their procedures, e.g. PRM analyses. Requirements of the Input are a meta
model with entities, attributes and references, different architectural layers and
at least two scenarios. These requirements are the most common Input prerequi-
sites. The Condition are defined attribute states and connection types. They must
have discrete areas and are either a causal relation or a definitional relation. In
the Construct, firstly a model with Bayesian Networks is built, including all nodes
and connections of the architecture. A node represents a variable with conditional
probability distribution. Therefore, in the next step probabilities of attributes and
the whole model can be calculated while creating matrices with discrete ranges,
connections and weighted attributes. In conclusion this category has probability
values as Output and can answer questions about the probability of an attribute’s
status.

Business Entities is a method to receive artifacts on the one hand and to analyze
quality on the other hand (e.g. [Del+11]). Here it can be distinguished between
analyzing single entities, combined entities or their quality. As Input and Con-
dition BMM and UMD diagrams with all relations and processes, the goal type,
strategies and quality features have to be determined. The first step of the Con-
struct detects advantages, operations and elements of strategies. As a second step,
influencer and strategies are combined to observe the goals. Additionally, match-
ing operations and their entities are identified and assigned. The Measurement
quantifies the goal. Dependent on the chosen goal type, the strategy elements are
evaluated. For instance an observation of maturity can be conducted by weight-
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ing elements with a scale. Therewith the strategy with the highest efficiency is
identified. The Output contains valued strategies, quality values and identified
operations and entities.

PRM contains 14 analyses and is the most used technique (e.g. [Bus+11]). For in-
stance dependency and quality analyses can be conducted with PRM. Therefore,
artifacts and effects are the main focus. An EA model, scenarios, problems and
goals are the Input. Conditions require controllable attributes and determinable
goals and criteria for the later determination of metrics. As a pre-step of the
Construct connections are defined and uncertainties are formalized. Hereafter a
specific model is built and the PRM is used to calculate the conditional probabil-
ity of all scenarios and of the dependencies and attributes. PRM can be seen as
template of an architecture model. This model has a set of classes. Every class has
attributes, values and references. The connections can be one out of five states.
This model is conducted with every scenario of the input data. Therefore, it is
possible to calculate the probability of every scenario. Additional, the probability
of attributes is determined by using Bayesian Networks. The Output contains a
probability for attribute values, scenarios and uncertainty values.

Social Network analyses (e.g. [KMP11]) differ deeply from the other categories.
For their conduction questionnaires and all available documents, like bills and
connections are required. For the Input all available nodes (= entities), connec-
tions and needed data sources have to be defined. Entities are persons, groups
and companies which can have roles. Only if the methods are accepted, the anal-
ysis can be successful, because of the needed support of employees. As Construct
clusters are built and properties can be checked. Additional new entities and
connections are found. One method is combining the socio metric data analysis,
questionnaires and other data sources to identify new entities and connections
and to evaluate them afterwards. For the Measurement a matrix with entities and
factors is created for quantitative evaluation with factors or for identification of
weak points. An overview of the whole architecture model and its entities and
connections on a social basis is found in the Output.

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) can be used for analyzing attributes and qual-
ity aspects and is one of the most elaborated EA analysis technique (e.g. [RAB11]).
Therefore, the requirements for execution as well as the procedure of the identi-
fied approaches are described in detail. Typical requirements for execution are
a model, scenarios and uncertainties values. Conditions are expert knowledge,
which is used for weighting, as well as quality attributes and their level of suc-
cess. First in the Construct and Measurement the quality attributes with their cri-
teria, subcriteria and level of importance are determined. Then the quality at-
tributes are weighted through a pairwise comparison according to the architec-
tural layers by experts. All weightings of the importance level are summarized
in a vector and in the next step a prioritized vector of the layers is created. This
prioritized list of quality attributes is used for a specific definition of the scenar-
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ios. These scenarios are also compared pairwise to each other, which concludes
in a table with the priorities of the scenarios according to the quality attributes.
Finally the most suitable scenario is selected and the level of suitability and un-
certainty of the selection is calculated. The results are described in the Output as
prioritized lists of quality attributes and scenarios.

The method of Time Evaluation (e.g. [Lan05]) observes the quality of business
entities and operations through the calculation of time values. Analyses which
try to optimize the performance utilize this technical category. For example pro-
cesses and entities are checked for weak points. As additional information to the
common requirements, trigger and arrival times are required as Input. Rules are
necessary to cut the architecture in views and conclude with five perspectives for
single time measurements (Condition). In this category Construct and Measure-
ment are combined and require specific time values and calculation metrics. For
each view the specific time values are calculated. Examples are costumer view
and process view with processing time and response time. First, the workload
calculation is conducted with a top-down approach. Afterwards the calculation
are applied backwards with a bottom-up approach. Finally, all calculated times
are summed up to a total time (Output).

Trees are used to analyze and identify dependencies, coherences and quality fea-
tures. The Output of those analyses delivers the probability for the occurrence of
a failure or specific quality attribute. All necessary operations, procedures, sce-
narios and time values are included in the Input dependent on the goal type. In
the beginning of the Construct the goals, entities and relations are defined. After-
wards a fault tree is built using Bayesian Networks, containing all steps or events
required for the execution. Thereby all given scenarios have to be conducted. For
every component of this tree a conditional probability matrix is created to receive
the probability of failures or quality attributes [När+11a]. For the Measurement
the time values are summed up or probabilities are calculated.

The technique of KPI is used in most analyses with quantitative measurement.
Because of the high variety of contained analyses, a high level of abstraction is
developed. As Input a UML meta model with layers is required. The Condition
is very important for this kind of analysis. A goal has to be defined according
to the SMART criteria: It has to be specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and
time-bound. The Construct starts with the identification of all artifacts that have
to be analyzed and with the determination of the matching KPIs. In the Mea-
surement the artifacts are evaluated and the determined values are compared. It
is possible to measure single artifacts or to summarize them and evaluate the
whole system. Another method for measurement is the usage of matrices, where
two different dimensions have to be selected. For example, a matrix can present
the costs dependent to different organization units. The result in this analysis
category represents the goal achievement, unsatisfied quality constraints or the
financial situation [Nie06].
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Comparison is a simple but powerful method (e.g. [Boe+05a]). Next to whole
alternatives, also single scenarios, processes, attributes and dependencies can be
compared to each other. It is possible to compare different state in times, i.e. the
As-Is with the To-Be, but also different alternatives, i.e. potential future scenar-
ios. Requirements constraint the alternatives and support the achievement of the
desirable vision. Additional rules are used to create a consistent model with all
requirements and suitable to the end product. First, in the Construct viewpoints
are chosen and a model is created containing all components which should be
analyzed. This model can differ dependent on the analysis object. Afterwards
the models are compared with a previous state or another alternative. In addi-
tion, the single elements are changed and the impacts observed. On this way all
possible states can be observed and the best alternative to achieve the goals is
identified. The results of the Output show what is required to achieve the To-Be
state and the different impacts dependent on the input.

The technique Views is used to analyze aspects in detail or to create different
perspectives. It is a powerful tool for EAM, nevertheless only a few analyses use
this technique explicitly. However, several identified analyses utilize the concept
of views in their procedure (e.g. [SK11]). The necessary Input and Conditions are
chosen views, a distinct goal and determinable connections. Criteria and their
desirable perspective have to be specified in the Construct. Examples are time
measures like response time or processing time. After this, the views can be built
with all required components. A definite Measurement is not contained in this
category. However, views can be evaluated with criteria to observe whether the
view can achieve its goals, for example focus on the processing time.

A less popular methodology is the observation of Lifecycle (e.g. [Saa10b; Aie+09]).
These analyses ascertain requirements and dependencies through consideration
of different lifecycle phases. Therewith changes are identified and it is possible to
determine the state of an artifact at a specific point in time. For the conduction the
lifecycle phases (states) of the artifacts have to be given as attribute assignments
and time values in the Input. In the analysis Construct the lifecycle of the artifacts
in the respective architecture part is determined. Afterwards, to check the state
of an artifact at a specific point in time the life table method is used. Thus, the
change cycles are preserved and the validity of dependencies can be determined.
In the Measurement the probability for an artifact being in a specific state at a spe-
cific point in time is calculated. The Output is either this probability or the change
cycle.

Using Ontologies is an uncommon analysis technique in the domain of EAM (e.g.
[SKR13]). The contained analyses, Change Impact Analysis and Structural Analysis
analyze dependencies respectively the architectural construct. A special meta
model created with ontological rules is required as Input and Condition. The meta
model defines the entities (i.e. artifacts and dependency types) of the EA model
whereas the rules define the dependencies between the elements. The Construct
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analyzes the entities and dependencies in order to determine specific sets of them.
Afterwards dependencies, viewpoints and special factors are evaluated for the
outcome.

EID is the third most used technique to conduct EA analyses (e.g. [Joh+07b]).
Possible results can be statements about maintainability, security and availability.
Therefore, systems, attributes, quality aspects, impacts and data are analyzed.
The steps of the procedure are independent of the analysis type. The scenarios
and alternatives have to be conducted and a goal must be defined. As Condition
it has to be secured that the contained components can be built with EID. After-
wards all scenarios, goals and entities are represented as EID nodes and connec-
tions. For Measurement Bayesian Networks are used to calculate the probabilities
of the attributes. Thus, it is possible to analyze dependencies by inferring changes
and altered values.

For the identification of Weak Points and their costs the following requirements
can be determined (e.g. [Xie+08]). Input data are workflows and resources as
well as their availability requirements. In the Construct a matrix of the workflows
and resources is created, which is used for the availability calculation. Whenever
the availability is higher as the availability requirement, the condition is fulfilled.
If this is not the case, an enhancement parameter helps to calculated the current
level of availability. Afterwards the expected availability for every workflow is
calculated. In addition, it is possible to weight resources and receive alterna-
tives with higher availability. The Output is the assignment of availabilities to
resources.

Another identified technique is the usage of a Matrices (e.g. [Szy09]). Applica-
tion fields are for instance Coverage Analysis or Maturity Analysis. Matrices can be
used in various ways, mostly for the presentation of results. The Input is a com-
mon architecture model with classes, types and relations. Additional, the goal
and application area is required. In order to built and evaluate the matrix, the
dimensions and the kind of measurement have to determined. Additionally, the
elements have to be aligned within the matrices. Dependent on the measurement
method a quantitative evaluation or a scale for discrete areas is conducted. The
results can vary from quantitative outcomes to weak points, redundant artifacts
and functional dependencies.

Analyses joint in the category Design are able to observe architecture design in
a specific way ([AGW11]). The analysis identifies strengths and weaknesses of
the architecture. As Condition the considered factors and expert knowledge is re-
quired. In the main Construct items and data are determined, factors are checked
with questionnaires and a cluster analysis is conducted. Similarities and clusters
are identified through this way. As Measurement a matrix of items and factors is
built and evaluated. In the Output the results of the matrix evaluation represent
the potential of a cluster.
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The last technical category contains a Structural procedure ([Buc+09b]). This
analysis tries to observe design through displaying obstacles of different architec-
ture versions. Therefore, a documentation of the EA is required as Condition and
the main part of the analysis consists of an observation of changes. The Output
type is unique and represents potential obstacles caused by different versions.

Domain Specific Language for Classification

The characteristics of the identified 10 functional and 17 technical categories are
formalized using a DSL. Through the DSL a generic analysis language is de-
signed to provide a common description for EA analyses for an easy access to
their goals and execution requirements. Such a language allows to make the re-
quirements of an analysis visible in a structured way. Therewith the integrity and
correctness of the requirements can be elaborated, i.e. if they are sufficient to de-
scribe the analyses in an adequate way. The development of this DSL represent
the last step of investigating analysis approaches leading to the final goal: Struc-
tured and proved identification of architectural analyses suitable for adaptation
to develop IoT analysis options.

For the language development Xtext [Xteb] is used again. The DSL is developed
according to the meta model development process for abstract syntax develop-
ment from [BCW17]. This incremental and iterative process consists of three
phases: The Modeling Domain Analysis phase, elaborating the purpose and con-
tent, the Modeling Language Design phase, defining the meta model, and the
Modeling Language Validation phase, verifying the correctness and integrity. For
the last step representative EA analyses are selected for each category and formal-
ized them using the modeling language. Difficulties and mistakes during mod-
eling trigger a new iteration of the development process. The specific syntax is
developed simultaneously with the abstract syntax due to the nature of Xtext.

The developed DSL is structured in general and in categorization specific parts.
Listing 7.1 shows the main rule for the analysis language and the realization of the
dimensions. General requirements that occur in all categories are summarized at
beginning in the main rule including the name of the analysis, the required meta
model and potential scenarios to evaluate.

MetaLanguage : ’Analysis Language ’
2 // Domain Definition : General Requirements

’{’
4 ’PerformingAnalysis ’ analysis = STRING

’Metamodel ’ model += UMLModel (’{’
6 ’Scenarios :’ scenarioName += NameIdentifier ( scenarioModel +=

UMLModel )*
(";" scenarioName += NameIdentifier ( scenarioModel +=

UMLModel )*)*
8 ’}’)?

’Goal ’ goal= STRING
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10 ’Goal Type ’’:’ goalType += GoalType (’&’ goalType += GoalType )*
’}’

12 // Choice of Dimensions
(’ Category functional Dimension ’ ’:’ functional += Functional )

?
14 (’ Category technical Dimension ’ ’:’ technical += Technical )?

;
16 //---------- Functional Categories

---------------------------------------//
Functional :

18 // Overview and Choice of func. Categories
SystemAnalysis | AttributeAnalysis | ... |

BusinessObjectAnalysis
20 ;

//---------- Technical Categories
---------------------------------------//

22 Technical :
BayesianNetworks | BusinessEntities | ... | Structural

24 ;
// Choice of a possible technique matching to the chosen func.

Categ.
26 SystemAnalysis :

’SystemAnalysis ’ (’:’)?
28 (’Technique ’ analysisTechnique += SystemAnalysisTechnique )?

;
30 SystemAnalysisTechnique :

EID | PRM | BayesianNetworks
32 ;

Listing 7.1: DSL for EA analyses - main rule

For description of the meta model and the scenarios a language construct is devel-
oped that allows to specify them similar to a UML model. The goal of an analysis
is modeled using a string and its type is defined with an enumeration. Possible
goal types are: percentage, matrix, probability, dependency, object, effect, sce-
nario, number or boolean. The choice of the analysis dimensions is realized con-
sidering the later usage behavior. First, the user can choose either the functional
dimension or the technical one. The rule system of the DSL restricts the second di-
mension to those that are feasible. For example the functional dimension System
Analysis has realizations with the technical dimensions EID, PRM and Bayesian
Networks. The rule SystemAnalysisTechnique ensures the integrity of the selec-
tion according to the matrix (figure 7.3). If the achievement of a planned goal
is most important, the functional dimension is decided first. Thereby decisions
about the function and purpose of the analysis have to be made, as in this case
the analysis technique is not in the main focus of the user. As second option the
user decides first about the utilized technique. This option is used in case only a
specific method or technique should be used, e.g. because of a tool restriction or
availability issues. After choosing the technical category, it is possible to discover
which goals can be achieved with it, i.e. decide about the functional category.

For each technical category a structure is implemented that satisfies the require-
ments specified before. The structure comprises statements for defining the Input,
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the Conditions and Construct, the Measurement and the Output. Listing 7.2 shows
an excerpt of this part of the DSL. Inside the five blocks the specific characteris-
tics of the analysis are defined. In the example the Input block of a BBN analysis
is shown. The rest of the content blocks are hidden for easier understanding.
According to the complexity of the conducted analysis, two blocks can be sum-
marized into one combined block or a block can also be omitted.

BayesianNetworks : ’Bayesian Networks ’
2 (’Function ’ analysisFunction += BayesianNetworksAnalysisFunction

)?
’INPUT ’ ’{’

4 // Used Layer
’Layers :’( layer += ArchitectureLayer (’,’)?)*

6 // Allocation of architecture
’Metamodel ’ metamodel =[ Model| STRING ] ’{’

8 ’Scenario ’ scenarioAlloc1 =[ NameIdentifier | STRING ]
’}’

10 ’}’
’CONDITIONS ’ ’{’ ... ’}’

12 ’CONSTRUCT ’ ’{’ ... ’}’
’MEASUREMENT ’ ’{’ ... ’}’

14 ’OUTPUT ’ ’{’ ... ’}’
;

16
enum BayesianNetworkRelationType :

18 Causal = ’Causal Relation ’ | definitional = ’Definitional
Relation ’

;
20 BayesianNetworksAnalysisFunction :

SystemAnalysis | DependenciesAnalysis | QualityAnalysis
22 ;

Listing 7.2: Excerpt of the description of Bayesian Network analysis using the
DSL

To illustrate the application of an analysis definition, listing 7.3 shows an exam-
ple description of the information security analysis from [Joh+07b]. This analysis
evaluates the architecture by calculating the probability of quality attributes for
security. Corresponding to the main rule, the description starts with the analy-
sis name followed by a specification of the meta model and two scenarios. The
meta model describes the classes, relationships and attributes that are necessary
for the analysis. The two scenarios represent different alternatives that should
be evaluated. The scenario description is followed by the goal statement and the
goal type, in this case percentage. Then the functional and technical dimension is
defined. The functional dimension is Attribute Analysis and the technical one is
EID. The remaining structure of the analysis specification is specific for analyses
of the category EID. The Input of the analysis is straightforward the defined meta
model and both scenarios. The Construct part defines the requirements in order
to create extended influence diagrams. First the chosen scenario is set and after-
wards, the nodes, goals and attributes with their types and values are defined.
Finally, the EID specific relations are declared. In the Measurement part for each
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node in each scenario a matrix with the conditional probability is specified. This
is exemplary shown in the listing. The value of the node User Training Process is
defined with an EID calculation. This calculation determines the probability of
the node to be in a specific discrete range, here present, in dependency from fur-
ther nodes. Finally the result and the goal calculation according to the Bayesian
Theorem are declared. Such a calculation can be done for a quality attribute to
have a specific value in one scenario. The Output contains the scenario with the
best values according to the measurement.

EAM Analysis Language { Performing Analysis " Information Security
"

2 Metamodel " Architecture of Information Security "{
Class " Application "{ ... }

4 ...}
{ Scenarios :

6 " ScenarioModel : Scenario 1"{ ... };
" ScenarioModel : Scenario 2"{ ... }

8 }
Goal" Probability of quality attributes for security "

10 Goal Type : Percentage
}

12 Category functional Dimension : Attribute Analysis :
Technique Extended Influence Diagram

14 INPUT{ Metamodel " Architecture of Information Security "{
Scenario 1, Scenario 2}

16 }
CONSTRUCT {

18 EID MODEL ELEMENTS { Chosen Scenario 1
// Value assumptions

20 Node: type: Decision Node " Scenario Selection " Value:
0."90"

Goal: type: Utility Node " Profit " Value: 0."0"
22 Attributes : type: Chance Node"User Training Process "

Value: 0."75"
...

24 Relations : " Scenario Selection " as Causal Relation to "
User Training Process ",
...

26 }
}

28 MEASUREMENT {
// Example calculation for one node for one scenario

30 Chance Node :" Incident Management Process "
Name " Scenario 1"->" Present ":

32 Calculation of Section : P(" User Training Process ")= ...
Result ="0.95"

34 Goal Calculation : P(A|B)=P(B|A)P(A)/P(B)
Result : "Usage of Bayesian network analysis tool"

36 }
OUTPUT {

38 Results : Best Scenario " Scenario 1"
}

Listing 7.3: Excerpt of the description of EID analysis using the DSL
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Application of the categorization on the further course

All identified categories, functional as well as technical, are integrated in the lan-
guage and it is possible to formalize a representative from each category. Most of
the requirements for the technical categories are realized in the language. A few
requirements are determined as given and not further mentioned, since these re-
quirements are obvious. Examples are the possibility to raise data, i.e. whether
data can be used or be accessible. In addition, requirements which are not ver-
ifiable couldn’t be included. For instance, it is not verifiable whether the meta
model can be used to achieve the goals, whether artifacts can be mapped to EID
components or whether used nodes are controllable. Additionally, the acceptance
of a used technique or the availability of expert knowledge is not verifiable, and
thus, not integrated in the language. Requirements that are defined in a graphical
way, for example matrices, are difficult to realize in a textual language.

The lower number of functional categories in contrast to the technical ones can
be explained with the focus on one field of interest. Analysis goals are repetitive
since the concentration is on pure EA analyses. A problem during categoriza-
tion is the issue that not all aspects from the analyses are described in detail in
the available publications. At this point, it is only possible to identify limited re-
quirements or to make assumptions in order to proceed. An interrelated problem
is the fact of the low amount of available descriptions of conducted analyses to
evaluate the language. Additional some analyses use very specific techniques or
modeling approaches. Here, it is not possible to consider all details in order to
create a sound categorization. In order to define the general requirements for a
category some specifics are abstracted. The general valid requirements are re-
ceived by focusing on the approach with the highest level on elaboration and
abstracting from it considering the issues of the other approaches. An example
is the technical category KPI with a high abstraction level. The contained anal-
yses differ deeply in measuring values with different formulas. Therefore, the
mathematical computation cannot be described in full detail in the language.

In these last two subsections, architecture analyses that met certain conditions are
identified and categorized. This categorization ended with a structured prepara-
tion of analyses’ set ups and requirements to fully understand goals of these and
their functionalities. The language can be reused for the development of new
analyses, since it provides a high abstraction rate and a sound foundation of re-
quirements that have to be included. Therefore, this preliminary and detailed
investigation enables steps of the following sections of this chapter. It allows and
prepares a justified selection of suitable and transferable analyses for adaptation
purposes to develop analyses to assess safety and security aspects of IoT(-WD)
models in the design phase.
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7.2. IoT Architecture Assessment Specifications

The analyses of the IoT flaw assessment are presented below. They are based
on related analysis concepts of the identified EAM analyses from the previous
sections. Accordingly, the requirements needed for a concept transfer are pre-
sented and subsequently instructions are given on adapting the analyses for IoT
purposes and making them usable for this dissertation’s approach.

7.2.1. Analysis Adaptation Requirements

The overlap between EAM and IoT has already been described in chapter 2.
Based on these facts, the identified EAM analyses can be used as a foundation for
IoT analyses. In order for analysis concepts to be used as basis and be adapted to
IoT needs, certain requirements must be met.

This is mainly due to the fact that EAM and IoT also have major differences.
Different components, layers and stakeholders and their behaviors need to be
considered. Also, the main characteristic of an IoT system, the open and dynamic
architecture, has strongly different challenges than a closed enterprise system.
In particular, IoT devices that are open to the outside world through an Internet
connection and communicate automatically pose new challenges for assessment
analyses. In addition, this also introduces new safety and security concerns that
need to be addressed by analyses. Accordingly, existing analyses can be used in
their basic concepts, but must be extended and adapted to cover all IoT specific
aspects. Especially in the safety area adjustments have to be made, as EAM is
mostly focused on security, as they are mostly only mission-critical systems.

Not all of the EAM analyses identified are appropriate for the evaluation pur-
pose sought here. The selection criteria can be based primarily on the appropri-
ate functional classification, since the objective of the analysis always has priority
over the methodology used. In the second step, the associated technical methods
are considered. The table A.6 in the appendix can be used as a guide. By prese-
lecting the appropriate functional classification, the choice of methods is already
limited. Through considering the objectives, such as automation, further analysis
approaches can be excluded. In addition to the classifications, the interoperabil-
ity of analysis concepts is also considered as a selection criterion, since the goal is
an analysis cycle and not stand-alone assessments. Accordingly, analyses whose
input cannot be covered by the previous flaw identification, system modeling or
a preceding analysis result are eliminated. But also analyses whose conditions
are designed for EAM specific conditions or analyses with unusable result types
are not included. Based on these requirements, selected analysis concepts are
adopted and adapted below.
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7.2.2. Formalization of Architecture Analyses

In the following, IoT analyses for design assessment are formally presented be-
fore specifically selected and developed analyses and their intended use are de-
scribed. The formalization builds on chapter 4. IoT architecture assessment anal-
yses are formalized as tuple:

AA = (WM, SPT, MT, RUT, GT, RS)

where
WM as defined in chapter 4
SPT = {Speci f ication, Modeling, Mapping, Quanti f ication, Simulation,
Calculation, Comparison} is a set of step types
MT is a set of metric types
RUT is a set of rule types
GT = {Assessment, DesignDecisionSupport} is a set of goal types
RS = {Quantitative, Qualitative, Design} is a set of result types

In addition, there is a function:

AF: SPT → RUT is an analysis function that returns the rule types the step
type is assigned to

An instance of architecture analysis is defined as:

AA’ = (WM’, SP, M, RU, G, RS’)

where
WM’ being an instance of WM as defined in chapter 4
SP is a set of steps being an instance of SPT
M is a set of metrics being an instance of MT
RU is a set of rules being an instance of RUT
G is a goal being an instance of GT
RS’ is a set of results being an instance of RS

In addition, there is a function:

AF’: SP → RU is an analysis function that returns the rules the step is
assigned to
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7.2.3. Analysis Selection and Cycle Flow

For selecting analyses, the identified EAM analyses and defined adaptation re-
quirements are used. First, the maturity level of analyses is considered. All red
analyses from figure 7.1 are immediately excluded. Orange analyses are only
marginally included due to their limited maturity. The remaining analyses are
considered as described for their most important aspect: functionality. Accord-
ingly, all analyses of the functional classifications Business Objects, Data and Oth-
ers are excluded. The remaining functional classifications are suitable for an IoT
design use case. Technical categories are considered afterwards. All analyses
with unsuitable technologies are excluded. That include Business Entities, Social
Networks and all manual technologies. Another adaptation requirement is the se-
lection based on analyses matching the Objectives. Through the Objectives it can be
derived that an analysis workflow should be created, and therefore, only match-
ing analyses can be selected, furthermore impacts and As-Is or To-Be scenarios
are in focus. This means that other inappropriate analyses, such as maintainabil-
ity or maternity, are not included. Analyses that are too specific and have only
one purpose are also excluded, such as analyses on interfaces.

What remains are analyses of failure or change impact, architectural security,
dependencies and service interoperability. The remaining change impact ap-
proaches aim to plan changes and verify their requirements. Thus, unpredictable
changes are not considered, which leads to their elimination. Most of the remain-
ing analysis approaches can be implemented with BBN or with EID, and can thus,
form a cycle with related input and output. In addition, a security analysis con-
cept is included that uses KPIs and metrics as technique. Although this analysis
cannot be transformed to fit safety, cost monitoring is a critical factor for subse-
quent countermeasure selection which must be included. Thus, the final analysis
approaches could be identified that can be transferred and adapted to IoT. By
summarizing and combining the approaches, four IoT architecture analyses can
be created: FIA, QIA, CDSA and SIA.

The selected analyses approaches show the most potential for an IoT design as-
sessment. This does not imply that other analyses could not be transferred. For
other use cases and other requirements, it is possible to use other architectural
analysis approaches.

Table 7.1 summarizes the selected analyses. Regarding the goals, there are two
analyses each for flaw assessment and for the subsequent design decision sup-
port. They all provide a quantitative result, but some analyses provide addition-
ally other types of results, such as design proposals. All four analyses concern
safety and security challenges, except for QIA, since only limited safety aspects
can be included in a cost assessment, as the wellbeing of a human being is only
indirect quantifiable.
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Goal Type Result Type Safety Security

FIA
Assessment:
Impacts of flaws

Quantitative
Qualitative x x

QIA
Assessment:
Costs of impacts Quantitative lim. x

CDSA
Design Decision Support:
Countermeasure Alternatives

Quantitative
Design x x

SIA
Design Decision Support:
Service Interoperability

Quantitative
Qualitative
Design

x x

Table 7.1.: Analyses characteristics overview

In this dissertation, the concept of assessment division is pursued. While some
approaches have only one assessment each for security and safety aspects, a more
detailed approach is followed here. A separated, step-by-step examination of im-
pacts and their subsequent necessary consequences has the advantage that dif-
ferent techniques, approaches and objectives can be used or considered. Thus,
a heterogeneous and diverse review is possible. In addition, the analysis cycle,
presented below, does not necessarily have to be run through completely. This
allows short assessment cycles and agile adaptations.

Figure 7.4.: Concept

The approach offers a holistic assessment cycle (figure 7.4) embedded in the de-
sign environment of IoT models which have to be conform to the IoT(-WD) meta
model. After identification of a flawed element, the further assessment included
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in the ArchiAna tool comes into use. The cycle of assessment analyses starts with
FIA to identify the affected elements and to provide the basis for QIA. QIA re-
views the flawed path and estimates the financial impacts. Afterwards the assess-
ment cycle switches to countermeasure decisions. CDSA provides an approach
to model possible To-Be alternatives and offers a comparison of these. The as-
sessment comes to a final design decision with SIA which checks interoperability
of new services. The four components are based on the used meta model, as they
require the used structure and information basis, and have adapted multiple ar-
chitectural approaches which are realized in ArchiAna.

Thus, the major overall aim of this cycle is to consider the consequences of pos-
sible weaknesses in relation to various aspects and subsequently to weigh up
possible alternative scenarios and their architectures. This is achieved through
the presented assessment chain of IoT specific architecture analyses.

The four analyses of the IoT analysis assessment cycle are described in detail
below and applied using the running example. For the analysis description, the
structure presented in section 7.1.2 (listing 7.2), which is part of the EA analyses
DSL, is used to guarantee a structured and consistent application.
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7.3. Failure Impact Analysis

The idea of a transferable FIA is derived from [Hol+09]. The structure of the
failure impact management process is transferred. However, the realization of
the individual steps require to be adapted to IoT conditions. The ArchiMate ver-
sion used can not be transferred for the modeling activities, as it does not contain
any IoT elements. In addition, a different layer architecture is used as a basis.
The most significant difference, however, is the leading question. [Hol+09] use
a top-down approach to identify causes of defects, while the analysis cycle pre-
sented here requires a bottom-up approach for impact detection of already known
flaws. Thus, the structure and logic of BBN is used, but no classical BBN theorem
questioning is performed. In addition, comparisons and matrices are used to im-
plement the prediction instead of diagnosis approach. Accordingly, calculations,
data origin, tool functionalities, presentation and result interpretation must be
adjusted.

After identifying a flaw, the next step is to analyze the impact on other elements
in the event of an accident or attack based on the flaw. A FIA is aimed at this, by
determining the probability distribution of the effects. By recognizing patterns,
causal relations of flaws origins are already known. Accordingly, no top-down
approach is needed for the system. A bottom-up approach to monitor effects
on elements which are logical dependent on the faulty element has to be applied.
This, in turn, provides information about which components could be highly neg-
ative affected by a flaw and have to be mitigated by countermeasures in next steps
or need further assessments.

Input
In addition to the identified flaw and the affected elements, an IoT model with
various probability scenarios is required to execute a FIA. The probabilities are
taken from the pattern or anti-pattern definition with causal type and causal re-
lation. The values are based on expert knowledge, hardware specifications, inter-
views or Monte-Carlo-Simulations. To enable the BBN mapping in the first steps,
an assessment attribute is required that corresponds to a requirement type from
the PRF. This is provided by the flawed element as input.

Conditions
The existing IoT model must have an assessment attribute assigned to each ele-
ment. The IoT model must also be modeled with the model editor of the Archi-
Ana tool. The pattern or anti-pattern used must have fully defined assessment
template parts.

Construct
The following meta model is used to build a FIA and its associated diagram. A FI-
ADiagram is directly connected to the underlying IoT system to retrieve all stored
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information from the system. In addition, each FIA is assigned a metric that is
required for mapping. The diagram is divided into FIALayers which are oriented
to the presented layered architecture. These layers contain the FIAElements which
always correspond to an IoT model element and are the main component of the
analysis. In addition, each element is assigned a DiffMatrix and various probabil-
ity tables that are required for later calculations of the probabilities. The differ-
ence matrices are provided with a scale that can be used for the result comparison
to estimate how severe the changes are in the event of an attack or accident.

Figure 7.5.: FIA meta model

To perform a FIA, the following steps with their rules are required.

Specification
The specific assessment goal of a FIA is defined by setting an assessment attribute
that is also used as a metric. This attribute can be, for example, availability, in-
tegrity or other safety or security specific requirements that are discretely quan-
tifiable. Depending on this choice, different impact aspects are examined and
different results are obtained by FIA’s calculations.
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Modeling and Mapping
No manual modeling is required to obtain a FIA diagram. An automated DAG
mapping generates the diagram from the corresponding IoT model. Thereby
only connections and nodes which could influence the specified assessment at-
tribute are transferred leading to a diminished model with directed edges repre-
senting attribute dependencies. Which elements are transmitted can be identified
by means of the requirement type stored as an assessment attribute in each IoT
element. Connections that could pass on the assessment attribute but do not ful-
fill the BBN characteristics, such as no cycles, must be removed or adapted. IoT
layers are transferred as soon as an element from the corresponding layer can be
mapped. Another optional extension is the addition of so-called uncertainty ele-
ments. These represent a typical IoT problem. Dynamic IoT systems constantly
have new nodes in their networks whose information is not immediately or com-
pletely available. These represent a particular safety or security risk. If necessary,
these can be included in a FIA to consider possible new or external influences.

Quantification
Each element represents a variable in FIA which has discrete values, as e.g. ’Avail-
ability: UP/DOWN’. These values represent the probability that the current ele-
ment fulfills or does not fulfill the assessment attribute and are stored in proba-
bility tables. These are independent probabilities, as these values are determined
and quantified without the influence of other elements. In addition, a Joint Prob-
ability Table (JPT) must be created for each element and quantified with indepen-
dent probabilities of the ancestors, as described in chapter 2. These tables indi-
cate the probability that up to this point in the model the assessment attribute is
reached or not reached. To check the entire system for the assessment attribute,
the final joint probability is determined. This also corresponds to the JP of the
elements that have no more descendants. It can be selected whether the best case
or worst case should be calculated, depending on which JPT values of the nodes
are used for calculation.

Simulation
After the diagram has been fully modeled and quantified, the occurrence of an at-
tack or accident is simulated to calculate the impacts on connected elements. The
simulation starts at the element that is determined by the previous flaw identifi-
cation with the help of a pattern or anti-pattern. The simulation is performed by
adjusting the probability table of the flawed element, and thus, setting it down to
the new probability that the assessment attribute is still fulfilled. The new value
is calculated by the defined causal relation in the associated pattern, which indi-
cates the change in probability in case of a negative event. In addition, from now
on conditional probability must be used, as the elements can now be negatively
influenced by their ancestors.
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Calculation
Since conditional probabilities are required from now on, an additional CPT must
be created for each element. The described rules of the BBN basics apply. It
should be noted that different cases of node dependencies must be taken into
account. Figure 7.6 shows the four different causal types and table 7.2 presents
the type 3 associated CPT with example values.

Figure 7.6.: FIA causal node types

Ancestor A Ancestor B UP DOWN
UP UP 0,9 0,1

DOWN DOWN 0,01 0,99
UP DOWN 0,4 0,6

DOWN UP 0,3 0,7

Table 7.2.: CPT example of node C as collider

The types differ in the number of their ancestor and descendant nodes, and thus,
also in terms of the structure and calculation of associated CPTs. A chain repre-
sents node connections that have exactly one ancestor and one descendant. The
CPT values of node C are calculated by averaging the CPT values of its ancestor
(denoted as ∅CP(X)) and its own probability. The average values are separated
by discrete values to fill the individual cells of the CPT.

• CP = ∅CP(A)* P(C)

A fork connection consists of one ancestor and two descendants. The CPT of a de-
scendant is calculated in the same way as for a chain, but the average probability
of the ancestor is adjusted by the number of descendants.

• CP = (∅CP(A)/number of descendants)* P(C)

A collider represents a more complicated composition, since at least two ances-
tors influence a node. Accordingly, the table shows in the CPT that both ances-
tors, broken down into their discrete values, have an influence on the probability
values of node C. Since only one of the ancestors must inherit a negative event,
an OR rule is applied:

• CP = (∅CP(A)+∅CP(B) – ∅CP(A)*∅CP(B)) * P(C)
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The mix type is the most common one and is a mixture of fork and collider. Ac-
cordingly, there are several ancestors, which in turn can have several descen-
dants. Accordingly, for this type the calculation is complex and CPTs are exten-
sive.

• CP = ∅CP(A)/descendants + (∅CP(A)+∅CP(B) – ∅CP(A)*∅CP(B)) * P(C)

After the calculation of all CPTs, the JPTs of all nodes are updated. The rules of
conditional probability defined in chapter 2 apply again and use the CPT values
for the calculation. Thus, the probability is updated regarding the negative im-
pact on the assessment attribute up to the respective node in case of an attack or
accident. Finally, the final joint probability is updated, and thus, recalculated by
multiplying all new conditional JPTs.

Comparison
To determine the extent to which the system and the individual components have
changed negatively as a result of the simulation, comparisons are made. For this
purpose, the difference matrices of the elements are determined, whereby the
number of cells is based on the JPT of the element. For this purpose, the val-
ues of the old and new JPTs are compared and colored according to a severity
scale. In addition, a layered JPT, covering all JPTs of a layer, can be used to ob-
serve the change of the assessment attribute of a layer. If further comparisons
are necessary, multiple FIAs can be run with different assessment attributes and
correspondingly different impacts.

Measurement
In order to perform a measurement, the quantification must be traceable and re-
constructable. In the case of ’Availability’ as assessment attribute, for example,
the formulas of [Ogg01] can be used to determine the availability based on mean
time before failure and mean time to repair. To perform measurements, the com-
parisons are used and the model before the simulation is chosen as a reference
value. The final joint probability or the difference matrices can be used in this
case. The difference matrices with their scale is divided into red, orange or green.
Green matrices, and thus, barely changed JPTs are rarely or not affected by fail-
ures of the flawed element. Orange or red matrices are severely impacted and
have, for example, a strongly reduced availability after an attack or accident and
require mitigation measures.

Output
The result of this analysis is of type quantitative as well as qualitative. The quan-
titatively determined severity of impacts as well as the identification of design
sections requiring countermeasures are provided as output. This represents the
starting point for further assessments and needed actions.
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The running example is continued in figure 7.7 and shows a complete FIA exe-
cuted with ArchiAna.

Figure 7.7.: FIA example

The elements of the diagram are based on the results of the example flaw iden-
tification from chapter 6. The elements identified as part of a violated pattern
are the starting point here. Through the FIA mapping all elements and connec-
tions are transferred that are related to this element, if they are related concerning
the selected assessment attribute. As assessment attribute Availability is cho-
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sen as FIA metric. Accordingly, digital_twin and user elements, for example,
are not included because they did not have set Availability as their assessment
attribute in the model. In addition, an uncertainty element called Unknown is mod-
eled in the things layer, since it is to be expected that new elements could connect
to the AAL_Hub, and thus, have an influence or be influenced by a failure of the
fitness_tracker. Subsequently, all elements are assigned their probabilities and
JPTs for quantification. After the FIA set up is completed, a tampering attack on
the fitness_tracker is simulated. As defined in the associated example security
pattern, its availability is reduced by more than 30% in case of such an event.
Subsequently, the CPTs and JPTS are recalculated and updated. The formulas
mentioned above are used for this purpose. For example, the collider formula is
used for the AAL_Hub, while the fork rule is used to determine the Azure_Server’s
descendants. Assuming that table 7.2 represents the CPT for the AAL_Hub, ances-
tors A and B are the fitness_tracker and the uncertainty element. For exam-
ple, it is determined that the conditional availability probability of the AAL_Hub
is 90% in the event that both ancestors can obtain availability (UP). However, if
the tracker is manipulated by an attack and is no longer available (DOWN), the
probability that the AAL_Hub is not negatively affected is only 30%. After creating
a CPT for each element, the difference matrices are created. These colored results
can be seen in the example. Each element has a colored result that represents the
average scale of the difference matrix. This shows the critical path, which means
that these elements will be negatively impacted in the event of an attack on the
fitness_tracker, and therefore, require countermeasures. For example, the JPT
of the Azure_Server has an average probability of only 10,5% that it is fully avail-
able in case of an event. The uncertainty element has a gray score because no
previous reference values are available, and therefore, a negative impact for the
element could not be determined. Accordingly, a QIA can be started for the red
and orange marked elements to calculate how expensive new countermeasure
measures may be.
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7.4. Quantitative Impact Analysis

The second analysis in the cycle is QIA whose basic idea is inspired by [BIY08]
and [IB06]. The IoT(-WD) meta model and its layers are integrated in order to
adapt it to IoT specific needs and to make it integrable into the assessment cy-
cle. Instead of a dependency graph, an impact graph is used, which is generated
automatically. All requirements needed for the analysis are not oriented to busi-
ness objectives, but can be taken from the PRF. These are attached to all nodes
with their risks. The weighting of the nodes is also taken from the calculations in
the FIA or PRF. Basic concepts for measurement formulas are adopted. However,
calculations are adapted to cover the IoT specific conditions.

QIA aims to estimate the cost of impacts, and thus, does not focus on the tech-
nical aspects of a flaw. It rather focuses on the upper layers and the financial
burden. The background is to estimate the urgency and usefulness of flaw miti-
gation countermeasures based on the number of flaws and the probability of their
vulnerability occurrence. This is done by quantitatively calculating the costs in
an impact graph. Thereby QIA is the only analysis of the circuit that is not BBN-
based and only include security aspects.

Input
All required data and models are taken from FIA results and patterns defined
with PRF. Thereby, the relevant pattern is the one that is responsible for the cur-
rent flaw identification that is used as input for the associated FIA. Security re-
quirements, severity values, risk and attack goal are taken from a pattern as input.
The impact graph is taken from the FIA result. This contains only the elements
and edges that are identified as negatively affected by the flaw analyzed in FIA.

Conditions
A fully executed FIA and an existing pattern or anti-pattern must be available.
In addition, a possibility of required prices for hardware components or service
units are needed.

Construct
The following meta model is used to build a QIA and its associated diagram. The
QIADiagram contains an assessment of the type Safety or Security. As there is
no safety version available at the moment, this is prepared for future work. The
security version receives its values from the PRF. In addition, a QIADiagram has
a direct connection to the IoT model and FIADiagram used. Thus, each QIAEle-
ment can be assigned an element from the FIA, whereby only critical elements
are transferred. Furthermore, each diagram has layers in which the elements are
inserted. Elements can be divided into transferred leaf elements or calculated
elements. Each element has a probability, a risk and costs per element. Enumera-
tions are oriented to PRF enumerations.
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Figure 7.8.: QIA meta model

To perform a QIA, the following steps with their rules are required.

Modeling and Mapping
The analysis starts with the further processing of the input. The critical path
through the model can be determined by transferring the negatively influenced
elements with red or orange marked difference matrices. This path shows possi-
ble elements affected by costs and must be checked accordingly. Every element
can be mapped to an according IoT element.

Specification and Quantification
In order for the impact graph to become a QIA diagram, it must be weighted.
Therefore, it is assigned a severity value, total risk and attack goal and is adapted
to the FIA metric from the pre-analysis. Each node in the graph is assigned its
part of the risk. To each leaf node, i.e. a node without predecessor, a frequency
value for occurrence is attached. This can be composed of different values, such
as successful attacks, occurred failures or downtime. Only quantifiability is given
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as a restriction. In addition, the likelihood value can be taken from the PRF. The
nodes from which the identified flaw originated are always used as leaf nodes.
For all edges, the relation probability values are taken from the CPT of the FIA,
for later calculations of the passing on of risks and costs.

Calculation
Four different types are available for calculating the costs. For this, the previously
specified values are required. All non-leaf nodes must calculate their Rate of
Occurrence (RO) for this. This is done by multiplying the occurrence value of
the ancestor with the probability values of the edges. In addition, before the
calculations start, it is necessary to ensure that each element has its Average Single
Loss Expectancy (ASLE) set. This is the average cost that would be incurred to
replace or repair a component, depending on the chosen requirements.

• Element Loss Expectancy (ELE)
Determines per component possible costs depending on the probability of
occurrence. Special case with leaf nodes, as simple occurrence is required.

ELE= RO * ASLE (7.1)

• Layered Loss Expectancy (LLE)
Layered Rate of Occurrence (LRO) gives additional information about the
stability of a layer.

LRO = ∑e∈QIAElement ROe, if elements are in the same layer (7.2)

Indicative value for the expected costs of an entire layer assuming that all
elements contained in the impact graph fail in a layer.

LLE = LRO *∑e∈QIAElement ASLEe, if elements are in the same layer (7.3)

• Total Loss Expectancy (TLE)
Probability that all affected elements in the system will fail or be weakened.

TRO = ∑e∈QIAElement ROe (7.4)

Determination of the maximum costs that can be incurred in the event of a
total failure of the elements concerned.

TLE = TRO * ∑e∈QIAElement ASLEe (7.5)
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• Total Severity Expectancy (TSE)
Determines the magnitude of a total failure based on a severity factor taken
from the PRF.

TSE = Severity * TRO (7.6)

Measurement
The result type, and thus, the measurement is quantifiable in this analysis. The
comparison with other scenarios can be used as a metric. So-called best case and
worst case scenarios can be used for this purpose. These can be influenced by
the probability values taken from the CPTs. For example, for a best case sce-
nario, only the probabilities of the ancestors’ values representing the optimistic
case would be taken, such as Fatigue is absent as explained in chapter 2. Ac-
cordingly, one assumes a very unlikely occurrence of flaw, and thus, estimates
the probability of occurrence and propagation to be low. These scenarios can be
arbitrarily defined and compared with each other.

Output
The quantified output represents the complete cost calculation of an impact graph,
and thus, covers the effects of the business side of an IoT system provider. This
serves as a financial estimation for the countermeasures in the next analysis cycle
step.

The running AAL example and its QIA can be observed in figure 7.9 which is ex-
ported from ArchiAna. A QIA diagram with layers can be seen that have affected
elements determined in the previous FIA. For example, the fitness_tracker and
its heart_rate_sensor are transferred because they have a red, and therefore,
very critical difference matrix. This means that they would be strongly affected by
an attack or accident. Since only the severely or moderately affected elements are
transmitted, the impact graph of the AAL is shown. Information Disruption is
selected as the risk of the diagram because of the threat of PII changes as defined
in the example pattern. The mapped elements have their partial risk assigned.
For example, the weak AAL_Hub is vulnerable to brute force attacks, while the an-
alytics layer is at risk of integrity loss. For each element and layer, the ELE and
LLE are calculated using the stored ASLEs. For example, an occurrence of 4 is
estimated for the fitness_tracker. This means that 4 failures can be expected
within 12 months. The ASLE for the repair is 13,4€. This results in an ELE of 53,7.
Since only one element is in this layer, ELE=LLE in this case. In the information
layer, both elements are added to obtain the LLE of 35,5. For example, to obtain
the RO of other elements which is necessary for all further calculations, the oc-
currences from the fitness_tracker are multiplied with probability distribution
of the relationship to heart_rate_sensor. In this example, 90% of the error is
passed on to the sensor. This information comes from the CPT of the sensor cal-
culated by FIA. The ASLE for the complex repair of a sensor is set with 8,60€. This
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results in: RO=4*0,9 and ELE=RO*8,6. TRO is obtained by multiplying all ROs
and, accordingly, TLE. For the TSE, TRO of 106 can be multiplied by the severity
factor. This results from severity level of the diagram which is estimated to be
marginal, and thus, calculated with factor 2.

Figure 7.9.: QIA example
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7.5. Countermeasure Decision Support Analysis

The CDSA is the first analysis in the cycle to focus on design decision support
rather than flaw assessment. As an extension of BBN, EIDs are an ideal analysis
method for IoT systems. Through the expandability described in chapter 2, the
IoT system can examine a limited view or the entire details with all remote stake-
holders and their dependencies. This allows for different levels of assessment and
also takes into consideration uncertainties. In addition, EID is designed to ana-
lyze different scenarios in order to make a selection. Since the use of EID is con-
sidered appropriate, basic ideas from [SEJ08], [ES09] and [Joh+07b] are adopted.
While [Joh+07b] focuses on generic EID analyses, [SEJ08] and [ES09] present an
example use for defense trees. Here, all possible attacks on a scenario are repre-
sented and provided with countermeasures. These are afterwards analyzed for
their chances of success. This is a suitable starting point for the IoT analysis cycle
for design decision support, but needs to be adapted. For a CDSA, different types
of chance nodes are required in addition to the decision and utility nodes. One
for requirements of the to be prevented flaws and one for countermeasures to be
checked. In addition, each countermeasure can be assigned to a countermeasure
type. Furthermore, in a CDSA the countermeasures are divided into layers in
order to apply different starting points for them. The approaches of [SEJ08] and
[ES09] provide for the analysis of all attacks, whereas in a CDSA only one attack
is examined, and thus, only countermeasures against this attack are considered
with a strong focus. This prevents countermeasures from being pushed into the
background by other attack problems and no longer being taken into account.
The division into in-place and out-place transformations allows different types of
countermeasure scenarios to be covered. In addition, a safety version is created
to cover accidents.

The goal of a CDSA is to review necessary countermeasures to mitigate or prevent
the identified flaw and potential impacts. Since various new design scenarios are
possible, these must be weighed against each other and against other counter-
measure possibilities.

Input
Information for the requirements nodes can be found in the PRF in the Assess-
ment part. The different countermeasure scenarios can be based on the previous
best case and worst case scenarios of the QIA. The specific countermeasures must
be specified by experts.

Conditions
In order to implement a CDSA successfully, the entire flaw assessment analyses
must be completed in advance. Only at this stage it is possible to assess which
countermeasures might be useful and which elements require assistance.
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Construct
The following meta model is used to build a CDSA and its associated diagram. A
CDSADiagram, like the other analyses, is directly connected to the associated IoT
system. A diagram is divided into several Scenarios, with ScenarioTypes, which
can be compared with each other. Each scenario has a Utility and associated Re-
quirements to define the target of the countermeasures. However, the main com-
ponent are Countermeasures with a CountermeasureType, which can be divided into
LeafCM without ancestors, or ConditionalCM based on previous countermeasures.
Each countermeasure is assigned to one or more requirements whose influence
can be calculated by assigning different probabilities.

Figure 7.10.: CDSA meta model

To perform a CDSA, the following steps with their rules are required.

Specification
Before modeling, the current design scenario must be defined and the utility node
must be specified. There is a choice between safety and security as the target point
of the analysis. In addition, it must be specified whether a design transformation
in the form of an out-place or in-place change is to be performed. Out-place
checks countermeasures that affect the entire model, while in-place only consid-
ers countermeasures that affect individual elements or areas.
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Modeling
The defined scenario and its utility can then be modeled by using decision and
utility nodes. The requirement chance nodes are modeled as gray ovals at the
top of the model. They are anchored in the utility node. They represent the func-
tional or non-functional requirements that must be maintained or improved in
order to reach the target value of the utility, and thus, prove the usefulness of
the countermeasures scenario for flaw prevention. In the center of the diagram,
the countermeasures are modeled in rectangles, color-coded depending on the
layer in which the countermeasure would be used. On the lowest level are the
leaf countermeasures that do not require any pre-steps. All dependent counter-
measures are modeled on top of this, and thus, have, in addition to their own
probability, a CP per each requirement they affect. The connections are either of
type AND or OR, depending on whether all or only one of the ancestor coun-
termeasures must be used. The top countermeasures are directly linked to their
associated requirements. In addition, the countermeasure type is marked as a
diamond.

Quantification
All countermeasures have independent probabilities regarding their successful
influence on requirements, and thus, successful improvement of the design. This
value must be defined with a satisfaction value. In addition, they have CPs, de-
pending on the number of requirements they influence. Leaf nodes have P=CP,
while non-leaf nodes have calculated CPs. These are calculated by conditional
definitions of the edges:

• AND CP(A and B): CP(A)*CP(B) * P(Overlying Countermeasure)

• OR CP(A or B): (CP(A)+CP(B) – CP(A)*CP(B)) * P(Overlying Countermea-
sure)

The conditional definitions can be defined differently depending on expert opin-
ion or use case specifications. In addition, the requirements must be weighted,
since not all of them are equally important for the utility to be achieved.

Calculation
For this purpose, bottom-up and top-down approaches are presented. On the one
hand, the countermeasures can be used to calculate the probability of compliance
with or improvement of the utility or requirements. On the other hand, Bayes’
theorem can be used to determine required performance of a countermeasure in
order to achieve predefined target values. The first type of calculation determines
the utility by the JP per requirement, described as in FIA, and the multiplication
of the weights to obtain the total score of the present countermeasure scenario.
Calculation types two and three assume a fixed utility that must be achieved
and use the Bayes’ theorem as described. Thus, on the one hand, the effect of
a certain countermeasure on the target utility can be determined and hence the
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added value of the countermeasure can be evaluated. On the other hand, it is
possible to calculate how CPs of individual countermeasures behave in case an
ancestor or descendant countermeasure has a changed probability of success.

• JP of requirement X =∏Descendant
a∈Ancestor CPa(X)

• Utility = ∑r∈Requirement JPr * weightr

Measurement
The result type of this analysis is a quantifiable decision for a design. The final
results, depending on the calculation types, are compared with other modeled
and calculated scenarios. Scenarios can contain only a few different countermea-
sures, have an entirely different set of countermeasures, or differ only in their
probability values due to best and worst case estimations. The scenario with the
best utility or the fewest countermeasures to achieve the utility target value is
selected.

Output
The output shall indicate which countermeasure scenario is the best suited to
prevent the attack or accident. This will decide the model needs to be changed
and based on this decision, the new services for the subsequent SIA can be deter-
mined.

In Figure 7.11, extracted from ArchiAna results, the AAL example is continued
after the possible flaw of a missing field gateway and its impacts has been inves-
tigated and assessed. For the present countermeasure scenario, an in-place trans-
formation is modeled. Since the start pattern of the analysis cycle is a security
pattern, the utility Security is selected here. For requirements, functionality
guaranteed, extended privileges and manipulation resistance are selected
to determine whether the defined countermeasures have an added value in terms
of security. As a leaf countermeasure, it is proposed to remove the old sensor in
the things layer and replace it with another sensor, since the currently planned
sensor is considered too vulnerable according to FIA results. Based on this, a
backup control will be set up in case of a failure. For the physical communica-
tion layer and middleware layer, a new Azure field gateway and an improved
authentication process are planned. Based on this, further countermeasures are
planned, such as the installation of a PUF and digital signatures to reduce the
probability of tampering in the event of an attack on the server. A detailed em-
ployee briefing is planned in parallel. Each leaf node has defined a probability
per requirement. These are not visible in the model, but are stored in the back-
ground data. For example, install azure field gateway affects the first two
security requirements. For manipulation resistance this countermeasure has a
successful impact of 99%. To calculate the CP of integrate PUF the conditional
definition for an AND relationship must be applied. With a probability of 95%
of improved authentication process and 93% as independent probability for
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integrated PUF the calculation is: 0,99*0,95*0,93 = 0,87 as CP for integrate PUF
that all three countermeasures are successful and have a positive effect on the
requirement. To determine the JP of the requirement, all CPs of a path must be
multiplied, e.g. 0,99*0,95*0,87*0,82=0,67 as JP for manipulation resistance. For
the utility calculation, these are again calculated with the weights: 0,97*3 + 0,67*5
+ 0,7*1= 6,96 utility. Results are prepared and in ArchiAna already compared.

Figure 7.11.: CDSA example

Countermeasure P (manipul. res.) CP (manipul. res.)
Install azure field gateway 0,99 0,99
Improve authentication process 0,95 0,95
Integrate PUF 0,93 0,87
Processing with digital signature 0,94 0,82

Requirement JP Weight
Functionality guaranteed 0,97 3
Manipulation resistance 0,67 5
Extended privileges prevented 0,7 1

Table 7.3.: Probability values and weights of AAL example - CDSA
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7.6. Service Interoperability Analysis

The last analysis in the cycle is based on the basic idea of service interoperability
in complex systems by [ULJ08]. This approach divides service interoperability
into run time-based and design time-based interoperability and works with on-
tologies. Thus, only the definitions for service interoperability and service quality
can be adopted. It is divided into quality of single services, pairwise compari-
son of service interoperability and a power set of services that maps the overall
quality of services to the system. Therefore, assessment criteria availability (A),
correctness (C), verifiability (V) and communication compatibility (CC) are used.
However, the approach only uses EID to break down factors to influence interop-
erability, but not to calculate them. Since in IoT system services are in the center
next to things, an approach has to be created that checks the specific new and old
services with EID. Consequently, the calculation of these quality types cannot be
transferred.

SIA aims to compare an old flawed As-Is scenario with previous services with a
new To-Be scenario with new services. This allows to assess whether the newly
planned countermeasures would introduce new critical services, and thus, cre-
ate new problems or prevent a flawless interaction of current services. This is
achieved by considering single, pairwise or whole services and evaluating their
quality in terms of interoperability, where services are described with WSDL.

Input
The new or modified services needed for SIA are obtained through the planned
results of a CDSA. Depending on the decided design changes, new services or
needed service changes can be modeled. The design decision also determines
which services must be compared in pairs. Required probabilities for calculating
the service impact on assessment criteria can be transferred from the CDSA if the
CDSA selected requirements match.

Conditions
To perform a SIA, the entire analysis cycle must have been run to this point and
flaw mitigation solutions must have been worked out, since this analysis does not
propose design changes, but only checks compatibility of planned changes.

Construct
A SIADiagram, like the other analyses, is connected to the associated IoT system to
be able to transfer the previous services. Multiple scenarios can be modeled in a
diagram, with a Utility associated with each scenario. The assessment criteria are
defined as Chance nodes and are subordinate to the utility. Each of these nodes
can be assigned a weight depending on the degree of influence on the utility.
Each scenario has ServiceTypes and the corresponding SIAServices. The types are
based on the IoT(-WD) meta model. Each service has a InteroperabilityInterface for
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Comparisons with a rating scale. In addition, each service and service type has the
possibility to store probability values to measure the impact on the assessment
criteria.

Figure 7.12.: SIA meta model

To perform a SIA, the following steps with their rules are required.

Modeling
At least two scenarios must be modeled per SIA diagram to enable comparison.
First, the utility is modeled for each scenario, which represents the quality of ser-
vice as a power set, and thus, the entirety of the services quality. Below this,
the four defined assessment criteria are modeled as ovals. These have connec-
tions to all service type containers and services since all services must necessarily
consider all criteria. The services are further defined under the service types as
rhombus. If there are previous services that need to be retained or adapted, they
can be linked to the IoT model service. For each two services, a comparative in-
terface is modeled with which the pairwise interoperability can be determined
with a color-coded scale.

Specification and Quantification
According to [ULJ08] services can be considered as independent blocks in this
case. Accordingly, untypical for EID no CPTs but PTs must be defined. Therefore,
a probability table with discrete values is specified for each service per assess-
ment criteria or chance node. These values are defined to express the probability
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with which the services will fulfill the criteria. Past values can be used or assump-
tions can be made based on CDSA requirements. In flawed As-Is scenarios, these
values are typically low. In addition, weights for chance nodes concerning utility
impact must be set. Furthermore, the matrices for the pairwise comparison must
be specified in order to evaluate whether services can work together currently
and in the future. These can be set up with different characteristics like ’Same
Protocols’, ’Invoked Operations’, ’Provided Operations’ or ’Service Bus Compat-
ible’. The scale ranges from low to high in a compatibility rating.

Calculation
To calculate the quality of each service type, the average value of the probabilities
of the corresponding services is taken for each quality attribute. Thus, each ser-
vice type has a probability of fulfillment for availability, correctness, verifiability
and communication compatibility, depending on its associated services and their
quality. These calculated values are used in the next step to calculate the proba-
bilities for the chance nodes to determine the impact of all services of the current
scenario on the respective criterion. Finally, the utility, or in this case also called
power set of service quality, can be calculated to determine the suitability of the
current service scenario to implement the planned countermeasure scenario at a
high quality level and to prevent new service-related problems from occurring.
Since independent probability is assumed, the following applies:

• ∅P(X) of Service Type = (∑s∈ServiceP(s))/number of services

• JP of chance node X =∏Descendant
a∈Ancestor ∅Pa(X)

• Utility = ∑c∈ChanceNode JPc * weightc

Measurement
Even though some calculations are made in this analysis, the main result type
is qualitative to select a suitable design. However, the calculations can be used
as an assistant metric to perform the scenario comparisons. Accordingly, service
qualities of the newly planned services are compared with the old As-Is scenario.
As a reference value, the values in the new To-Be scenario must not be worse.
Otherwise, the countermeasure would eliminate some problems but create new
interoperability problems. Safety and security are equally covered and measured
by the selected assessment criteria. The quality of single services is measured
with the independent probabilities of the criteria. Here, no single service should
fall below a certain probability, otherwise it is considered a critical service. The
quality of the interoperability of two services is measured by comparing the de-
fined characteristics in their matrices. They are color-coded depending on the
degree of interoperability. If they match perfectly they are marked green, possi-
ble difficulties with orange and if they do not match at all they are marked red.
This estimation can be determined by software specifications or experts. The fi-
nal utility, and thus, the power set of service quality is calculated as described
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above and compared with the old utility. In addition, a layered measurement
is possible by considering only services of one layer and including them in the
calculations.

Output
The final result of the design decision support is a defined new countermeasure
To-Be design, which include required services, that is best suited to avoid or mit-
igate an attack or accident. Thus, the design part found in the flaw identification
can be revised.

The AAL example passes the final analysis cycle step by usage of the SIA features
of ArchiAna (figure 7.13). The completed execution of a SIA, based on the pre-
vious CDSA results, can be seen. This is a minimal example and not a complete
representation of all services to be reviewed.

Figure 7.13.: SIA example

Accordingly, four services, divided into IdentityService and CollectService
service types, are presented and analyzed in a planned To-Be scenario. These are
service communications between the AAL_Hub and the new scheduled field gate-
way respectively AAL_Hub and the fitness_tracker. Accordingly, there are two
new and two old services. The upper service for identity check is new planned
due to countermeasures improve authentication process and install azure
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field gateway of CDSA results. This ensures that secure and only verified ac-
cess to the new field gateway is allowed. Connected to this is the upper collect
service to enable the field gateway to retrieve data from the AAL_Hub. The lower
services are responsible for identification and data collection between tracker and
hub and have been slightly adapted due to the countermeasure backup control
action. Thus, the collect service is called more often. After modeling, the services
are checked. By marking them red, problems with the new services could be rec-
ognized, as the pairwise comparison found no matching data transfer method-
ology. In addition, the new identity service has been marked as critical as its
communication compatibility, one of its assessment criteria, undercuts the limit.
These are assessments that can be performed independently of the old As-Is sce-
nario. For the comparison with the old design, chance nodes and utility are cal-
culated and values are compared. As described above, the values of the service
types are calculated based on the probabilities of the services. For example for
IdentityService type for Availability: (0,99*0,95)/2=0,97. To obtain the JP for
chance node Availability, the service types values are used, e.g.: 0,97*0,93=0,9.
This is to be interpreted as assessment criterion Availability is fulfilled to 90%
in the entirety of all services. The utility is calculated in the same way as in CDSA
using predefined weights. The utility and chance node values must afterwards
be compared with the original scenario to ascertain whether the new To-Be has
improved values. However, due to the critical service, a too low value of the
criterion Communication Compatibility is to be expected.

Probabilities of assessment criteria A C V CC
Identity Service 1 0,99 0,95 0,9 0,6
Identity Service 2 0,95 0,87 0,93 0,98
IdentityService Type 0,97 0,91 0,92 0,79
Collect Service 1 0,93 0,88 0,87 0,95
Collect Service 2 0,94 0,91 0,82 0,93
CollectService Type 0,93 0,9 0,85 0,94

Table 7.4.: Probability values of AAL example - SIA
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7.7. Related Work

Related work in this chapter is divided into related analysis categorization meth-
ods, IoT analyses and other architectural assessment approaches to point out dif-
ferences to the used categorization and analysis cycle of this dissertation:

EAM Categorization Approaches
There are several other categorization attempts in the literature to group EAM
analyses. On the one hand, a distinction can be made between meta model de-
pendent and meta model independent approaches, such as [LSB14] or [Buc+11].
For this work, only meta model dependent approaches are of interest. In addition
to this, EA analyses can be distinguished regarding to the point of execution time.
Therefore, the analyses are sorted in ex-ante and ex-post to determine whether
an analysis is conducted before or after the adoption of an architecture. It is also
possible to separate the analyses according to their execution technique: expert-
based, rule-based or indicator-based [BMS09]. However, both classifications are
not detailed enough to identify characteristics and most of the analyses can’t be
strictly classified within these divisions. [Lan05] conducted an initial categoriza-
tion with four dimensions: Quantitative and functional differ at the input and
output data. The functional dimension can be further distinguished in static and
dynamic. However, this division is not detailed enough to identify the explicit
requirements of classified analyses and four categories is a rough classification.
Regarding the varieties of containing approaches, the existing categorizations are
not sufficient. Accordingly, the existing categorization approaches have not been
suitable for this dissertation.

Analysis Approaches in IoT
Even if the focus of IoT analyses is on software related analyses, there are also
already some approaches trying to perform architectural methods in IoT.

The IIoT project presents its security-related architecture and corresponding meth-
ods for assessment. Among others, OWASP and STRIDE are also used for catego-
rization. A security framework is presented that consists of several components.
The security model and policy are the basic building blocks. Building on this are
endpoint, connectivity and communication protection, security monitoring and
analysis, and security configuration. The security monitoring and analysis com-
ponent is particularly noteworthy. System and traffic information is collected and
possible security violations are identified. Behavioral or rule-based analyses can
afterwards be performed. These are based on defined security design principles.
These are used to support security monitoring in three phases: before incident,
during incident and after incident. The aim is to identify problems at an early
stage and return to the starting point as quickly as possible in the event of an
attack. In parallel, an assessment process runs that rates the current security pos-
ture of the system aiming to identify, prioritize and evaluate problems. However,
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this approach is strongly geared to industrial use and only considers safety as-
pects as side-effect. Furthermore, the framework is to be understood as a set of
guidelines and does not provide fully defined automated processes for assess-
ment. The main difference, however, is the fact that the analysis measures are
design-based, but are only used at run time. [Con+16]

An approach verifying IoT system models from [Oga+17] presents a tool that in-
cludes a UML editor for modeling and a verifier for checking the model. Each
element is assigned different behaviors. These are defined with rule clauses. This
allows their tool to analyze automatically according to these rules and to check
the behavior of the modeled IoT system in the design phase. Thus, this is an
approach to assess the entire system and its consistency and to adjust it if neces-
sary. No flaw identification is performed, and therefore, no specific areas of the
system are considered. Furthermore, their approach does not provide any safety
or security specific rules or any further assessment possibilities concerning other
aspects.

Architectural Assessment Approaches
In addition to IoT specialized analyses, generic assessment approaches can also
be applied.

The FMEA is a widely used and established technique and is applied in different
domains like, e.g. automotive, avionics and railway industry. Even the med-
ical area uses FMEA to analyze medical devices and effects in case of failures
[Hec+15]. It is purpose of the FMEA to mitigate risks as much as possible. This
is done by detecting and preventing failures. For prevention, it is required to in-
dicate and to prevent failures in early phases in the product cycle. The failure
detection has four essential goals:

1. Possible fault sources which can cause failures must be detected

2. Causes or consequences must be identified, prevented or avoided

3. Faultless processes during the development cycle must be performed

4. Vulnerabilities must be identified in order that a revision can be applied

To prevent and detect failures it is required to investigate potential risks by means
of the FMEA whereas occurrence complies with the probability whether a hazard
occurs. Severity corresponds to the severity of hazard. The detection complies
with the probability that a hazard is detected. Each of the three factors can range
between 1 and 10, i.e. the RPN can range between 1 and 1000. In general, the
lower the RPN the better the potential risk. Depending on the RPN, the degree of
risk and the necessity of CMs can be identified by means of Table 7.5. [Ber+09]
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RPN Risk of Error Counter Measure
RPN = 1 none no CMs required
2 ≤ RPN ≤ 50 acceptable additional warning required
50 < RPN ≤ 250 medium additional protective CMs required
250 < RPN ≤ 1000 high constructive CMs absolutely required

Table 7.5.: Interpretation of the RPN [Bun17]

However, even though FMEA is already a widely used approach, it does not
allow for the inclusion of IoT specific elements. In addition, FMEA tries to do
identification and assessment in one step and is only a guideline and does not
provide specific analysis steps. It is, therefore, a very rough cycle that does not
allow any subdivision and focusing of the individual assessment steps, and is
therefore, unsuitable for the approach presented here.

Another related architectural analysis approach is the use of attack trees for secu-
rity concerns or fault trees for safety issues. These are two modeling techniques
for the representation of events and their evaluation. The fault tree is based on
DAG properties and represents events that could trigger an accident. In addi-
tion, it is noted how often an event is likely to occur. The individual nodes and
edges are connected with boolean gates. The events that are to be prevented
are modeled with a top event and the causing basic events. This allows various
assessment calculations to be made as to how likely the top event is to occur.
However, fault trees do not store CPTs per node. Thus, no BBN questions can be
covered and conditional events cannot be considered. Attack trees are very sim-
ilar in design, but cover security critical events, with the root node representing
the exploit, and the nodes below being driven by an attacker to reach the target.
A distinction is made between leaf nodes for basic actions by attackers and inter-
mediate nodes that can lead to intermediate targets of the exploit by performing
or combining leaf actions. In addition, there are approaches for an attack-defense
tree. Here, possible countermeasures that could prevent these actions are defined
directly under the attacker actions. However, this approach is not suitable for the
present dissertation, since the exploit is known in attack trees, whereas for the IoT
assessment cycle only a vulnerability is known and it must first be determined in
which manner the attacker can exploit this. [NFW17]

Another well-known method for assessing vulnerabilities or flaws is the Com-
mon Vulnerability Scoring System. Each vulnerability is assigned a numerical
value between 0 and 10. Each assessment can have several assessment attributes
with one value. The different attributes try to cover different assessment aspects.
Therefore, attributes can be divided into base metrics, temporal metrics and envi-
ronmental metrics. The values are summed up and the vulnerabilities are prior-
itized according to the severity or urgency of the prevention. Most architectural
approaches start with the consideration of threats. However, this approach also
focuses on vulnerabilities and the origin of threat opportunities. Nevertheless,
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the quality of the scoring is strongly dependent on which attributes are rated,
as most of the attributes are optional. Therefore, while it provides a structured
approach, it does not control this structure. Thus, it cannot be guaranteed that
the same aspects are always checked and that the results of the analysis are al-
ways comparable. As the results, therefore, always differ, this procedure cannot
be reliably integrated into an analysis cycle. [MSR+07]

After reviewing the related literature approaches, no similar approach could be
identified that simultaneously considers safety and security, provides a struc-
tured semi-automated analysis cycle with individual focus, or transfers IoT spe-
cific elements into existing architectural approaches.
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8
Evaluation

After all parts of the concept have been presented, and thus, the Objectives ad-
dressed, various methods need to be applied to verify the applicability and cor-
rectness of the approach. For this purpose, this chapter is structured as follows:
A related work-based evaluation considers related approaches and points out
whether the design approach of this dissertation covers and extends the related
approaches. For a case study-based evaluation, two use cases are presented and
different aspects of the approach are tested. As the last part of the evaluation,
several scenarios are defined and discussed for the design approach and the ar-
chitecture optimization. This three-part evaluation is intended to allow different
aspects of the Contributions to be covered.

Figure 8.1.: Evaluation concept
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8.1. Related Work-based Evaluation

The first part of the evaluation examines whether the presented IoT-WD meta
model, which is the basic building block for the entire approach, includes all
necessary components. For this purpose, related work approaches are used to
check whether their contained components can be covered by the meta model of
this dissertation. Since the IoT-WD meta model is intended to be a generic meta
model, and thus, is use case independent, it should be proven that it includes all
components of related work, and therefore, makes the other approaches obsolete
or transferable. In addition, it should be determined which areas the IoT-WD
meta model contains that related work approaches do not consider.

In the following, seven related work approaches are considered one after the
other and compared with the IoT-WD meta model. The approaches used are
those included in chapter 4 or presented as related approaches. Approaches that
were strongly use case focused were excluded as no comparison is possible. For
each comparison, the elements or areas of the related approach are listed in a
table and evaluated with the categories Match, Coverage or No Match/Coverage.
Match means that the element occurs identically in both approaches. Coverage im-
plies that the IoT-WD meta model contains components that are able to cover the
element from the related work approach. In the case of No Match/Coverage, the
IoT-WD meta model does not offer any fitting component.

Microsoft Azure [Mic18a] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
The first comparison (table 8.1) is between Azure’s reference architecture and the
IoT-WD meta model.

Match Coverage No M/C
IoT Device X
IoT Edge Device X
Cloud Gateway X
UI & Reporting Tool X
Stream Processing X
Storage X
Warm Path Store X
Cold Path Store X
Business Integration X
User Management X
IoT Device Application X
Networking X
Machine Learning X

Table 8.1.: Comparison of approach with related work of [Mic18a]
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The first column lists the areas that Azure considers as basic building blocks of
IoT systems. It should be noted that they do not present a classical meta model
but only broad areas to be included. As can be seen, all areas could be found
in the IoT-WD meta model, either completely identical or covered by other ele-
ments. In particular, IoT devices, their applications, stream processing, its stor-
age and user management have a clear match in the IoT-WD meta model. The
other areas have no obvious counterpart in the meta model, but can be modeled
by other elements. For example, a reporting tool can be represented by an IoT
application, warm and cold path storages can be defined as storage types, net-
working is covered by network/communication types and components, whereas
machine learning components can be modeled with different elements of the an-
alytics layer. Business integration is covered by the ability of the IoT-WD meta
model to model business systems.

Accordingly, the approach of [Mic18a] is considered to be fully covered, and thus,
use cases based on Azure can use the approach of this dissertation.

IoT-A Project [Bau+13] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
The next comparison considers the meta model of IoT-A, illustrated in table 8.2.
Their meta model contains some basic elements that are part of every IoT model.
For example, services, physical and virtual entities, and devices with their sub-
components such as sensors or actuators. These elements are identical in the
IoT-WD meta model.

Match Coverage No M/C
Service X
User X
Digital Artifact X
Augmented Entity X
Virtual Entity X
Physical Entity X
Device X
Actuator X
Tag X
Sensor X
Network Resource X
On-Device Resource X

Table 8.2.: Comparison of approach with related work of [Bau+13]

Three elements could not find a direct match. In IoT-A, a digital artifact is di-
vided into an active and a passive digital artifact. Active digital artifacts can be
covered as digital users in the IoT-WD meta model. Passive digital artifacts, on
the other hand, are only a subspecies of virtual entities, which in turn have a
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match. The network and on-device resources are software components in IoT-A.
Accordingly, network resources in the IoT-WD meta model can be modeled as the
various IoT services responsible for the various activities in the network. The on-
device resources are covered with different attributes of the IoT devices. In this
comparison, there is also an element that finds neither a match nor a coverage
in IoT-WD meta model. Augmented entities represent the connection of physical
entities and their digital twins. Since this has already been solved by links in the
IoT-WD meta model, this element can be omitted.

Thus, this comparison can also be considered as complete satisfaction by the IoT-
WD meta model.

IoT-RA [ISO16b] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
The meta model of the IoT-RA standard is compared in table 8.3. It is a frequently
used or cited meta model, and is therefore, very generically oriented. It contains
only basic building blocks of an IoT system and does not contain any attributes or
other details that could be used for later analysis. Since only basic elements can
be found here, such as IoT gateways, devices or users, this is a complete match.
Each element of the IoT-RA approach can also be found identically in the IoT-WD
meta model.

Match Coverage No M/C
IoT User X
Service X
Application X
Network X
IoT Gateway X
Data Store X
Virtual Entity X
PhysicalEntity X
IoT Device X
Tag X
Sensor X
Actuator X

Table 8.3.: Comparison of approach with related work of [ISO16b]

Mission-Critical IoT Systems [Cic+17] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
Another related meta model focusing on mission-critical IoT systems originates
from [Cic+17] and is compared in table 8.4. This meta model also contains some
basic IoT components such as connected physical entities or communication pro-
tocols. Resources have been grouped together here for clarity, but consist of sen-
sors, actuators and storage options. According to the other comparisons, again
several matches are found. The remaining five elements can be covered by the
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IoT-WD meta model with other options. A goal is always assigned to a stake-
holder, and can therefore, be specified. User interfaces are modeled via IoT ap-
plications, smart objects as different IoT devices and computational services are
covered via the six different service types of the IoT-WD meta model. Since a
description can be assigned to each IoT device, a context can be modeled.

Since there are no unexplained No Matches/Coverages here either, the comparison
is considered to be satisfied by the IoT-WD meta model.

Match Coverage No M/C
User X
Goal X
IoT Application X
User Interface X
Network X
Smart Object X
Connected Physical Entity X
Computational Service X
Context X
Communication Protocol X
Resources (Supercategory) X

Table 8.4.: Comparison of approach with related work of [Cic+17]

Wipro Reference Architecture [Dig17] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
Table 8.5 represents the comparison of IoT-WD meta model with Wipro’s refer-
ence architecture. This reference architecture is focused on the use of IoT in en-
terprises. Accordingly, business-related components are included in addition to
the classic IoT elements.

Match Coverage No M/C
IoT Device X
IoT Gateway X
Device Management X
IoT Services X
Big Data / BI X
BPM Platform X
Government Application X

Table 8.5.: Comparison of approach with related work of [Dig17]

The classic IoT elements are matched by the IoT-WD meta model. Device man-
agement is covered by IoT hubs and the identity registry. Big data or BI ap-
proaches are covered by components of the analytics layer, while government
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applications are generally covered by stakeholders and their applications. The
integration of BPM platforms can neither be matched nor covered in the IoT-WD
meta model. This is due to the fact that the reference architecture is strongly use
case specific and the meta model of this dissertation ends with the connection to
business systems. Further consideration or modeling is not necessary due to the
technical focus of this approach.

After excluding the non-relevant parts, the reference architecture was fully satis-
fied by the IoT-WD meta model.

IoT Service Classification [ME15] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
The next comparison relates to an IoT service classification and not to an entire
IoT meta model. Accordingly, only the services of the IoT-WD meta model are
used as comparative values. The approach of [ME15] divides IoT services into
four areas. One of the most important services is the identity-related service,
which has a unique match with the IoT-WD services. Three other services are
covered by the approach of this dissertation, but are divided and structured dif-
ferently. The information-aggregation service is divided into a collect and a pro-
cessing service in the IoT-WD meta model, while the collaborative-aware service
can be modeled as a collect and acting service. The clearer division in the IoT-
WD meta model is due to the assumption that each action requires many small
services to cover the full functional scope of the various IoT operations. For the
very generic ubiquitous service, the access and control service can be used in the
IoT-WD meta model.

The scope of IoT services is, thus, fully covered by the IoT-WD meta model.

Match Coverage No M/C
Identity-Related Services X
Information-Aggregation Services X
Collaborative-Aware Services X
Ubiquitous Services X

Table 8.6.: Comparison of approach with related work of [ME15]

SABSA with ArchiMate [SAB20] ←→ IoT-WD Meta Model
The last comparison differs from the others. No meta model or reference archi-
tecture is considered. Instead, the abstract structure of the IoT-WD meta model
is examined. ArchiMate is used for this purpose, since the latest versions are also
suitable for modeling IoT models. Thus, it shall be proven that the presented
meta model is structurally capable of representing semantical equivalents, inde-
pendent of its specific elements.
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Match Coverage No M/C
Active Structure Elements X
External Active Structure Elements X
Internal Active Structure Elements X
Behaviour Elements X
External Behaviour Elements X
Internal Behaviour Elements X
Passive Structure Elements X
Structural Relationships X
Dependency Relationships X
Dynamic Relationships X

Table 8.7.: Comparison of approach with related work of [SAB20]

Active structure elements that perform behavior like human or technical actors
can be represented with the IoT-WD meta model. However, ArchiMate distin-
guishes between external and internal active structure elements. Externals, such
as interfaces, can only be represented indirectly in the IoT-WD meta model via
connections from services to their actors and assigned to the associated right man-
agement. Internals, e.g. roles, applications or devices, have a direct match in the
IoT-WD meta model. Behavior elements, the units of activities, can be partially
represented. External behavior elements represent units of functionality and can
be represented in the IoT-WD meta model with services. Internal behavior el-
ements, on the other hand, are intended to represent detailed implementation
details. This is not covered by the IoT-WD meta model, as it concentrates on
the design phase in which no implementation details are yet available. Passive
structure elements are intended to represent components with which behavior
elements operate and are covered by the meta model by modeling various data
measurements, data records and storage systems. In addition to elements, Archi-
Mate includes various relationship types. Structural relations, like aggregations
or compositions, have a direct match in the IoT-WD meta model. Behavioral re-
lations such as dependency and dynamic relations to represent influences or data
flows are modeled indirectly through attributes, like requirement assignments,
or component mappings such as connections to data records.

Thus, all proposed elements for a meta model, designed for the design phase, can
be modeled.

Percentage Congruence
To conclude the related work-based evaluation, the percentage to which the meta
model approach of this dissertation covers the compared related works is consid-
ered. In addition, it is reviewed whether a related approach could replace and
fully cover the IoT-WD meta model. For this purpose Match and Coverage are
combined and defined as successfully covered. Next, the set of covered elements
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is divided by the total set to calculate results. Figure 8.2 shows the total overview
of the percentage comparison. Blue bars depict whether the IoT-WD approach
covers the related approach. It can be clearly seen that four of seven related ap-
proaches are covered 100%. The remaining approaches could only be covered
between 85.7% and 91.7%. The exact reasons are already discussed above. In
comparison, gray bars show the percentage of related works that cover the IoT-
WD meta model. The approaches of [ISO16b] and [Cic+17] are clearly below 50%,
which is due to their very limited meta models, and therefore, do not offer all the
possibilities of the IoT-WD meta model, such as detailed cloud connections. The
approaches of [Mic18a] and [Bau+13] cover over 50%. However, e.g. they do not
offer integration of safety/security aspects, right management or measurement
artifacts, and thus, still differ significantly. The reference architecture from Wipro
only covers 45% of the required elements, as their focus is on the connection to
enterprise systems, and therefore, do not include some technical aspects. The IoT
services approach has a fairly high match that is due to the fact that only service
matches are considered in this comparison. Only the ArchiMate approach offers
100% coverage of the IoT-WD meta model. However, this only refers to the meta
model structure.

Figure 8.2.: Pairwise percentage comparison of congruence

The comparison clearly shows that the presented IoT-WD meta model covers all
required elements or areas and that it could not be replaced by any existing ap-
proach. The reason for this is that the meta model is designed generically, but
also contains extra components to include safety/security and special wellbeing
elements if required, which enables the further assessment steps.
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8.2. Case Study-based Evaluation

The case study-based evaluation is divided into two IoT-WD use cases and is in-
tended to prove the applicability of the approach by using the developed Archi-
Ana tool. On the one hand, the individual steps and functionalities are applied,
and on the other hand, performance tests are executed to prove that the auto-
mated flaw identification and assessment approach is faster than a manual inves-
tigation, especially in large complex systems.

8.2.1. Ambient Assisted Living Use Case

The first use case is an extension of the AAL running example, and thus, is based
on a smart home in which elderly live independently and can be supported and
monitored if necessary. In addition, some medical devices are included. Figure
8.3 shows a small illustration of the use case.

Figure 8.3.: Concept of AAL functions

In the smart home an elderly resident is monitored through multiple devices with
different locations and goals throughout the house. For instance, the defibrillator
is a fully implanted device to monitor the heart, whereas the insulin pump is
a kind of wearable to measure the current insulin level. The other devices are
located in diverse places, as the fall detector is positioned in every room and the
mobile phone and pillbox vary. To collect and process the data, two kinds of cloud
respectively gateway are included. In addition, the smart home is connected with
diverse stakeholders with several goals and rights, like ambulance for critical
situations or relatives who may be informed about the resident. This use case
was inspired by [IoT13], [Pir+18] and [Doh+10]. The network details of this use
case were presented in [LRB19].
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8.2.1.1. System Model

In order to be able to check the safety and security aspects of the smart home, first
the architecture of the system is modeled. Figure 8.4 shows the system model. It is
arranged in layers from top to bottom and contains all layers of the layered archi-
tecture. The IoT and wellbeing devices described above are modeled in the bot-
tom layer. In addition, other physical components of a smart home are included,
as these can also be influenced or have an impact. In addition, the sensors, ac-
tuators and other according components were modeled for all IoT things. In the
sensing/acting layer, the corresponding metrics, measurements and related ser-
vices were included. In order to forward the data records, the elements required
for communication, such as physical connections, hub or server, are modeled in
the communication layer. In the upper layers, all elements for data processing
such as events and rules are modeled accordingly. The results can be displayed
with the help of the virtual entities and applications. The management of sen-
sitive data and stakeholders or users described above, are modeled in the top
layers. In between, technical or functional services or relations are included in
the model.

Figure 8.4.: AAL case study system model - IoT diagram overview
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In addition, filters can be applied with the editor to focus on specific aspects. In
figure 8.5 a filter was applied to show only the elements within the things layer. In
addition, the relations were reduced and limited to technical connections. Thus,
influences on higher levels are missing in the view. Therefore, this filter can only
be used for limited estimations.

Figure 8.5.: AAL case study system model - things layer filter

In figure 8.6 the system model of the use case is shown in the IoT container dia-
gram provided by the model editor of the ArchiAna tool. This allows a different
view and estimation of the architecture. However, it only affects manual estima-
tion and not automated checks. This is discussed in more detail in the second use
case. On the right, container element creation functions can be seen in the figure.
In addition, the pattern recognition services of the next step that are called from
the pattern database can also be seen, as they can be applied on the IoT diagram
and the IoT container diagram.

Figure 8.6.: AAL case study system model - IoT container diagram
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The container view puts the focus on affiliations and its use of containers. The
representation of relations is significantly reduced by this, which positively af-
fects the readability of the smart home model. For example, the SHInsulinPump
or the SHFallDetector are two highly complex nodes with subcomponents such
as sensor containers with rules, metrics and measurements, whereas the smart
SMFloorlight does not need to model any other relevant components in itself.
The containers represent not only physical relationships, but also functional or
business relationships, for instance, the Pharmacy and its DigitalUserPharmacy
and BusinessSystemPharmacy to distribute the drugs. Thus, the AzureIoTServer
can be represented as a container with its functions for data storage or processing.
Elements that cannot be clearly assigned to components are represented without
containers. An example is the AmbulanceCall_Service, which can be assigned to
the SHInsulinPump but also to the SHSmartPhone.

8.2.1.2. Pattern and Anti-Pattern Specifications

The use case is checked for safety and security aspects with the help of a defined
SAP and a SEAP. The SAP is defined in table 8.8 and refers to smart insulin pumps
with special continuous glucose monitoring sensors that measure the blood glu-
cose level of the patient and deliver insulin accordingly. For communication, a
ZigBee connection is used to transmit the data measured with a collect service
to an external device. The SAP has zero tolerance, and thus, a high degree of
urgency. It checks the risk that a measurement is influenced by a failure or ex-
ternal spontaneous problems, and thus, dispenses an insulin quantity that is too
high. This can happen, for example, due to wear and tear or faulty environmental
conditions. Accordingly, reliability is considered as assessment attribute for this
SAP, since an occasional fault can cause reliability to decrease and lead to serious
health problems. The most important requirements of this SAP is recovery time
and failure resistance to return to the correct measurement as soon as possible.
A desirable design is that every insulin pump needs two different sensors which
conduct measures at the same time and needs a connection to a mobile phone.
Thus, values can be collected several times and manually checked on a device.

Table 8.9 contains the defined SEAP. It checks if a vulnerable design exists for
a device with a low trust level with a direct connection to the Internet. This
can lead, for example, to unauthorized access to a pillbox, manipulation of the
medication, and erroneous or incorrect quantities of medication being ordered.
Accordingly, this anti-pattern addresses access services that are performed over
Wifi connections, and can therefore, come locally as well as from the cloud. It is a
moderately severe anti-pattern as it is temporarily tolerable and a short-term de-
nial of service is bearable. However, it is a critical issue that can occur frequently
and that must be prevented from compromising privacy and integrity. Therefore
integrity is chosen as a later assessment attribute.
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ID 654322

Name Insulin Pump injects wrong dose

Component Supercategory: Element to Protect

Element Type WellbeingIoTDevice (Insulin Pump)

User Group Patient

Element Category Leaf of Devices

Hardware ZigBee Connection

Software Collect Service

Layer SensingActing Layer

Location Local

Disruption Tolerance Zero tolerant

Fault Measurement was affected external

Hazard Insulin dose to high

Classification Failure, External Problem

Fault Class Calculation

Assessment Feature Reliability

Probable Direct Impact Supercategory: Estimated Consequences

Causal Types Collider

Causal Relation Reliability decreases: (P(B)*(a-2d))*x

Indirect Impact Skin friction

Severity Death

Likelihood of Occurrence Occasional

Safety Requirements Recovery, Failure Resistance

Protective Design Pumps need two sensors and mobile connection

Implementation Supercategory: Artifact Combination

Filter Conditions Subcategory: Concerned Elements

Node2Node WellbeingIoTDevice

NodeAttribute deviceType:InsulinPump

Pattern Requirements Subcategory: Recognition Details

Node2Node Sensor/ Measurement/ IoTDevice

Node2Relation sensor/measurement/physicalconnection:Pump

NodeAttribute sensor&&timestamp:!equal/deviceType:Mobile

Flaw sensor1==sensor2 / deviceType != Mobile

Table 8.8.: AAL case study Safety Pattern
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ID 372865

Name Pillbox manipulation

Component Supercategory: Element to Protect

Element Type IoT Device

User Group Patient

Element Category Leaf of Devices, Intermediate Devices

Hardware Wifi

Software Access Service

Layer Application Layer

Location Local or Cloud

Disruption Tolerance Temporary tolerant

Intent Manipulate pillbox to change medication

Risk Patient orders wrong or no pills

Classification Tampering, Denial of service

Attack Goal Manipulation

Assessment Feature Integrity

Probable Direct Impact Supercategory: Estimated Consequences

Causal Types Fork

Causal Relation Integrity decreased (P(B)*((a-d)*x))/a

Severity Critical

Likelihood of Occurrence Frequent

Security Requirements Integrity, Manipulation Resistance, Privacy

Vulnerable/Hazardous Design Low trust device has Internet connection

Implementation Supercategory: Artifact Combination

Element Filter Conditions Subcategory: Concerned Elements

Node2Node WellbeingIoTDevice/Service/Cloud

Node2Relation service/ peereddevice

NodeAttribute trustLevel:low/service:Access/type:analytic

Anti-Pattern Requirements Subcategory: Recognition Details

Node2Node PhysicalConnection

Node2Relation physicalconnection:cloud

NodeAttribute protocol:Wifi

Flaw trustLevel=low / protocol=Wifi

Table 8.9.: AAL case study Security Anti-Pattern
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8.2.1.3. Sirius Service Application

After defining the pattern and the anti-pattern, they are transferred into the DSL
and automatically converted into executable Java code for the Sirius pattern ser-
vices. Finally, they can be applied to the system model in the ArchiAna tool.

Figure 8.7 shows on the left a segment of the Xtext file of the defined SAP, while
on the right a segment of the SEAP is displayed. The pattern contains the solution
or desirable design that should be found so that there is no flaw. Thus, only the
insulin pumps are selected from all model elements and additionally only those
with the special continuous glucose monitoring sensors are filtered. These are
checked for different measurements and mobile connections. The anti-pattern, on
the other hand, shows the vulnerable design of the SEAP that must not be present
in order to have a flaw-free design. For this purpose, systems are browsed for low
trust pillboxes that allow external access services, and thus, their information can
be accessed from outside. If an insecure low trust Wifi connection is present, the
design, and thus, the model is at risk.

Figure 8.7.: AAL case study pattern and anti-pattern DSL

With the help of the presented code generation rules from chapter 6 the pattern
services in Java are generated with Xtend which can be seen partly in figure 8.8.
On the left can be seen the first requirement query of the SAP and corresponds to
lines 65-73 of the DSL from figure 8.7. The filtered wellbeing IoT devices are taken
from a previously created list and their sensors are checked if they correspond to a
specific sensor type, and therefore, differ from the first sensor’s type. In addition,
the measurement of this second sensor is checked for its timestamp. All insulin
pumps that match the pattern are removed and only pumps with a flawed design
remain in the list and are passed on to the second requirement query. The same is
done for the SEAP on the right side of the picture. However, the SEAP contains
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only one requirement query, and therefore, the figure shows the final sorting. The
filtered IoT devices are checked for a Wifi connection and hits remain in the list
to be marked as flawed. This corresponds to lines 74-49 of the DSL.

Figure 8.8.: AAL case study pattern and anti-pattern Services

After the pattern services have been fully implemented, they can be applied
to any model at any time, even if they are extended or modified and need to
be rechecked. In Figure 8.9, the SAP with ID 654322 was taken from the pat-
tern database and triggered with the ArchiAna tool. Marked red elements and
relations can be seen. These were marked red by the pattern query because
they do not correspond to the SAP654322 desired design and represent a dan-
gerous composition of components and relations on the architecture. The flaw re-
sults from the not obvious, hidden fact that the SHInsulinPump has not included
two different sensor types and measurement timestamps. Thus, the modeled
SHInsulinPump in the use case must be altered. The effects of the flaw that need
to be considered in the design change are determined in the assessment steps. The
pattern recognition result window provides information about which element is
the main cause of the flaw and which design should actually be present.

Figure 8.9.: AAL case study flaw identification - SAP
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The anti-pattern with ID 372865 is queried in figure 8.10 on the AAL use case.
The defined design could be found in the model, which in case of an anti-pattern
means the presence of a flaw. The modeled Pillbox, its physical connection
PhyCo_Cloud2Pillbox and Cloud2PillboxAccess_Service are marked as flawed
because it has a connection to the AzureIoTServer cloud and no security mecha-
nism was planned in between, as the AAL_Hub is only a data collection point and
does not provide encryption or access protection. If there were two pillboxes in
the use case, both would have been checked. In the current case, however, only
one endangered pillbox was found.

Figure 8.10.: AAL case study flaw identification - SEAP

8.2.1.4. Assessment Cycle Application

After the flaws have been identified, they must be assessed one by one. For the
further course of this case study, only the identified SAP violation, and thus, the
risk of a flawed insulin pump is further assessed and mitigated. The assessment
of the identified SEAP violation would be performed in a compliant manner.
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Failure Impact Analysis
An insulin pump has been discovered that does not have two different types of
sensors as recommended, and therefore, cannot compare its measurement results.
Inconsistencies in the glucose measurement are not detected and incorrect data
may be passed on for insulin calculation. This has an impact on the reliability
of the system. Accordingly, FIA metric reliability is selected, and thus, a Failure
Reliability Impact Analysis is performed.

Figure 8.11.: AAL case study flaw assessment - FIA

Figure 8.11 shows the fully executed FIA including analysis step functions of-
fered by ArchiAna. Using the FIA mapping, the marked elements were trans-
ferred from figure 8.9. Additionally, all elements were mapped that are connected
to flawed elements and also have the assessment attribute reliability. These are
represented in almost all layers, and thus, corresponding FIA layers are created.
Afterwards the cycle check is performed to not violate DAG requirements. Cy-
cles were found between Measurement_SHInsulinPump - Metric_SHInsulinPump
and SHInsulinPump - SHSmartPhone and accordingly must be deleted.

Subsequently, each FIA element is assigned discrete probability values relating to
reliability in order to quantify them. The discrete states Full and Low are selected
for this purpose. Table 8.10 shows the probability values of the elements of the
things layer. In addition, the JPT is calculated for each element via its ancestors.
For JPT, the values of the Full state are chosen, since no accident has yet been
simulated, and therefore, the best case is to be assumed. For all other layers it is
continued conform to this. For example, for Rule_SHInsulinPump, JPT is calcu-
lated via its ancestors Sensor_SHInsulinPump, Measurement_SHInsulinPump, and
Metric_SHInsulinPump: 0.837*0.99*0.98.
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Single Probabilities - Reliability FULL LOW JPT
SHInsulinPump 0,9 0,1 0,9
Actuator_SHInsulinPump 0,95 0,05 0,855
Sensor_SHInsulinPump1 0,93 0,07 0,837
Sensor_SHInsulinPump2 0,93 0,07 0,837
SHSmartPhone 0,91 0,09 0,819

Table 8.10.: FIA single probabilities - things layer

Thus, accident simulation and final FIA assessment is ready. SHInsulinPump is
selected as starting point for an external hazard (Sensor_SHInsulinPump2 attri-
tion) and the beginning of the resulting reliability reduction. Accordingly, an
initial CPT must be created for this element which is calculated with the formula
from the SAP654322: (P(B)*(a-2d))*x. The probability value is taken from the ta-
ble and the remaining values are created from the ancestors and descendants
and the severity: (0,9*(0-22))*4=-79,2. This means, that the reliability probability
(state=Full) of SHInsulinPump is reduced by 79,2% in case of an accident. This
value is the starting point for further CPT calculations of all FIA elements. For
the element Rule_SHInsulinPump the calculated CPT can be seen in table 8.11 and
was determined through the collider rule of chapter 7. Since its ancestors are not
directly affected by the weakened sensor, the condition probabilities are still high
and the reliability is not greatly affected.

Measurement_SHInsulinPump Sensor_SHInsulinPump FULL LOW
FULL FULL 0,95 0,05
LOW LOW 0,8 0,2
FULL LOW 0,91 0,09
LOW FULL 0,92 0,08

Table 8.11.: CPT of Rule_SHInsulinPump

The probabilities are taken from the CPTs and the new JPTs are determined as
described. Based on these, the color-coded evaluations are output in the FIA by
comparing the old and new JPTs. Red or orange boxes indicate that the JP of
reliability of the corresponding element has significantly decreased in case of an
accident. As an example, element Sensor_SHInsulinPump2 now only has a JPT of
under 1% through its CP(Full) 0,465 and its ancestor’s CP(Full) of 0,9-0,792=0,108.
11 elements have been identified whose reliability has been severely weakened
and must be assessed further to observe financial possible loss.
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Quantitative Impact Analysis
QIA is used to calculate the cost of a failure. However, as described, this is only
applicable to a limited extent for the value of human wellbeing. Accordingly, in-
direct costs are considered in this step. In FIA, it was determined what happens
when a sensor attrition causes a wrong measurement, and thus, the wrong insulin
dose is dispensed. Accordingly, it can now be evaluated how expensive such a
failure can be in terms of costs for an ambulance call. In a QIA, several risks and
cases are considered. On the one hand, the insulin pump may trigger a medical
emergency due to technical problems and justifiably call for help. On the other
hand, only a faulty data transmission without affecting the insulin dispense may
lead to an unnecessary ambulance call. These different cases change the causes
and frequency but not the reliability and costs incurred, and are therefore, con-
sidered in one QIA. Figure 8.12 displays the fully conducted QIA, its results and
QIA step functions of ArchiAna.

Figure 8.12.: AAL case study flaw assessment - QIA

The QIA mapping is performed to transfer red marked elements from FIA be-
cause they have a significant effect in case of accidents. The worst case mapping
for safety concerns is selected, because a safety pattern is the initial starting point.
The selection of worst case causes that the Low values from the FIA reliability
CPTs are taken when transferring the probabilities of the element relations. For
example, the relation between SHInsulinPump and Sensor_SHInsulinPump2 cor-
responds as calculated above: 1-0,108=0,892. Subsequently, a risk is assigned to
each QIA element. These range from risk of loss of services, to risk of omission,
to major risk of system corruption problems.

Subsequently, ASLE are defined for all elements and the initial rate of occurrence
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for the leaf nodes. For example, Sensor_SHInsulinPump2 has an ASLE of 52,5€
to replace a sensor. The data_aggregation_module_Service is estimated to have
ASLE of 42,8€ for the support units to recover and Ambulance is estimated to have
ASLE of 120€ for personnel costs. For the leaf node SHInsulinPump, an occurrence
of 2 is estimated based on the information in SAP654322. This provides all the in-
formation for QIA calculations, the results of which can be seen in figure 8.12. For
instance, Sensor_SHInsulinPump2 has an ELE of 93,1248 through (0,892*2)*52,5
with reference to formulas of chapter 7. The results of the LLE show that things
and user layer have to expect the highest costs. The results of the whole model
consideration show that almost 138 accidents are possible. If all accidents occur
at the same time, a damage of about 1391€ can be expected. Due to the moderate
severity level of 2 (based on SAP654322) and the high level of possible accidents,
a high TSE is obtained. This means that countermeasures are urgently needed.

Countermeasure Decision Support Analysis
After critical points and their effects have been considered, various countermea-
sure scenarios are now compared with each other in order to counteract the haz-
ardous system design. Two scenarios were planned for the current use case (fig-
ure 8.13). Scenario 1 shows an alternative outplace scenario and plans different
countermeasures distributed over several areas of the flawed design. Scenario 2,
on the other hand, is inplace and plans its countermeasures focused on one area.
Both scenarios have recovery and failure resistance as requirements to be met by
the planned countermeasures. This is derived from SAP654322.

Scenario 1 proposes to change the ambulance call workflow to include a control
call to check if help is really needed. In addition, the weak sensor should be re-
placed and the insulin pump should only dispense insulin when the recommen-
dation is confirmed in the app on the mobile phone. On a functional level, man-
ual nutrient tracking is to be added to the app as well. With additional machine
learning units on an Azure server, the correct insulin quantity can be suggested
and compared with the measurements before it comes to dispensing. Thus, the
scenario covers the faulty sensor, but also plans more control mechanisms for
false recommendations and false emergency medical services. Accordingly, the
countermeasures are distributed over several layers.

Scenario 2, on the other hand, concentrates mainly on the lower layers and fo-
cuses only on the problem of incorrect insulin levels. First and foremost, the
faulty sensor should be replaced and exchanged with a sensor that can withstand
more stress. In order to obtain even more safety, a third sensor is to be installed
in each insulin pump, which will also increase the measurement interval. Fur-
thermore, each insulin pump will be equipped with a smart actuator with more
calculation capacity to detect inconsistencies. As a final check, there will also be a
change in the insulin dispense workflow in this scenario in which a button must
be pressed on the pump.
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Figure 8.13.: AAL case study flaw assessment - CDSA

For each planned countermeasure, the probability whether it has a positive ef-
fect on the requirements is determined. For countermeasures that are not leaf
nodes and depend on other countermeasures, additional CP values are calcu-
lated. Table 8.12 shows the overview of all probability values for scenario 2. Each
countermeasure has a value for each requirement. Since only smart actuator
with ML unit is a dependent top countermeasure only its CP has to be calcu-
lated. The remaining CP are equal to P. According to chapter 7, the AND rule
applies for the calculation and thus: 0,98*0,89*0,91=0,79. Therefore, the JPs can
also be determined and a utility of 5,11 (0,62*5+05*4) is calculated using the de-
fined weights. This is a low utility and an indication that this countermeasure
scenario is not sufficient. Scenario 1, on the other hand, has a value of 8,5 and is
therefore, more suitable from a probability point of view to prevent or mitigate
possible accidents. However, no countermeasure scenario can be finally selected
until it has been verified that new services that come with countermeasures can
be integrated into the previous system model.
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Countermeasure P (r.) CP (r.) P (f.r.) CP (f.r.)
change of insulin workflow 0,99 0,99 0,95 0,95
smart actuator with ML unit 0,91 0,79 0,99 0,62
increase measurement interval 0,89 0,89 0,93 0,93
add new sensor 0,98 0,98 0,95 0,95
replace sensor 0,92 0,92 0,95 0,95

Requirement JP Weight
recovery (r.) 0,62 5
failure resistance (f.r.) 0,5 4

Table 8.12.: Probability values and weights of CM Scenario 2

Service Interoperability Analysis
For each CDSA scenario a corresponding SIA scenario is created which contains
new and previous services that are relevant for the comparison. Figure 8.14
shows the completed comparison of these scenarios. SIA scenario 1 contains the
old InsulinCollect_Service in CollectService type and AmbulanceCall_Service
in ActingDecisionService type. In addition, new services have been created for
nutrient tracking, ambulance control, ML processing and recommendations. SIA
scenario 2 contains the previous data_aggregation_module_service in Process-
ingService type and AmbulanceCall_Service in ActingDecisionService type. Both
scenarios contain the same chance node requirements as this is mandatory in the
SIA to determine service quality.

Probabilities of chance nodes A C V CC
previous data processing service 0,92 0,93 0,9 0,85
new ML analytic service 0,95 0,87 0,94 0,95
ProcessingService Type 0,87 0,81 0,85 0,81
previous ambulance call service 0,95 0,98 0,97 0,95
new acting dispense service 0,94 0,92 0,76 0,96
ActingDecisionService Type 0,89 0,9 0,73 0,91
new additional glucose collect service 0,95 0,92 0,92 0,86
CollectService Type 0,95 0,92 0,92 0,86

Table 8.13.: Probability values of SIA Scenario 2

After setting up the SIA, service probabilities are defined for affecting service
quality requirements (= chance nodes). Table 8.13 shows the values for scenario
2. Service type values are calculated using the JP of their associated services.
For example, ProcessingService type P(correctness): 0.93*0.87=0.81. This means
that all services of this type will be 81% completely correct in the system. This
value is low in this scenario because the ML service will operate on a weak ac-
tuator, and therefore, have little computing capacity. Services that need to act di-
rectly with each other form service pairs. In these SIA scenarios they are checked
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for the possibility to exchange data. In scenario 2, two critical pairs were dis-
covered. The new service of the insulin dispense workflow and the previous
AmbulanceCall_Service have issues exchanging data because the previous ser-
vice could automatically retrieve data and now relies on manual confirmation.
The old service data_aggregation_module_service, on the other hand, can only
exchange data with the new service for insulin dispense with restrictions because
the old service is still adapted to the old measurement time interval.

Figure 8.14.: AAL case study flaw assessment - SIA

Finally, the utility of scenarios is calculated and compared. For instance, scenario
2 utility: (0,87*0,89*0,95)*2+(0,81*0,9*0,92)*3+(0,85*0,73*0,92)*2+(0,81*0,91*0,86)*4
= 7,16, with the chance node weights 2/3/2/4. Since scenario 1 has a higher
utility calculated, it is colored green and is recommended as the new design, since
the service quality is estimated to be higher and CDSA scenario 1 also has a higher
utility, and thus, seems to be better suited to mitigate the SAP654322 flaw.
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8.2.2. Generated Performance Use Case

While in the first use case proper functionalities and calculations of the approach
were checked, the performance of the approach is to be monitored next. Thus, it
shall be checked if the approach can be executed in a reasonable time to justify
the automation effort. For this purpose, different sized models are tested which
are generated using a model generator to consider differences in the performance
duration. The measurements were performed on the following set up:

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60 GHz

• Installed RAM: 16,0 GB

• System: 64-Bit-OS, Windows 10 Pro

The use case is based on the idea that IoT systems can become very large. Ac-
cordingly, a smart city is considered and oriented to environmental quality mon-
itoring and threat detection systems of [CPS]. Accordingly, the IoT model and its
things are spread across an entire city. Smart sensors can measure air pollution
locally and accurately, improving the wellbeing of city residents and analyzing
it for underlying factors. For the threat detection of the city, an acoustic method
is used in which sensors are positioned on the streets, and thus, immediately no-
tice abnormal situations. This includes car accident sounds, screams or gunshots.
Thus, appropriate help can be sent directly to the affected location. Accordingly,
smart cars, hospitals including bed management, ambulances with tables and
other stakeholders are also involved. This leads to a huge, cluttered model.

8.2.2.1. Model Editor Complexity Test

Figure 8.15 shows an example of a smart city IoT model. Thereby, not only all
required physical entities like sensors for air pollution and acoustic signals are
modeled, but also their physical connections, services, processing units as well as
the different stakeholders with their business systems and users.

Figure 8.15.: Performance use case system model
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Smart cities in particular can be viewed as a whole or only in sub-areas such
as individual streets or neighborhoods. Accordingly, the model sizes can also
vary in a use case. The performance test of the model editor considers smart
city model sizes with 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 nodes. The above depicted model
contains about 2000 elements. Thus, it can be seen that even very large models
can be displayed with the model editor. The exact performance data depending
on the model size can be seen in figure 8.16. The results have as axes the number
of nodes and the time needed to generate and display the model from a XMI file.
The performance test was split into the model view and the container view. It
can be seen that in the low node range the views have almost the same times and
can be generated very quickly. This is mainly due to the fact that a low number
of nodes often results in a low complexity of the connections. If there are 1000
or more nodes, it is noticeable that the container view is created more quickly.
This is due to the fact that fewer connections have to be displayed because of
the container nesting. The sharp increase in time is due to the disproportionate
increase in the number of connections to the nodes. However, all measured times
are still in reasonable time for models with 10000 nodes and could be reduced by a
better technical test set up. Also, models larger than 10000 nodes are uncommon,
since the model editor is used manually during the design phase and most of the
time cannot be filled by architecture mining functions.

Figure 8.16.: Performance test of model editor

8.2.2.2. Flaw Identification Performance

To measure performance of flaw identification, all types of PRF templates should
be used. Thus, a SAAP for smart cities is defined.
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ID 927392

Name Authentication in urgent situations

Component Supercategory: Element to Protect

Element Type Service

Element Category Service, Facilities

Hardware 3G connection

Software Acting Service

Layer SensingActing Layer

Location Local

Disruption Tolerance Temporary tolerant

Fault Complicated authentication method

Hazard Help cannot be contacted fast enough

Classification Loss of Service

Fault Class Configuration Management, Initialization

Assessment Feature Confidentiality

Probable Direct Impact Supercategory: Estimated Consequences

Causal Types Chain

Causal Relation Confidentiality decreased: (P(B)*((a-d)/x))/a

Indirect Impact Misuse of ambulance

Severity Death, Serious Injury

Likelihood of Occurrence Probable

Safety Requirements Availability

Vulnerable/Hazardous Design 2-way authentication is implemented in a ser-
vice to call an ambulance

Implementation Supercategory: Artifact Combination

Element Filter Conditions Subcategory: Concerned Elements

Node2Node Stakeholder/ IoTDevice/ Service

Node2Relation physicalentity/ service

NodeAttribute type:Ambulance/ software:CallFunction/
serviceType:ActingService

Anti-Pattern Requirements Subcategory: Recognition Details

Node2Node Service

NodeAttribute authentication:2Way

Flaw authentication==2Way

Table 8.14.: AAL Safety Anti-Pattern
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The SAAP addresses the exploitation of emergency services, some of which are
triggered anonymously in cities. However, authentication of an ambulance call is
only useful and secure under certain conditions. The present SAAP, therefore,
verifies that no complicated authentication methods have been implemented,
which would result in a possible blocking of emergency calls. The acting ser-
vices are checked by ambulance stakeholders to prevent loss of service and to
ensure proper configuration management.

As described, the performance tests should be performed with all PRF template
types. Besides the presented SAAP, defined SEP, SAP and SEAP of the previous
chapters and sections are used. Again, different sized smart city models were
utilized for testing. Thus, all four patterns or anti-patterns were run on the differ-
ent model sizes and the time to complete verification was measured. The results
are comparable, but the actual numbers depend on the selected use case, since
the amount of elements that are filtered affects the time. Accordingly, the results
could vary with a different test set up, but the ratios would remain the same. It
can be clearly seen that all patterns and anti-patterns are close to each other in
time and the ratios to each other are independent of the model size. In addi-
tion, it can be seen that in small models with few elements with fewer attributes
and relations, a check is very fast. Only from 10000 nodes onwards there is a
clear increase, as the links become more complex as well. Since this is only 300
milliseconds, this can still be considered a reasonable time as it is a proportional
increase and is significantly faster than a manual check.

Figure 8.17.: Performance test of flaw identification - model view

The tests were performed on the model view and the container view. However, in
figures 8.17 and 8.18, it can be seen clearly that there is no significant difference in
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time, since the flaw identification is performed on the underlying XMI files, and
thus, the complexity of the representation is irrelevant. Minimal fluctuations are
based on technical reasons.

Figure 8.18.: Performance test of flaw identification - container view

8.2.2.3. Analyses Performance

Finally, performance of the assessment cycle is checked. Again smart city models
are used, but up to a maximum of 1000 nodes, since it is not realistic for a single
pattern to mark more than 10% of a model and only flaws and related elements
are included in the assessment. Each analysis is divided into its most perfor-
mance relevant analysis steps as each step can be performed individually.

Figure 8.19.: Performance use case - analyses cycle
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Several steps can be executed within a FIA. Six of them are computation inten-
sive and were checked in figure 8.20 for their performance duration depending
on the model size. The fastest steps are the cycle check, quantification check and
layered calculation, since no BBN calculations are used here and only limited el-
ements have to be considered. Accordingly, they perform very well in any model
size. In the quantification and simulation steps, the times are significantly higher
with increasing model size, since BBN calculations are used here which requires
relationships of ancestors and descendants whereas these relationships are more
complex in large models. However, the most critical performance step is the ini-
tial mapping from the IoT model to the FIA model, since not only the previous
much larger model must be completely gone through, but also the graphical FIA
representation must be created including the element classification in the individ-
ual layers. Critical filters in the flaw identification could reduce the number of el-
ements to be transferred and improve performance. Since the FIA node quantity
can be regarded as realistic, measured times are to be understood as reasonable.

Figure 8.20.: Performance comparison of FIA

The performance results of QIA can be seen in figure 8.21. The performance times
of all steps are significantly lower than in the FIA steps. This has two main rea-
sons. Firstly, only a reduced selection of FIA diagram elements are mapped in
a QIA and secondly, no complex BBN calculations are included. For reasons of
comparability, the same model sizes are tested anyway. All four calculation anal-
ysis steps are very close to each other in their execution time, since the calcula-
tions are all based on approximately the same calculation types. The calculations
for ELE and TSE&TRO are slightly higher because they consider each individual
element and perform several calculations at the same time. Only in the mapping
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a difference can be seen in very small and very large models. Thus, with 1000
nodes, the mapping is the highest time while the other models have the peak at
ELE. This has the same reasons as the FIA mapping.

Figure 8.21.: Performance comparison of QIA

Next figure 8.22 shows the performance results of most important CDSA steps.

Figure 8.22.: Performance comparison of CDSA
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The measurements for a CDSA are also significantly lower than for a FIA. Al-
though BBN calculations are again included and performed here, a CDSA in-
volves a few selected relations between nodes and not a large number of branched
model components. Accordingly, the model sizes are no longer examples for
smart cities, but for planned countermeasures. Accordingly, the measurements
for 1000 planned countermeasures are rather unrealistic, but were nevertheless
carried out for comparability. For small models, all steps take about the same
amount of time. For medium and large models, however, it can be seen that the
CPT creation is the most time-consuming, since BBN calculations are used here.
After the initial preparation, the remaining steps are not time consuming regard-
less of the nodes.

The last performance measurements are performed for SIAs in different numbers
of services under consideration. These times are once again higher because they
contain more relations that were transferred from the original IoT model in order
to be able to perform the comparisons of old with new services and their con-
nections and interoperability. The steps increase in their performance gradually.
While in the first step only individual services are considered and calculated, in
the second step complex calculations of all pairs have to be made and some ser-
vices have to be observed several times. In the power set, pairs, single services
and their joint probability must be determined, and thus, are computation inten-
sive. In the comparison step, only individual values are evaluated. Even if the
performance increases significantly with the size of the models, the increase is
proportional, and thus, are reasonable times.

Figure 8.23.: Performance comparison of SIA
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8.3. Scenario-based Evaluation

In order to cover further aspects, a qualitative scenario-based evaluation is also
carried out. For this purpose, various scenarios are discussed. These will be used
to test the quality of the approach under different conditions. For this purpose,
several quality attributes are defined and evaluated: adaptability, expandability,
scalability and reusability.

For each quality attribute or defined scenario, the areas of system modeling and
architecture optimization are discussed.

• Design Approach: The meta model with its elements and relations as well
as the layered architecture and the model editor should withstand the qual-
ity attributes since only a functioning interaction of the three components
allows the use of the approach part.

• Flaw Identification: In this approach part, template categories, DSL as well
as Xtend service generation functions shall be checked, since they repre-
sent a self-contained process. If only one link in the chain cannot fulfill the
attribute, the entire approach part is not satisfied in this quality area.

• Flaw Assessment: The analysis cycle shall be checked in its generic and
its analysis specific characteristics in order to fulfill the individual quality
attributes. The functions implemented in the tool are also checked.

8.3.1. Adaptability

First, it is evaluated whether the approach parts are adaptable when the condi-
tions of a use case change. Based on [SC01] and [Kur05] adaptability is defined
as

the ability of software, systems, models or other artifacts to adjust to
changing environmental conditions while preserving previous func-
tionalities.

In the context of this evaluation, this definition is used to examine the three scopes
mentioned above, to verify whether use case specific or generic changes have an
impact on the processes, components or tools and which adjustments are possible
and necessary. This ensures that the entire approach can continue to be applied
in the future.

The following scenario is defined for the evaluation of the quality attribute adapt-
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ability: The current approach is focused on use cases in the wellbeing sector, but
can also be applied in other areas, and thus, be subject to requirement or guideline
changes. These are usually influenced by new stakeholders or different physical
environments. However, even minor use case changes may need to be adapted to
new challenges as soon as new business targets are defined. For example, a med-
ical IoT use case implemented in a hospital with critical equipment like a smart
defibrillator or connected surgical tools underlays different and stricter laws to
allow the connection of remote devices with this equipment. To include an op-
erating room with surgeons into a complex IoT network the safety and security
guidelines must be adapted (compare chapter 2).

Design Approach
The presented meta model is designed to cover several use cases in the IoT area.
Accordingly, mostly no adaptation is necessary in the event of a use case change.
However, if use case-related adaptations are necessary, the meta model can adapt
its attributes in order to be able to include information appropriately in the model.
Enumeration values can also be modified, for example to incorporate modified
scales for SIL. In this way, important service or physical connection specifications
can be adapted to new conditions as well. The underlying layered architecture is
likewise designed to fit generically for all IoT use cases. However, element-layer
mappings can be customized to adapt to possible new policies affecting layered
protection. The corresponding model editor is adaptable to changed conditions
because it is always equivalent to the meta model. If, in extreme cases, the entire
meta model needs to be replaced, far-reaching changes to the flaw identification
process will be necessary, but are possible.

Flaw Identification
If new regulations are introduced, this also includes the query of new possible
flaws that are not allowed to be present anymore. The PRF template categories
can have their values readjusted as mentioned in chapters 2.1.4 and 6. For exam-
ple, the category disruption tolerance can be adapted if critical medical devices
require a new rating scale. If adjustments have been made in the meta model,
this must also be adapted in the PRF. This applies to the pattern language and
Xtend generation methods in order to be able to query modified meta model at-
tributes. It must be noted that predefined patterns can subsequently no longer be
used or must be adjusted afterwards. However, if due to the changed conditions,
previously defined patterns can no longer be used, the automatic pattern service
generation can still take place in order to make the modified patterns directly
usable again.

Flaw Assessment
The analysis cycle of the assessment cycle is based on approach adaptation, and
is therefore, ideally suited for necessary adjustments. If changes are made to the
meta model, this has no effect on the previous analyses, since the use case ele-
ments are transferred directly to analysis diagram elements independently of the
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meta model. Thus, the functionality of the analyses is still guaranteed. How-
ever, if changes in guidelines, environmental influences or simply changes in the
business goal affect the assessment details, its cycle can be adjusted. However,
care must be taken to ensure that outputs and inputs continue to match in order
to guarantee an uninterrupted cycle. By making adjustments in the PRF, several
values in the analyses are automatically adapted, such as the defined causal re-
lation used in FIA for calculating the conditional probability. In this way, the
results or the calculation path of the analyses can also be influenced and adapted.
The specification of the individual analyses can also be adapted to new condi-
tions, such as the weighting for CDSA and SIA. All values that are first defined in
the specification can be adjusted while the automation of the analyses and their
functionality continues to operate without restriction. This is made possible by
the dynamic implementation of the analyses.

Based on these characteristics of the approach, the quality attribute defined above
is considered to be satisfied.

8.3.2. Expandability

As an extension to adaptability, expandability is checked as a further quality at-
tribute. Inspired by [Ber+95], expandability is defined as

the ability to integrate new functionalities or parts into an approach
to enable new features while preserving existing capabilities.

This quality attribute is tested with a scenario to prove the possibilities of an ex-
tension of the design approach and the architecture optimization. The aim is not
only to check that new components can be included, but also whether previous
functions still operate, and thus, whether previously defined use cases still per-
form. This quality attribute, thus, ensures that the approach can be enlarged if
necessary.

The following scenario is defined for the evaluation of the quality attribute ex-
pandability: Due to the constant development of technology, new use cases are
always possible, which may want to incorporate artifacts into existing use cases
in the future. In addition, further developments entail new challenges or new
requirements from stakeholders. This leads to extensions of the whole approach.
For example, an existing smart home adds another stakeholder to order directly
groceries based on the contents of the refrigerator. The new set up includes a
camera in the refrigerator which may lead to privacy concerns. This and the
new requirements added by the new business stakeholder cause the smart home
provider to extend the assessment.
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Design Approach
Since IoT systems are dynamic and constantly changing, extensions to the exist-
ing meta model may be necessary if further development reveals new areas of
IoT networks that were not previously explored. These can range from physical
elements to virtual product management elements, e.g of a food delivery service.
The present meta model can be expanded by new elements via new extended
connections with the help of the present EMF functions. The layered architecture
is also able to accommodate new elements. By extending the layer enumeration,
an expansion of the architecture is also possible, although all possible meta model
extensions are covered by the present layered architecture. Meta model changes
always entail modeling editor expansion to ensure modeling of the new elements.
If previous elements are only expanded by additional attributes, the model editor
is automatically updated.

Flaw Identification
As described, an expansion scenario may also introduce new challenges, such
as privacy violations. In order to identify corresponding design flaws in newly
modeled extended use cases, an extension of the PRF is necessary. On the one
hand, the values of the categories can be extended, e.g. the enumeration of at-
tack goals. On the other hand, entire new template parts or categories can be
included. In the case of privacy-related patterns, adding a privacy challenge part
to the templates is a reasonable option. The templates are not a closed approach
and can be extended. If the templates are only extended and old parts are not
changed, previously defined patterns and anti-patterns can still be used in con-
trast to adaptability scenarios. As soon as the new extensions have been included
in the DSL and in the service generation methods, extended patterns can also
be queried automatically and do not influence the functionality of the flaw iden-
tification. An additional possible extension is the connection to other already
existing vulnerability databases. The necessary integration factors have already
been discussed in chapter 5.3.

Flaw Assessment
The addition of new stakeholders also expands new assessment requirements.
For example, a new business stakeholder may be interested in an assessment of
data accuracy after a discovered flaw or wants to determine the change impact
on targeted business processes. Accordingly, the analysis cycle must either be
extended, or parallel analyses must be built in. Therefore, new analyses can be
added to the cycle or detached to interact and enable a second analysis cycle,
depending on the assessment goals. In chapter 5.3 necessary factors, such as the
interaction of the analysis steps, have already been discussed. For example, the
connection components of the analysis meta models must be extended to allow
connections to new analyses and to enable the input/output transfer. However,
existing analyses can also be expanded. For example, new BBN formulas can be
added to expand the selection of leading questions, or new cost functions can
be added to enable further financial quantitative estimations. The existing tool
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functions remain unchanged, but may have to be expanded to include additional
functions.

Based on these characteristics of the approach, the quality attribute defined above
is considered to be satisfied.

8.3.3. Scalability

One of the most significant characteristic of IoT networks is their size and the
number of nodes they contain. Therefore, all approaches that are to be applied
on IoT systems shall be checked for scalability. According to [Tec17] and [Kol+13]
scalability is defined as

the ability to resize while covering increased needs and ensuring all
functionalities. Scalability includes the capability to build and store
large models and their connected DSLs for subsequent model query-
ing, regardless of their size.

In the context of this evaluation, the quality attribute scalability is used to check
whether the model editor can handle a large number of nodes and examine the
ability of the functionalities of the flaw identification and assessment to adapt to
the changed demand. Scalability is intended to test the stability and competitive-
ness of the approach parts.

The following scenario is defined for the evaluation of the quality attribute scal-
ability: Even though use cases can vary greatly in size, this does not necessarily
mean any change in their basic conditions and challenges, but the effort required
to monitor such a system increases immensely. Accordingly, it is necessary to en-
able automated and time-efficient monitoring and evaluation, especially in such
large use cases. The scenario is based on the second use case of case study-based
evaluation in which performance tests have already been carried out. Accord-
ingly, an IoT use case is considered distributed over an entire city with a large
number of sensors that directly notify help in the event of an accident. As this
is a safety-critical use case, it must be ensured that the system does not contain
any malfunctions. Therefore, the PRF must be able to define and interrogate com-
plex patterns, while the assessment must subsequently be able to consider all the
connections and reliably evaluate the impacts.

Design Approach
As defined, the scalability of the approach starts with the capability to represent
large models. The meta model and the associated layered architecture are not
affected by this, since this is independent of the size of model instances. However,
the capability of the model editor must be considered. As shown in the examples
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from the case study-based evaluation, the model editor performs in a reasonable
time regardless of the use case size. The layout can become cluttered depending
on the number of edges. However, since a container model representation has
been implemented, a better element structure of large models can be ensured.
Using the views and filters provided, additional areas, elements or edges can be
hidden to allow manual verification.

Flaw Identification
However, especially in large models, a manual check is not effective. Accordingly,
automated model queries must continue to be possible as the system grows. PRF
templates are independent of the size of the systems to which patterns or anti-
patterns are to be applied. It is possible to define small simple patterns, but also
large complex patterns if corresponding use cases require them. Accordingly, the
DSL and the associated service generation methods are not negatively affected
by demand growth. Effects can be seen in the execution of the flaw identification
in ArchiAna. As shown in the performance tests, the functionality is guaranteed
in a reasonable time, since the implementation is designed in order to query the
edges and nodes for their interaction as effectively as possible. The described
filter conditions are used for this purpose. They allow direct narrowing down
of the elements and edges to be checked. Finally, only a significantly reduced
number of components must be checked for the pattern requirements.

Flaw Assessment
The analysis cycle is not affected by the size of a model. However, the function-
ality of the individual assessment steps must be checked. Since FIA starts the
cycle, the first analysis step is FIA mapping. Thus, the model is reduced again
in components. As described, attributes are only transferred if the assessment
attribute matches and additionally only elements that are related to the identified
flawed elements are mapped. Thus, FIA has to handle only a reduced number,
and thus, demand. The subsequent QIA reduces this quantity once again by con-
centrating on critical difference matrices. However, costs must be available for all
components for the calculation. This is a manual challenge, but does not affect
the technical scalability. The two decision design analyses CDSA and SIA can-
not make use of the reduced models since they concern other aspects. Through
the flaw identification, one pattern after the other is queried. Accordingly, in the
CDSA, countermeasures are searched for only one problem at a time. Thus, the
size of the CDSA does not depend on the size of the system, but on the complexity
of the planned countermeasures and their requirements, and thus, calculations
scales for large use cases. SIA calculations are always based on the same four
requirements, and therefore, have a boundary on the calculation effort from the
beginning. In addition, only the service elements of the old and new models are
considered, thus, excluding all other elements of the large model.

Based on these characteristics of the approach, the quality attribute defined above
is considered to be satisfied.
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8.3.4. Reusability

As a last quality attribute, reusability is checked to ensure the added value of the
automatization, since a one-time applicability would not justify the automatiza-
tion effort. Based on [SR90] reusability is defined as

a two-part attribute, whereas reusability represents firstly the reuse of
artifacts in different process phases and secondly the reuse of artifacts
in context of another application.

Reusability is to be evaluated with a scenario for both meanings. It is checked
whether the individual approach parts are connected with each other in that ar-
tifacts are passed on and reused in the course of the process. Furthermore, it is
evaluated if the approach is generic and can be reused in other use cases, and
is therefore, use case independent. This is examined for the generic approach as
well as for completed artifacts, e.g. patterns or anti-patterns.

The following scenario is defined for the evaluation of quality attribute reusability:
Given that IoT use cases usually have similar basic characteristics, the presented
approach structure can be applied to different use cases and results can be reused
in new use cases and benefit from them. But mainly it is important that within one
use case everything is consistent and results can be reused. This allows the most
benefit from results, but also ensures that previous decisions are not neglected
or be in conflict with new decisions. In this scenario, a security expert leaves an
IoT network provider. If new elements are added to the network in the future,
it must be possible to check how security has been tested in the past and how
previous problems have been assessed and addressed in order to plan further
consistently. For instance, flaws should not suddenly be evaluated differently if
nothing changed technically but a new employee weights them differently. Since
the approach represents a cycle, the expert knowledge must be included in all
steps.

Design Approach
According to the Contributions of this approach, the IoT(-WD) meta model and
layered architecture was built based on use case independent safety and security
challenges and existing IoT reference architectures with the goal to design a meta
model which is suitable for reuse for IoT use cases of any kind. Since the model
editor is based on the same principles, it is also reusable. Because safety and
security aspects can be modeled with the editor, knowledge is not lost when an
employee leaves and the previous models can continue to be used. The meta
model components are also reused in the further approach process. They are
needed in every step of the flaw identification and in the flaw assessment only
the connection and reuse of the structure ensures the automated analysis start.
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Flaw Identification
By definition from 2.1.4, a fundamental property of patterns is reusability. Ac-
cordingly, the PRF was designed to be suitable for expert knowledge preservation
and to reuse the knowledge of the defined patterns in the further course of the
assessment. On the one hand, a defined pattern can be used in other use cases if
the pattern is generic enough. But the main task of the defined patterns and anti-
patterns is the reuse in the same use case. Thus, former decisions can be made
traceable and problem solutions from the past can be reused. However, this only
applies under the assumption that no requirements have changed. On the other
hand, the PRF structure is designed in such a way that the individual parts can
be reused. While the challenge part is used to classify threats or hazards, imple-
mentation parts are reused in the DSL and in service generation methods. The
assessment parts are transferred to the analysis cycle, for instance the severity
level as weights for analysis calculations. In addition, the PRF is based on the
reuse of meta model structure to be able to design pattern combinations of the
components to fit the model.

Flaw Assessment
The flaw assessment can also be reused in two ways: Deployment of the cy-
cle in other use cases and dependency of the analyses based on previous ap-
proach parts. The cycle was designed independently of the use case and relates to
the basic assessment questions, and can therefore, also be reused in other areas.
Furthermore, knowledge about analysis specifications can be transferred when
no expert is available, such as the ASLE of a QIA for known and common IoT
things. But the main reuse takes place through the described transfer of the PRF
assessment part values. Thus, the assessment attribute defined by experts, al-
ready known impacts and further specification relevant details are reused, such
as requirements for the CDSA set up. In addition, the entire cycle is based on
reusability, as the outputs of the previous analysis are used as input for the next
steps.

Based on these characteristics of the approach, the quality attribute defined above
is considered to be satisfied. Thus, all quality attributes to be tested could be
considered as fulfilled by the approach, and thus, the operational capability is
proven.
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9
Conclusion

In the last chapters several approaches have been presented to enable detection
and assessment of safety and security vulnerabilities already in the design phase.
These approaches were evaluated in different ways to prove the correct imple-
mentation, applicability and benefit of the approach. In this chapter the approach
and results of this dissertation are summarized. Objectives presented in chapter 1
are taken up to be verified and to evaluate the accomplishments of this disserta-
tion. For this purpose, the parts of IoT system modeling, flaw identification and
flaw assessment are addressed separately.
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9.1. Design Approach

This thesis deals with the concept of ever growing IoT networks and their prob-
lematic use in safety- and security-critical systems. The main focus is on the man-
agement possibilities of these complex systems and the early detection and pre-
vention of flaws. A three-part approach was developed for this purpose. The first
part is the design approach to provide the basis for flaw detection in the design
phase.

The design approach is intended to model IoT systems with all their intertwined
connections while also specifying, and subsequently considering, safety and se-
curity aspects. This aims in having IoT networks under control at an early stage
and being aware of weak points that can already be incorporated in the design
phase, and thus, directly can be prevented. Accordingly, a modeling basis is
needed. For this purpose, a meta model was developed that is capable of mod-
eling IoT networks, especially in the field of wellbeing. In order to obtain ar-
chitectural requirements for this meta model and to make vulnerability relevant
aspects depictable, a IoT safety and security challenge review was carried out.

The review considered safety hazards, security threats and specific challenges in
the wellbeing area, as this is a highly critical area. For safety hazards, the fault
sources were examined to explore in which areas the origins of unintentional
failures lie. For this purpose, different fault classes were investigated, such as
software changes, logic errors or data corruptions. Accordingly, the aspects that
already have their causes in the architecture were extracted to create architectural
requirements for modeling activities. For security threats, classic violations of se-
curity policy or recommendations and their resulting attacks were considered.
The attacks were divided into physical object attacks, software attacks, protocol
attacks and attacks on data. Aspects that have architectural reasons were again
identified to consider these aspects in the design phase. Finally, a challenge cate-
gorization was prepared for the review in order to be able to transfer the identi-
fied architectural requirements to the other parts.

As a result, a meta model was presented that is based on a layered architecture.
This layered architecture consists of nine layers and considers all elements of an
IoT network from small physical things to the executing actors. Based on fur-
ther defined meta model requirements, the design approach was specified. On
the one hand, the required hardware and software aspects were included to be
able to map the structure, processes and functions of an IoT system. On the other
hand, qualitative requirements were taken into account. For example, the meta
model was designed to be context-aware, modular, scalable and various manage-
ment elements as well as stakeholder requirements were included. Finally, the
model editor of the developed ArchiAna tool was presented to make the design
approach applicable.
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Verification of Objectives and Contributions
The design approach addresses Objective 1, and thus, aims at creating "a uni-
fied and reusable IoT system modeling method" that has a "possibility to analyze
safety and security required aspects". This Objective was satisfied by identifying
architectural requirements through the challenge review and building on those
requirements to develop a layered meta model that is not only suitable for IoT
modeling but also includes vulnerability assessment aspects and additionally al-
lows the connection to further flaw identification methods. For this purpose, the
requirements from the chapters 3 and 4 were successfully implemented.
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9.2. Architecture Optimization

The second and third part of the approach of this dissertation are united in the
architecture optimization approach. This is based on the design approach and
mainly deals with the challenges of early flaw detection, subsequent flaw assess-
ment and final mitigation by design. The detailed connection of these parts has
been described in chapter 5.

9.2.1. IoT Flaw Identification

Especially in large and complex IoT systems, vulnerability detection is a major
problem. Combined with frequent flaw detection after deployment, problems
are detected too late or can only be eliminated at high cost. Accordingly, the flaw
identification approach of this dissertation is designed to automate and struc-
ture the analysis of early modeled IoT systems and to detect weaknesses caused
by design flaws. For this purpose, a recognition framework based on patterns
and anti-patterns has been developed which, in addition to automated recogni-
tion, ensures knowledge preservation in order to make comprehensible decisions.
Patterns represent desirable design decisions that must not be violated. Anti-
patterns on the other hand represent problematic architectural relationships that
should not be present.

The PRF is divided into four parts. In order to structure patterns or anti-patterns,
templates were first developed. Depending on whether safety or security pat-
terns are to be considered, different templates were presented. These templates
consist of several sections for challenge, assessment and implementation details
to provide all necessary information for flaw detection and subsequent assess-
ment. These include details on the identification and categorization of the pat-
terns, but also information on the interrelationships of affected elements. The im-
plementation details are used to enable automation and scalability of the recog-
nition process. All templates focus on covering IoT and wellbeing aspects in their
structure.

In the second step of the PRF, a DSL was presented to specify the patterns in a
machine-readable way. For this purpose, several rules were set up to define pat-
terns or anti-patterns, based on the presented and connected meta model, and to
make them applicable to IoT models. In the third PRF part, a pattern service code
generation method was developed that generates executable patterns to make
them automatically queryable. This method is based on the implementation de-
tails of the PRF and depends on the meta model structure to check all safety and
security aspects of a model.
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Ready-to-run patterns or anti-patterns can be stored in a pattern database and
used in the final step of the PRF, the flaw identification process. For this purpose,
functions have been implemented in the ArchiAna tool to perform this automated
identification by calling the pattern services and checking the entire model for the
presence of a pattern or anti-pattern. If a pattern is violated or an anti-pattern is
found, a flaw is reported.

Verification of Objectives and Contributions
The first part of the architecture optimization addresses the Objective 2, and thus,
aims to develop "an IoT specific flaw identification process to mitigate impacts
of possible threats or hazards at an early architectural level". This Objective was
satisfied by the development and deployment of the PRF and its ability to lever-
age and preserve expert knowledge by structurally defining and querying pat-
terns or anti-patterns with known design desires or problems. The architectural
requirements from chapters 3 and 4 were considered and defined optimization
requirements from chapter 5 were fulfilled.

9.2.2. IoT Flaw Assessment

Once a flaw has been identified and a weak point in the design of a planned IoT
system is known, further steps must be considered. These include, on the one
hand, analyses of consequences and, on the other hand, the elimination of the
flaw. For this purpose, the second half of the architecture optimization approach
provides a flaw assessment methodology. Therefore, a consecutive assessment
cycle was developed, which takes up the optimization requirements from chap-
ter 5. The impacts of a possible flaw are to be evaluated and afterwards different
countermeasure designs are to be compared in order to find the appropriate so-
lution for a flaw. In order to have a solid basis for these assessments, existing
architecture analyses were examined, selected and transferred.

The consideration of existing architecture analyses was limited to analyses from
the EAM area, as these analyses focus on the design level and allow a transfer
due to their generic structure. 40 analysis types were identified on the basis of a
literature review. These were reviewed for maturity, functional goals and techni-
cal methods. Thus, it was possible to sort out which analyses can be used for the
purpose of IoT flaw assessment. Since the cycle was to be designed to build on
each other, it was necessary to select technically compatible analyses in order to
be able to continue using inputs and outputs. Finally, four analyses were identi-
fied. In addition, an analysis structure was developed to structure the IoT flaw
assessment methods.

This resulted in the cycle consisting of FIA, QIA, CDSA and SIA. The first two
analyses are responsible for the assessment of impacts. FIA receives as input the
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results of the flaw identification and uses a BBN methodology to determine the
impacts on associated elements based on a specified assessment attribute. Condi-
tional probability is used to determine how the status of the associated elements
will deteriorate if the identified flaw leads to a hazard or threat. The QIA, as sec-
ond analysis, takes these results and determines, on the critical path of impacts,
the potential costs incurred if an IoT system suffers limitations due to attacks or
accidents based on the identified flaw. Once the flaw assessment was completed,
two analyses were included in the cycle for countermeasure planning. For the
CDSA, a BBN-based approach was developed that analyzes different counter-
measures at different layers for multiple safety or security requirements. Thus,
it is calculated which countermeasures have a positive impact on the design and
are able to mitigate the flaw. As the last analysis in the cycle, SIA was presented
to assess services that are newly added by new countermeasures in IoT systems.
This is done by calculating the probabilities that new and old services are working
properly with each other, and thus, not pose any new problems in the architec-
ture. For all four analyses, functions have been implemented in the ArchiAna
tool to enable automated assessment of large IoT models.

Verification of Objectives and Contributions
The final approach part addresses Objectives 3 and 4, which aim to "identify re-
quirements to transfer existing architecture analysis approaches into IoT safety
and security management" and to develop "a structured and consecutive archi-
tecture analyses workflow to use flaw assessment methods to conduct a holistic
IoT design optimization". These Objectives were satisfied by identifying and cate-
gorizing analysis approaches through a literature review, and thus, determining
which analysis goals and techniques fit for an IoT flaw assessment. Based on the
selection of analyses with matching techniques, the consecutive cycle could be
developed that can perform the automated assessment of As-Is scenarios based
on potential hazards or threats and includes the subsequent planning of flawless
To-Be scenarios. As with flaw identification, the optimization requirements from
chapter 5 were complied.
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Limitations and Future Work

Even though this work offers a holistic approach some areas are out of scope of
this dissertation. Accordingly, in the following additional possibilities for further
development are pointed out. This includes extensions, modifications or neces-
sary adaptations to apply it in other areas. The capability of the approach for
these future works was demonstrated in chapters 5 and 8. In order to have a
structured vision of the possible future work, it is necessary to consider first the
limitations of this thesis.

The meta model presented here has been optimized for IoT systems in the med-
ical and wellbeing sector. However, if the approach is to be applied in other
areas, the modeling of these systems with all necessary attributes is only possible
to a limited extent. Accordingly, a further development could be that the meta
model is designed more generically, or further meta models are developed and
connected. One example of this is the use of IoT in industry or Cyber Physical
Systems. These are also security-critical systems which could benefit from this
approach. However, the meta model requires adjustments, e.g. in the area of co-
ordinates or job workflows. An example of an adapted meta model can be seen
in project deliverables mentioned in chapter 1.

At the current time, this work still contains a few manual steps. One of these
steps is the modeling of systems. If new systems that do not yet exist are to be
investigated, this manual step is unavoidable. However, if an existing system is
to be investigated, various architecture mining options could be applied in the fu-
ture. This automated capture of systems, including their nodes and connections,
can be performed using external methods, e.g. with the tool developed by qbilon
[qbi]. In this way, elements could be determined automatically and transferred to
the meta model and displayed. This prevents important information from being
lost. Although the use of architectural analysis is most useful before the system
has been implemented, an after-the-fact analysis of the design is useful too to
identify hidden causes of weaknesses or to detect unnoticed errors before they
occur. Software agents can be helpful in this respect which already are used by
tools like dynatrace [Dyn] or OpenTelemetry [Opea].
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The presented PRF is intended to be used independently of programming knowl-
edge. However, the creation of patterns and anti-patterns requires the use of the
DSL, and thus, a development environment. This requires a certain computer
affinity. In the future, a more convenient use could be made by using a tool such
as Office Excel to select the PRF categories. This could be automatically trans-
ferred to the DSL and generated in the next step in Sirius Services.

In addition, the selection of PRF categories is limited. The current approach only
provides for the identification of safety or security patterns and their assessment
criteria in the wellbeing area. This could be improved by the future extension of
criteria. The technical conditions for this option are given as long as the filter and
requirement conditions of the implementation part are still included. Thus, the
identification would not have to be limited to safety and security flaws, but could
also cover other areas such as privacy or green IoT guidelines. Additionally, the
assessment and challenge parts can be extended by adding use-case specific cri-
teria.

The last limitation of the PRF and further developments for it is the pattern
database. When the approach is newly introduced, the database is empty and
shall be filled by experts. This method is only possible in companies that have
such expert knowledge available. Accordingly, the PRF could be connected to
existing databases in an automated way and transferred to the DSL and accord-
ingly to Sirius Services. Examples of such databases are: NVD [NVD], Exploit
Database of Rapid7 [Rap] and CVE [Mit]. These known vulnerabilities could be
used to populate the pattern database and keep it up-to-date.

The analysis cycle is also subject to limitations as not all identified available archi-
tecture analyses were able to adapt to the defined IoT requirements, e.g. hetero-
geneity analysis or interface analysis. In chapter 7 only four analyses have been
designed and are included in the assessment process. However, as already men-
tioned in chapter 5 further analyses can be connected to related analyses. Generic
analysis or assessment approaches that have already been successfully used in
use case independent applications can be used for this purpose. For example, the
mentioned FMEA is a well-known tool for risk management in unrestricted pur-
poses. As many guidelines require the usage of this, a connection to the designed
IoT architecture analyses can be built. As FMEA is used to determine severity
and probability of threats or hazards, this possible future connection can be used
to provide data for FIA and QIA calculations.

Another point for future work can be the further automation of the assessment
cycle. Accordingly, automated countermeasures could be proposed in the CDSA
depending on the identified pattern. Alternatively, a countermeasures database
could be created that could make various suggestions and be adapted based on
the associated architecture layer.
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The last point in the outlook is subsequent linkage to code analyses. After the
system has been secured on the architectural level, it is possible to go one step
further and additionally examine or plan code based on the results of the archi-
tectural analyses. Examples for this kind of developments are JOANA which
examines information flow in Java code for security leaks [Sne] or the code-based
analyses which are developed during the CPS4EU project. [CPS]
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A.1. Meta Model and Enumerations

Figure A.1.: All enumerations of meta model part 1
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Figure A.2.: All enumerations of meta model part 2
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Figure A.3.: Complete meta model
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A.2. Model Editor Elements
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Figure A.4.: Overview of meta model elements illustration
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A.3. Architecture Analyses

Overview EAM analysis types with references ([Rau13; Rau15]):

Analysis of Complexity: [Nie06]
Analysis of Conformity and Compliance: [Nie06]
Analysis of Dependencies: [Lag+09], [FFJ09a], [FFJ09b], [Nie06], [Saa10b], [KA09]
Analysis of Heterogeneity: [Buc+06], [Nie06]
Analysis of Maintainability: [LJ08], [Eks+09], [Lag07]
Analysis of Service Response Time: [NBE12], [När+13], [IJ06]
Analysis of the Benefits: [Nie06], [PSP12]
Analysis of the Costs: [Nie06]
Analysis of the Interfaces: [Nie06]
Analysis with XML: [Boe+05b]
Application Usage Analysis: [NBE12], [DS98]
Availability Analysis : [NBE12], [När+11a], [RNE09]
Availability Weak Point Analysis: [Xie+08], [Luo+09]
Business Entity Analysis: [Del+11]
Business Process Support Analysis: [SK11]
Change Impact Analysis: [Boe+05a], [SKR13]
Coverage Analysis: [Nie06]
Critical Path and Completion Time Analysis: [JS+99], [Yen09], [Jon+99]
Data Accuracy Analysis: [NBE12], [När+11b], [När+09]
Delta, Trade-off and Gap Analysis: [Zhu+05], [WC12], [Kaz+98], [Lop00]
Design Analysis: [AGW11]
Extended Influence Diagrams Analysis: [Joh+06], [Joh+07b], [LJN07], [NJN07]
Failure Impact Analysis: [Hol+09]
Intentional Analysis: [YSD06], [Yu11], [YM95]
Matrix Analysis: [Nie06], [Kel07], [KA09]
Maturity Analysis: [MHO11], [Szy09], [Ste+10]
Modifiability Analysis: [Lag+09], [LJH10], [LJE10]
Performance and Workload Analysis: [JI08], [Lan05], [SR95]
Quality Analysis: [När+08], [När+10], [DA09], [NJN07]
Requirements Analysis: [VSP08], [Ant96], [FJW97], [DP11]
Risk Analysis: [IB06], [Spa11]
Run time Analysis: [Far+10], [FHK09]
Security Analysis : [Bus+11], [IB06], [SEJ08], [ES09], [Joh05]
Sensitivity Analysis: [Zhu+05], [WC12], [RAB11]
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Service Interoperability Analysis: [Ull+10], [ULJ08]
Social Network Analysis: [Zac00], [KMP11], [HWM95], [TTF79]
Structural Analysis: [LB09]
Survival Analysis: [Aie+09]
Wiki-based Analysis: [Buc+09b]
Others: [Buc+09a], [DS12], [Mat+12]

Figure A.5.: Overview categorization of analyses types into functional categories
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Overview EAM analysis categorized into technical categories with references
([Rau13; Rau15]):

Bayesian Networks: [LJ08], [Hol+09], [När+08]
Business Entities: [Del+11], [MHO11], [Far+10]
PRM: [Lag+09], [Eks+09], [NBE12], [När+13], [LJH10], [LJE10], [När+10], [Bus+11],
[Ull+10], [Buc+09a]
Social Network: [Zac00], [KMP11], [HWM95], [TTF79]
AHP: [Zhu+05], [DA09], [RAB11], [DS12]
Time-Evaluation: [IJ06], [JS+99], [Yen09], [JI08], [Lan05], [FHK09]
Tree: [FFJ09b], [FFJ09a], [När+11a], [Jon+99]
KPI and Metrics: [Nie06], [IB06], [Spa11], [BIY08] [Mat+12]
Comparison: [Nie06], [Boe+05a], [WC12], [YSD06], [Yu11], [YM95], [VSP08], [DP11]
Views: [Buc+06], [SK11], [Kaz+98], [Lop00], [Ant96], [FJW97]
Lifecycle: [Saa10b], [Aie+09]
Ontology: [SKR13], [LB09]
EID: [Lag07], [RNE09], [När+11b], [När+09], [Joh+06], [Joh+07b], [LJN07], [NJN07],
[SEJ08], [ES09], [ULJ08]
Weak Points: [Xie+08], [Luo+09]
Matrix: [Nie06], [KA09], [Nie06], [PSP12], [Kel07], [Szy09], [Ste+10], [Joh05]
Design: [AGW11]
Structural: [Buc+09b]
Others: [Boe+05b], [DS98], [SR95]
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Figure A.6.: Overview categorization of analyses types into technical categories
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